
 
 

PREVIEWS #304 (VOL. XXIV #1, JAN14) 
 
FREE COMIC BOOK DAY 2014 
 
GOLD SPONSORS 
 
ARCHIE COMICS 
 
ARCHIE COMIC DIGEST FCBD 2014 EDITION 
(W) George Gladir, Various (A) Fernando Ruiz, Various 
(CA) Dan Parent, Rich Koslowski, Rosario “Tito” Peña 
The world’s most famous teenagers for over seven decades are all here in this 
FREE digest! Packed with non-stop laughs and gaffs, we challenge you to find a 
FCBD offering with more pages than this! The perfect introduction to the world of 
Archie and his friends, this digest is filled with stories from some of the best 
creators in the business! 
Digest, 96pgs, FC FREE! 
 
BONGO COMICS 
 
BONGO COMICS FREE-FOR-ALL! FCBD 2014 EDITION 
(W/A) Matt Groening, Various 
It’s the  foremost FCBD four-color giveaway of the year! Bart and Milhouse seek 
superheroic origin stories by attempting to acquire “accidental” superpowers… 
and learn that with trying to obtain great power comes great irresponsibility! Plus: 
Bart and Prof. Frink become trapped in between dimensions when a science 
demonstration goes awry, and C. Montgomery Burns takes us on a guided tour 
through the bowels of the Springfield Nuclear Power Plant! 
32pgs, FC FREE! 
 
BOOM! STUDIOS 
 
KABOOM! SUMMER BLAST 2014 FCBD EDITION 
(W/A/CA) Various 
KaBOOM! publishes some of the highest quality, most accessible all-ages titles 
in the industry and their KaBOOM! Summer Blast is the perfect way to share 
timeless properties like Peanuts, Garfield, Adventure Time, Regular Show, 
Steven Universe, and Herobear & The Kid with new readers young, old, and 
everyone in between! Not only is it an issue filled with your favorite all-ages titles, 
but the KaBOOM! Summer Blast also features the debut of a brand new all-ages 
series! 
32pgs, FC FREE! 
 
DARK HORSE COMICS 
 
AVATAR/ ITTY BITTY HELLBOY/ REXODUS FCBD 2104 EDITION 
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(W) Gene Luen Yang, Art Baltazar, Franco, David Lapham 
(A) Faith Erin Hicks, Art Baltazar, David Lapham 
(CA) Faith Erin Hicks 
Three All-Ages Favorites in One! In Avatar: The Last Airbender, Sokka follows 
Suki as she gives a lesson in manners and encourages a young girl's strength! 
Itty Bitty Hellboy has fun toying with nemesis Rasputin, and the Juice Squeezers 
crew leap into action to defend one of their own against a persistent bully. Hilarity 
ensues! 
32pgs, FC FREE! 
 
DC ENTERTAINMENT 
 
DC COMICS—THE NEW 52: FUTURES END FCBD 2014 SPECIAL EDITION 
(W) Brian Azzarello, Jeff Lemire, Keith Giffen, Dan Jurgens 
(A) Ethan Van Sciver, Jesus Merino, Aaron Lopresti, Dan Jurgens, Keith Giffen 
(CA) Ryan Sook 
Jump on board DC Comics’ epic weekly series beginning with this all-new FCBD 
issue that features tomorrow’s Dark Knight, Batman Beyond (making his first 
appearance in The New 52), battling an army of cyborgs to avert an Apocalypse 
in the future which could destroy the DC Universe of the present! But that's not 
all; there are still more surprises to come. Stay tuned for more details! 
32pgs, FC FREE! 
 
FANTAGRAPHICS BOOKS 
 
UNCLE SCROOGE: “A MATTER OF SOME GRAVITY” FCBD 2014 EDITION 
(W/A) Don Rosa 
In "A Matter of Some Gravity" by fan-favorite Don Rosa, saucy sorceress Magica 
De Spell turns Scrooge's life sideways — literally! — when she distorts the forces 
of gravity! Then, in "The Sign of the Triple Distelfink", Lucky Gladstone Gander 
faces a 24-hour luck jinx — and battles to hide it from a gloating Cousin Donald! 
Only ever published in the USA in under-printed mid-1990's editions, these Rosa 
classics are back like you've never seen them before! 
32pgs, FC FREE! 
 
IDW PUBLISHING 
 
TRANSFORMERS VS. G.I. JOE FCBD 2014 EDITION 
(W) Tom Scioli, John Barber (A/CA) Tom Scioli 
Two titans of pop culture clash in the kick-off of an all-new, all-action ongoing 
series! When Earth is threatened by giant machine life from outer space, the 
planet's greatest heroes unite—but will they be enough? From the pulse-
pounding pen of visionary artist Tom Scioli begins the most cosmic crossover of 
all time! 
32pgs, FC FREE! 
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IMAGE COMICS 
 
RISE OF THE MAGI #0 
(W/A/CA) Marc Silvestri 
Asa Stone, a young guardian at the gates of our reality, has seen a truth meant 
to be hidden and never seen. With his life a shattered ruin, he finds himself, 
keeper of a terrible secret and a list of seven names; Seven magicians, 
sorcerers, thieves, and killers who can be neither trusted nor believed and yet, 
stand as the only weapon mankind has against an unstoppable evil! Marc 
Silvestri (The Darkness, Cyber Force) presents a new fantasy-adventure series 
series! 
32pgs, FC FREE! 
 
MARVEL ENTERTAINMENT 
 
GUARDIANS OF THE GALAXY FCBD 2014 EDITION 
(W) Brian Michael Bendis (A) Nick Bradshaw 
(CA) Sara Pichelli 
In an all-new story by award-winning writer Brian Michael Bendis and acclaimed 
artist Nick Bradshaw, the Guardians of the Galaxy welcome Venom and Captain 
Marvel to the team for the launch of a not-to-be-missed death-defying epic! 
PLUS: Writer Dan Slott lays the foundation for 2014’s top secret Spider-Man 
event that will rock the Wall Crawler’s world forever! 
32pgs, FC FREE! 
 
PAPERCUTZ 
 
MIGHTY MORPHIN POWER RANGERS FCBD 2014 EDITION 
(W/A) Various 
In 1993, the Mighty Morphin Power Rangers burst onto the scene in an explosion 
of colorful combat, bizarre monsters, incredible robot battles, and Megazord-
sized fun, spawning a global phenomenon and an ever-expanding storytelling 
universe. These comics present the stories fans have waited over 20 years for: 
all-new tales featuring the Mighty Morphin Power Rangers! This is a never-
before-seen story starring the six Power Rangers, and is not a reprint of any 
existing material! 
32pgs, FC FREE! 
 
UNITED PLANKTON PICTURES 
 
SPONGEBOB FREESTYLE FUNNIES FCBD 2014 EDITION 
(W/A) Graham Annable, Jacob Chabot, Gregg Schigiel, Corey Barba, Various 
United Plankton’s all-new SpongeBob comic book for FCBD 2014 starts with 
"Relocate!", in which we finally learn the answer to the age-old question: "What if 
Squidward, SpongeBob, and Patrick's houses all became giant robot creatures 
and stomped around Bikini Bottom?" Also: the debut of the saltwater super-
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sensation, Mermaid Girl, and SpongeBob schools Patrick in the ways of comic-
book making in "SpongeBob ComicSnob!" Plus: comics from James Kochalka, 
Sam Henderson, Nate Neal, and Andy Rementer! 
32pgs, FC FREE! 
 
VIZ MEDIA 
 
HELLO KITTY: SURPRISE! FCBD 2014 EDITION 
(W/A) Various 
Hello Kitty and her friends star in all-new comic book adventures, and this time 
they're letting their imaginations run wild! Plus: Don't miss the sneak peek of 
Perfect Square's upcoming tribute book celebrating Hello Kitty's 40th 
anniversary! Bonus Feature! Perfect Square introduces exciting Bravest Warriors 
adventures featuring the irrepressible Catbug! 
32pgs, FC FREE! 
 
 
SILVER SPONSORS 
 
ACTION LAB ENTERTAINMENT  
 
SKYWARD / MIDNIGHT TIGER FCBD 2014 EDITION 
(W/A) Jeremy Dale, Ray-Anthony Height, Dewayne Feenstra 
Behold the Berserkers! Quinn and crew find themselves facing uncomfortable 
truths as sins of the past come back to reveal themselves. Fans old and new 
won't want to miss the first look at what's on the horizon for Quinn and Jack! And 
in Midnight Tiger, sometimes all it takes to become a hero is an unfortunate 
incident and a single split second decision. The origin of Midnight Tiger! 
32pgs, FC FREE! 
 
ZOMBIE TRAMP / ENMM THEORY FCBD 2014 EDITION 
(W) Dan Mendoza, Brockton McKinney (A), Dan Mendoza, Larkin Ford  
(CA) Dan Mendoza 
Are you bold enough to take a ride with Janey the Zombie Tramp?!? If you pick 
her up, she might just share the story of how she came to be the street walking 
dead! Be brave so you can be ready for her all-new series following this special 
issue! You also get a mind-shattering sneak preview from the second volume of 
the coolest comic series you haven’t read yet… Ehmm Theory! 
32pgs, FC FREE! 
 
ALTERNA COMICS 
 
FUBAR: ACE OF SPADES FCBD 2014 EDITION  
(W) Chuck Dixon (A) Jeff McComsey, Steve Becker  
(CA) Steve Becker 
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It's 2003 and the hunt is on for Saddam Hussein. The men of Operation Urgent 
Surprise think they've found the Butcher of Baghdad but instead uncover 
weapons of mass destruction in the form of ZOMBIES! Shock and awe turns to 
bite and claw on the bloody sands of Iraq in this full-length FUBAR Spec-Ops 
spectacular. 
32pgs, B&W FREE! 
 
ANTARCTIC PRESS 
 
STEAM WARS #1 
(W/A/CA) Fred Perry 
A not so long time ago, in a galaxy relatively close by, an epic struggle plays out 
on a world seized in the grip of an evil Victorian empire. Only a ragged alliance of 
rebels opposes the Emperor and his black guard, and hope is fading. While 
fleeing from the steam-driven war machines of her Imperial pursuers, Duchess 
Imoen stumbles across the home of the last Dragoon: the legendary Storm Foil 
Warriors of ancient lore! This new (but strangely familiar) steam-fantasy epic will 
give thrills that haven't been felt since 1977! 
32pgs, FC FREE! 
 
ARCANA STUDIO 
 
THE INTRINSIC VOLUME 2 FCBD 2014 EDITION 
(W) Sean Patrick O’Reilly, Chris “Doc” Wyatt (A) TBD 
The Philosophers are an ancient secret order of magic-users who protect the 
Earth. One of their number, Ishmael Stone, known as Philosopher Rex, has 
assembled an elite team, called The Intrinsic to deal with the most serious 
threats from the outer realms. But how will The Intrinsic react when they are 
called not to protect the Earth, but to protect themselves from it? 
32pgs, FC FREE! 
 
ARCHIE COMICS 
 
SONIC THE HEDGEHOG/ MEGA-MAN FCBD 2014 EDITION 
(W) Ian Flynn (A) Patrick "SPAZ" Spaziante, Jennifer Hernandez, Lamar Wells, 
Rick Bryant, Gary Martin, John Workman, Jack Morelli and Matt Herms 
(CA) Ben Bates 
Its TWO free comic books in ONE! Hot off the heels of the ultra-successful 
Sonic/Mega Man crossover event, “Worlds Collide”, comes a showcase issue of 
the hottest new storylines in both characters' universes — exclusively for Free 
Comic Book Day! Somic stars in “Blast to the Past” and the origin of his Freedom 
Fighters! Then, on the flipside of this issue, get ready for the “Mega Man X” 
crossover event with this primer story! 
32pgs, FC FREE! 
 
ASPEN MLT 
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WORLDS OF ASPEN FCBD 2014 EDITION 
(W/A) Peter Steigerwald, Mirka Andolfo, Vince Hernandez 
Aspen’s popular zero issues return, and only in this exclusive FCBD issue 
featuring two all-new stories by Aspen’s finest! Vince Hernandez, creator of 
Charismagic and Trish Out of Water, offers his latest creation, the upcoming 
fairy-tale adventure series Damsels in Excess, along with brilliant series artist 
Mirka Andolfo (Trish Out of Water) in this special zero issue prelude — just in 
time for its summer release! Then, superstar colorist and creator Peter 
Steigerwald (Fathom, Soulfire), takes a journey into the furthest reaches of the 
universe in his first all-new Aspen series, The ZooHunters! Coming this fall, this 
new action-adventure series will redefine what it means to voyage beyond your 
wildest imagination! Get an exclusive first look with these thrilling zero issues, 
only available in Worlds of Aspen 2014! 
32pgs, FC FREE! 
 
AUTOMATIC PUBLISHING 
 
HATTER M: FAR FROM WONDER #1 FCBD 2014 EDITION 
(W) Frank Beddor, Liz Cavalier (A) Ben Templesmith 
(CA) Vincent Proce 
Put to rest any delusions or disinformation you have of the tea-guzzling madman 
of faux literary history and prepare to expand your consciousness as the saga of 
Hatter Madigan and his relentless search for the lost Princess of Wonderland 
unfolds in Issue 1 of the Hatter M series! 
32pgs, FC FREE! 
 
IPSO FACTO #1 FCBD 2014 EDITION 
(W) J.R. Rothenberg 
(A/CA) Jason Badower, Annete Kwok 
A peaceful alien race secretly inhabiting Earth suddenly begins to flee when a 
satellite intended to eliminate nuclear war is launched. Meanwhile, a boy in 
Colorado, a lovestruck rebel without a cause, believes he’s going insane; his 
mind replaying a single message: “remember who you are... or this world ends.” 
32pgs, FC FREE! 
 
AVATAR PRESS 
 
BLEEDING COOL MAGAZINE FCBD 2014 EDITION 
Bleeding Cool Magazine celebrates FCBD and the launch of The Amazing 
Spider-Man 2 film with an all-new issue dedicated to introducing new fans to 
comic books!  We packed this special issue full of features that will turn FCBD 
visitors into comic shop regulars. This year’s issue is the perfect tool for local 
comic shops to introduce new fans to the hobby, with features on collecting, 
shopping, preservation, and developing their collections. It’s a must-have for 
every Free Comic Book Day attendee! It’s not just cool… it’s Bleeding Cool! 
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32pgs, FC FREE! 
 
ÜBER: THE FIRST CYCLE FCBD 2014 EDITION 
(W) Kieron Gillen (A) Caanan White 
An ideal entry point into the world of Über! Kieron Gillen and Caanan White, the 
creative team that revolutionized the super soldier genre, presents this special 
FCBD edition, Über: The First Cycle! This special issue recaps the events of the 
first two story arcs, weaving them into real-World history, along with new writing 
from Gillen, unseen art, and sneak-peaks of upcoming pages. This issue also 
sets the stage for the summer 2014 Über story arc that promises to be the 
biggest and most shocking yet! 
MATURE THEMES 
32pgs, FC FREE! 
 
BOOM! STUDIOS / ARCHAIA 
 
MOUSE GUARD, RUST, & OTHER STORIES: A FCBD HARDCOVER 
ANTHOLOGY 
(W/A/CA) Various 
When Archaia released their first hardcover FCBD offering two years ago, it was 
a rousing success with fans and retailers alike. Now they’re doing it again! With 
amazing stories from David Petersen’s Mouse Guard, Jim Henson’s Labyrinth, 
Royden Lepp’s Rust, and others, readers will get original, all-ages content from a 
powerhouse lineup of Archaia creators. Plus, the debut of Farscape comics 
under the Archaia imprint by Ramón Pérez (A Tale of Sand)! 
HC, 6x9, 48pgs, FC FREE! 
 
CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS 
 
THE ADVENTURES OF JELLABY FCBD 2014 EDITION 
(W/A/CA) Kean Soo 
Capstone celebrates Jellaby, the award-winning series by Kean Soo! In this Free 
Comic Book Day 2014 special, ten-year-old Portia Bennett and her beloved 
purple monster, Jellaby, head to the great outdoors in two comic shorts, including 
the exclusive, never-before-in-print adventure “The Knot.” Also featuring a 
monster load of bonus materials: creator Q & A, pinup art, super-secret previews, 
and much, much more! 
32pgs, FC FREE! 
 
COMIC BOOK LEGAL DEFENSE FUND 
 
DEFEND COMICS FCBD 2014 EDITION 
(W) Mark Evanier, Fred Van Lente, Gene Luen Yang, Chris Roberson 
(A) Sergio Aragones, Ryan Dunlavey, Gene Luen Yang, Various 
(CA) Cully Hamner 
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For over 25 years, the Comic Book Legal Defense Fund has fought to protect 
your right to read, and this year we bring our mission to Free Comic Book Day, 
with a light-hearted look at a serious topic. Explore censorship of comics with 
some of today’s most talented creators! 
32pgs, FC FREE! 
 
CBLDF PRESENTS: RAISING A READER! FCBD 2014 EDITION 
(W) Meryl Jaffe PhD (A) Matthew Holm 
(CA) Raina Telgemeier 
CBLDF Presents: Raising a Reader! answers the questions parents and 
educators bring to using comics. What skills do comics offer kids? What 
resources are available for using graphic novels in education? How does a 
comics page teach reading? How can comics create reading dialogues? And 
much more! (Text with Illustrations.) 
16pgs, FC FREE! 
 
COMIXTRIBE 
 
EPIC #0 FCBD 2014 EDITION 
(W) Tyler James (A) Matt Zolman, Fico Ossio 
(CA) Fico Ossio 
After a freak experiment gives teenager Eric Ardor incredible powers, he does 
what anyone would do... he puts on a costume and becomes Epic! Super 
strength, speed, flight, optic blasts… it’s a fanboy's dream come true. 
Unfortunately, he's just discovered he has one weakness... pretty girls! And while 
most boys his age lose their cool around the hotties, Epic loses his powers! 
32pgs, FC FREE! 
 
SCAM #0: CROSSWORDS FCBD 2014 EDITION 
(W) Jason Ciaramella (A/CA) Joe Mulvey 
Spinning out of the pages of the super-powered con-man series, Scam, Eisner-
nominated writer Jason Ciaramella (The Cape) and “the most dangerous man in 
comics” Joe Mulvey bring you an explosive one-shot featuring Scam’s ultimate 
villain: Crosswords! After being exiled from “Sin City”, Crosswords makes a 
power grab in Europe, using extreme means to take what he wants! 
32pgs, FC FREE! 
 
 
DARK HORSE COMICS 
 
PROJECT: BLACK SKY FCBD 2014 EDITION 
(W) Fred Van Lente (A/CA) Michael Broussard 
When a biological weapon is hijacked from a secret facility in Nevada, the 
president calls in two of his top guns: Captain Midnight and Brain Boy! Will the 
two disparate heroes, a time-displaced inventor from World War II and a snotty 
psychic Secret Service agent, be able to work together to stop the threat 
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released from Block 13? And what does the mysterious rogue agency Project: 
Black Sky have to do with it?! 
32pgs, FC FREE! 
 
DC ENTERTAINMENT 
 
TEEN TITANS GO! # 1 FCBD 2014 SPECIAL EDITION 
(W) Sholly Fisch, Merrill Hagan 
(A) Ben Bates, Jorge Corona (CA) Daniel Hipp 
This FCBD issue is the perfect place to start reading the sensational series 
based on Warner Bros. Animation's hit animated show featured on Cartoon 
Network's DC Nation Saturday morning programming block! Join Robin, Starfire, 
Beast Boy, Cyborg and Raven as they display their unique brand of hi-jinks, 
mayhem and justice! But giant pizza monsters aren’t the only dastardly and 
delicious villains on the menu… so dig in, Titans! Includes two exciting, action-
packed stories that readers of all ages will enjoy! 
32pgs, FC FREE! 
 
DRAWN & QUARTERLY 
 
SHIGERU MIZUKI’S SHOWA: A HISTORY OF JAPAN FCBD 2014 EDITION 
(W/A/CA) Shigeru Mizuki 
Shigeru Mizuki’s Showa: A History of Japan FCBD 2014 will offer a rare preview 
of the 2,000-page masterpiece on the history of modern Japan. The D+Q series 
will be published in four separate volumes throughout 2014 and early 2015 and 
this special FCBD edition will offer an excerpt of the harrowing period covering 
World War 2 and beyond. Mizuki is one of the early pioneers of manga and is 
one of the most beloved creators in Japanese comics. 
24pgs, B&W FREE! 
 
EPICENTER COMICS 
 
MAGIC WIND #1 FCBD 2014 EDTION 
(W) Gianfranco Manfredi (A/CA) Pasquale Frisenda 
With a shard of metal in his brain allowing him limited access to his past 
memories, and able to foresee the future through visions and premonitions, Ned 
Ellis is no ordinary man. Once a U.S soldier, he is now a Sioux Shaman who 
goes by the name of Magic Wind. This FCBD edition will give you an exciting 
extended preview of the thrilling upcoming graphic novel! 
32pgs, FC FREE! 
 
ENTROPY #1 FCBD 2014 EDITION 
(W) Davor Radoja (A/CA) Well-Bee 
A society divided into two classes: the Haves and the Have Nots. Controlled by a 
government that has banned and destroyed any form of media that it feels will 
corrupt the human mind. Yet there are those who hold secrets, who hold 
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meetings, and who are prepared to fight for a better future. This special sneak-
peak of the upcoming SF graphic novel also features two complete short comics: 
Crosses and Vegetable! 
32pgs, FC FREE! 
 
FANTAGRAPHICS BOOKS 
 
HIP HOP FAMILY TREE TWO-IN-ONE FCBD 2014 EDITION 
(W/A/CA) Ed Piskor 
Hip Hop Family Tree Two-In-One by Ed Piskor is the perfect introduction and 
bridge to Piskor's fun and crtitically acclaimed 5 volume book series! This full-
color comic book offers two self-contained stories form Hip Hop Family Tree 
Volumes 1 & 2 as well as new guest pin-ups and content just for FCBD! Lovingly 
produced and designed in homage to Marvel Comic's beloved Marvel Two-In-
One—Make mine Hip Hop! 
32pgs, FC FREE! 
 
GEMSTONE PUBLISHING 
 
OVERSTREET'S COMIC BOOK MARKETPLACE FCBD 2014 EDITION 
(W/A) Robert M. Overstreet, Various 
A stunning visual representation of Batman’s 75th anniversary, a look (way) back 
at the origins of The Winter Soldier, a 20th anniversary chat with Billy Tucci about 
Shi, a look at the long and sometimes hidden history of Archie’s “Red Circle” line, 
a forgotten first appearance, and much more are featured in this FCBD 2014 
issue of Overstreet’s Comic Book Marketplace! 
32pgs, FC FREE! 
 
HERMES PRESS 
 
SCRATCH 9 FCBD 2014 EDITION 
(W) Rob M. Worley (A/CA) Joshua Buchanan 
He’s back for Free Comic Book Day! The world’s greatest superhero cat returns 
in this all-ages, all-cat, all-free funny-book featuring all-new stories! Scratch is an 
ordinary cat who can summon his nine lives to get himself and his pet posse out 
of a jam. This new edition is a direct lead-in to the summer’s monthly Scratch9 
series: Cat of Nine Worlds! The fur starts flying here! 
32pgs, FC FREE! 
 
BUCK ROGERS IN THE 25TH CENTURY FCBD 2014 EDITION 
(W/A) Russell Keaton, Murphy Anderson, Howard Chaykin 
Buck Rogers in the 25th Century, the first, best and original sci-fi hero, is 
supporting Free Comic Book day with a special re-print of one complete Sunday 
story, “Prophet of the Fire Demon,” by fabled artist Russell Keaton! This story 
has been painstakingly digitally-reconstructed to perfection, and looks better than 
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the original newspaper Sundays! Hermes Press’ Buck Rogers FCBD issue will 
also offer bonus material and tons of surprises! 
32pgs, FC FREE! 
 
IDW PUBLISHING 
 
V-WARS #0 FCBD 2014 EDITION 
(W) Jonathan Maberry (A) Alan Robinson (CA) Kevin Eastman 
New York Times best-selling horror author Jonathan Maberry presents the 
chronicle of the first Vampire War in V-Wars! This all-new tale leading into this 
summer's ongoing V-Wars series offers the first salvo in the battle between 
humans and hundreds of new species of vampires! 
32pgs, FC FREE! 
 
MARVEL ENTERTAINMENT 
 
MARVEL ALL-AGES SAMPLER FCBD 2014 EDITION 
(W) Joe Caramagna (A) Adam Archer 
(CA) Ron Lim, Richard Isanove 
Spotlighting Marvel's BIGGEST star! No, we're not talking about Iron Man! Not 
Captain America! Not Thor! It's Rocket Raccoon! The madcap mammal takes on 
the cosmos in an all-new FREE COMIC BOOK DAY adventure! 
32pgs, FC FREE! 
 
NEW ENGLAND COMICS 
 
THE TICK FCBD 2014 EDITION 
(W) Jeff McClelland (A/CA) Duane Redhead 
The Tick returns for FCBD 2014 in a brand-new, full-color, 24-page, full-length 
adventure for fans of all ages! Plus more! The Tick and Arthur face off against 
the Hoarder, a galactic alien menace who hi-jacks The City and the millions of 
citizens The Tick has sworn to protect! Great for fans new and old! 
32pgs, FC FREE! 
 
ONI PRESS 
 
COURTNEY CRUMRIN #1 FCBD 2014 EDITION 
(W) Ted Naifeh (A/CA) Ted Naifeh, Warren Wucinich 
A full-color Courtney Crumrin adventure for all ages! Holly is new to the creature-
filled and magic-made town of Hillsborough and her classmates all agree on one 
thing — Courtney Crumrin is bad news! Will Holly heed their warnings or will 
Courtney finally find a friend? 
32pgs, FC FREE! 
 
PAPERCUTZ 
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THE SMURFS FCBD 2014 EDITION 
(W/A) Péyo 
The Smurfs return to Free Comic Book Day! This year's offering features never-
before-seen comic stories from Péyo starring everyone's favorite blue bombshell: 
the Smurfette! It's Smurftastically Free! 
32pgs, FC FREE! 
 
PREVIEWSWORLD 
 
PREVIEWSWORLD SPECTACULAR 
(W) Dan Manser, Marty Grosser, J.C. Vaughn  
(A) TBD (CA) Skottie Young 
There's no place like your favorite local comic shop, and every month PREVIEWS 
celebrates the cool comic books and merchandise available in stores! Now the 
team behind PREVIEWS and PREVIEWSworld.com takes an enthusiastic look at the 
worlds of FCBD and your local comic shop in this FCBD 2014 special! First, you 
get a primer on PREVIEWS with our comics story on how to use the PREVIEWS 
catalog and buy through your local comic shop's subscription service. Plus, a 
"FCBD & Collecting Comics" story from the folks behind the Overstreet Comic 
Book Price Guide on what makes reading and collecting comics so cool! Finally, 
we'll take you behind the scenes of 2014's FCBD titles with interviews with some 
of this year’s creators, including FCBD 2014's Commemorative T-Shirt artist, 
Skottie Young! And we top all of that off with invaluable info on online resources, 
2014 convention dates, cool contests to enter and more — all for FREE! 
Features a cool, Skottie Young cover celebrating FCBD! 
32pgs, FC FREE! 
 
REBELLION 
 
2000 AD FCBD 2014 SPECIAL EDITION 
(W/A) Various 
The Galaxy’s Greatest SF anthology returns to FCBD with this stellar line-up of 
stories! Dredd races to save a fellow Judge in “The Badge” from Matt Smith & 
Chris Burnham; Sláine stars in “Lord of the Beasts” by Pat Mills & Rafael Garres; 
Rogue Trooper recounts his bloody past in “Glass Zone” by Gerry Finley-Day & 
Dave Gibbons; and Psi-Judge Anderson faces a magical monstrosity in “Golem” 
by Alan Grant & Enric Romero! Plus: D.I. Harry Absalom (by Gordon Rennie & 
Tiernen Trevallion), Durham Red (by Leah Moore, John Reppion & Jan 
Duursema), Future Shock (by Henry Flint), and classic Dredd newspaper strips 
by John Wagner & Ron Smith! 
48pgs, FC FREE! 
 
RED 5 COMICS 
 
ATOMIC ROBO AND FRIENDS FCBD 2014 EDITION 
(W) Brian Cleavenger, Jay P. Fosgitt 
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(A) Jay P. Fosgitt, Scott Wegener (CA) Scott Wegener 
Unanimously heralded by fans, creators, retailers and critics as the perfect first 
comic to give to a non-comic-reader! Atomic Robo has defeated the greatest foes 
of the last century, but his latest discovery has reduced him to a mere plaything 
for the Yonkers Devil! Plus, an all-new adventure from mischievously-lovable 
Bodie Troll and previews of 2014 Red 5 favorites and new faces! 
32pgs, FC FREE! 
 
RED GIANT ENTERTAINMENT 
 
RED GIANT GIANT-SIZE 4-PACK BUNDLE 
(W/A/CA) Various 
A GIANT-SIZE four-pack of GIANT-SIZE #0 Issue Specials! ACTION! Wayward 
Sons—The spin-off to the legendary Webcomic series, this series follows the 
adult children of beings who were once worshipped as Gods; Tesla—At the turn 
of the century, Nikola Tesla and his trusty side-kick, Mark Twain, join forces to 
battle the Illuminati, led by the nefarious Thomas Edison! FANTASY! Duel 
Identity—The world's greatest superhero is actually the world's greatest 
assassin! Pandora's Blog—When a young girl moves to a new town, she blogs 
about the strange things she sees, and gets some unwanted attention as a 
result. ADVENTURE! Magika—A young boy discovers a magical world filled with 
strange mystical creatures who come into our world through a mound in his 
grandparents' backyard! The First Daughter—The President's daughter learns 
her destiny when she is pulled into a secret, supernatural enclave beneath the 
White House. THRILLS! Darchon—Enter a dark world of supernatural threats 
that can only be handled by one man - but is he what he claims to be? Shadow 
Children—Children are brought to another realm, where they acquire 
supernatural powers and become members in an army of darkness. 
Four Pack, FC FREE! 
 
SCHOLASTIC/GRAPHIX 
 
GRAPHIX SPOTLIGHT: THE DUMBEST IDEA EVER! FCBD 2014 EDITION 
(W/A/CA) Jimmy Gownley 
Graphix (publishers of Bone, Smile, and the Amulet series) makes its FCBD 
debut with this stand-alone excerpt from The Dumbest Idea Ever! Renowned 
comics creator Jimmy Gownley (Amelia Rules!) shares his real life adventures of 
becoming a teenage comic book artist! Called “an inspirational book that could 
help launch the next great cartoonist” by Jeff Kinney (Diary of a Wimpy Kid) this 
is the perfect book for anyone who loves comics . . . and any kid who dreams of 
someday making comics of their own.  
32pgs, FC FREE! 
 
TH3RD WORLD STUDIOS 
 
FINDING GOSSAMYR: WAY OF THE BLADESLINGER FCBD 2014 EDITION 
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(W) David Rodriguez, Paul Allor 
(A) Sarah Ellerton, Thomas Boatwright 
Return to the fantastic world of Finding Gossamyr as Th3rd World's critically 
acclaimed series continues in a brand new FCBD adventure that leads into the 
upcoming Volume 2! Also featured in this issue is a preview of  the new Th3rd 
World Studios series, Past the Last Mountain, in which a trio of fantastic 
creatures escapes human imprisonment to seek a fabled sanctuary known only 
as "Dragon Lake". 
32pgs, FC FREE! 
 
TOP SHELF PRODUCTIONS 
 
TOP SHELF KIDS’ CLUB FCBD 2014 EDITION 
(W/A) Eric Orchard, Rob Harrell, Top Shelf Crew 
(CA) Eric Orchard 
Here at Top Shelf, we're celebrating Free Comic Book Day 2014 with friends old 
and new — the latest lineup of the Top Shelf Kids Club! This FREE comic book 
contains an extensive preview of the upcoming Maddy Kettle by Eric Orchard, as 
well as other stories by Monster on the Hill’s Rob Harrel, and the rest of the Top 
Shelf crew. Come on in and join the party! 
24pgs, B&W FREE! 
 
12-GUAGE COMICS 
 
SHERWOOD, TX #0 FCBD EDITION 
(W) Shane Berryhill, Troy Duffy, J.B. Love 
(A) Daniel Hillyard, Toby Cypress (CA) Andrew Robinson 
After the same biker gang who murdered his father leaves Rob Hood for dead, 
he returns to seek revenge on an epic, blood-soaked scale. Combining the biker 
gang epic with Spaghetti Western sensibilities, Sherwood, TX retells the legend 
of Robin Hood as a modern day, noir-action opus. Hood is joined on his quest by 
Padre Elvin Tuck, Will Scarlet, and Little John, as they take on the crooked 
Sheriff of Nottingham, TX and his partners in crime, The Nobles biker gang and 
their leader John Prince. 
32pgs, FC FREE! 
 
UDON ENTERTAINMENT 
 
STREET FIGHTER #0 FCBD 2014 EDITION 
(W/A) Ken Siu-Chong, Jim Zub, Chris Sarracini, Joe Ng, Takeshi Miyazawa 
UDON’s Street Fighter comics are back, and bigger than ever! Ryu, Ken, Chun-
Li, and all of the hadoken-hurling action you love fills the pages of this oversized 
(8” x 11”) comic book! Created especially for FCBD, this issue includes brand-
new stories for hardcore SF fans, and a stand-alone chapter from Street Fighter 
Origins: Akuma — the perfect introduction for newcomers to the SF universe! 
32pgs, FC FREE! 
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LES MISERABLES: THE FALL OF FANTINE FCBD 2014 EDITION 
(W/A) SunMei Lee 
In 2014, UDON Entertainment brings Victor Hugo’s classic novel Les Miserables 
to comics in a bold new graphic novel adaptation! In this special stand-alone 
FCBD chapter, learn the story of Fantine, the beautiful, fragile, doomed heroine 
of Les Miserables. She will fall into poverty… and worse… and she will find 
salvation in the deeds of a stranger named Jean Valjean! Printed in UDON’s 
standard manga size of 5 ¼” x 8 ¼”, it features 48 pages of gripping story and 
brilliant artwork! 
48pgs, FC FREE! 
 
VALIANT COMICS 
 
VALIANT 2014: ARMOR HUNTERS FCBD SPECIAL 
(W) Robert Venditti, Matt Kindt, Joshua Dysart, Fred Van Lente, Peter Milligan 
(A) Doug Braithwaite (CA) J.G. Jones 
The “Armor Hunters”, a group of the universe's fiercest warriors, have come to 
destroy the X-O Manowar for the good of all. What horrible secrets does the 
armor hold? And how many armors have they destroyed before this one? These 
answers and more are revealed in the Valiant Universe event of 2014 — and it all 
starts right here with exclusive previews, character designs, and interviews from 
the biggest guns the Valiant Universe has to offer! 
32pgs, FC FREE! 
 
VALIANT UNIVERSE HANDBOOK FCBD 2014 EDITION 
(W/A) Various (CA) Lewis LaRosa 
The Valiant Universe from A to Z! Discover for the very first time the untold 
origins and secrets of Valiant's heroes and villains, all in one place! Everything 
you need to know about the Valiant Universe in 2014 and beyond can be found 
right here in the first official Valiant Handbook release… ever! Featuring artwork 
from a "murderer's row" of comics brightest talents: Doug Braithwaite, Bryan 
Hitch, J.G. Jones, Esad Ribic, Clayton Crain, Clayton Henry, and more! 
32pgs, FC FREE! 
 
VIZ MEDIA  
 
ALL YOU NEED IS KILL / TERRA FORMAS FCBD 2014 EDITION 
(W) Hiroshi Sakurazaka, Yu Sasuga (A) Lee Ferguson, Kenichi Tachibana 
All You Need Is Kill: When the alien Mimics invade, Keiji Kiriya is just one of 
many recruits shoved into a suit of “Jacket” battle armor and sent out to kill. Keiji 
dies on the battlefield, only to be reborn each morning to fight and die again and 
again. Terra Formas: The terraforming of Mars has taken centuries but is now 
complete. The colonization of Mars by humanity is an epoch-making event, but 
an unintended side effect of the terraforming process unleashes a horror no one 
could ever have imagined… 
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32pgs, FC FREE! 
 
ZENESCOPE ENTERTAINMENT 
 
GRIMM FAIRY TALES #0 FCBD 2014 EDITION 
(W) Joe Brusha (A/CA) Anthony Spay 
Extinct for millennia, the most powerful and terrifying creatures to ever exist in 
the Grimm Universe have now returned! They are the Bloodhunters, and their 
sole purpose is to hunt down and exterminate Highborns, and they have their 
sights set on their first prey since returning…Professor Sela Mathers! This 
special FCBD edition of Grimm Fairy Tales ties directly into GFT #100 and the 
upcoming “Age of Darkness” Grimm Universe event! 
32pgs, FC FREE! 
 
MERCHANDISE 
 
FREE COMIC BOOK DAY 2014 YELLOW WRIST BAND 
Made of silicone, these yellow wristbands celebrate 2014's Free Comic Book Day 
and bear the words "FCBD 14" and the event's website URL. Wear it to show 
your love for comics and live your life to the fullest! (STK634646) (C: 1-0-0) 
NOTE: Available only in the United States, U.S. Territories, Canada, and the 
U.K. 
Wristband MSRP: $1.50 
Spotlight 
 
FCBD 2014 COMMEMORATIVE ARTIST SERIES: SKOTTIE YOUNG POSTER 
Marvel Comics artist and Oz illustrator, Skottie Young, has embraced the spirit of 
Free Comic Book Day with his irreverent and delightful original design for our 
2014 FCBD Commemorative T-Shirt! This year, PREVIEWS is making the 
artwork available as a special print that measures 22" x 28"! Spruce up your 
walls and show your support for a great artist like Skottie young and a fantastic 
event like Free Comic Book Day! 
Poster SRP: $7.99 
F/I 
 
FCBD 2014 COMMEMORATIVE ARTIST SERIES: SKOTTIE YOUNG T-SHIRT 
Marvel Comics artist and Oz illustrator, Skottie Young, has embraced the spirit of 
Free Comic Book Day with his irreverent and delightful original design for our 
2014 FCBD Commemorative T-Shirt! Skottie has gained popularity with fans 
young and old alike with his often hilarious Marvel variant covers (many featuring 
“baby” versions of Marvel heroes), and he brings that style and playfulness to 
bear on this year’s FCBD T-Shirt design, making it one shirt that no fan should 
pass up! Or spruce up your walls with a poster print of this year's T-Shirt image! 
YOUTH BLACK SM-XL—T-Shirt MSRP: $11.99 
ADULT BLACK SM-XL—T-Shirt MSRP: $14.99 
ADULT BLACK XXL—T-Shirt MSRP: $17.99 
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YOUTH WHITE SM-XL—T-Shirt MSRP: $11.99 
ADULT WHITE SM-XL—T-Shirt MSRP: $14.99 
ADULT WHITE XXL—T-Shirt MSRP: $17.99 
YOUTH RED SM-XL—T-Shirt MSRP: $11.99 
ADULT RED SM-XL—T-Shirt MSRP: $14.99 
ADULT RED XXL—T-Shirt MSRP: $17.99 
 
PREVIEWS PUBLICATIONS 
 
PREVIEWS #306 
MARCH 2014 
COVER ART: The latest projects from DC Comics and Image Comics!! 
Since 1988, PREVIEWS has been your ultimate source for all of the comics and 
merchandise to be available from your local comic book shop… revealed up to 
two months in advance! Hundreds of comics and graphic novels from the best 
comic publishers; the coolest pop-culture merchandise on Earth; plus PREVIEWS 
exclusive items available nowhere else! Now more than ever, PREVIEWS is here to 
show the tales, toys and treasures in your future! This March issue features items 
scheduled to ship in May 2014 and beyond. 
Catalog, 8x11, 500+pg, PC $4.50 
 
PREVIEWS #306 CUSTOMER ORDER FORM — MARCH 2014 
PREVIEWS makes it easy for you to order every item in the catalog with this 
separate order form booklet! This March issue features items scheduled to ship 
in May 2014 and beyond. 
Comic-sized, 62pg, PC PI 
 
MARVEL PREVIEWS VOLUME 2 #20 
Each issue of Marvel Previews is a comic book-sized, 120-page, full-color guide 
and preview to all of Marvel’s upcoming releases — it’s your #1 source for 
advanced information on Marvel Comics! This March issue features items 
scheduled to ship in May 2014 and beyond. 
FREE w/Purchase of PREVIEWS 
FC, 120pg $1.25 
 
 
COMICS SECTION 
PREMIER VENDORS 
 
DARK HORSE COMICS 
 
VEIL #1 (OF 5) 
Greg Rucka (W) and Toni Fejzula (A/Cover) 
On sale Mar 5 
FC, 32 pages  $3.50 Miniseries 
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A beautiful girl wakes up in an abandoned subway station with no memory of 
how she got there. When men try to hurt her . . . they wind up dead. Where did 
she come from? And what is she capable of?  
 
HELLBOY: TWENTIETH ANNIVERSARY SAMPLER 
Mike Mignola (W/A/Cover), Fábio Moon (A), Cameron Stewart (A), R. Sikoryak 
(W/A), Dave Stewart (C), and Michelle Madsen (C) 
On sale Mar 19 
FC, 32 pages  PI One-shot 
Get familiar with the Beast of the Apocalypse with two classic Mignola tales, “The 
Ghoul” and “Another Day at the Office,” and two new stories by Mignola, Fábio 
Moon, and R. Sikoryak. 
• Four stories! 
• A great starting point for new readers! 
• Featuring the new story “The Coffin Man,” by Mignola and Moon! 
 
STARS OF THE MONTH 
 
B.P.R.D. VOLUME 2: THE SOUL OF VENICE AND OTHER STORIES  
FEB128075   $17.99 
 
B.P.R.D. VOLUME 3:  PLAGUE OF FROGS 
FEB128076   $17.99 
 
B.P.R.D. VOLUME 4: THE DEAD 
JUN050015   $17.95 
 
B.P.R.D. VOLUME 6: THE UNIVERSAL MACHINE   
NOV108009   $17.99 
 
B.P.R.D. VOLUME 7: GARDEN OF SOULS 
JAN118122   $17.99 
 
B.P.R.D. VOLUME 8: KILLING GROUND 
OCT098272   $17.99 
 
B.P.R.D. VOLUME 10: THE WARNING 
JAN118118   $17.99 
 
B.P.R.D. VOLUME 11: THE BLACK GODDESS 
JAN118123   $17.99 
 
B.P.R.D. VOLUME 12: WAR ON FROGS  
JAN100191   $17.99 
 
B.P.R.D. VOLUME 13: 1947 
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MAR100045   $17.99 
 
B.P.R.D. VOLUME 14: KING OF FEAR 
JUL100071   $17.99 
 
B.P.R.D.: BEING HUMAN 
AUG110037   $17.99 
 
B.P.R.D. HELL ON EARTH VOLUME 2: GODS AND MONSTERS 
SEP110018  $19.99 
 
B.P.R.D. HELL ON EARTH VOLUME 3: RUSSIA 
APR120025  $19.99 
 
B.P.R.D. HELL ON EARTH VOLUME 4: THE DEVIL’S ENGINE & THE LONG 
DEATH 
AUG120063  $19.99 
 
B.P.R.D. HELL ON EARTH VOLUME 5: THE PICKENS COUNTY HORROR 
MAR130047  $19.99 
 
B.P.R.D.: PLAGUE OF FROGS HARDCOVER COLLECTION VOLUME 1 
OCT100016   $34.99 
 
B.P.R.D.: PLAGUE OF FROGS HARDCOVER COLLECTION VOLUME 2 
MAY110034   $34.99 
 
B.P.R.D.: PLAGUE OF FROGS HARDCOVER COLLECTION VOLUME 3 
DEC110057   $34.99 
 
B.P.R.D.: PLAGUE OF FROGS HARDCOVER COLLECTION VOLUME 4 
JUL120050  $34.99 
 
HELLBOY VOLUME 1: SEED OF DESTRUCTION THIRD EDITION 
AUG128257  $17.99   
 
HELLBOY VOLUME 2: WAKE THE DEVIL SECOND EDITION 
JAN128084   $17.99 
 
HELLBOY VOLUME 4: THE RIGHT HAND OF DOOM SECOND EDITION 
AUG128256   $17.99 
 
HELLBOY VOLUME 6: STRANGE PLACES 
AUG128255  $17.99 
 
HELLBOY VOLUME 7: THE TROLL WITCH AND OTHERS 
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JUN070019   $17.95 
 
HELLBOY VOLUME 8: DARKNESS CALLS 
JAN080090   $19.95 
 
HELLBOY VOLUME 9: THE WILD HUNT 
NOV090045   $19.99 
 
HELLBOY VOLUME 11: THE BRIDE OF HELL AND OTHERS 
MAY118259   $19.99 
 
HELLBOY VOLUME 12: THE STORM AND THE FURY 
OCT110020  $19.99 
 
HELLBOY: THE COMPANION  
JAN080088   $14.95 
 
HELLBOY: HOUSE OF THE LIVING DEAD  
JUL110027   $14.99 
 
HELLBOY: MASKS AND MONSTERS 
JUN100038   $17.9 
 
************************************************************************ 
 
HELLBOY IN HELL VOLUME 1: THE DESCENT TP 
Mike Mignola (W/A/Cover) and Dave Stewart (C) 
On sale May 21 
FC, 152 pages $17.99 
TP, 7” x 10” 
After saving the world in The Storm and the Fury but sacrificing himself and 
Great Britain, Hellboy is dead, cast into Hell, where he finds many familiar faces 
and a throne that awaits him.  
Mike Mignola returns to draw Hellboy’s ongoing story for the first time since 
Conqueror Worm. It’s a story only Mignola could tell, as more of Hellboy’s 
secrets are at last revealed, in the most bizarre depiction of Hell you’ve ever 
seen. Collects issues #1–#5. 
 
ABE SAPIEN #11 
Mike Mignola (W), Scott Allie (W), Max Fiumara (A/Cover), and Dave Stewart (C) 
On sale Mar 12 
FC, 32 pages $3.50 Ongoing 
As a zombie swarm threatens a small Arizona town, a mad necromancer rises 
over the monster-infested ruins of Seattle. 
 
B.P.R.D. HELL ON EARTH #117 
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Mike Mignola (W), John Arcudi (W), James Harren (A/Variant cover), Dave 
Stewart (C), and Rafael Albuquerque (Cover) 
On sale Mar 19 
FC, 32 pages $3.50 Ongoing 
A defiant Iosif launches a full-scale assault against the Zinco tower, confident 
that his troops can make short work of its monster security. Meanwhile, Liz goes 
after the Black Flame. Unfortunately for her, the Flame knows it was Liz who 
killed him. And this time, he’s the one in control.  
 
B.P.R.D. HELL ON EARTH #1 FOR $1 EDITION 
Mike Mignola (W/Cover), John Arcudi (W), Guy Davis (A), and Dave Stewart (C) 
On sale Mar 26 
FC, 32 pages $1.00 One-shot 
B.P.R.D. Hell on Earth follows the B.P.R.D., now operating under strict UN 
oversight, as they face new horrors. People are once again vanishing from small 
towns, monsters are roaming in the woods, and a strange new creature arrives to 
create hell on earth.  
 
LOBSTER JOHNSON: GET THE LOBSTER #2 (OF 5) 
Mike Mignola (W), John Arcudi (W), Tonci Zonjic (A/Cover), and Dave Stewart 
(C) 
On sale Mar 5 
FC, 32 pages $3.99 Miniseries 
After a grenade fight with two renegade wrestlers, the NYPD declares Lobster 
Johnson public enemy number one. Can our hero find out who was behind the 
wrestling rampage with the police hot on his tail?  
 
SLEDGEHAMMER 44 VOLUME 1 TP 
Mike Mignola (W/Cover), John Arcudi (W), Jason Latour (A), Laurence Campbell 
(A), and Dave Stewart (C) 
On sale May 28 
FC, 144 pages $19.99 
TP, 7” x 10” 
A man in a suit of iron drops from an American warplane onto a French battlefield 
and unleashes a powerful cosmic force on an army of Nazis, their massive war 
machine, and their most dangerous agent, the deadly Black Flame! Collects 
Sledgehammer 44 #1–#2 and Lightning War #1–#3. 
 
GRINDHOUSE: DOORS OPEN AT MIDNIGHT #6 (OF 8) 
Alex de Campi (W), Federica Manfredi (A/C), and Dan Panosian (Cover) 
On sale Mar 5 
FC, 32 pages $3.99 Miniseries 
Clad in her fallen brother’s armor, massacre survivor Branwyn vows to repay 
every drop of blood that was spilled during the slaughter of her wedding party. 
But her mission turns even more horrific than expected when the true authors of 
her torment are revealed in the grisly conclusion to “Bride of Blood”! 
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THE STRAIN: THE FALL #9 
David Lapham (W), Mike Huddleston (A), Dan Jackson (C), and E. M. Gist 
(Cover) 
On sale Mar 19 
FC, 32 pages $3.99 Ongoing 
As the Master’s plan to cover the world in eternal darkness is coming to fruition, 
Abraham Setrakian launches a desperate attack on his oldest enemy! The lives 
of our characters and the landscape of the world will never be the same. The Fall 
concludes! 
 
BUFFY THE VAMPIRE SLAYER SEASON 10 #1 
Christos Gage (W), Rebekah Isaacs (A/Variant cover/Ultravariant cover), Dan 
Jackson (C), and Steve Morris (Cover) 
On sale Mar 19 
FC, 32 pages $3.50  Ongoing 
New season. New rules. The age-old battle of Slayer vs. vampire is the focus of 
Buffy’s life once again—it’s downright nostalgic! But with all the toying with magic 
she’s done lately, this girl should know it’s time for another game change . . . 
Shouldn’t she?  
 
BEASTS OF BURDEN: HUNTERS AND GATHERERS (ONE-SHOT) 
Evan Dorkin (W) and Jill Thompson (A/Cover) 
On sale Mar 12 
FC, 32 pages $3.50 One-shot 
This standalone adventure is the perfect entry point for readers new to this 
award-winning series. The town of Burden Hill is defended from monsters and 
madmen by a brave crew of dogs and cats—and one werewolf hybrid. This book 
packs serious scares and occasional gross-outs, and sometimes drives readers 
to tears. 
 
NOSFERATU WARS (ONE-SHOT) 
Steve Niles (W) and menton3 (A/Cover) 
On sale Mar 12 
FC, 40 pages $3.99 One-shot 
If the undead have glory days, then the Black Plague was the era they never 
could have imagined. No longer hunted, no longer suspected, the vampires ran, 
exempt from fear. They were free to play—until the night the vampires turned 
against each other. Collects all four Dark Horse Presents installments! 
 
CATALYST COMIX #9 (OF 9) 
Joe Casey (W), Ulises Farinas (A), Paul Maybury (A), Dan McDaid (A), Brad 
Simpson (C), and Brendan McCarthy (Cover) 
On sale Mar 5 
FC, 32 pages $2.99 Miniseries 
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It’s all come down to this! The Agents of Change smash their way through a 
hellish mindscape, Grace dukes it out with an alien invasion force, and Frank 
Wells stands up to the biggest bully of them all! Make yours Dark Horse with the 
greatest issue yet of Catalyst Comix!  
 
BAD BLOOD #3 (OF 5) 
Jonathan Maberry (W) and Tyler Crook (A/Cover) 
On sale Mar 5 
FC, 32 pages $3.99 Miniseries 
Trick and Lolly continue their hunt for vampires, though their research seems to 
be at a dead end. But when they get a little too close to the truth, the watching 
bloodsuckers attack! Thankfully, their Craigslist post has paid off, and a hero 
comes to their rescue! 
 
CAPTAIN MIDNIGHT #9 
Joshua Williamson (W), Fernando Dagnino (A), Ego (C), and Felipe Massafera 
(Cover) 
On sale Mar 26 
FC, 32 pages $2.99 Ongoing 
Eager to learn the mysterious fate of his former sidekick, Captain Midnight 
storms war industrialist Fury Shark’s London stronghold. He’s a man on a 
mission to confront his archnemesis, but will Midnight be able to handle the truth 
about his old buddy Chuck Ramsey? 
 
CAPTAIN MIDNIGHT VOLUME 2: BRAVE OLD WORLD TP 
Joshua Williamson (W), Eduardo Francisco (A), Dennis Culver (A), Stefani 
Rennee (C), Dave Stewart (C), and Freddie Williams II and Dan Scott (Cover) 
On sale May 28 
FC, 112 pages  $14.99 
TP, 7” x 10” 
When Captain Midnight discovers his innovative technology has been corrupted 
in his seventy-year absence, he rockets into action, setting a collision course with 
a high-flying, overzealous patriot without a conscience and a rogue black-ops 
organization eager to exterminate anyone who knows their secrets! Midnight is 
confronted by a brave new world he’s determined to make better . . . or die trying! 
Collects Captain Midnight #4–#7 and the four-page story from the CBLDF’s 
Liberty Comics. 
 
BLACKOUT #1 (OF 4) 
Frank Barbiere (W), Randy Stradley (W), Colin Lorimer (A/C), Doug Wheatley 
(A), Wes Dzioba (C), Micah Kaneshiro (Cover), and Paolo Rivera (Variant cover) 
On sale Mar 26 
FC, 32 pages $3.50 Miniseries 
Scott Travers’s special suit lets him move through our world unseen and 
untouchable within a shadowy parallel dimension—but he doesn’t know how the 
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suit works or where it came from. With his benefactor missing and unfriendlies 
after his Blackout gear, Scott must find answers before the answers find him! 
 
X #11 
Duane Swierczynski (W), Michelle Madsen (C), and Garry Brown (Cover) 
On sale Mar 12 
FC, 32 pages $2.99 Ongoing 
X’s hands were already full with Carmine Tango . . . Then Gamble reappeared! X 
thought he killed this suave assassin years ago, but the luck-obsessed murderer 
is still a player, taking his chances on revenge! Welcome to Arcadia, where the 
odds are bad . . . and the bads are odd! 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
O/A GHOST #3 
Kelly Sue DeConnick (W), Chris Sebela (W), Ryan Sook (P), Andy Owens (I), 
Dave McCaig (C), and Terry Dodson (Cover) 
FC, 32 pages  $2.99 Ongoing 
While Doctor October sends her demonic enforcers to attack Elisa and her 
friends, the White City Butcher captures Tommy and Sloane. Ghost will have to 
choose between uncovering the secrets of her past and protecting everyone’s 
future! Interdimensional forces turn Chicago into a war zone in the first arc’s 
clashing conclusion! 
 
SKYMAN #3 (OF 4) 
Joshua Hale Fialkov (W), Manuel Garcia (P), Bit (I), and Freddie Williams II and 
Jeremy Roberts (Cover) 
On sale Mar 19 
FC, 32 pages $2.99 Miniseries 
After a violent clash with his handlers, Skyman’s at odds with the agents of the 
program that created him—and now he needs to fight his way out of dangerous 
airspace into friendlier skies before things get worse! Knowing he can’t fly solo, 
the new hero seeks an alliance with a fellow patriot, but will he be greeted as 
friend or foe? 
 
PARIAH #2 (OF 8) 
Aron Warner (W), Philip Gelatt (W), and Brett Weldele (A/Cover) 
On sale Mar 26 
FC, 32 pages $3.99 Miniseries 
On Earth, a hacker causes an economic meltdown in what seems to be a rescue 
plan to save the vitros, who are trapped in space on a failing satellite. 
 
THE VICTORIES #10 
Michael Avon Oeming (W/A/Cover) and Nick Filardi (C) 
On sale Mar 5 
FC, 32 pages $3.99 Ongoing 
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Faustus is on a search for clues as to why Metatron killed the Jackal and left his 
body on the Georgia Guidestones. But as each clue brings him closer to the 
mysterious Advisors, the danger he encounters is much greater.  
 
EMPOWERED SPECIAL: INTERNAL MEDICINE 
Adam Warren (W/A/Cover) and Brandon Graham (A/Cover) 
On sale Mar 26 
b&w, 32 pages $3.99 One-shot 
At the Purple Paladin Memorial Hospital’s terrifying Suprahuman Treatment 
Wing, Dr. Big McLarge Huge recruits costumed crimefighter Empowered and her 
best friend Ninjette to save a five-mile-wide alien mothership’s parasite-infested 
babyship—if, that is, our heroines can even survive the elevator ride up to the 
operating room! 
 
DARK HORSE PRESENTS #34 
Christopher Sebela (W), Dean Motter (W/A), Dennis Culver (W/A), Rich Johnston 
(W), Darrin Grimwood (W), Brendan McCarthy (W/A), Jamie S. Rich (W), Justin 
Aclin (W), Michael T. Gilbert (W/A), Mike Baron (W), Kel McDonald (W/A), Brian 
Churilla (A), Simon Rohrmüller (A), Brent Schoonover (A), Nicolás Daniel Selma 
(A), Steve Rude (A), and Michael Kaluta (Cover) 
On sale Mar 19 
FC, 80 pages $7.99 Ongoing 
Dennis Culver delivers seaside high jinks in Davey Jones and the Mystery of the 
Monocle Men, Justin Aclin and Nicolás Daniel Selma’s S.H.O.O.T. First is back in 
action against secular threats, Kel McDonald takes you on a balloon ride in 
Across the Channel, and Mike Baron and Steve Rude complete their long-
running Nexus story “Into the Past”! Plus, new installments of Cruel Biology, 
Mister X, Integer City, The Deleted, Miss Cranbourne, and Mr. Monster! 
 
JUICE SQUEEZERS #3 (OF 4) 
David Lapham (W/A/Cover) and Lee Loughridge (C) 
On sale Mar 5 
FC, 32 pages $3.99 Miniseries 
While half of the Squeezers try to uncover the secret parentage of one of their 
teammates, the rest of the group get into deep trouble . . . one hundred feet 
below the surface! And, with the new kid still causing trouble, Juice Squeezers 
Field Captain Eric Fitz takes action to test his mettle with an ambush where it’s 
squish or be squished!  
 
THE WHITE SUITS #2 (OF 4) 
Frank Barbiere (W) and Toby Cypress (A/Cover) 
On sale Mar 19 
FC, 32 pages $3.99 Miniseries 
The White Suits, scourges of Russia’s underworld, have declared war on New 
York’s organized crime. But NYC’s crime overlords have their own army of 
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Russian mercenaries hunting the Suits, with FBI agent Sarah Anderson and the 
former Suit known as Prizrak certain to be caught in the crossfire! 
 
FURIOUS #3 (OF 5) 
Bryan J. L. Glass (W) and Victor Santos (A/Cover) 
On sale Mar 26 
FC, 32 pages $3.99 Miniseries 
Cadence Lark’s past is riddled with fiery ruin and personal train wrecks, and 
she’s desperate to prove her worth, if only to herself. As Furious, she must tame 
her own fears, while ensuring the creeps of the world know justice! When she is 
signaled to help at a rooftop fire, she heeds the call. 
 
RESIDENT ALIEN VOLUME 2: THE SUICIDE BLONDE TP 
Peter Hogan (W) and Steve Parkhouse (A/Cover) 
On sale May 28 
FC, 104 pages $14.99 
TP, 7” x 10” 
An alien explorer stranded in America yearns for his home world, but he’s 
enamored with ours—especially when it comes to murder mysteries! Seeking to 
clear the name of a friend who’s been fingered for a college girl’s death, Harry 
combs Seattle for clues. Collects issues #0–#3. 
 
MIND MGMT #20 
Matt Kindt (W/A) 
On sale Mar 26 
FC, 24 pages $3.99 Ongoing 
If you thought Mind Management was wild today, wait until you meet the agents 
of the swinging 1970s! 
 
MIND MGMT VOLUME 3: THE HOME MAKER HC 
Matt Kindt (W/A) 
On sale May 21 
FC, 176 pages $19.99 
HC, 7” x 10” 
With Meru and Lyme’s partnership destroyed, the players go their separate ways 
in a series of interconnected one-shots revealing each character’s hidden past! 
As the former team continue their investigations separately, the Eraser sets her 
sights on a valuable new recruit—Meru! Collects The Home Maker from MIND 
MGMT #13–#17 and The Zoo Keeper from #18. 
 
THE MASSIVE #21 
Brian Wood (W), Garry Brown (A), Jordie Bellaire (C), and J. P. Leon (Cover) 
On sale Mar 26 
FC, 32 pages $3.50 Ongoing 
In a cathedral in Prague, Cal prepares for a final showdown with his nemesis 
Arkady, but what will fell him first: his cancer, the bullet from the Russian’s SIG 
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Sauer, or the realization that nothing—nothing—of the past decade was what it 
seemed? The conclusion of “Bloc,” the most groundbreaking arc of The Massive 
to date, takes us into the final year of the series with a stunning reveal. 
 
S.H.O.O.T. FIRST TP 
Justin Aclin (W), Nicolás Daniel Selma (A/Cover), Ben Bates (A/C), and Marlac 
(C) 
On sale May 14 
FC, 112 pages  $12.99 
TP, 7” x 10” 
The Secular Humanist Occult Obliteration Taskforce exists to defend humanity 
from gods, fairies, monsters, and the legions of other creatures that survive on 
human beliefs and fears. If you’ve got a problem with a demon, dragon, or deity, 
better call SHOOT! Collects the four-issue miniseries, plus an eight-page story 
from MySpace Dark Horse Presents #35. 
 
THE TRUE LIVES OF THE FABULOUS KILLJOYS TP AND LTD. ED. HC 
Gerard Way (W), Shaun Simon (W), Becky Cloonan (A/Cover), and Dan Jackson 
(C) 
On sale May 7 
FC, 160 pages $19.99 
TP, 7” x 10” 
On sale May 7 
FC, 232 pages $79.99 
Ltd. Ed. HC, 8” x 12 3/16” 
Years ago, the Killjoys fought against the tyrannical megacorporation Better 
Living Industries, costing them their lives, save for one—the mysterious Girl. 
Today, the followers of the original Killjoys languish in the Desert while BLI 
systematically strips citizens of their individuality. As the fight for freedom fades, 
it’s left to the Girl to take up the mantle and bring down the fearsome BLI! 
Collects The True Lives of the Fabulous Killjoys #1–#6 and “Dead Satellites” 
from Free Comic Book Day 2013.  
• From Gerard Way, creator of the Eisner Award–winning The Umbrella 
Academy! 
• Hardcover limited to 2,500 copies! 
• Hardcover includes an extensive sketchbook with artwork from Becky Cloonan, 
Gabriel Bá, Paul Pope, Gerard Way, Fábio Moon, Rafael Grampá, and Brian 
Ewing. 
 
SERENITY: LEAVES ON THE WIND #3 (OF 6) 
Zack Whedon (W), Georges Jeanty (P/Variant cover), Karl Story (I), Laura Martin 
(C), and Dan Dos Santos (Cover) 
On sale Mar 26 
FC, 32 pages $3.50 Miniseries 
Serenity is found! The crew, including Jayne and a certain bounty hunter, get 
themselves ready to restock and retrieve when River wakes from her self-
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induced sleep and gives Mal a mandate . . . which will eventually—hopefully—
maybe—lead to Zoe’s rescue!  
 
TOMB RAIDER #2 
Gail Simone (W), Nicolás Daniel Selma (P), Juan Gedeon (I), Michael Atiyeh (C), 
and Dan Scott (Cover) 
On sale Mar 26 
FC, 32 pages $3.50 Ongoing 
Lara Croft and her friends are experiencing horrific visions in the aftermath of 
their ordeal in the lost kingdom of Yamatai. But those visions herald a darker fate 
than they could have imagined! 
 
THE ART OF PLANTS VS. ZOMBIES: A VISUAL RETRO RETROPSEC BOOK 
HC 
Rich Werner (Cover) 
On sale May 14 
FC, 88 pages $9.99 
HC, 6” x 9” 
Get the story of the mulchifying super hit Plants vs. Zombies™ from the zombies’ 
point of view. Part zombie memoir, part celebration of zombie triumphs, and part 
antiplant screed, this treasure trove of never-before-seen concept art covers 
Plants vs. Zombies, Plants vs. Zombies 2, Plants vs. Zombies Adventures, Plants 
vs. Zombies: Garden Warfare, and more! 
 
EMILY AND THE STRANGERS HC 
Rob Reger (W), Mariah Huehner (W), Emily Ivie (A/Cover), and Buzz Parker 
(Cover) 
On sale May 14 
FC, 80 pages $12.99 
HC, 6” x 9” 
In order to win a legendary haunted guitar, Emily is determined to create the 
most rockin’ song the world has ever known… but can she do it solo? Emily isn’t 
known for playing well with others, but she’s going to have to rely on the help of 
some Strangers if she’s going to succeed in her musical journey to the true heart 
of rock ‘n’ roll! Collects the three-issue miniseries. 
 
MASS EFFECT: FOUNDATION #9 
Mac Walters (W), Tony Parker (A), Michael Atiyeh (C), and Benjamin Carré 
(Cover) 
On sale Mar 26 
FC, 32 pages $3.99 Ongoing 
The Illusive Man’s agents redouble their efforts to resurrect Shepard, and in 
doing so are led to the very model of a scientist salarian—Mordin Solus! 
 
HALO: ESCALATION #4 
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Chris Schlerf (W), Ricardo Sanchez Arreola (P), Rob Lean (I), Michael Atiyeh 
(C), and Anthony Palumbo (Cover) 
On sale Mar 26 
FC, 32 pages $3.99 Ongoing 
The UNSC Infinity is ambushed by an unexpected enemy while on a mission to 
rescue a damaged civilian freighter. Across the galaxy, an undercover Lasky 
enlists the help of an old friend in rooting out a spy inside the UNSC. 
 
THE WITCHER #1 (OF 5) 
Paul Tobin (W), Joe Querio (A), Carlos Badilla (C), and Dan Panosian and Dave 
Johnson (Cover) 
On sale Mar 19 
FC, 32 pages $3.99 Miniseries 
Traveling near the edge of the Black Forest, monster hunter Geralt meets a 
widowed fisherman whose dead and murderous wife resides in an eerie mansion 
known as the House of Glass—which seems to have endless rooms, nothing to 
fill them with, and horror around every corner. 
 
ELFQUEST: THE FINAL QUEST #2 
Wendy Pini (W/A/Cover) and Richard Pini (W) 
On sale Mar 26 
FC, 32 pages $3.50 Ongoing 
Fate brings battle unasked for, and heartbreak unforeseen. Chieftess Ember’s 
Wolfriders try to save a human town, only to lose their own mountain home and 
Ember and Teir’s dearest wish comes true at the worst possible moment—with 
agonizing and far-reaching consequences! 
 
MURDER MYSTERIES HC—SECOND EDITION 
Neil Gaiman (W), P. Craig Russell (A/Cover), and Lovern Kindzierski (C) 
On sale May 14 
FC, 112 pages  $19.99 
HC, 7” x 10” 
Constructing and maintaining all of heaven and earth is an immense task, which 
God has divided up among the various ranks and stations of angels. As with any 
such huge effort, there are bound to be casualties. This unique passion play 
sheds light on the hands behind creation, as well as one lonely man in LA who 
gets to hear the whole story of a most unspeakable crime: a murder in paradise!  
Featuring sketches, high-res scans, and more bonus material from master artist 
P. Craig Russell! 
 
MANDALA TP 
Stuart Moore (W) and Bruce Zick (A/Cover) 
On sale May 14 
FC, 256 pages $24.99 
TP, 7” x 10” 
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Earth—here and now. Humankind is secretly enslaved by a global mind-control 
system called the GRID. Mike Morningstar and his spiritual spec-ops unit, the 
Thirteen, must alter time and take down the GRID before it’s too late. As fiction 
meets reality, the Thirteen need your help if they are to succeed in awakening 
humanity and changing the future. Are you awake? 
 
FEAR AGENT VOLUME 2: MY WAR SECOND EDITION TP 
Rick Remender (W), Jerome Opeña (A), Michelle Madsen (C), and Tony Moore 
(Cover) 
On sale May 7 
FC, 136 pages  $16.99 
TP, 7” x 10” 
Trapped in the past, alien exterminator Heath Huston must face the automaton 
regime that robbed him of all he loves. With the Feeders advancing on Earth, can 
Heath extract payback before the alien infestation arrives? Jerome Opeña 
(Avengers) joins Rick Remender for this exciting volume, collecting issues #5–
#10 of the acclaimed series. 
 
VANDROID #2 (OF 5) 
Tommy Lee Edwards (W/Cover), Noah Smith (W), Dan McDaid (A), and Melissa 
Edwards (C) 
On sale Mar 26 
FC, 32 pages $3.99 Miniseries 
Vandroid ramps up in this no-holds-barred second issue! The Van Man is off the 
chain, but when he runs afoul of his creator’s loose ends—including his 
estranged wife and an old criminal acquaintance—he finds out that being human 
is more complicated than his programming indicated! 
 
TERMINATOR SALVATION: THE FINAL BATTLE #4 (OF 12) 
J. Michael Straczynski (W), Pete Woods (A/Cover), and Matt Wilson (C) 
On sale Mar 5 
FC, 32 pages $3.99 Miniseries 
The battle for humanity is underway, but a deadly new player has entered the 
game! A murderous psychopath has joined with Skynet and imbued the 
Terminators with his own lust for death. How can John Connor hope to survive 
when the machines are now as ferocious as men? 
 
TERMINATOR: ENEMY OF MY ENEMY #2 (OF 6) 
Dan Jolley (W), Jamal Igle (P/Cover), Ray Snyder (I), and Moose Baumann (C) 
On sale Mar 19 
FC, 32 pages $3.99 Miniseries 
Biotechnician Elise Fong is destined to discover a vital weapon against the 
Terminators, and Skynet has no intention of waiting until she does! Targeted for 
actions in her future, Fong’s only hope in the present is the ex-CIA operative 
tasked with kidnapping her. But can even CIA training stop a T-800? 
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THE ART OF WOLFENSTEIN: THE NEW ORDER HC 
On sale May 14 
FC, 184 pages  $39.99 
HC, 9” x 12” 
Bethesda and Machine Games offer up the secrets behind Wolfenstein: The New 
Order, a game set in a post-WWII world where the Nazis have won and only you 
can rewrite history. Featuring concept art, character designs, and astonishing 
settings, landscapes, and technology, this book provides a unique look at one of 
the gaming industry’s most intriguing games.  
 
STAR WARS  #15 
Brian Wood (W), Stéphane Créty (P), Julien Hugonnard-Bert (I), Gabe Eltaeb 
(C), Hugh Fleming (Cover) 
On sale Mar 12 
FC, 32 pages $2.99 Ongoing 
Welcome to Arrochar! Enjoy our clean mountain air. Gaze at our majestic vistas. 
Build a secure base for your Rebel fleet. All we ask is that Princess Leia marry 
our Prince! 
 
THE STAR WARS #6 
Jonathan Rinzler (W), Mike Mayhew (A), Rain Beredo (C), and Nick Runge 
(Cover) 
On sale Mar 12 
FC, 32 pages $3.99 Miniseries 
A dogfight with Imperial fighter craft, a dangerous detour through an asteroid 
field, and a forced evacuation in life-pods land Luke Skywalker and company on 
Yavin—the planet of the Wookiees! But Princess Leia gets separated from the 
group, and when slavers capture her, Annikin Starkiller goes all Jedi on them! 
 
STAR WARS: DARTH VADER AND THE CRY OF SHADOWS #4 (OF 5) 
Tim Siedell (W), Gabriel Guzman (A), Michael Atiyeh (C), and Felipe Massafera 
(Cover) 
On sale Mar 19 
FC, 32 pages $3.50 Miniseries 
Fighting at the side of Darth Vader in an air attack against a group of inspired, 
cause-driven Separatists, stormtrooper Hock has an opportunity to show his 
value. When he is captured, learning of the enemy’s cause—and who they’re 
working with—only reinforces Hock’s belief in the Galactic Empire. 
 
STAR WARS: DAWN OF THE JEDI—FORCE WAR #5 (OF 5) 
John Ostrander (W), Jan Duursema (P), Dan Parsons (I), Wes Dzioba (C), and 
David Michael Beck (Cover) 
On sale Mar 19 
FC, 32 pages $3.50 Miniseries 
The alien Rakata are on the brink of opening the Infinity Gate, ready to unleash 
their Empire on an unsuspecting galaxy! The Je’daii must win this battle—even if 
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it means the end of their order. But how can they attain victory when their 
greatest hero has joined the enemy? 
 
STAR WARS: LEGACY #13 
Corinna Bechko (W), Gabriel Hardman (W/A), Jordan Boyd (C), and Agustin 
Alessio (Cover) 
On sale Mar 26 
FC, 32 pages $2.99 Ongoing 
After a crash landing on a wild planet with her captor—and former flame—Ramid, 
Ania Solo is having trouble shaking the other bounty hunter on her tail. She’s 
going to need some help from someone, but when you’re accused of murdering 
an Imperial Knight, friends are hard to come by! 
 
STAR WARS: LEGACY VOLUME 2—OUTCASTS OF THE BROKEN RING TP 
Corinna Bechko (W), Gabriel Hardman (W), Brian Albert Thies (A), Rachelle 
Rosenberg (C), and Agustin Alessio (Cover) 
On sale May 21 
FC, 120 pages $19.99 
TP, 7” x 10” 
Ania Solo and Imperial Knight Jao Assam break with the Galactic Triumvirate to 
track down the Sith Lord Darth Wredd. The trail leads Ania and Jao to a dead 
Mon Calamari planet—and another Sith Lord and his army of pirates! Collects 
Star Wars: Legacy #6–#10. 
 
STAR WARS OMNIBUS: DARK TIMES VOLUME 2 TP 
Randy Stradley (W), Douglas Wheatley (P/Cover), Gabriel Guzman (P/I), Chris 
Chuckry (C), Garry Henderson (C), Dan Jackson (C), and Dave McCaig (C) 
On sale May 7 
FC, 456 pages $24.99 
TP, 6” x 9” 
Jedi Dass Jennir takes a job that attracts the attention of Lord Vader himself! 
Meanwhile, Jedi Master K’Kruhk tries to shield a group of Padawans from the 
Empire’s hunt for Jedi. Culminating in a confrontation between the Jedi and Darth 
Vader, the galaxy’s dark times continue . . . Collects Dark Times Volume 4—Blue 
Harvest, Dark Times Volume 5—Out of the Wilderness, Dark Times Volume 6—
Fire Carrier, and Dark Times Volume 7—A Spark Remains. 
 
ALSO AVAILABLE 
 
STAR WARS OMNIBUS: AT WAR WITH THE EMPIRE VOLUME 1 
DEC100072  $24.99 
 
STAR WARS OMNIBUS: AT WAR WITH THE EMPIRE VOLUME 2 
AUG110023  $24.99 
 
STAR WARS OMNIBUS: EARLY VICTORIES 
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JUN080124  $24.95 
 
STAR WARS OMNIBUS: EMISSARIES AND ASSASSINS 
APR108113  $24.95 
 
STAR WARS OMNIBUS: MENACE REVEALED 
APR108269  $24.95 
 
STAR WARS OMNIBUS: QUINLAN VOS—JEDI IN DARKNESS 
AUG100018  $24.99 
 
STAR WARS OMNIBUS: RISE OF THE SITH 
SEP080075  $24.95 
 
STAR WARS OMNIBUS: SHADOWS OF THE EMPIRE 
SEP090039  $24.99 
 
************************************************************************ 
 
EERIE ARCHIVES VOLUME 16 HC 
Various (W/A) and Richard Corben (Cover) 
On sale May 28 
FC, 288 pages  $49.99 
HC, 8 3/8” x 10 7/8” 
A terrifying tome delivering a stunning variety of high fantasy, sexy science 
fiction, Victorian mystery, and modern-day adventure—all united by a common 
sense of profound horror! Richard Corben, Bruce Jones, Jim Starlin, and others 
deliver subtle shudders, scream-inducing terrors, and shocking twist endings in 
Eerie issues #75–#80! 
 
MAGNUS, ROBOT FIGHTER ARCHIVES VOLUME 3 TP 
Russ Manning (W/A), Robert Schaefer (W), Herb Castle (W), Don Christensen 
(W), and Mike Royer (A) 
On sale May 21 
FC, 184 pages $19.99 
TP, 7” x 10” 
Comics legend Russ Manning’s artistic flair reaches new heights in this final 
volume, as he pits the intrepid robot slayer Magnus against a seemingly endless 
cadre of wildly imaginative metal menaces. The classic sci-fi hero kicks, 
punches, and trademark chops his way through an army of robots to keep his 
futuristic world safe! Collects 1960s-era Magnus, Robot Fighter issues #15–#21. 
 
ALLEY OOP: THE COMPLETE SUNDAYS VOLUME 1, 1934–1936 HC 
V. T. Hamlin (W/A/Cover) 
On sale May 7 
FC, 128 pages $75.00 
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HC, 12” x 16” 
Introducing the first in a series that will collect, in chronological order, all the 
Sunday pages of this popular newspaper strip! Go back in time to the prehistoric 
kingdom of Moo and follow the fantastic, whimsical—and often cleverly satirical—
Stone Age adventures of V. T. Hamlin’s irrepressible caveman, Alley Oop! This 
oversized volume collects every Alley Oop Sunday strip from 1934 through 1936, 
in full color.   
 
THE SAVAGE SWORD OF CONAN VOLUME 16 TP 
Chuck Dixon (W), Gerry Conway (W), Gary Kwapisz (P/I), Mike Docherty (P), 
Jorge Zaffino (P), Ernie Chan (I), Andy Kubert (I), and Earl Norem (Cover) 
On sale May 21 
b&w, 528 pages $19.99 
TP, 7” x 10” 
Plagued by the apparition of a lost lover in torment, Conan returns to the Valley 
of Howling Shadows, a forbidding land of dark magic and suffocating madness. 
But the visions are the conjurings of a treacherous necromancer who needs 
Conan’s aid to claim a treasure of ultimate sorcerous power! Collects Conan 
stories from Marvel’s The Savage Sword of Conan the Barbarian #161–#170. 
 
ALSO AVAILABLE 
 
THE SAVAGE SWORD OF CONAN VOLUME 9 
OCT100026   $19.99 
 
THE SAVAGE SWORD OF CONAN VOLUME 10 
MAY110029   $19.99 
 
THE SAVAGE SWORD OF CONAN VOLUME 11 
JAN120102   $19.99 
 
THE SAVAGE SWORD OF CONAN VOLUME 12 
JUL120033   $19.99 
 
THE SAVAGE SWORD OF CONAN VOLUME 13 
DEC120086   $19.99 
 
THE SAVAGE SWORD OF CONAN VOLUME 14 
APR130065   $19.99 
 
************************************************************************ 
 
KING CONAN: THE CONQUEROR #2 (OF 6) 
Timothy Truman (W), Tomás Giorello (A/Cover), and José Villarrubia (C) 
On sale Mar 26 
FC, 32 pages $3.50 Miniseries 
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Conan finds himself chained on a galley ship manned by some of the Black 
Corsairs he once sailed with in his youth! If he’s to reach Stygia and recover the 
magical jewel he needs to regain his throne, he’ll have to lead a slave uprising 
and reclaim his old title: Amra the Lion! 
 
CONAN AND THE PEOPLE OF THE BLACK CIRCLE HC 
Fred Van Lente (W) and Ariel Olivetti (A/Cover) 
On sale May 7 
FC, 96 pages $19.99 
HC, 7” x 10” 
After an agent of the dreaded Black Seers of Yimsha assassinates the king of 
Vendhya, his sister Yasmina — now a queen — vows revenge! But her plans are 
derailed when Conan kidnaps her, and soon the Cimmerian has ruthless 
mercenaries, vengeance-crazed tribesmen, sinister sorcerers, and an entire 
army hard on his heels! Collects the four-issue miniseries. 
 
SAMURAI EXECUTIONER OMNIBUS VOLUME 1 TP (MR) 
Kazuo Koike (W) and Goseki Kojima (A) 
On sale May 14 
b&w, 768 pages $19.99 
TP, 5” x 7” 
From Kazuo Koike and Goseki Kojima, the legendary creators of Lone Wolf and 
Cub, comes Samurai Executioner. Yamada Asaemon tests swords and performs 
executions for the shogun. The feared “Decapitator Asaemon” is the last stop for 
the doomed and often becomes final confessor as well as slayer. Collects all of 
volume 1 and volume 2, plus “Hellstick” from volume 3. 
 
ALSO AVAILABLE 
 
LONE WOLF AND CUB OMNIBUS VOLUME 1 
OCT128088  $19.99 
 
LONE WOLF AND CUB OMNIBUS VOLUME 2 
APR130078  $19.99 
 
LONE WOLF AND CUB OMNIBUS VOLUME 3 
JUL130090  $19.99 
 
************************************************************************ 
 
BLADE OF THE IMMORTAL VOLUME 29: BEYOND GOOD AND EVIL TP 
Hiroaki Samura (W/A) 
On sale May 14 
b&w, 216 pages $19.99 
TP, 5 3/4" x 8 1/4" 
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Habaki and his Rokki-dan thugs turn a seemingly innocent harbor into a port of 
death—killing everyone who’s docked there in case they’re working with Anotsu’s 
Ittō-ryū crew! And when Manji, Rin, and a desperate Anotsu arrive on the scene? 
This really is the start of Blade’s final battle—with only three volumes left!  
 
TRIGUN MAXIMUM OMNIBUS VOLUME 3 TP 
Yasuhiro Nightow (W/A) 
On sale May 7 
b&w, 616 pages $19.99 
TP, 5” x 7” 
Vash the Stampede is the deadliest gunslinger in the galaxy, but his brother, 
Knives, is the deadliest creature in existence! Knives is out to turn planet 
Gunsmoke into just that, and he may soon grow too powerful to be stopped—
though Vash may die trying! Sci-fi insanity from Yasuhiro Nightow! Collects 
Trigun Maximum volumes 7, 8, and 9. 
 
MARVEL CLASSIC CHARACTERS: UNCANNY X-MEN #94—STORM 
On sale May 14 
Packaged in a custom litho-printed tin box, containing character booklet and 
unique pin back button. Limited to 750 numbered copies. $49.95 
One of the landmark issues in comics history is the 1975 release of Uncanny X-
Men #94. In this issue, all of the previous X-Men except Cyclops were replaced 
by a new  
team: Storm, Wolverine, Nightcrawler, Banshee, and Colossus. It also marks the 
beginning of Chris Claremont’s sixteen-year run on the title. 
Storm (Ororo Munroe) is descended from a long line of African witch-priestesses.  
She has many abilities, but her primary power is the ability to control weather, 
wielding lightning and wind as if a sword. 
 
ALSO AVAILABLE 
 
MARVEL CLASSIC CHARACTER—X-MEN #1:  CYCLOPS 
FEB130072  $49.95 
 
MARVEL CLASSIC CHARACTER—X-MEN #2: ANGEL 
MAR130084  $49.95 
 
MARVEL CLASSIC CHARACTER—X-MEN #3: MARVEL GIRL 
MAY130083  $49.95 
 
MARVEL CLASSIC CHARACTER #1: SPIDER-MAN 
JUN110064  $49.95 
 
MARVEL CLASSIC CHARACTER #2: THE HULK 
JUL110089  $49.95 
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MARVEL CLASSIC CHARACTER #3: IRON MAN (GOLD SUIT) 
AUG110060  $49.95 
 
************************************************************************ 
 
THE LEGEND OF KORRA 
On sale May 7 
LEGEND OF KORRA COASTER SET 
$9.99 
LEGEND OF KORRA PINT GLASS SET  
Boxed set of Four 16 oz. glasses  
$29.99 
LEGEND OF KORRA PIN SET  
Four pinback buttons on a card in poly bag 
$5.99 
LEGEND OF KORRA PATCH: EARTH 
$4.99 
LEGEND OF KORRA PATCH: AIR 
$4.99 
LEGEND OF KORRA PATCH: FIRE 
$4.99 
LEGEND OF KORRA PATCH: WATER 
$4.99 
The Legend of Korra takes place seventy years after the events of Avatar: The 
Last Airbender and follows the next Avatar after Aang—a girl named Korra who 
is from the Southern Water Tribe. With three of the four elements under her belt 
(earth, water, and fire), Korra seeks to master air.  We have themed our initial 
product releases to the symbols of these four elements, as designed by show 
creators Michael Dante DiMartino and Bryan Konietzko and the Nickelodeon 
creative team. 
 
DC COMICS 
 
FOREVER EVIL #7 
Written by GEOFF JOHNS 
Art by DAVID FINCH and RICHARD FRIEND 
Cover by DAVID FINCH 
1:25 Robot Chicken variant 
1:25 Variant cover by ETHAN VAN SCIVER 
1:50 Variant cover by ETHAN VAN SCIVER 
1:100 Variant cover by GARY FRANK 
On sale MARCH 26 • 48 pg, FC, 7 of 7, $3.99 US • RATED T  
Combo pack edition: $4.99 US 
Retailers: This issue will ship with six covers. Please see the order form for more 
information. 
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It's evil versus evil in the shocking “take-no-prisoners” conclusion to FOREVER 
EVIL! What will be the fate of Lex Luthor and his Injustice League? Who will live 
– and who will die? And why is The Hooded Man the most feared being from the 
Syndicate's world? Do not miss this startling finale that will leave the DC universe 
reeling and reveal the secrets to the future! 
This issue is also offered as a combo pack edition with a redemption code for a 
digital download of this issue. 
 
JUSTICE LEAGUE #29 
Written by GEOFF JOHNS 
Art and cover by IVAN REIS and JOE PRADO 
1:25 Robot Chicken Variant cover 
On sale MARCH 19 • 32 pg, FC, $3.99 US • RATED T 
Combo pack edition: $4.99 US 
Retailers: This issue will ship with three covers. Please see the order form for 
details. 
The Crime Syndicate couldn't kill him, but will Grid destroy him? Cyborg heads 
directly for the Syndicate with the Metal Men at his side. But can Vic Stone stop 
his cybernetic half? And how will this battle against the most brutal and evil 
beings in the universe change Cyborg and the Justice League?  
This issue is also offered as a combo pack edition with a redemption code for a 
digital download of this issue. 
 
JUSTICE LEAGUE OF AMERICA #13 
Written by MATT KINDT 
Art and cover by EDDY BARROWS and EBER FERREIRA 
1:25 Robot Chicken Variant cover 
On sale MARCH 12 • 32 pg, FC, $3.99 US • RATED T 
Combo pack edition: $4.99 US 
Retailers: This issue will ship with three covers. Please see the order form for 
more information. 
The fate of the Justice League revealed! Will Manhunter and Stargirl be alive 
long enough to learn the truth? 
This issue is also offered as a combo pack edition with a redemption code for a 
digital download of this issue. 
 
FOREVER EVIL: A.R.G.U.S. #6 
Written by STERLING GATES 
Art by NEIL EDWARDS, JASON PAZ and JAY LEISTEN 
Cover by MIKEL JANIN 
1:25 B&W Variant cover by MIKEL JANIN 
On sale MARCH 19 • 32 pg, FC, 6 of 6, $2.99 US • RATED T 
Retailers: This issue will ship with two covers. Please see the order form for 
details. 
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The grand finale of Steve Trevor’s bid to save the Justice League! How can one 
man turn the tide against the Crime Syndicate? It all leads into FOREVER EVIL 
#7! 
 
FOREVER EVIL: ARKHAM WAR #6 
Written by PETER J. TOMASI 
Art by SCOT EATON and JAIME MENDOZA 
Cover by JASON FABOK 
1:25 B&W Variant cover by JASON FABOK 
On sale MARCH 5 • 32 pg, FC, 6 of 6, $2.99 US • RATED T 
Retailers: This issue will ship with two covers. Please see the order form for more 
information. 
The final battle for Gotham City starts now! The Scarecrow has unleashed a 
mutated army of Arkham’s worst killers, and only Bane can stop them! It all leads 
into FOREVER EVIL #7! 
 
FOREVER EVIL: ROGUES REBELLION #6 
Written by BRIAN BUCCELLATO 
Art by SCOTT HEPBURN 
Cover by DECLAN SHALVEY 
1:25 B&W Variant cover by DECLAN SHALVEY 
On sale MARCH 12 • 32 pg, FC, 6 of 6, $2.99 US • RATED T 
Retailers: This issue will ship with two covers. Please see the order form for 
details. 
The Rogues battle to full strength as they play out a crucial role in the carnage 
that awaits them in FOREVER EVIL #7! How can these blue-collar criminals 
defeat the Crime Syndicate? 
 
TRINITY OF SIN: THE PHANTOM STRANGER #17 
Written by J.M. DeMATTEIS 
Art by FERNANDO BLANCO 
Cover by GUILLEM MARCH 
On sale MARCH 5 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED T 
“FOREVER EVIL: BLIGHT” continues as the Justice League Dark tries to free 
the captured mystics of Project Thaumaton! Continues in this month’s 
CONSTANTINE #12! 
 
CONSTANTINE #12 
Written by RAY FAWKES 
Art by ACO 
Cover by HOWARD PROTER 
On sale MARCH 12 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED T+ 
“FOREVER EVIL: BLIGHT” continues! John Constantine versus Nick Necro for 
the soul of Zatanna! Continues in this month’s TRINITY OF SIN: PANDORA #9! 
 
TRINITY OF SIN: PANDORA #9 
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Written by RAY FAWKES 
Art by FRANCIS PORTELA 
Cover by JULIAN TOTINO TEDESCO 
On sale MARCH 19 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED T 
FOREVER EVIL: BLIGHT continues! On the brink of victory, the Justice League 
Dark is betrayed…by John Constantine?! Don’t miss the conclusion in this 
month’s JUSTICE LEAGUE DARK #29! 
 
JUSTICE LEAGUE DARK #29 
Written by J.M. DeMATTEIS 
Art and cover by MIKEL JANIN 
1:25 Robot Chicken Variant cover 
On sale MARCH 26 • 32 pg, FC, $3.99 US • RATED T 
Retailers: This issue will ship with two covers. Please see the order form for 
details. 
“FOREVER EVIL: BLIGHT” conclusion! Witness the self-destruction of John 
Constantine, who might just be more vile than any of the villains in FOREVER 
EVIL! 
 
SUICIDE SQUAD: AMANDA WALLER #1 
Written by JIM ZUB 
Art by ANDRE COELHO 
Cover by GIUSEPPE CAMUNCOLI 
One-shot • On sale MARCH 26 • 48 pg, FC, $4.99 US • RATED T+ 
As head of both Suicide Squad and A.R.G.U.S., Amanda Waller has made a lot 
of enemies over the years. And now, without either of those groups at her 
disposal, one of those enemies has come to kill her! She must stop him all by 
herself or die trying… 
 
SUICIDE SQUAD #29 
Written by MATT KINDT 
Art by PATRICK ZIRCHER 
Cover by STEVE SKROCE 
On sale MARCH 12 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED T+ 
The Squad must stop The Thinker from delivering OMAC to the Crime Syndicate, 
but with Belle Reve in ruins and the team betrayed by one of their own, do they 
really stand a chance? 
 
AQUAMAN #29 
Written by JEFF PARKER 
Art and cover by PAUL PELLETIER and SEAN PARSONS 
1:25 Robot Chicken Variant cover 
On sale MARCH 26 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED T 
Retailers: This issue will ship with two covers. Please see the order form for 
details. 
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It’s all-out action as Aquaman feels the wrath It’s all-out action as Aquaman feels 
the wrath of Atlas as he makes his first appearance in The New 52! And the 
environmental havoc seen in the pages of SWAMP THING may put Arthur on a 
collision course with a certain Avatar of the Green! 
 
THE FLASH #29 
Written by BRIAN BUCCELLATO 
Art by PATRICK ZIRCHER 
Cover by PASQUAL FERRY 
1:25 Robot Chicken Variant cover 
On sale MARCH 26 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED T 
Retailers: This issue will ship with two covers. Please see the order form for more 
information. 
The Flash faces the final battle against the Central City killer! But will we learn 
the truth behind the murder of Barry Allen’s mother? Only Deadman can help 
solve this mystery!  
 
GREEN ARROW #29 
Written by JEFF LEMIRE 
Art and cover by ANDREA SORRENTINO 
On sale MARCH 5 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED T 
“The Outsiders War” part 3! In the latest chapter of this game-changing epic, 
Green Arrow tries to take the fight to The Outsiders – but he’s badly 
outnumbered, and things are about to go from bad to worse! How can Ollie 
possibly survive? 
 
JUSTICE LEAGUE 3000 #4 
Written by KEITH GIFFEN and J.M. DeMATTEIS 
Art and cover by HOWARD PORTER 
On sale MARCH 12 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED T 
The Justice League of the future learns the terrible truth behind their creation! 
 
WONDER WOMAN #29 
Written by BRIAN AZZARELLO 
Art and cover by CLIFF CHIANG 
1:25 Robot Chicken Variant cover 
On sale MARCH 19 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED T 
Retailers: This issue will ship with two covers. Please see the order form for 
details. 
If the helmet fits…then it’s time to play God! 
 
BATMAN/SUPERMAN #9 
Written by GREG PAK 
Art and cover by JAE LEE 
1:25 Robot Chicken Variant cover 
On sale MARCH 5 • 32 pg, FC, $3.99 US • RATED T 
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Combo pack edition: $4.99 US 
Retailers: This issue will ship with three covers. Please see the order form for 
more information. 
“First Contact” continues from last month’s explosive WORLD’S FINEST #20 as 
Batman, Superman, Huntress and Power Girl battle a massive new threat to the 
DC Universe! As Kaizan Gamorra unleashes the means to take down Superman, 
an unbelievable discovery is made that will have major repercussions in 2014! 
This issue is also offered as a combo pack edition with a redemption code for a 
digital download of this issue. 
 
WORLDS’ FINEST #21 
Written by PAUL LEVITZ 
Art by R.B. SILVA and JOE WEEMS 
Cover by EMANUELA LUPACCHINO 
On sale MARCH 12 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED T 
The “First Contact” crossover with BATMAN/SUPERMAN reaches its conclusion 
as Kaizan Gamorra unleashes a plot to depower Power Girl and unlock the 
secrets of Superman of Earth 2! 
 
EARTH 2 #21 
Written by TOM TAYLOR 
Art by NICOLA SCOTT and TREVOR SCOTT 
Cover by KEN LASHLEY 
1:25 Robot Chicken Variant cover 
On sale MARCH 5 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED T 
Retailers: This issue will ship with two covers. Please see the order form for more 
information. 
Last issue’s major new addition to Earth 2 tests his new powers against the 
Parademon hordes! 
 
SUPERMAN/WONDER WOMAN #6 
Written by CHARLES SOULE 
Art and cover by TONY S. DANIEL and BATT 
1:25 Robot Chicken Variant cover 
On sale MARCH 12 • 32 pg, FC, $3.99 US • RATED T 
Combo pack edition: $4.99 US 
Retailers: This issue will ship with three covers. Please see the order form for 
more information. 
When the Phantom Zone is breached by Zod, Superman and Wonder Woman 
are forced to do the unthinkable to stop the tyrant from global destruction. But 
can they do what must be done – and will the world forgive them? 
This issue is also offered as a combo pack edition with a redemption code for a 
digital download of this issue. 
 
SUPERMAN UNCHAINED #8 
Written by SCOTT SNYDER 
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Art and cover by JIM LEE and SCOTT WILLIAMS 
Backup story art by DUSTIN NGUYEN 
1:25 Variant cover by JOCK 
1:50 Variant cover by IVAN REIS and JOE PRADO  
1:100 B&W Variant cover by JIM LEE 
On sale MARCH 26 • 32 pg, FC, $3.99 US • RATED T 
Combo pack edition: $4.99 US 
Retailers: This issue will ship with five covers. Please see the order form for 
details. 
It’s all going to hell as cosmic-level war breaks out! The full truth of who — or 
what — Wraith is finally comes to light! 
This issue is also offered as a combo pack edition with a redemption code for a 
digital download of this issue. 
 
ACTION COMICS #29 
Written by GREG PAK 
Art and cover by AARON KUDER 
1:25 Robot Chicken Variant cover 
On sale MARCH 5 • 32 pg, FC, $3.99 US • RATED T 
Retailers: This issue will ship with two covers. Please see the order form for more 
information. 
Superman must protect the sub-terrans from Ghost Soldier and the U.S. Armed 
Forces! Is he about to become Public Enemy #1? 
 
SUPERMAN #29 
Written by SCOTT LOBDELL 
Art and cover by ED BENES 
1:25 Robot Chicken Variant cover 
On sale MARCH 26 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED T 
Retailers: This issue will ship with two covers. Please see the order form for 
details. 
Superman and Starfire must deal with a cache of deadly alien weapons – and its 
horrifying impact on the innocents who find them! But first, these two heroes will 
have to stop fighting each other before someone ends up dead! 
 
SUPERBOY #2T9 
Written by MARV WOLFMAN 
Art by ANDRES GUINALDO and MARK IRWIN 
Cover by RAFA SANDOVAL and NORM RAPMUND 
On sale MARCH 12 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED T 
The son of Superman and his team of humanoid hybrids return to the present-
day DC Universe in search of revenge and a chance at changing the world into 
their own perverted image of a perfect world. 
 
SUPERGIRL #29 
Written by TONY BEDARD 
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Art by YILDIRAY CINAR and RAY McCARTHY 
Cover by GIUSEPPE CAMUNCOLI and CAM SMITH 
On sale MARCH 19 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED T 
She’s done with people pushing her around, taking advantage of her and 
betraying her. She’s done feeling helpless, lost and discarded. She’s done with 
hope, faith and acceptance. Now, all that’s left is rage. And she’ll burn the 
universe down before she lets another person tell her who she should be. 
Supergirl’s journey as a Red Lantern continues here in “Red Daughter of 
Krypton.” 
 
BATMAN #29 
Written by SCOTT SNYDER 
Art by GREG CAPULLO and DANNY MIKI 
Cover by GREG CAPULLO 
1:25 Robot Chicken Variant cover 
On sale MARCH 12 • 48 pg, FC, $4.99 US • RATED T 
Combo pack edition: $5.99 US 
The “DARK CITY” chapter of “ZERO YEAR” reaches its conclusion in this 
amazing, extra-sized issue! Now, the next chapter of Zero Year is almost upon 
us, and we’ve saved the best for last! What corners of Batman’s past will be 
revealed? And how will they impact his very near future? Find out here!  
Retailers: This issue will ship with three covers. Please see the order form for 
details. This story was previously solicited to appear in BATMAN #28.  
This issue is also offered as a combo pack edition with a redemption code for a 
digital download of this issue. 
 
DETECTIVE COMICS #29 
Written by JOHN LAYMAN 
Art by AARON LOPRESTI and ART THIBERT 
Cover by GUILLEM MARCH 
1:25 Robot Chicken Variant cover 
On sale MARCH 5 • 32 pg, FC, $3.99 US • RATED T 
Combo pack edition: $4.99 US 
Retailers: This issue will ship with three covers. Please see the order form for 
more information. 
The stunning conclusion of “Gothtopia”! Batman discovers the terrifying secret 
behind this brave new world. 
This issue is also offered as a combo pack edition with a redemption code for a 
digital download of this issue. 
 
CATWOMAN #29 
Written by ANN NOCENTI 
Art by PATRICK OLLIFFE 
Cover by TERRY DODSON and RACHEL DODSON 
On sale MARCH 26 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED T+ 
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Catwoman is tired of slumming it, so she’s making her bid for high society. There, 
she’ll find her greatest challenge yet: proving herself the best thief in the world! 
“The Race of Outlaws” starts here! 
 
BATGIRL #29 
Written by GAIL SIMONE 
Art by FERNANDO PASARIN and JONATHAN GLAPION 
Cover by ALEX GARNER 
1:25 Robot Chicken Variant cover 
On sale MARCH 12 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED T 
Retailers: This issue will ship with two covers. Please see the order form for more 
information. 
Dead before sunrise! Batgirl and the Talon known as Strix race to stop the new 
villain SILVER, who has ties to I, VAMPIRE star Andrew Bennett! 
 
BIRDS OF PREY #29 
Written by CHRISTY MARX 
Art by ROBSON ROCHA and JONATHAN GLAPION 
Cover by JORGE MOLINA 
On sale MARCH 19 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED T 
Black Canary confronts Ra’s al Ghul, who makes her an offer that could save her 
husband! Is she willing to pay the ultimate price? 
 
BATMAN: THE DARK KNIGHT #29 
Written by GREGG HURWITZ 
Art and cover by ETHAN VAN SCIVER 
On sale MARCH 26 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED T • FINAL ISSUE 
The savagery of Man-Bat reaches a horrifying peak this final issue of the series! 
 
BATMAN AND AQUAMAN #29 
Written by PETER J. TOMASI 
Art and cover by PATRICK GLEASON and 
MICK GRAY 
1:25 Robot Chicken Variant cover 
On sale MARCH 19 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED T 
Retailers: This issue will ship with two covers. Please see the order form for 
details. 
Batman is ready to settle the score with Ra’s al Ghul, who stole Robin’s body out 
of the grave! As the Dark Knight travels to the island where Damian was born, 
he’s set on a collision course with Aquaman! 
 
BATWOMAN #29 
Written by MARC ANDREYKO 
Art by JASON MASTERS 
Cover by TREVOR McCARTHY 
1:25 Robot Chicken Variant cover 
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On sale MARCH 19 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED T+ 
Retailers: This issue will ship with two covers. Please see the order form for more 
information. 
The secret behind Wolf Spider’s assault is revealed – but will it be too late for 
Batwoman to save her father from his deadly grasp? Guest-starring Maggie’s 
very angry ex-husband! 
 
NIGHTWING #29 
Written by KYLE HIGGINS 
Art by RUSSELL DAUTERMAN 
Cover by WILL CONRAD 
1:25 Robot Chicken Variant cover 
On sale MARCH 12 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED T 
Retailers: This issue will ship with two covers. Please see the order form for 
details. 
With Nightwing questioning his purpose, will he be able to stop Mr. Zsasz’s 
relentless rampage through Chicago? Don’t miss this epic story that ties into the 
events of FOREVER EVIL!  
 
 
BATWING #29 
Written by JUSTIN GRAY and JIMMY PALMIOTTI 
Art by EDUARDO PANSICA and JULIO FERREIRA 
Cover by RAFAEL ALBUQUERQUE 
On sale MARCH 5 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED T 
Gotham City has been invaded by an army of criminals sent from the Gotham 
Underground! Batwing must defend his home and live through his first meeting 
with his most dangerous foe yet: Menace! 
 
HARLEY QUINN #4 
Written by AMANDA CONNER and JIMMY PALMIOTTI 
Art by CHAD HARDIN 
Cover by AMANDA CONNER 
On sale MARCH 19 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED T 
Meet Harley’s new neighbors, and shudder at the horrifying realization that they 
are so twisted they make her seem like the normal one on the block! 
 
TALON #17 
Written by TIM SEELEY 
Art by JORGE LUCAS 
Cover by EMANUEL SIMEONI 
On sale MARCH 26 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED T • FINAL ISSUE 
Calvin Rose and Anya must defeat Lord Death Man, but there’s another master 
of death in the mix, the key to LDM’s plans: Dr. Darrk! Will Calvin Rose finally be 
resurrected, or will the Talon succumb to eternal Death? 
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RED HOOD AND THE OUTLAWS #29 
Written by WIL PFEIFER 
Art by RAFA SANDOVAL 
Cover by PHILLIP TAN 
On sale MARCH 19 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED T 
Jason and Kori set out to deliver justice to alien murderers, but they’ll need to 
steal a spaceship to do it! Now who in The New 52 has something like that they 
could “borrow”...? 
 
GREEN LANTERN #29 
Written by ROBERT VENDITTI 
Art and cover by BILLY TAN 
1:25 Robot Chicken Variant cover 
On sale MARCH 5 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED T 
Combo pack edition: $3.99 US 
Retailers: This issue will ship with three covers. Please see the order form for 
details. 
Hal Jordan, the greatest Green Lantern in the history of the Corps, has lost 
everything. Friends have died, Oa has been destroyed, and now he must say 
goodbye to Earth! As war threatens to dismantle the Green Lantern Corps, Hal 
does the unthinkable: He asks for help. Can he and a team of handpicked 
Lanterns remove a deadly weapon from the enemy’s arsenal, or will they be dealt 
their first defeat? And what of Saint Walker, the fallen leader of the Blue 
Lanterns? Can the Corps survive without its most trusted and powerful ally?  
This issue is also offered as a combo pack edition with a redemption code for a 
digital download of this issue. 
 
GREEN LANTERN CORPS #29 
Written by VAN JENSEN 
Art by BERNARD CHANG 
Cover by FRANCIS PORTELA 
1:25 Robot Chicken Variant cover 
On sale MARCH 12 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED T 
Retailers: This issue will ship with two covers. Please see the order form for more 
information. 
John Stewart and his team are surrounded by Durlans and Braid Clann on an 
unfriendly world. Their only hope is to fight their way out! And in the shadows of 
the Universe, the Corps’ worst nightmare is coming true: The Sinestro Corps is 
stirring! 
 
RED LANTERNS #29 
Written by CHARLES SOULE 
Art by ALESSANDRO VITTI 
Cover by STEPHEN SEGOVIA 
On sale MARCH 26 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED T+ 
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The Reds have found their newest recruit: Supergirl! Guy Gardner is hardly 
equipped to handle a teenaged Kryptonian Red Lantern, so he heads for Earth 
and hand her off to her cousin, Superman! But Superman is…unimpressed by 
Guy’s leadership skills – or lack thereof… 
 
LARFLEEZE #9 
Written by KEITH GIFFEN and J.M. DeMATTEIS 
Art by SCOTT KOLINS 
Cover by TYLER KIRKHAM 
On sale MARCH 26 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED T 
Larfleeze must decide what’s more important – the orange light or his life – when 
he finds out the source of his power is killing him! 
 
GREEN LANTERN: NEW GUARDIANS #29 
Written by JUSTIN JORDAN 
Art and cover by BRAD WALKER and DREW HENNESSY 
On sale MARCH 19 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED T 
The powerful God-Killers are coming for the Tamaranean goddess X’Hal – but 
she’s taken a VERY strong interest in Kyle Rayner! But is her dark side too much 
for Kyle to bear? 
 
ANIMAL MAN #29 
Written by JEFF LEMIRE 
Art and cover by JEFF LEMIRE and TRAVEL FOREMAN 
On sale MARCH 19 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED T+ • FINAL ISSUE 
A special finale to Jeff Lemire’s run on the series by the creative team that 
launched Animal Man in The New 52! What is left of Buddy in the wake of 
“Evolve or Die”? 
 
ALL-STAR WESTERN #29 
Written by JUSTIN GRAY and JIMMY PALMIOTTI 
Art by MORITAT 
Cover by DARWYN COOKE 
On sale MARCH 26 • 32 pg, FC, $3.99 US • RATED T+ 
Lost in time, Jonah rides through the modern South and into a corrupt town run 
by a ruthless family whose roots go back to the Civil War. Their name? Turnbull. 
Hex is about to learn a painful lesson in family history! 
 
THE MOVEMENT #10 
Written by GAIL SIMONE 
Art by FREDDIE WILLIAMS II 
Cover by STEPHANE ROUX 
On sale MARCH 5 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED T+ 
Guest-starring Batgirl! The Movement goes head to head with Batgirl over 
someone who’s using Coral City as a sanctuary! Then, the team heads to West 
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Virginia to stop Michael the Blessed from killing his brother: The Movement’s own 
Burden! 
 
STORMWATCH #29 
Written by JIM STARLIN 
Art by YVEL GUICHET and LE BEAU UNDERWOOD 
Cover by ROGER ROBINSON 
On sale MARCH 5 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED T+ 
Extremax and Jenny return to Earth as the final battle with the Kollective looms 
on the horizon! 
 
TEEN TITANS #29 
Written by SCOTT LOBDELL 
Art by TYLER KIRKHAM and ART THIBERT 
Cover by BRETT BOOTH and NORM RAPMUND 
1:25 Robot Chicken Variant cover 
On sale MARCH 26 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED T 
Retailers: This issue will ship with two covers. Please see the order form for more 
information. 
With their adventure through time to the trial of Kid Flash at a close, the Teen 
Titans make one last harrowing discovery before returning to present-day New 
York City. Can they survive with what they’ve learned the future of themselves 
and the team? 
 
SWAMP THING #29 
Written by CHARLES SOULE 
Art and cover by JESUS SAIZ 
On sale MARCH 5 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED T+ 
The three-part “Gift of the Sureen” arrives to usher in major changes to The 
Green! Alec Holland begins his journey across the globe in search of the truth 
behind an incredible offer from the mysterious cult known as 
the Sureen! 
 
BLACK CANARY AND ZATANNA: BLOODSPELL HC 
Written by PAUL DINI 
Art and cover by JOE QUINONES 
On sale MAY 21 • 144 pg, FC, $22.99 US 
Two of the DC Universe’s brightest stars join forces in this original graphic novel! 
A year ago, Black Canary infiltrated a gang of female criminals set to pull a 
dangerous heist at a Las Vegas casino. Its leader was skilled in hand-to-hand 
combat and more than a passing interest in black magic. Rather than be 
captured by Canary or the law, she went to her death, vowing to get revenge on 
Canary! Now, one year later, death stalks those gang members, and Canary 
must turn to her friend Zatanna to help investigate. 
This title also includes a special sketchbook section. DC COMICS 
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ADVENTURES OF SUPERMAN #11 
Written by JIM KRUEGER 
Art and cover by NEIL EDWARDS and SCOTT HANNA 
1:10 DC Collectibles Variant cover 
Retailers: This issue will arrive in stores with two covers. Please see the order 
form for details. 
On sale MARCH 26 • 40 pg, FC, $3.99 US • RATED T • DIGITAL FIRST 
After learning about the Last Son of Krypton, a troubled alien travels from a 
distant galaxy to meet Superman…and to confess the horrible secret that he was 
Krypton’s Green Lantern. 
 
BATMAN ‘66 #9 
Written by JEFF PARKER  
Art by CRAIG ROUSSEAU and RUBEN PROCOPIO  
Cover by MICHAEL ALLRED 
On sale MARCH 19 • 40 pg, FC, $3.99 US • RATED E • DIGITAL FIRST 
They’re caught in a trap – and they can’t walk out! Make that several traps, all 
arranged by Zelda the Great! Zelda’s trying to learn new tricks for her stage act, 
and she wants Batman and Robin to show her how to escape them…whether 
they want to or not. Plus: the Dynamic Duo heads west for a showdown with 
Shame! 
 
BATMAN BEYOND UNIVERSE #8 
Written by KYLE HIGGINS and CHRISTOS GAGE  
Art by IBAN COELLO, THONY SILAS and ERIC WIGHT 
Cover by KHARY RANDOLPH 
On sale MARCH 19 • 48 pg, FC, $3.99 US • RATED T • DIGITAL FIRST 
In Justice League Beyond, the battle against Brainiac hits Paradise Island! But 
with a new body made of Nth metal, this Brainiac may be unstoppable! 
Meanwhile, the Man-Bat saga reaches its conclusion! Will Terry make the 
ultimate sacrifice to save Neo-Gotham? Plus, discover more about the 
relationship between Dick Grayson and Barbara Gordon – past and future! 
 
LEGENDS OF THE DARK KNIGHT 100-PAGE SUPER SPECTACULAR #2 
Written by FRANK HANNAH, CHARLES SOULE and JOSHUA WILLIAMSON 
Art by WES CRAIG, DENNIS CALERO, MARCO TURINI, DREW JOHNSON and 
DEXTER SOY 
Cover by ED BENES 
On sale MARCH 12 • 96 pg, FC, $9.99 US • RATED T 
In “I Hate When He Does That,” Bruce wonders if his youthful tour of Thailand 
with Alfred might be coming back to haunt him. Then, in “Riddler in the Dark,” 
can the Dark Knight solve a trail of E. Nigma’s riddles before it’s too late? Finally, 
Frank Hannah contributes a trio of stories of how a trauma in Bruce Wayne’s 
past impacts his present and the future of Gotham City’s criminal set, illustrated 
by some of comics’ hottest artists. 
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HE-MAN AND THE MASTERS OF THE UNIVERSE #12 
Written by DAN ABNETT 
Art by MICHAEL O’HARE 
Cover by RYAN SOOK 
On sale MARCH 19 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US 
The dramatic conclusion to “What Lies Within.” With He-Man captured, it’s up to 
Teela and the rest of their allies to try to overcome their enemy and his 
overwhelming forces. But what price will come with victory? One hero has 
already been tragically lost and one will be transformed forever. A major chapter 
in the history of the Masters of the Universe concludes, as another is about to 
begin. 
 
SCRIBBLENAUTS UNMASKED: A CRISIS OF IMAGINATION #3 
Written by JOSH ELDER 
Art by ADAM ARCHER and BEN BATES 
Cover by ADAM ARCHER 
On sale MARCH 19 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED E • DIGITAL FIRST 
Maxwell and Lily’s journey takes them to the Watchtower, where they find 
themselves face-to-face with the Justice League! But as Batman analyzes the 
technology used against them, chaos begins to break out all over the universe – 
and the villain behind it all is revealed! 
 
INJUSTICE YEAR TWO #3 
Written by TOM TAYLOR 
Art by BRUNO REDONDO 
Cover by JHEREMY RAAPACK 
On sale MARCH 26 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED T • DIGITAL FIRST 
Superman’s increasing hold over the Earth has concerned the Guardians of the 
Universe. And with Hal Jordan believing in Superman’s world vision, his 
allegiance to the Green Lantern Corps is being tested. So under the direction of 
the Guardians, two more Lanterns – Guy Gardner and John Stewart – are sent 
on a diplomatic mission to Earth to see the effect of Superman’s rule. 
 
THE VAMPIRE DIARIES #3 
Written by COLLEEN DORAN 
Art and cover by CAT STAGGS 
On sale MARCH 5 • 40 pg, FC, $3.99 US • DIGITAL FIRST 
Damon returns to Mystic Falls carrying a Confederate communiqué, too ill to 
deliver it promptly. Will Katherine’s lust for revenge against the young woman 
chosen to heal this fine specimen of Southern manhood lead to disaster for The 
Cause? 
 
SMALLVILLE SEASON 11: ALIEN #4 
Written by BRYAN Q. MILLER 
Art by EDGAR SALAZAR, DYM and ROB LEAN 
Cover by CAT STAGGS 
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On sale MARCH 12 • 40 pg, FC, 4 of 4, $3.99 US • RATED T • DIGITAL FIRST 
In this final miniseries issue, Lex Luthor needs help, and there’s only one man for 
the job. And that man is…Otis? Meanwhile, Clark finally makes contact with 
S.T.A.R. Labs, and Emil has some information that may make the fight against 
the Monitor survivable. 
 
AQUAMAN VOL. 4: DEATH OF A KING HC 
Written by GEOFF JOHNS 
Art by PAUL PELLETIER, SEAN PARSONS and ROB HUNTER 
Cover by PAUL PELLETIER and SEAN PARSONS 
On sale MAY 14 • 192 pg, FC, $24.99 US 
Unfolding from the events of “THRONE OF ATLANTIS” comes a mystery that 
sends Aquaman to the ends of the Earth to solve an ancient murder – one that 
will reveal a horrific truth and threaten those closest to him today! Plus, as the 
Scavenger compiles more Atlantean weaponry and artifacts, Aquaman enlists 
the aid of The Others to help find one missing relic in the Southwestern United 
States before his enemies can get to it and possess untold power. Collecting 
AQUAMAN #17-19 and 21-25. 
 
GREEN LANTERN VOL. 3: THE END TP 
Written by GEOFF JOHNS 
Art by DOUG MAHNKE and others 
Cover by DOUG MAHNKE and MARK IRWIN 
On sale APRIL 23 • 264 pg, FC, $19.99 US 
The mysterious Third Army has risen across the cosmos like a plague, 
destroying everything in its path, and Hal Jordan and Sinestro are nowhere to be 
found. Now Simon Baz must clear his name and become the hero the Corps 
needs in these stories from GREEN LANTERN #0 and 13-20, the finale of Geoff 
John’s historic run on the series. 
 
JUSTICE LEAGUE VOL. 3: THRONE OF ATLANTIS TP 
Written by GEOFF JOHNS  
Art by IVAN REIS, JOE PRADO, PAUL PELLETIER and others 
Cover by IVAN REIS and JOE PRADO 
On sale APRIL 2 • 192 pg, FC, $16.99 US 
In this sea-splashed epic from JUSTICE LEAGUE #13-17 and AQUAMAN #15-
16, Ocean Master leads the undersea forces in an attack on the United States! 
The Justice League must turn back the tide, but how can they save the world 
from annihilation? 
 
BATMAN VOL. 4: ZERO YEAR–SECRET CITY HC 
Written by SCOTT SNYDER and JAMES TYNION IV 
Art by GREG CAPULLO, DANNY MIKI, RAFAEL ALBUQUERQUE and others 
Cover by GREG CAPULLO and DANNY MIKI 
On sale MAY 7 • 176 pg, FC, $24.99 US 
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The second arc of BATMAN: ZERO YEAR is collected as the New 52 origin of 
The Dark Knight delves into Bruce Wayne’s past with the Red Hood Gang and 
his run-ins with aspiring District Attorney Harvey Dent! You won’t want to miss 
the moment that Bruce becomes Batman! This new hardcover collects BATMAN 
#21-24. 
 
SUICIDE SQUAD VOL. 4: DISCIPLINE AND PUNISH TP 
Written by ALES KOT, MATT KINDT  
Art by PATRICK ZIRCHER, RICK 
LEONARDI, SAMI BASRI, CARMEN CARNERO, NEIL GOOGE and others 
Cover by JASON PEARSON • On sale APRIL 30 • 144 pg, FC, $14.99 US 
The team returns to Belle Reve to lick their wounds and bury their dead – and to 
meet Task Force X’s new leader, who plans to make them even deadlier than 
before. Collecting issues #20-23, plus JUSTICE LEAGUE OF AMERICA #7.1: 
DEADSHOT and DETECTIVE COMICS #23.2: HARLEY QUINN. 
 
THE JOKER: DEATH OF THE FAMILY TP 
Written by SCOTT SNYDER, PETER J. TOMASI, JOHN LAYMAN and others 
Art by GREG CAPULLO, PATRICK GLEASON, JASON FABOK and others 
Cover by GREG CAPULLO • On sale APRIL 16 • 456 pg, FC, $24.99 US 
The Joker makes his horrifying return in these tales from BATMAN #17, 
CATWOMAN #13-14, BATGIRL #14-16, BATMAN AND ROBIN #15-17, 
NIGHTWING #15-16, DETECTIVE COMICS #16-17, RED HOOD AND THE 
OUTLAWS #15-16 and TEEN TITANS #15, plus pages from BATMAN #13, 
BATGIRL #13, NIGHTWING #14, RED HOOD AND THE OUTLAWS #13-14, 
SUICIDE SQUAD #14-15 and TEEN TITANS #14 and 16. 
 
THE GREEN TEAM: TEEN TRILLIONAIRES VOL. 1 – MONEY AND POWER 
TP 
Written by ART BALTAZAR and FRANCO 
Art by IG GUARA and J.P. MAYER  
Cover by AMANDA CONNER 
On sale APRIL 16 • 192 pg, FC, $16.99 US 
When four teen trillionaires join forces, nothing is impossible. But as these 
wealthy teens decide that their future is in super heroics, can anything stop them 
from achieving their goal? Find out in these stories from issues #1-8! 
 
EARTH 2 VOL. 2: THE TOWER OF FATE TP 
Written by JAMES ROBINSON  
Art by NICOLA SCOTT, TREVOR SCOTT and others  
Cover by NICOLA SCOTT and TREVOR SCOTT 
On sale APRIL 9 • 176 pg, FC, $16.99 US 
In these stories from EARTH 2 #0 and 7-12 and a story from DC UNIVERSE 
PRESENTS #0, the World Army has begun rounding up the Super Heroes of 
Earth 2, but for what dark purpose? In an attempt to avoid capture, Dr. Fate and 
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Kid Flash find themselves in the magical realm of Nabu, and Wotan seeks Dr. 
Fate’s assistance... 
 
JSA OMNIBUS VOL. 1 HC 
Written by GEOFF JOHNS, DAVID GOYER, JAMES ROBINSON, MARK WAID, 
MICHAEL CHABON, DARWYN COOKE, HOWARD CHAYKIN and others 
Art by STEPHEN SADOWSKI, CARLOS PACHECO, RAGS MORALES, JAVIER 
SALTARES, MICHAEL LARK, PETER SNEJBJERG, AARON LOPRESTI, 
HOWARD CHAYKIN, DARWYN COOKE and others 
Cover by JOHN CASSADAY 
On sale MAY 14 • 1,224 pg, FC, $125.00 US 
The start of Geoff Johns’s amazing run on JSA is collected in this massive 
hardcover that reintroduces the world’s first super team to the modern-day DC 
Universe! Collected here are JSA #1-25, JSA ANNUAL #1, JSA SECRET FILES 
#2, JLA/JSA: VIRTUE AND VICE, JSA: OUR WORLDS AT WAR #1, JLA/JSA 
SECRET FILES #1, SECRET ORIGINS OF SUPER VILLAINS #1, JSA ALL 
STARS #1-8, ALL STAR COMICS #1-2, ALL AMERICAN COMICS #1, 
ADVENTURE COMICS #1, ADVENTURE COMICS #1, NATIONAL COMICS #1, 
SENSATION COMICS #1, SMASH COMICS #1, STAR SPANGLED COMICS #1 
and THRILLING COMICS #1! 
 
ADVENTURES OF SUPERMAN VOL. 1 TP 
Written by JEFF PARKER, JEFF LEMIRE, MATT KINDT, DAN ABNETT, ANDY 
LANNING, ROB WILLIAMS and others  
Art by CHRIS SAMNEE, JEFF LEMIRE, JOELLE JONES, STEPHEN SEGOVIA, 
PETE WOODS, CHRIS WESTON, PIA GUERRA and others  
Cover by BRYAN HITCH 
On sale APRIL 16 • 168 pg, FC, $14.99 US 
Some of comics’ top creators take on the Man of Steel in this collection of stand-
alone Superman stories from ADVENTURES OF SUPERMAN #1-5! Don’t miss 
the Man of Steel’s battles with Lex Luthor, Bizarro, Brainiac, Zod and more! 
 
ARROW VOL. 2 TP 
Written by MARC GUGGENHEIM and ANDREW KREISBERG  
Art by MIKE GRELL, ALLAN JEFFERSON, SERGIO SANDOVAL and others 
Photo cover 
On sale APRIL 30 • 192 pg, FC, $16.99 US 
In these tales from ARROW #7-12, witness the origin of Deathstroke and the 
debut of TV’s Roy Harper! Don’t miss these tales that expand on the storylines 
from the hit TV series! 
 
ABSOLUTE ALL-STAR BATMAN AND ROBIN, THE BOY WONDER HC 
Written by FRANK MILLER 
Art and cover by JIM LEE and SCOTT WILLIAMS 
Advance solicited • On sale JULY 2 • 256 pg, FC, 8.25” x 12.5”, $99.99 US 
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The smash-hit Batman epic by modern master Frank Miller (BATMAN: YEAR 
ONE, THE DARK KNIGHT RETURNS) and artists extraordinaire Jim Lee and 
Scott Williams (BATMAN, SUPERMAN) is now collected in DC’s Absolute 
format, including issues #1-9! Lee and Miller join forces to tell a 
new version of Dick Grayson’s origin in a high-octane tale that unfolds with guest 
appearances by Superman, Wonder Woman, Green Lantern, Black Canary and 
more! 
 
FINAL CRISIS TP NEW EDITION 
Written by GRANT MORRISON  
Art by J.G. JONES, DOUG MAHNKE, LEE GARBETT and others  
Cover by J.G. JONES 
On sale APRIL 16 • 352 pg, FC, $19.99 US 
The mind-blowing miniseries is back in an expanded trade paperback collecting 
FINAL CRISIS #1-7, FINAL CRISIS: SUBMIT #1, FINAL CRISIS: SUPERMAN 
BEYOND #1-2, DC UNIVERSE #0, BATMAN #682-683 and pages from 
ABSOLUTE FINAL CRISIS! What happens when evil wins? Superman, Batman 
and the Justice League must face this reality when Darkseid and his followers 
win the war between light and dark! 
 
DEADMAN BOOK FIVE TP 
Written by ANDREW HELFER and GERRY CONWAY  
Art by JOSE LUIS 
GARCIA-LOPEZ, KEVIN MAGUIRE, KEITH GIFFEN and others 
Cover by JOSE LUIS GARCIA-LOPEZ 
On sale APRIL 23 • 176 pg, FC, $16.99 US 
This new DEADMAN collection features the four-issue miniseries from 1986, plus 
CHALLENGERS OF THE UNKNOWN #85-87 and a story from SECRET 
ORIGINS #15, with appearances by Swamp Thing, Batman, the Challengers and 
more! 
 
BATMAN BEYOND: BATGIRL BEYOND TP 
Written by ADAM BEECHEN  
Art by PETER NGUYEN, CRAIG YEUNG, NORM BREYFOGLE, ADAM 
ARCHER and ANNIE WU 
Cover by ANNIE WU • On sale APRIL 2 • 168 pg, FC, $14.99 US 
Terry McGinnis and Bruce Wayne are the sworn protectors of Neo-Gotham. But 
a new hero is in town, one that has caught the attention of Commissioner 
Barbara Gordon: Batgirl! What role will this new vigilante she play in Neo-
Gotham? Plus, Terry McGinnis faces a familiar foe and teams with the Metal Men 
in these stories from BATMAN BEYOND Digital Chapters #19-29 and BATMAN 
BEYOND (1999) #1-2. 
 
DC UNIVERSE VS. THE MASTERS OF THE UNIVERSE TP 
Written by KEITH GIFFEN, TONY BEDARD and PAUL KUPPERBERG 
Art by DEXTER SOY, CURT SWAN and MIKE DeCARLO 
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Cover by ED BENES  
On sale APRIL 23 • 160 pg, FC, $14.99 US 
When He-Man and friends go in search of Skeletor on Earth, they find 
themselves at odds with the heroes of the DC Universe! Can these heroes stop 
Skeletor and his mysterious new master? Collects the six-issue miniseries plus 
DC COMICS PRESENTS #47. 
 
TALES OF THE BATMAN: CARMINE INFANTINO HC 
Written by GARDNER FOX and others  
Art by CARMINE INFANTINO and others  
Cover by CARMINE INFANTINO and MURPHY ANDERSON 
On sale MAY 28 • 520 pg, FC, $49.99 US 
The “new look” Batman made his debut in 1964, and featured artwork by 
Carmine Infantino’s powerful design sense in these stories from 21 issues of 
DETECTIVE COMICS, plus THE BRAVE AND THE BOLD #172, 183, 190 and 
194, DC COMICS PRESENTS: BATMAN #1 and more! 
 
BATGIRL VOL. 4: WANTED HC 
Written by GAIL SIMONE  
Art by DANIEL SAMPERE, FERNANDO PASARIN, DERLIS SANTACRUZ, and 
others 
Cover by ALEX GARNER 
On sale MAY 21 • 192 pg, FC, $24.99 US 
In these tales from BATGIRL #19-25 and BATMAN: THE DARK KNIGHT #23.1: 
VENTRILOQUIST and Batgirl struggles to continue fighting crime after the death 
of her brother, James, Jr. With her relationships with both Batman and her father 
strained, Batgirl must face one of Batman’s most ruthless villains: The 
Ventriloquist. 
 
SUPERMAN/BATMAN VOL. 1 TP  
Written by JEPH LOEB 
Art by ED McGUINNESS, DEXTER VINES, PAT LEE and MICHAEL TURNER 
Cover by ED McGUINNESS and DEXTER VINES 
On sale APRIL 30 • 336 pg, FC, $19.99 US 
In this new edition from issues #1-13 of the hit series, Superman and Batman 
unite when Lex Luthor assembles a team of powerhouse heroes to bring 
Superman in dead or alive. Then, prepare for the arrival of Supergirl! Can 
Darkseid recruit her into doing his bidding? 
 
SUPERMAN: RED SON TP NEW EDITION 
Written by MARK MILLAR  
Art by DAVE JOHNSON, KILIAN PLUNKETT, ANDREW ROBINSON and others  
Cover by DAVE JOHNSON 
On sale APRIL 2 • 168 pg, FC, $14.99 US 
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DC’s classic 3-issue epic is back in this new trade paperback. In this tale of Cold 
War paranoia, the spaceship carrying the infant Superman lands in the 1950s 
Soviet Union, where he grows up to become a symbol of Soviet power. 
 
SCOOBY-DOO, WHERE ARE YOU? #43 
Written by HEATHER NUHFER  
Art and cover by EDUARDO GARCIA 
On sale MARCH 12 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED E 
The Mystery Machine pulls into a small town as the gang plans for some rest and 
relaxation. But the video game Shaggy and Scooby buy has a problem: the 
game’s villain, Lord Vicious, has been terrorizing the local townspeople! Will they 
solve the mystery before this menace wins the game? 
 
SCOOBY-DOO TEAM-UP #3 
Written by SHOLLY FISCH  
Art and cover by DARIO BRIZUELA 
On sale MARCH 5 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED E 
A magical imp is causing havoc in Gotham City, and the Dynamic Duo is looking 
for help from Scooby and the gang! But when Scooby gets his own “greatest fan” 
from the Fifth Dimension, can even Batman, Robin, and Mystery Inc. outwit two 
unpredictable imps to deal with the spooky, magical hijinks of…Scooby-Mite?! 
 
BATMAN: LI’L GOTHAM #12 
Written by DEREK FRIDOLFS and DUSTIN NGUYEN 
Art and cover by DUSTIN NGUYEN 
On sale MARCH 12 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED E • DIGITAL FIRST • FINAL 
ISSUE 
Damian’s fowlest friend Jerry has disappeared, but the people of Gotham City 
are not helping in his search for a missing turkey. This November, the Condiment 
King is making a Sandwich Day run! Then we close out the year with a bang 
before taking a long winter’s nap. 
 
BEWARE THE BATMAN #6 
Written by MATTHEW W. MANNING 
Art and cover by LUCIANO VECCHIO 
On sale MARCH 26 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED E 
In a story told entirely from first-person perspective, Alfred Pennyworth searches 
for Batman, who’s in the midst of a fight for his life! Can Alfred get there in time? 
 
Vertigo 
 
AMERICAN VAMPIRE: SECOND CYCLE #1 
“I’ve missed these characters dearly, and I’m bringing them back with a 
vengeance.” – Scott Snyder 
Written by SCOTT SNYDER 
Art and cover by RAFAEL ALBUQUERQUE 
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1:50 Variant cover by JAE LEE 
On sale MARCH 19 • 40 pg, FC, $3.99 US • MATURE READERS 
The Eisner Award-winning, critically acclaimed series is back! #1 New York 
Times best-selling writer Scott Snyder (BATMAN, SUPERMAN UNCHAINED, 
THE WAKE) and acclaimed artist Rafael Albuquerque (ANIMAL MAN) bring their 
bloodsoaked opus into the 1960s! 
The story so far... 
Pearl Jones is a new kind of vampire, one of an American breed that can walk in 
the sun and has rattlesnake fangs. She’s beautiful and powerful – and she’s 
hiding from a tragic past… 
Skinner Sweet is an American vamp too – the kind you love to hate. He’s good 
when he wants to be, but most of the time he’s downright bad. He’s Pearl’s 
maker, but he’s off in Mexico with an agenda of his own… 
Will their two stories collide, or are they separated forever? And who is this new 
villain on the horizon, someone bloodier and more evil than anything seen in 
AMERICAN VAMPIRE before? Who is THE GRAY TRADER and what does his 
arrival mean for Skinner and Pearl? 
Whether you’re already a fan or interested in checking out this series, the extra-
sized AMERICAN VAMPIRE: SECOND CYCLE #1 is the perfect jumping-on 
point! 
 
STIEG LARSSON’S THE GIRL WHO PLAYED WITH FIRE HC 
Written by DENISE MINA 
Art by LEONARDO MANCO, ANDREA MUTTI and ANTONIO FUSO 
Cover by LEE BERMEJO 
On sale MAY 28 • 288 pg, FC, $29.99 US • MATURE READERS 
In this new graphic novel adaptation of the second of Stieg Larsson’s 
international blockbuster thrillers, Mikael Blomkvist, publisher of the magazine 
Millennium, is preparing to run a story that will expose an extensive sex 
trafficking operation. But on the eve of its publication, the two reporters behind 
the article are murdered, and the fingerprints found on the murder weapon 
belong to his friend, the troubled hacker Lisbeth Salander. While Blomkvist tries 
to clear Salander’s name, Salander herself is drawn into a deadly game of cat 
and mouse that forces her to face her dark past. 
 
STIEG LARSSON’S THE GIRL WITH THE DRAGON TATTOO TP 
Written by DENISE MINA 
Art by LEONARDO MANCO and ANDREA MUTTI 
Cover by LEE BERMEJO 
On sale APRIL 2 • 312 pg, FC, $24.99 US • MATURE READERS 
The graphic novel adaptation of Stieg Larsson’s international blockbuster is now 
available in a single trade paperback volume! Harriet Vanger, a scion of one of 
Sweden’s wealthiest families, disappeared over forty years ago. All these years 
later, her aged uncle continues to seek the truth. He hires Mikael Blomkvist, a 
crusading journalist recently trapped by a libel conviction, to investigate. He is 
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aided by the pierced and tattooed punk prodigy Lisbeth Salander. Together they 
tap into a vein of unfathomable iniquity and corruption! 
 
COFFIN HILL #6 
Written by CAITLIN KITTREDGE 
Art by INAKI MIRANDA 
Cover by DAVE JOHNSON 
On sale MARCH 12 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • MATURE READERS 
Eve comes face to face with her nightmare from a decade ago – and this time, 
she can’t turn away. As innocent lives hang in the balance, Eve must embrace 
the legacy of the Coffin Witch to put her family curse to rest...or die trying in the 
final issue of this storyline! 
 
THE BOOKS OF MAGIC TP NEW EDITION 
Written by NEIL GAIMAN 
Art by JOHN BOLTON, CHARLES VESS, PAUL JOHNSON and SCOTT 
HAMPTON  
Cover by JOHN BOLTON 
On sale APRIL 23 • 208 pg, FC, $16.99 US • MATURE READERS 
From Neil Gaiman comes a tale of the dangers and opportunities of youth, 
reprinted the original four-issue miniseries. Timothy Hunter could be the most 
powerful magician in the world, but does he really want to be? John Constantine, 
Phantom Stranger, Mister E, and Doctor Occult attempt to aid Timothy in 
choosing his path, but by the time Timothy makes a choice, it may already have 
been made for him. 
 
DEAD BOY DETECTIVES #4 
Written by TOBY LITT and MARK BUCKINGHAM 
Art by MARK BUCKINGHAM and GARY ERSKINE 
Cover by MARK BUCKINGHAM 
On sale MARCH 26 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED T 
Were Charles and Edwin total fools when they followed Crystal back to their 
hellish alma mater, St. Hilarion’s, to investigate their own murders? All they’ve 
done is put Crystal in danger of having her soul stripped out of her by the demon 
possessed master Nath. If the boys fail to rescue her, all three of them will burn. 
 
100 BULLETS: BROTHER LONO TP 
Written by BRIAN AZZARELLO  
Art by EDUARDO RISSO 
Cover by DAVE JOHNSON 
On sale APRIL 9 • 192 pg, FC, $16.99 US • MATURE READERS 
The Eisner Award-winning team behind 100 BULLETS reunites to tell the story of 
the baddest Minuteman of all. When last we saw Lono in 100 BULLETS, Dizzy 
Cordova had shot him in the chest ... but Lono always was too tough to die. Now, 
Lono finds himself in Mexico working on the side of the angels. Collects the 
entire eight-issue miniseries. 
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ASTRO CITY: SHINING STARS TP 
Written by KURT BUSIEK 
Art by BRENT ANDERSON 
Cover by ALEX ROSS 
RESOLICIT • On sale APRIL 9 • 208 pg, FC, $16.99 US 
Retailers: This title is resolicited. All previous orders are canceled. 
In these tales from ASTRO CITY: SAMARITAN #1, ASTRO CITY: ASTRA #1-2, 
ASTRO CITY: SILVER AGENT #1-2 and ASTRO CITY: BEAUTIE #1, Astra 
Furst is graduating from college. It’s a time of friends and family, 
new opportunities, changing relationships – and danger! Plus: the story of the 
Silver Agent’s fateful journey through time is revealed, including his origin and 
much more! 
 
ASTRO CITY #10 
Written by KURT BUSIEK 
Art by BRENT ANDERSON 
Cover by ALEX ROSS 
On sale MARCH 12 • 32 pg, FC, $3.99 US • RATED T 
Winged Victory, Samaritan and the Confessor take down the villain targeting her 
– and then she has to face the fallout. Will Astro City’s most prominent super 
heroine survive? Don’t miss the grand finale of this four-part epic! 
 
THE SANDMAN: OVERTURE SPECIAL EDITION #2 
Written by NEIL GAIMAN 
Art and cover by J.H. WILLIAMS III 
Resolicit • On sale MARCH 26 • 44 pg, FC, $4.99 US • MATURE READERS 
Retailers: This title is resolicited. All previous orders are cancelled. 
This Special Edition will include the entire second issue of the new miniseries 
before final coloring, giving readers a behind-the-scenes look at J.H. Williams’ 
unique process. Williams’ original coloring will be shown with the black, white and 
gray tones of the original work. Also, the lettering will be translucent, allowing the 
reader to see the exquisite artwork behind the word balloons. This issue also 
features a Q&A and a Process Piece with colorist Dave Stewart and other bonus 
features. 
 
FAIREST #24 
Written by MARC ANDREYKO 
Art by SHAWN McMANUS 
Cover by ADAM HUGHES 
On sale MARCH 5 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • MATURE READERS 
Cinderella’s quest to find the creator of the rodent assassins leads her to India – 
and into the big, blue arms of an old flame! Can Cindy find the answers she 
needs to save Fabletown from a pest problem of the deadliest kind before it’s too 
late? And how will Cindy react when she finally comes face to face with 
[FAIREST #23 SPOILER CENSORED]? 
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FABLES #139 
Written by BILL WILLINGHAM 
Art by STEVE LEIALOHA 
Cover by NIMIT MALAVIA 
On sale MARCH 19 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • MATURE READERS 
In part one of the two-part “The Boys in the Band,” we return to some Scottish 
roots. So why are Peter Piper, Joe Shepherd, Puss in Boots and Briar Rose all 
on their way to Scotland? Well, the band has to stick together, of course! When 
Danny Boy shows up at the Farm to tell Seamus it’s time to return home, the 
group sets off on their journey across the ocean. An evil Scottish villain is 
introduced, and a bloody battle ensues that may mean the loss of one of our 
favorite feline Fables. Plus, don’t miss this issue’s debut of sensational new 
cover artist Nimit Malavia! 
 
HINTERKIND VOL. 1 TP 
Written by IAN EDGINTON 
Art by FRANCESCO TRIFOGLI 
Cover by GREG TOCCHINI 
On sale APRIL 2 • 144 pg, FC, $9.99 US • MATURE READERS 
Fifty-seven years after a biological event has all but wiped out the human race, 
the Hinterkind have returned. They come from the lost corners of the world: 
centaurs, elves, dwarves, trolls and worse. But these aren’t fairy tale creatures. 
They are flesh and blood, and they have a long-simmering hatred of humanity. 
Collects HINTERKIND #1-6. 
 
HINTERKIND #6 
Written by IAN EDGINTON 
Art by FRANCESCO TRIFOGLI 
Cover by GREG TOCCHINI 
On sale MARCH 5 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • MATURE READERS 
Buried underground in the city of ghosts, Prosper must make the toughest 
decision of her life. Meanwhile, the knives are out as the assassins move in on 
Queen Telsche and Malachi, the Red Knight. 
 
JONAH HEX: SHADOWS WEST TP 
Written by JOE R. LANSDALE  
Art by TIMOTHY TRUMAN and SAM GLANZMAN  
Cover by TIMOTHY TRUMAN 
On sale APRIL 9 • 392 pg, FC, $24.99 US • MATURE READERS 
In these twisted tales from JONAH HEX: TWO-GUN MOJO #1-5, JONAH HEX: 
SHADOWS WEST #1-3 and JONAH HEX: RIDERS OF THE WORM AND SUCH 
#1-5, Hex battles a doctor determined to transform him into a zombie, joins up 
with a Wild West show and learns the dark secret behind the existence of a 
demonic baby, and discovers an ancient race of man-eating worms from beneath 
the earth. 
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FLEX MENTALLO: MAN OF MUSCLE MYSTERY TP 
Written by GRANT MORRISON  
Art and cover by FRANK QUITELY 
On sale APRIL 30 • 128 pg, FC, $14.99 US • MATURE READERS 
Once he was Hero of the Beach...and of the Doom Patrol. Now Flex Mentallo 
returns to investigate the sinister dealings of his former comrade The Fact, and a 
mysterious rock star whose connection to Flex may hold the key to saving them 
both. Collecting the four-issue miniseries, including a sketch section and 
recolored art. 
 
FBP: FEDERAL BUREAU OF PHYSICS #8 
Written by SIMON OLIVER 
Art by ROBBI RODRIGUEZ 
Cover by NATHAN FOX 
On sale MARCH 12 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • MATURE READERS 
During dismantle and removal duty in the 51st state, Rosa and Adam are invited 
to take part in an experiment that will test their limits and blur their concept of 
reality. 
 
TRILLIUM #7 
Written by JEFF LEMIRE 
Art and cover by JEFF LEMIRE 
RESOLICIT • On sale MARCH 5 • 32 pg, FC, 7 of 8, $2.99 US • MATURE 
READERS 
Retailers: This issue is resolicited. All previous orders are cancelled. 
The penultimate issue of Vertigo’s acclaimed sci-fi epic is here, and Nika and 
William are out of time—literally! The last love story ever told nears its 
conclusion...but what waits beyond the end of the universe? You’ll have to read 
to find out! 
 
THE ROYALS: MASTERS OF WAR #2 
Written by ROB WILLIAMS 
Art and cover by SIMON COLEBY 
On sale MARCH 5 • 32 pg, FC, 2 of 6, $2.99 US • MATURE READERS 
As THE ROYALS continues, the truce is broken thanks to Prince Henry’s actions 
during the Battle of Britain! Now, Royals across the world are entering World War 
II – and that includes the oldest and most powerful of them all, the immortal 
Emperor Jimmu of Japan. Meanwhile, Henry, Arthur and Rose travel to the 
United States to attempt to convince President Roosevelt to join the conflict. Will 
Arthur’s drunkenness and Henry’s attraction to his sister torpedo the alliance? 
And who is the uninvited visitor on the White House lawn? 
 
THE WAKE #7 
Written by SCOTT SNYDER 
Art by SEAN MURPHY 
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Cover by ANDREW ROBINSON 
On sale MARCH 26 • 32 pg, FC, 7 of 10, $2.99 US • MATURE READERS 
Two hundred years in the future, things are not looking good for the human race. 
But a mysterious call from the deep could change everything. The epic, flooded 
future of THE WAKE continues here! 
 
THE UNWRITTEN VOL. 2: APOCALYPSE #3 
Written by MIKE CAREY 
Art by PETER GROSS 
Cover by YUKO SHIMIZU 
On sale MARCH 19 • 32 pg, FC, $3.99 US • MATURE READERS 
Tom discovers just how quickly the world is dissolving into chaos – and why. But 
where in all this fractured, insane landscape will he find an ally, and what price 
will he have to pay? The answer lies in the Divadlo Trinka puppet theatre of 
Prague, and in the old cliché: “My enemy’s enemy is my friend.“ 
 
DC Collectibles 
 
DC COMICS – THE NEW 52 EARTH 2 BATMAN (THOMAS WAYNE), GREEN 
LANTERN, THE FLASH AND WONDER WOMAN ACTION FIGURES 
Based on designs by EARTH 2 artist Nicola Scott, this is the latest action figure 
line from DC Collectibles, featuring four heroes who are familiar yet somehow 
different: Batman, The Flash, Green Lantern and Wonder Woman!  

• BATMAN – 6.75" 
• WONDER WOMAN – 6.75" 
• GREEN LANTERN – 6.75" 
• THE FLASH – 6.75" 

EACH FIGURE SOLD SEPARATELY 
* Action Figures * $24.95 US • On Sale June 2014 * Allocations May Occur 
 
DC COMICS COVER GIRLS POISON IVY STATUE 
DESIGNED BY STANLEY "ARTGERM" LAU 
SCULPTED BY JACK MATHEWS 
The line of statues designed by artist Stanley “Artgerm” Lau featuring the 
fantastic female heroes and villains of DC Comics continues with this 
breathtaking figure of Arkham Asylum inmate Poison Ivy that'll leave you itching 
for more. 
Limited Edition of 5,200 / Measures Approximately 9.7" Tall 
$99.95 US • On Sale June 2014 * Allocations May Occur 
 
SUPERMAN: THE MAN OF STEEL SUPERMAN STATUE 
DESIGNED BY ED MCGUINNESS 
SCULPTED BY JAMES SHOOP 
Popular artist Ed McGuinness brings his unique artistic style to DC Collectibles 
with this stunning statue of the Man of Steel worthy of a place in the Fortress of 
Solitude's trophy room. 
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Limited Edition of 5,200 / Measures Approximately 7.5" Tall 
$79.95 US • On Sale June 2014 * Allocations May Occur 
 
THE FLASH VS. GORILLA GRODD PATINA MINI STATUE 
The Scarlet Speedster against the smartest simian in the world! The Flash takes 
on his archenemy Gorilla Grodd with this special resin statue. 
Measures Approximately 6.75" Tall 
$124.95 US • On Sale June 2014 
* Allocations May Occur 
 
1:1 SCALE WHITE POWER BATTERY & RING PROP REPLICA 
Bring the light of life into your home with this stunning replica White Lantern 
Power Battery and Ring. 
Measures Approximately 11" Tall 
$199.95 US • On Sale June 2014 * Allocations May Occur 
 
BATMAN: ARKHAM CITY RABBIT HOLE BATMAN ACTION FIGURE 
From inside the heavily fortified walls of a sprawling district in the heart of 
Gotham City comes Rabbit Hole Batman pulled from Mad Hatter's twisted 
mission. Based on the blockbuster video game published by Warner Bros. 
Interactive Entertainment, developed by Rocksteady Studios and licensed by DC 
Entertainment. 
$24.95 US • On Sale June 2014 * Action Figure * Allocations May Occur 
 
DC NATION: DEADMAN & CROW PLUSH FIGURE 2-PACK 
Straight from DC Nation, it's Deadman and his faithful friend Crow! This plush 
pair captures the creepy fun of this new DC Nation series!  

• DEADMAN – 6.75" 
• CROW – 6.75" 

$39.95 US • On Sale June 2014 * Allocations May Occur 
 
DC COMICS SUPER-VILLAINS ARMORED SUIT LEX LUTHOR DELUXE 
ACTION FIGURE 
Superman's greatest arch-nemesis, Lex Luthor, always demands the best—and 
now you can have the best with this all-new deluxe action figure based on the 
evil genius's appearance as part of DC Comics—The New 52! 
RESOLICIT • $49.95 US • On Sale July 2014 * Allocations May Occur  
This item is resolicited. All previous orders are cancelled. 
 
IDW PUBLISHING 
 
G.I. JOE: A REAL AMERICAN HERO #200 
Larry Hama (w) • S L Gallant (a) • Gallant, Herb Trimpe (c) 
This is it: the landmark 200th issue in this long-running series! G.I. JOE returns to 
the Pit, but things are not as they expected at their homebase. HAWK and DUKE 
prepare to take the team into a new era, as COBRA’s plans and new threats 
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require a fresh approach.  Join the adventure in G.I. Joe: A Real American Hero 
#200 and prepare for the next 200! 
*2 regular covers will be shipped in a 1-to-1 ratio  
FC • 48 pages • $5.99 
 
G.I. JOE: A REAL AMERICAN HERO #1 (1982)—HUNDRED PENNY PRESS 
EDITION 
Larry Hama (w) • Herb Trimpe (a) • Trimpe (c) 
In this explosive first issue, COBRA COMMANDER manages to abduct Dr. Adele 
Burkhart, a controversial scientist privy to secrets that could spell doom for 
America! It’s up to G.I. JOE to infiltrate COBRA’s island base and rescue Dr. 
Burkhart before it is too late. Will they make it in time or will COBRA succeed? 
Find out in the issue that started it all, for only a buck! 
FC • 32 pages • $1.00 
 
G.I. JOE: A REAL AMERICAN HERO #200—SUBSCRIPTION VARIANT 
Larry Hama (w) • S L Gallant (a) • Robert Atkins (c) 
For subscription customers only, a special variant Transformers/G.I. JOE “jam” 
cover with art by Robert Atkins! Connects with Robert’s cover for Transformers: 
Regeneration One #100, creating one giant Transformers/G.I. JOE image! 
FC • 48 pages • $5.99 
 
TRANSFORMERS: REGENERATION ONE #100 
Simon Furman (w) • Andrew Wildman & Guido Guidi (a) • Andrew Wildman, 
Guidi (c) 
THE GREATEST ENEMY... the greatest challenge... shall come from within. And 
there will be an ending. This is it, the battle the TRANSFORMERS must win, and 
yet dare not. The original and founding TRANSFORMERS comic comes to an 
epic and giant-sized conclusion, with all-out battle on CYBERTRON. Or should 
that be “Cybertrons”? Shocks, surprises, guest stars and more. It may be a 
cliché, but this one really does have it all. 
*2 regular covers will be shipped in a 1-to-1 ratio 
FC • 48 pages • $5.99 
 
TRANSFORMERS REGENERATION ONE #100—SUBSCRIPTION VARIANT 
Simon Furman (w) • Andrew Wildman & Guido Guidi (a) • Robert Atkins (c) 
For subscription customers only, a special variant Transformers/G.I. JOE “jam” 
cover with art by Robert Atkins! Connects with Robert’s cover for G.I. JOE: A 
Real American Hero #200, creating one giant Transformers/G.I. JOE image! 
FC • 48 pages • $5.99 
 
TRANSFORMERS #1 (1984)—HUNDRED PENNY PRESS EDITION 
Bill Mantlo & Ralph Macchio (w) • Frank Springer (a) • Bill Sienkiewicz (c) 
See how the epic began, for only a buck! Celebrate issue 100 of 
TRANSFORMERS: REGENERATION ONE with the story that started it all! 
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AUTOBOTS wage their battle to destroy the evil forces of the DECEPTICONS—
and their war spills onto Earth!  
FC • 32 pages • $1.00 
 
TRANSFORMERS: MORE THAN MEETS THE EYE #27 
James Roberts & John Barber (w) • Alex Milne & Livio Ramondelli (a) • Casey W. 
Coller (c) 
TOGETHER AT LAST! The crew of the Lost Light and the survivors of 
CYERTRON get a brief moment of calm as they take stock of who’s survived 
DARK CYBERTRON this far. But things get worse—the final fate of the DEAD 
UNIVERSE reveals a nightmarish link to the greatest threat the universe has 
ever faced! 
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
TRANSFORMERS: MORE THAN MEETS THE EYE #27—SUBSCRIPTION 
VARIANT 
James Roberts & John Barber (w) • Alex Milne & Livio Ramondelli (a) • Phil 
Jimenez (c) 
For subscription customers only, a special variant cover with art by Phil Jimenez!  
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
TRANSFORMERS: ROBOTS IN DISGUISE #27 
John Barber & James Roberts (w) • Andrew Griffith (a) • Casey W. Coller (c) 
DEATH OF A HERO! BUMBLEBEE! RODIMUS! ULTRA MAGNUS! PROWL! 
One will fall in final battle with SHOCKWAVE! This one is for all the marbles, 
folks—it just doesn’t get any bigger than this! 
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
TRANSFORMERS: ROBOTS IN DISGUISE #27—SUBSCRIPTION VARIANT 
John Barber & James Roberts (w) • Andrew Griffith, Livio Ramondelli (a) • Phil 
Jimenez (c) 
For subscription customers only, a special variant cover with art by Phil Jimenez!  
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
TRANSFORMERS: DARK CYBERTRON FINALE 
John Barber & James Roberts (w) • Phil Jimenez & Alex Milne (a) • Phil Jimenez 
(c) 
IT GETS EVEN BIGGER! Okay we lied when we were talking about last issue… 
but this issue is as big as they come. It’s all come down to this moment—every 
scheme, every lie, every moment of heroism, every relationship, every rivalry… if 
CYBERTRON falls, so falls the universe! 
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
TRANSFORMERS: DARK CYBERTRON FINALE—SUBSCRIPTION VARIANT 
John Barber & James Roberts (w) • Phil Jimenez & Alex Milne (a) • Casey W. 
Coller (c) 
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For subscription customers only, a special variant cover with art by Casey W. 
Coller!  
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
TRANSFORMERS PRIME: BEAST HUNTERS, VOL. 2  
Mairghread Scott, Mike Johnson (w) • Agustin Padilla (a) • Ken Christiansen (c) 
As the Dinobots lend a hand to their fellow underground Autobots things quickly 
go awry as the very planet begins to quake and shift. Is Cybertron crumbling to 
its ultimate death or will it be reborn? Collects issues #5–8. 
TPB • FC • $17.99 • 104 pages 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
TRANSFORMERS PRIME: BEAST HUNTERS, VOL. 1 
SC, 7x10, FC  $17.99 
 
************************************************************************ 
 
G.I. JOE: THE COBRA FILES, VOL. 2  
Mike Costa (w) • Werther Dell'Edera, Antonio Fuso (a) • Dell'Edera (c) 
As Clockspring becomes more dejected and bitter, Tomax continues to lead him 
down a dangerous path. Meanwhile, Flint is beginning to doubt his leadership 
abilities at a time when the Crimson Twin makes his move and the Cobra Files 
team is left trapped and cornered. Collects issues #5–9. 
TPB • FC • $19.99 • 124 pages 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
G.I. JOE: THE COBRA FILES, VOL. 1 
SC, 7x10, FC  $17.99  
 
************************************************************************ 
 
G.I. JOE #14 
Paul Allor (w) • Steve Kurth (p) • Kurth (c)  
SIREN’S SONG! The G.I. JOE team goes toe-to-toe with COBRA’s newest 
agent! SIREN knows all of COBRA’s secrets—and with the eyes of the world on 
DUKE and the squad, how will they break her spell?  
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
G.I. JOE: SPECIAL MISSIONS #13 
Chuck Dixon (w) • Paul Gulacy (a) • Gulacy, Will Rosado (c) 
DESTRO MUST DIE part four! G.I. JOE brings the fight to DESTRO. Teaming up 
with an unexpected ally and assaulting DESTRO’s Russian hideout, SCARLETT 
and the Special Missions team hunt down the nefarious arms-dealer… but can 
they find him before COPPERBACK gets her revenge? 
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FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
CHARLES SCHULZ’S PEANUTS: ARTIST’S EDITION HC 
Charles Schulz (w & a & c)  
Charles Schulz's Peanuts debuted as what is arguably the most important comic 
strip of all time in 1950. Peanuts transcended the medium, presenting complex 
issues and moral dilemmas in the space of four panels, while maintaining a 
bitingly funny sense of humor. Charlie Brown, Lucy Van Pelt, Linus, Schroeder, 
kite eating tree, the Great Pumpkin, and, of course, Snoopy… all are embedded 
in our psyches. Now, for the first time, Schulz's classic creation will be seen in a 
way as close as possible to the original art created by the artist himself—in IDW's 
multi-award-winning Artist's Edition format, with each strip being carefully 
scanned and reproduced. Note: Because of the enormous size Charles Schulz 
worked, these originals will be reduced in size from the original art. 
HC, 19x10, 144pgs, B&W  PI 
 
THE MAXX: MAXXIMIZED #5 
Sam Kieth, William Messner-Loebs (w) • Kieth (a & c)  
After Laying on the couch and feeling sorry for himself, being spied upon by 
some isz… Maxx plunges down the proverbial rabbit hole, and encounters the 
"Crappon in the Hat," tries to save a fish, spills some beans, discovers a little girl 
(who's a developmentally stunted version of the Jungle Queen), then struggles to 
make sense of it all… and finding himself on Julie's couch again.  
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
Expected in-store date: 3/19/14 
 
THE MAXX: MAXXIMIZED #5—SUBSCRIPTION VARIANT 
Sam Kieth, William Messner-Loebs (w) • Kieth (a & c)  
For subscription customers only…a newly-colored version of the original Maxx #5 
cover by Sam Kieth!  
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
TRIPLE HELIX TPB 
John Byrne (w & a & c) 
Where TRIO stopped, HELIX starts! There's a MONSTER on the loose in the 
City… but will the mysterious CHANGELINGS of TRIPLE HELIX destroy it before 
they realize it's really an old FRIEND? 
TPB • FC • $17.99 • 104 pages 
 
DANGER GIRL: THE CHASE TPB 
Andy Hartnell (w) • Harvey Talibao (a) • Dan Panosian (c) 
On the trail of a vitally important—and wildly volatile—briefcase, the Danger Girls 
enter into what amounts to the most treacherous and dangerous game of hot 
potato of all time! Abbey, Sydney, and Sonya use any and all means to traverse 
towns, cities, states, countries, continents(!) in their relentless pursuit to 
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retrieve—and keep!—this unstable ticking time bomb… before it begins its 
countdown to unimaginable danger!      
TPB • FC • $17.99 • 104 pages 
 
STAR SLAMMERS: RE-MASTERED! #1 
Walter Simonson (w & a & c) 
Walter Simonson can honestly be described as a living legend. Besides co-
creating Manhunter with the great Archie Goodwin, in the early days of his 
career, Simonson has written and drawn nearly all of the Marvel and DC 
characters at one time or another. Highlights include The Fantastic Four, 
Batman, Orion, Elric, and his groundbreaking run on The Mighty Thor.  
But before all of these, there was Star Slammers, a series first devised by 
Simonson during his college days. The Slammers would later be resurrected as a 
Marvel Graphic Novel, and then a mini-series. Simonson describes it thus: Once 
upon a time, there was a race of men who could out-shoot, out-fight, and out-kill 
anybody. They were paid fabulous sums to act as mercenaries. The practice 
became so lucrative, they decided to go into business. They became the most 
successful businessmen in history, and they called themselves…The Star 
Slammers! 
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
STAR SLAMMERS: RE-MASTERED! #1—SUBSCRIPTION VARIANT 
Walter Simonson (w & a & c) 
For subscription customers only…a newly-colored version of the original Star 
Slammers cover by Walter Simonson!  
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
 
THE X-FILES: CONSPIRACY: THE CROW 
Denton J. Tipton (w) • Vic Malhotra (a) • Miran Kim (c) 
Bernard is a decorated state policeman in love with his partner. But their 
romance is brutally cut short when both die following a high-speed pursuit and 
fiery car crash involving the Lone Gunmen. Bernard inexplicably awakens to find 
himself resurrected by an otherworldly crow and with only one thing on his mind: 
vengeance.  
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
THE X-FILES: CONSPIRACY: THE CROW—SUBSCRIPTION VARIANT  
Denton J. Tipton (w) • Vic Malhotra (a & c)  
For subscription customers only! A variant cover from Vic Malhotra depicting a 
famous conspiracy, crop circles! 
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
THE X-FILES: SEASON 10 #10 
Joe Harris (w) • menton3 (a) • Francesco Francavilla (c) 
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“More Musings of a Cigarette Smoking Man” The ubiquitous foe of Agents Mulder 
and Scully has returned from the dead, raising many questions and burying many 
answers. Find out more about his resurrection, along with his past, in this special 
stand-alone story, which sets the stage for the next big story arc!  
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
THE X-FILES: SEASON 10 #10—SUBSCRIPTION VARIANT 
Joe Harris (w) • menton3 (a) • photo (c) 
For subscription customers only… a photo variant cover featuring the Cigarette 
Smoking Man!  
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
THE X-FILES: CONSPIRACY #2 (OF 2) 
Paul Crilley (w) • John Stanisci (a) • Miran Kim (c) 
The event of the year concludes here! The Lone Gunmen have finished 
investigating several urban legends—a group of ghost-hunters, mutant turtles 
that live in the sewers, shape-changing alien robots, and a vengeful spirit from 
beyond the grave—after receiving Internet files from future that foretell a plague 
that wipes out most of humanity. Now it’s a race against the clock as the 
Gunmen, with Agents Mulder and Scully, attempt to save the world! 
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
THE X-FILES: CONSPIRACY #2 (OF 2)—SUBSCRIPTION VARIANT  
Paul Crilley (w) • John Stanisci (a) • Andrew Currie (c) 
For subscription customers only! A variant cover from Andrew Currie depicting a 
famous conspiracy, the moon landing was faked! 
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
GHOSTBUSTERS #14 
Erik Burnham (w) • Dan Schoening (a & c)  
The embodiment of chaos has taken an interest in earth, and the physical laws of 
the universe are beginning to come apart at the seams. When Newtonian physics 
falter in New York City and weirdness is on the rise, you know who's gonna get 
called... "Mass Hysteria!" continues here! 
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
GHOSTBUSTERS #14—SUBSCRIPTION VARIANT  
Erik Burnham (w) • Dan Schoening (a) • Andy Belanger (c) 
For subscription customers only…a spook-tastic variant cover from Andy 
Belanger, of Kill Shakespeare fame!  
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
GHOSTBUSTERS: TOTAL CONTAINMENT OVER-SIZED HC 
Erik Burnham (w) • Dan Schoening, Tristan Jones (a) • Schoening (c) 
This oversized deluxe hardcover collects the first 16 issues of the ongoing 
Ghostbusters series. Pshychokinetic energy is on the rise and the boys are as 
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busy as ever, but a new contract engineered by Walter Peck limits their ability to 
bust ghosts in the city. As they take their act on the road, a new team swoops in 
to give them some competition. Includes all of the bonus material from Tristan 
Jones, a backup story, and an art gallery! 
HC • FC • $49.99 • 432 pages • 7” x 11” 
 
MY LITTLE PONY: FRIENDSHIP IS MAGIC #17 
Katie Cook (w) • Andy Price (a) • Price, Brenda Hickey (c)  
“Reflections” part 1. The start of this epic four-part story will see the ponies travel 
to a new world in desperate need of aid... that is, if they can discover the secret 
spells of Starswirl the Bearded! Secret traps and magical danger are only the first 
steps on the ponies greatest adventure yet!  
*2 regular covers will be shipped in a 1-to-1 ratio  
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
MY LITTLE PONY: FRIENDS FOREVER #3 
Ted Anderson (w) • Agnes Garbowska (a) • Amy Mebberson (c) 
Featuring the unlikely duo of Princess Celestia and Spike! In need of the birthday 
present for Twilight, Spike enlists Celestia on an adventure! What seems to be a 
harmless journey quickly turns into danger for even the mightiest of ponies! Who 
will save whom?? 
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
MY LITTLE PONY: FRIENDS FOREVER #3—SUBSCRIPTION VARIANT  
Jeremy Whitley (w) • Tony Fleecs (a) • Tony Fleecs (c) 
For subscription customers only… get friendly with a variant cover from Tony 
Fleecs!  
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
SAMURAI JACK #6 
Jim Zub (w) • Brittney Williams (a) • Andy Suriano (c) 
In this issue: Fans demanded it and IDW delivers - The return of the Scotsman! 
The humungous highland hooligan and the stoically stalwart samurai team up 
once again! This time they battle against a bizarre mystic curse that—okay, that 
part’s a secret but trust us, it’s a doozy! 
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
SAMURAI JACK #6—SUBSCRIPTION VARIANT  
Jim Zub (w) • Brittney Williams (a) • Michael Avon Oeming (c) 
For subscription customers only… a variant cover by Powers co-creator Michael 
Avon Oeming!  
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
POWERPUFF GIRLS #7 
Derek Charm (w & a & c)  
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Watch out, Townsville! There ain’t no party like a MONSTER ISLAND party, and 
these beasties are holding their festivities in YOUR FAIR CITY! Will the 
Powerpuff Girls be able to stop them before they COMPLETELY trash the 
place?! Part one of a special 2-issue story by Derek Charm!   
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
POWERPUFF GIRLS #7—SUBSCRIPTION VARIANT  
Derek Charm (w & a) • Phil Moy (c)  
For subscription customers only… a powered up variant cover by Phil Moy!  
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
POWERPUFF GIRLS CLASSICS, VOL. 3  
Sean Carolan, Jennifer Moore, Abby Denson, Bobbi Jo "J.G." Weiss, John 
Rozum, Trina Robbins (w) • Phil Moy, Ricardo Garcia Fuentes, Cynthia Morrow 
(a) • Phil Moy (c) 
They're cute. They're fun. And they're powerful! The Cartoon Network classic 
Powerpuff Girls return in this collection of comic-book adventures. Collects 
issues #11–16 of the DC Comics series. 
TPB • FC • $19.99 • 140 pages 
 
ROCKY & BULLWINKLE #1 (OF 4) 
Mark Evanier (w) • Roger Langridge (a & c)  
They’re finally here! Welcome Bullwinkle the Moose and Rocket J. Squirrel back 
to comics, in this very special first issue by fan-favorites Mark Evanier and Roger 
Langridge. Rocky and Bullwinkle must stop the evil Boris and Natasha from 
duping a wealthy philanthropist in THE PSYCHIC SIDEKICK. And when Dudley 
Do-Right tries to woo the beautiful Nell, will Snidely Whiplash get away?  
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
ROCKY & BULLWINKLE #1 (OF 4)—SUBSCRIPTION VARIANT  
Mark Evanier (w) • Roger Langridge (a) • Stephanie Buscema (c) 
For subscription customers only… a variant cover by Stephanie Buscema, 
featuring the evil duo Boris & Natasha!  
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
ROCKY & BULLWINKLE CLASSICS, VOL. 1: STAR BILLING  
Al Kilgore (w & a) • Roger Langridge (c) 
The earliest comic book adventures of America's favorite moose and squirrel are 
collected here in Bullwinkle Classics. Presenting re-mastered stories from Gold 
Key Comics issues #1–4, enjoy classics moose-adventures like "Strictly for the 
Birds," "Star Billing," "Bat-Ball Batty," "Magnetic Moose," "Cane Caper," "Noose 
Moose," and many more. Also includes tales from Peabody and Sherman, Dudly 
Do-Right, and the whole gang.     
TPB • FC • $17.99 • 122 pages 
 
TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES: NEW ANIMATED ADVENTURES #9 
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Kenny Byerly (w) • Dario Brizuela, Chad Thomas (a)  Brizuela (c)  
This issue features two terrific Turtle tales! In the first, the robot Metal Head 
starts to act very strangely. When the Turtles try to fix him, an argument between 
Raph and Don could cause the entire day to go haywire! The second story 
details the astounding origin of Raph’s new black eye! 
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES COLOR CLASSICS VOL. 2 #5 
Kevin Eastman, Peter Laird & Steve Lavigne (w) • Jim Lawson, Laird (a) 
Eastman, Laird, Lavigne (c) 
TMNT #19 (Mirage, Vol. 1), now in full-color! A Mirage black-and-white classic 
presented in all-new full color! In “Return to New York, Book One”, Raphael has 
had enough of hiding out in Northampton. After a tough scuffle with his brothers, 
he soon finds himself back in New York City… and in deep trouble with the Foot 
Clan! Alone and outnumbered, will Raph be able to survive his first night back in 
town without his brothers? Find out in this classic TMNT tale! 
FC • 40 pages • $3.99 
 
TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES VILLAINS MICRO-SERIES, VOL. 2 TPB 
Erik Burnham, Mike Costa, Ben Epstein, Dustin Weaver, Ben Bates, Paul Allor 
(w) • Cory Smith, Mike Henderson, Ben Bates, Dan Duncan (a) • Tyler Walpole 
(c) 
The Villains keep on coming! Karai, Hun, Bebop and Rocksteady, and the 
Shredder all get the spotlight with stories that delve into their pasts and current 
actions that will have major ramifications on everybody's future. Collects issues 
#5–8. 
TPB • FC • $17.99 • 104 pages 
 
TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES #32 
Tom Waltz, Kevin Eastman (w) • Ross Campbell (a) • Campbell, Eastman (c) 
The Turtles thought they’d be safe in Northampton-- they were wrong! 
Surrounded on all sides, the Turtles will have to reunite as a fearsome fighting 
force. Will their newest ally be their salvation, or doom? 
*2 regular covers will be shipped in a 1-to-1 ratio 
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES: UTROM EMPIRE #3 (OF 3) 
Paul Allor (w) • Andy Kuhn (a & c)  
Baxter’s gambit reaches its endgame, but Fugitoid has some tricks up his sleeve! 
With the fate of the Utrom race in his hands, whom will the robot scientist end up 
saving? The dramatic past of the Utroms will have dire consequences in the 
present day! 
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES: UTROM EMPIRE #3—SUBSCRIPTION 
VARIANT  
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Paul Allor (w) • Andy Kuhn (a) • Nick Pitarra (c) 
For subscription customers only… a mutated variant cover from Nick Pitarra!  
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
STAR TREK #31 
Mike Johnson (w) • Erfan Fajar (a) • Gerry Gastonny (c) 
Part 1 of an epic all-new 2-part adventure set within the continuity of the 
blockbuster STAR TREK films! Captain Kirk and the crew have never faced a 
threat like the one they face now: their own ship! Don't miss the first chapter of "I, 
Enterprise", overseen by STAR TREK writer-producer Roberto Orci!  
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
STAR TREK #31—SUBSCRIPTION VARIANT  
Mike Johnson (w) • Erfan Fajar (a) • photo (c)  
For subscription customers only… a photo variant cover featuring Science Officer 
0718!  
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
STAR TREK: GOLD KEY ARCHIVES, VOL. 1 HC 
Arnold Drake, George Kashdan (w) • Nevio Zaccara, Alberto Giolitti, Giovanni 
Ticci  (a) • N/A (c) 
Presenting the first comic book adventures of the U.S.S. Enterprise and her 
crew! Fully re-mastered and with a new throwback cover, Star Trek Gold Key 
Archives, Vol. 1 collects issues #1–6. 
HC • FC • $29.99 • 168 pages 
 
STAR TREK, VOL. 7 TPB 
Mike Johnson (w) • Erfan Fajar (a & c) 
War breaks out across the stars as the Klingon and Romulan Empires fight for 
supremacy, with the Enterprise caught in the middle! Don't miss this epic all-new 
story set after the events of the blockbuster movie STAR TREK INTO 
DARKNESS, overseen by STAR TREK writer/producer Roberto Orci! Collects 
issues #25–28 of the ongoing series. 
TPB • FC • $17.99 • 104 pages 
 
GODZILLA: RULERS OF EARTH #10 
Chris Mowry (w) • Matt Frank (a & c)  
With many monsters now inhabiting a new home, peace seemingly descends on 
Earth. Little does humanity realize that the greatest danger now lurks under the 
waves! Lucy and the Kaiju Watchers will have to act fast to determine the nature 
of the new threat!  
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
T.H.U.N.D.E.R. AGENTS #7 
Phil Hester (w) • Roger Robinson (a & c)  
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The mastermind behind SPIDER is revealed, shaking T.H.U.N.D.E.R. to its core. 
A now-powerless Dynamo is helpless in the face of Dr. Sparta's robotic 
monstrosities. Kat Kane uncovers the ultimate truth of the Judgment Towers, but 
the price may be not only her life, but life on Earth itself! 
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
T.H.U.N.D.E.R. AGENTS #7—SUBSCRIPTION VARIANT  
Phil Hester (w) • Roger Robinson (a) • Jerry Ordway (c)  
For subscription customers only, a thunderous variant cover by Jerry Ordway! 
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
THE CROW: PESTILENCE #1 
Frank Bill (w) • Drew Moss (a) • James O’Barr (c) 
Juarez, Mexico. A young boxer, Salvador, refuses to take a fall, but has no 
problem taking a vicious drug gang’s pay-off. When they take their lethal revenge 
on the Salvador and his family, he returns as THE CROW, in search of 
vengeance…and forgiveness.  
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
Expected in-store date: 3/26/14 
 
THE CROW: PESTILENCE #1—SUBSCRIPTION VARIANT  
Frank Bill (w) • Drew Moss (a) • Carlos D’Anda (c) 
For subscription customers only…a demonic variant cover from Carlos D’Anda!  
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
WRAITH: WELCOME TO CHRISTMASLAND #5 (OF 7) 
Joe Hill (w) • Charles P. Wilson III (a & c)  
Chapter 5: The Rules of the Game: The hunt has begun: Christmasland's 
prisoners are falling one by one, slaughtered among the park's dark 
amusements. The only way out has vanished, darkness is coming, and Charlie 
Manx's children are everywhere. Chess Llewellyn and Agnes Claiborne have one 
hope—to figure out the rules of this new, impossible landscape and find a 
loophole that will allow them to fly away. 
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
WRAITH: WELCOME TO CHRISTMASLAND #5—SUBSCRIPTION VARIANT 
Joe Hill (w) • Charles P. Wilson III (a) • Francesco Francavilla (c) 
For subscription customers only… your ticket to ride (to Christmasland, one-way 
only): a variant cover from Francesco Francavilla!  
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
MONSTERS & MADMAN #1 (OF 3) 
Steve Niles (w) • Damien Worm (a & c)  
Contrary to popular belief, the story of the Frankenstein Monster did not end at 
the end of Mary Shelley's famous novel. Now, Steve Niles and Damien Worm 
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have uncovered the shocking fact of the time the Monster met… Jack the Ripper. 
Read if you dare! 
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
MONSTERS & MADMAN #1—SUBSCRIPTION VARIANT  
Steve Niles (w) • Damien Worm (a & c)  
A companion piece to Damien Worm’s “Monster” cover, this special subscription-
only cover gives you a terrifying look at the “Madman” himself, Jack the Ripper! 
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
ROGUE TROOPER #2 
Brian Ruckley (w) • Alberto Ponticelli (a) • Glenn Fabry (c) 
The legend begins! Genetically engineered to wage war on a poisoned planet, 
the G.I.s were wiped out during their first deployment against the Norts. But one 
lone soldier survived the Quartz Zone Massacre, and his Souther creators want 
him back... dead or alive! IDW is proud to re-introduce Rogue Trooper in this all-
new series! 
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
ROGUE TROOPER #2—SUBSCRIPTION VARIANT 
Brian Ruckley (w) • Alberto Ponticelli (a) • James Stokoe (c) 
For subscription customers only… a variant cover by James Stokoe of Orc Stain 
and Godzilla: Half-Century War fame! 
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
SINISTER DEXTER #4 (OF 7) 
Dan Abnett (w) • Andy Clarke (a) • Antonio Fuso (c) 
Sinister and Dexter have had more than one close scrape but when they 
accidentally take out the entire Belvmoi Branch of the Sons of Satan, they 
unwittingly unleash a curse that may send them 666 feet under. Plus, Dexter 
takes a cop out… on a date? 
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
SINISTER DEXTER #4—SUBSCRIPTION VARIANT 
Dan Abnett (w) • Andy Clarke (a) • David Millgate (c) 
For subscription customers only…a variant cover by David Millgate! 
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
JUDGE DREDD: BIG DROKKIN’ TREASURY EDITION 
John Wagner, more (w) • Kevin O’Neill, Mike McMahon, Cliff Robinson, Ron 
Smith, Ian Gibson (a) • Cliff Robinson (c) 
An oversized array of classic Judge Dredd stories drawn by a murderer’s row of 
beloved 2000AD artists not yet published by IDW! “The Law According to Judge 
Dredd,” Judge Minty, monkey business, zombies, Uncle Ump, and even Santa 
Claus all make an appearance in this big drokkin’ book. 
B&W/FC • 72 pages • 9.25” x 14.25” • $9.99 
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JUDGE DREDD #17 
Duane Swierczynski (w) • Nelson Daniel (a & c) 
“Cold Cold Ground”—The morgue full of 13 dead Judges were only the 
beginning… of the end! Dredd’s most vicious and unstoppable enemies—the 
Dark Judges—are clawing their way into Mega-City One, determined to 
transform it into a new city of the dead. That’s right: Judges Death! Mortis! Fire! 
Fear! (And some new friends!) But the only thing more horrifying than the Dark 
Judges’ onslaught are drastic measures the Justice Department is willing to take 
to repel them. 
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
JUDGE DREDD #17—SUBSCRIPTION VARIANT  
Duane Swierczynski (w) • Nelson Daniel (a) • Michael Avon Oeming (c) 
For subscribers only, the first of a series of special variant covers by Powers co-
creator and former Judge Dredd artist Michael Avon Oeming! 
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
JUDGE DREDD: MEGA-CITY TWO #3 (OF 5) 
Douglas Wolk (w) • Ulises Farinas (a & c) 
The Law on the beach! The cameras are on Dredd as he patrols the coastline of 
Mega-City Two, but what happens when disaster strikes at an immigration 
checkpoint’s Citizenship Pageant? And what about the enormous man-eating 
shrimp that’s terrorizing what used to be the California waterfront?  
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
JUDGE DREDD: MEGA-CITY TWO #3—SUBSCRIPTION VARIANT  
Douglas Wolk (w) • Ulises Farinas (a) • E.J. Su (c) 
For subscription customers only—a tribute variant cover by E.J. Su sees Dredd 
starring in a classic Hollywood movie… 
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
SUPERMAN: THE SILVER AGE NEWSPAPER DAILIES, VOL. 2 HC 
Jerry Siegel (w) • Wayne Boring, Stan Kaye  (a) • Pete Poplaski (c) 
Never-before reprinted stories from August 1961–November 1963! Wayne Boring 
and Stan Kaye provide the artwork, and once again, Superman co-creator Jerry 
Siegel scripts adaptations of stories that first appeared in comic books. Siegel 
and Boring offer alternate versions of now classic stories originally written by 
Siegel himself, Bill Finger, Edmund Hamilton, and Leo Dorfman—and drawn in 
comic books by Curt Swan, Al Plastino, Kurt Schaffenberger, and Boring himself. 
Edited and designed by Dean Mullaney, Introduction by Sid Friedfertig, and cover 
drawing by Pete Poplaski. 
HC • B&W • $49.99 • 288 pages • 11” x 8.5” 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
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SUPERMAN: THE SILVER AGE NEWSPAPER DAILIES, VOL. 1 HC 
HC, 11x8.5,  FC  $49.99 
 
************************************************************************ 
 
ROCKETEER / THE SPIRIT: PULP FRICTION HC 
Mark Waid (w) • Paul Smith, J Bone (a) • Paul Smith (c) 
Will Eisner's The Spirit and Dave Stevens' The Rocketeer are two of the most 
beloved characters ever to grace comics—and now these two great pulp-inspired 
heroes meet for the very first time!  
After a Central City Alderman disappears and is found dead in Los Angeles, 
commissioner Dolan, along with Denny Colt (AKA The Spirit), and Dolan's 
daughter Ellen, trek out to the City of Angels to investigate. Meanwhile, Cliff 
Secord (The Rocketeer) consoles his sweetheart Betty… who is traumatized 
after accidentally discovering the politician's body. As the unlikely duo dive into 
the mystery, a deeper one unfolds—one that is masterminded by two of our 
heroes' arch-villains! Hold on tight for a rocket-propelled double-dose of danger! 
HC • FC • $21.99 • 104 pages 
 
THE ILLEGITIMATES #4 (OF 6)  
Taran Killam & Marc Andreyko (w) •  Kevin Sharpe (a & c) 
The Illegitimates go tropical as Dannikor's deadly plan begins to unfold! But, can 
these five newbies bring down the man who murdered their father before it's too 
late? Meanwhile, what is orbiting the earth and what do the Illegitimates' mothers 
have to do with it? The adventure continues in the fourth chapter of the 
Illegitimates' inaugural mission!   
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
THE ILLEGITIMATES #4—SUBSCRIPTION VARIANT  
Taran Killam & Marc Andreyko (w) • Kevin Sharpe (a) • Jerry Ordway (c) 
For your subscription customers’ eyes only… a variant cover from the inimitable 
Jerry Ordway!  
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
DEADWORLD: RESTORATION #4 (OF 5)  
Gary Reed (w) • Sami Makkonen (a & c)  
Bowker finds out about Project Lazarus as Moloch sets a new plan into motion.  
Donna must choose between her undead and human side in the midst of the 
zombie attack on New Washington.  Dan is torn between his love for the woman 
who controls the zombies.  Dead Killer leads the remaining lepers in a last ditch 
effort to stop the grakken before they breed even more. 
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
DEADWORLD: RESTORATION #4 (OF 5)—SUBSCRIPTION VARIANT  
Gary Reed (w) • Sami Makkonen (a & c) 
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For subscription customers only…a terrifying variant cover from series artist 
Sami Makkonen!  
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
GATE-WAY #3 (OF 5) 
Joe Halpin Sr. (w) • Juanfrancisco Moyano (a & c)  
As Jake settles into Freedom Town, he finds that life outside the walls of 
Hopetown is as dangerous as he was told. With no law and order, survival in 
Freedom Town requires a quick trigger finger. 
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
ALICE IN COMICLAND HC 
Walt Kelly, Alex Toth, Dan DeCarlo, George Carlson, Harvey Kurtzman, Jack 
Davis, Dave Berg, R. F. Outcault (w & a) • John Tenniel (c) 
Some of the greatest comic book artists ever to put pen to paper tumble down 
the rabbit hole for their own unique look at Lewis Carroll's famous creation! Walt 
Kelly, Alex Toth, Dan DeCarlo, George Carlson, MAD men Harvey Kurtzman, 
Jack Davis and Dave Berg, and many more visit Wonderland! 
You'll be astonished to see Alice gruesomely starring in the banned horror comic 
book stories of the 1950s, as the basis of a romance comic, riding on a flying 
saucer, meeting Santa Claus, as a teeny-bopper, hanging out with famous comic 
characters…  
The fascinating–sometimes bizarre–comics, the rare original art, a special 
introduction by Mark Burstein, president of Lewis Carroll Society of North 
America, and a revealing foreword by award-winning comics historian Craig Yoe 
make this book truly a wonder! Alice in Comicland will leave you grinning like the 
Cheshire cat!    
HC • FC • $29.99 • 168 pages • 8.5” x 11” 
 
POPEYE CLASSICS #20 
Bud Sagendorf (w & a & c) 
Featuring a grand western tale, the kind Popeye fans love!  And the genius Bud 
Sagendorf does his own thing in a non-Popeye comic featuring a rousing kid 
character Bud created named Sherman. Plus, more entertaining Golden-Age 
goodness!  
FC • 52 pages • $3.99 
Expected in-store date: 3/5/14 
 
LEGENDS OF OZ: DOROTHY’S RETURN TPB  
Denton J. Tipton (w) • Blair Shedd (a) • Eric Shanower (c) 
Based on the animated film Legends of Oz being released in May 2014! Building 
on the world created in the celebrated children's book by Roger Stanton Baum, 
Legends of Oz will tell the tale of Dorothy's return to the land of Oz. But first, read 
about the events that transpired to necessitate her return, and witness the rise of 
the Jester!  
TPB • FC • $12.99 • 104 pages • 6” x 9” 
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OFFERED AGAIN 
 
LITTLE ADVENTURES IN OZ, VOL. 1  
SC, FC  $9.99 
 
LITTLE ADVENTURES IN OZ, VOL. 2  
SC, FC  $9.99 
 
************************************************************************ 
 
GABRIEL RODRIGUEZ LOCKE & KEY: ARTIST’S EDITION PORTFOLIO 
Gabriel Rodriguez (a & c)  
All pages scanned directly from the original art! From the people who bring you 
the Eisner Award-winning Artist's Edition series, comes the next Artist's Edition 
portfolio: 12 reproductions of covers and interior pages from the just-concluded 
Locke & Key by the series’ artist/co-creator, Gabriel Rodriguez! And, remember, 
this is a premium portfolio—like the Neal Adams Thrillkill and Bernie Wrightson 
Muck Monster portfolios before it—and matches the exacting quality of all 
previous Artist's Editions. 
BW • PI • 12 prints • 11” x 17” 
 
DEVICE VOLUME 3: TRAVELING DEVICE TPB 
Greg Brotherton, Nemo Gould, Olivier Pauwels, Rik Allen, Pierre Matters (a) 
Travel aboard fantastical vehicles with the Device Galley as they celebrate 
exploration with some of today’s most talented sculptors. From winged creatures 
to re-imagined automobiles and planes, Traveling Device is a trip worth taking. 
Featuring 13 internationally acclaimed artists including Greg Brotherton, Nemo 
Gould, Olivier Pauwels, Rik Allen, and Pierre Matters.  
TPB • FC • $19.99 • 132 pages • 8.5” x 11” 
 
ARTFUL DAGGERS: FIFTY YEARS LATER TPB 
Adam P. Knave, Sean E. Williams (w) • Andrew Losq (a & c) 
Fifty years after a time traveler brings science and technology to the medieval 
ages, corporations have replaced kingdoms, and the future teeters on a bleak 
precipice. Agents and assassins, hired for their specialties by the rivaling 
companies, stem the flow of information with the flow of blood. But the current 
system can't hold, and the balance of power is shifting... Includes a foreword by 
Michael Avon Oeming (Powers, Mice Templar), and pin-ups by some of the top 
artists in comics! 
TPB • FC • $19.99 • 152 pages 
 
EDISON REX, VOL. 2  
Chris Roberson, Dennis Culver (w) • Culver (a & c) 
Edison Rex continues his efforts to transition from super villain to super hero, in 
his quest to be the self-appointed defender of Earth. However, the other heroes 
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are not convinced about Rex’s change of heart and the other villains are less 
than pleased with his new career. Collects issues #7–12 of the Monkeybrain 
Comics digital series for the first time. 
TPB • FC • $19.99 • 120 pages 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
EDISON REX, VOL. 1  
SC, FC  $19.99 
 
************************************************************************ 
 
INDESTRUCTIBLE #4  
Jeff Kline (w) • Chris Johnson (a) • Jose Lopez (c) 
For Greg Pincus, being a superhero has its advantages: Growing fame. The 
promise of fortune. And carnal attention from the opposite sex. 'Course, if Greg 
had actual superpowers, he might be able to save the city. But, he doesn't. 
Which makes it nearly impossible for Greg to save even himself.  
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
INDESTRUCTIBLE #4—SUBSCRIPTION VARIANT  
Jeff Kline (w) • Chris Johnson (a) • Bernard Chang (c) 
For subscription customers only…a “super-powered” variant cover from Bernard 
Chang!  
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
CITY: THE MIND IN THE MACHINE #2  
Eric Garcia (w) • Javier Fernandez (a) • Tommy Lee Edwards (c) 
Ben discovers amazing new abilities granted to him via Golden Shield, but his 
immersion into the system leads to a horrifying realization. 
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
CITY: THE MIND IN THE MACHINE #2—SUBSCRIPTION VARIANT  
Eric Garcia (w) • Javier Fernandez (a) • Bernard Chang (c) 
For subscription customers only… go deeper inside the mind with a variant cover 
by Bernard Chang! 
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
THE DREAMER, VOL. 3: THE BATTLE OF HARLEM HEIGHTS TPB 
Lora Innes (w & a & c) 
Bea Whaley's vivid dreams about the American Revolution continue in this all-
new graphic novel! In the 21st Century, Bea's friends and family begin to suspect 
that something is wrong, but Bea knows she cannot tell them about her dreams. 
As tensions rise, she struggles to return to the 18th century, where her friends' 
lives are threatened by the ever-growing war—and this time, she just might be 
too late to save them. 
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TPB • FC • $19.99 • 152 pages 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
THE DREAMER, VOL. 1 TPB 
SC, FC  $19.99 
 
THE DREAMER, VOL. 2 TPB 
SC, FC  $19.99 
 
************************************************************************ 
 
JINNRISE, VOL. 2 TPB 
Sohaib Awan, David Liss, Tom Taylor (w) • Andrew Huerta, Mark Torres (a) • 
Huerta (c) 
In an effort to the defeat the alien Kibrani, Andrew and his ragtag team continue 
their quest to assemble an army of Jinn (Genies), in preparation to face the full 
onslaught of the alien hoard, but the key to victory may rest with the decision of a 
10-year-old farm boy. Collects issues #7–10 and the one-shot issue #3. 
TPB • FC • $19.99 • 132 pages • ISBN: 978-1-61377-920-0 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
JINNRISE, VOL. 1 TPB 
SC, FC  $19.99 
 
************************************************************************ 
 
MEAN STREETS: A CRIME ANTHOLOGY TPB 
Christopher E. Long, Kevin Colden, Ben Wagner, Palle Schmidt (w) • Andy Kuhn, 
Colden, Nathan St. John, Schmidt (a) • Robert Hack (c) 
The Mean Streets of IDW are explored in this collection of four crime stories: 
Easy Way by Christopher E. Long and Andy Kuhn, The Devil’s Concubine by 
Palle Schmidt, Fishtown by Kevin Colden, and Baja by Ben Wagner and Nathan 
St. John.   
TPB • FC • $29.99 • 456 pages • 6” x 9” 
 
DEFINITIVE FLASH GORDON AND JUNGLE JIM, VOL. 4  
Alex Raymond (w & a & c) 
The grand conclusion to the multiple Eisner Award-nominated editions of Alex 
Raymond's Flash Gordon and Jungle Jim! Reproduced in the oversized 
Champagne Edition format are Raymond's spectacular Sunday pages from 
1942–1944; also included is the first storyline by Austin Briggs, who followed 
Raymond's tenure. Edited by Dean Mullaney, designed by Lorraine Turner, with 
an introduction by Bruce Canwell.  
HC • FC • $75.00 • 160 pages • 12” x 16” 
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OFFERED AGAIN 
 
DEFINITIVE FLASH GORDON AND JUNGLE JIM, VOL. 1 HC 
HC, FC  $75.00 
 
DEFINITIVE FLASH GORDON AND JUNGLE JIM, VOL. 2 HC 
HC, FC  $75.00 
 
DEFINITIVE FLASH GORDON AND JUNGLE JIM, VOL. 3 HC 
HC, FC  $75.00 
 
************************************************************************ 
 
ZOMBIE WAR COMPLETE 
Kevin Eastman (w) • Eastman & Eric Talbot (a & c)  
When the denizens of Earth’s military cemeteries begin to rise from the dead, 
who will stop them? Over ZOMBIE WAR’s two giant-sized issues, Jina, a tough-
as-nails fighter pilot sets about uncovering what reanimated these heavily armed 
monsters and more importantly, what will stop them?! Featuring scripts and 
layouts by TMNT co-creator Kevin Eastman and art by Eric Talbot (Heavy Metal)! 
FC • 64 pages • $6.99 
 
MICHAEL RECYCLE MEETS BOOTLEG PEG HC 
Ellie Patterson (w) • Alexandra Columbo (a & c) 
It's the new installment of Michael Recycle! Our caped-clean-Earth-crusader is 
on the job and turning his attention to a new frontier - the high seas! Read along 
as Michael rights another environmental wrong in this colorful, fun book that's 
perfect for young readers. 
HC • FC • $17.99 • 28 pages • 11” x 11” 
 
IMAGE COMICS 
 
STARLIGHT #1  
story MARK MILLAR 
art / variant cover GORAN PARLOV 
cover A JOHN CASSADAY 
MARCH 5 / 32 PAGES / FC / M / $2.99 
Forty years ago, Duke McQueen was the space hero who saved the universe. 
But then he came back home, got married, had kids, and grew old. Now his 
children have left and his wife has passed away, leaving him alone with nothing 
except his memories...until a call comes from a distant world asking him back for 
his final and greatest adventure. This issue launches the much-anticipated 
Millarworld Universe. Get in on the start of something MASSIVE! 
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REAL HEROES #1 
story / art / cover A BRYAN HITCH 
cover B FRANK CHO 
cover C DAVID FINCH 
cover D TRAVIS CHAREST 
MARCH 26 / 32 PAGES / FC / T+ / $3.99 
They are the six most famous actors in the world and together they play The 
Olympians, the biggest superhero movie franchise in history. Would you ask 
them to save the world? They may be our only hope... 
 
NOAH HC 
story DARREN ARONOFSKY & ARI HANDEL 
art NIKO HENRICHON 
MARCH 19 / 256 PAGES / FC / M / $29.99 
From acclaimed filmmaker DARREN ARONOFSKY (Black Swan, The Wrestler) 
and artist NIKO HENRICHON (Pride of Baghdad), NOAH is a fresh take on the 
biblical epic for the 21st Century. A fantastical world is about to be destroyed and 
one man is chosen to start a new one. As wicked forces try to take his Ark, Noah 
must hold his family together while they watch the annihilation of all they know. 
Infusing the Book of Genesis with fantasy and science fiction, NOAH both 
reinvents the elements of the Flood story everyone knows and simultaneously 
takes the reader beyond them and into the unexpected. 
 
SOVEREIGN #1 
story CHRIS ROBERSON  
art / cover PAUL MAYBURY  
MARCH 19 / 32 PAGES / FC / M / $2.99 
An epic fantasy in the tradition of Game of Thrones, SOVEREIGN is set in a 
world which once knew gods, demons, and magic, and to which all three are 
returning. New York Times bestselling author CHRIS ROBERSON (Edison Rex, 
iZombie) joins artist PAUL MAYBURY (POPGUN, Catalyst Comix) to tell the 
story of masked undertakers facing the undead with swords, of civil wars and 
cultures in collision, of ancient threats emerging from the ashes of history to 
menace the future... 
 
TALES OF HONOR #1 
story MATT HAWKINS 
art / cover A JUNG-GEUN YOON  
cover B STJEPAN SEJIC 
cover C RAHSAN EKEDAL 
cover D PATRICK TATAPOLOUS 
MARCH 5 / 32 PAGES / FC / T+ / $2.99 
THE HONORVERSE EXPANDS TO COMICS! Based on the bestselling military 
science-fiction novels by David Weber, this original comic book series introduces 
spaceship captain Honor Harrington on the eve of her execution. From prison, 
Honor relays her epic adventures, starting with a command outpost to a hellish 
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backwater star system that ends up being the linchpin of an interstellar crisis that 
will bring war to her home planet. This series is part of a new multi-platform story 
world that includes a mobile game app to be released with the first issue and a 
feature film currently in development. 
 
THE DARKNESS: VICIOUS TRADITIONS (ONE-SHOT) 
story ALES KOT 
art DEAN ORMSTON 
cover DALE KEOWN 
MARCH 5 / 32 PAGES / FC / T+ / $3.99 
ALES KOT (ZERO, WILD CHILDREN) joins DEAN ORMSTON (Judge Dredd, 
Predator, Books of Magick) to deliver this special TALES OF THE DARKNESS 
one-shot! The Roman Empire is on the edge of collapse. A part of its army is 
stranded deep within the Visigoth territory. The barbarian leader wakes up in a 
mass grave. He should be dead; yet he is not.  
 
SKULLKICKERS #25 
story JIM ZUB 
art EDWIN HUANG & MISTY COATS 
cover JAMES GHIO 
MARCH 26 / 32 PAGES / FC / T / $3.50 
"A DOZEN COUSINS AND A CRUMPLED CROWN," Part One—Weep no more. 
SKULLKICKERS is back with another head-crushing story arc to fill the fantasy 
fun void in your life. The dwarf has been forcibly returned to his homeland and 
the deranged diminutive denizens of Dwayre will make sure it's a homecoming 
like no other. 
 
THINK TANK: FUN WITH PTSD #1 
story MATT HAWKINS 
art / cover RAHSAN EKEDAL 
MARCH 26 / 48 PAGES / BW / T+ / $4.99 
SPECIAL OVERSIZED ISSUE! Dr. David Loren tries to help a SEAL team 
member overcome his PTSD in a story that will make you laugh and cry. Plus 
Zero G dogs! 
 
JAN'S ATOMIC HEART AND OTHER STORIES OGN 
story / art / cover SIMON ROY 
MARCH 26 / 112 PAGES / BW / M / $14.99 
From the mind of Simon Roy, co-writer and artist of the Eisner Award-nominated 
series PROPHET, comes a collection of tales that span time, space, and 
species.  
 
CBLDF PRESENTS: LIBERTY HC 
story JASON AARON, ED BRUBAKER, GARTH ENNIS, NEIL GAIMAN, 
JONATHAN HICKMAN, GEOFF JOHNS, ROBERT KIRKMAN, MARK MILLAR, 
GAIL SIMONE, & MANY MORE! 
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art CHARLIE ADLARD, JOHN CASSADAY, DAVE GIBBONS, JIM LEE, FRANK 
MILLER, SEAN PHILLIPS, FRANK QUITELY, JILL THOMPSON, BEN 
TEMPLESMITH, & MANY MORE! 
MARCH 26 / 216 PAGES / FC / M / $24.99 
Collects LIBERTY ANNUAL 2008-2012 
COMICS' GREATEST CREATORS UNITE TO PROTECT THE FREEDOM TO 
READ! Celebrate creative freedom with the industry's top talents in LIBERTY, a 
collection benefiting the Comic Book Legal Defense Fund! This deluxe edition 
collects LIBERTY ANNUAL 2008-2012, with additional material not seen 
anywhere else and a stunning new cover by PAUL POPE! LIBERTY includes 
rare work, including a THE WALKING DEAD tale by ROBERT KIRKMAN & 
CHARLIE ADLARD, 100 Words by NEIL GAIMAN & JIM LEE, Criminal by ED 
BRUBAKER & SEAN PHILLIPS, The Boys by GARTH ENNIS & DARICK 
ROBERTSON, plus stories from GEOFF JOHNS, MARK MILLAR, JH WILLIAMS 
III, TERRY MOORE, HOWARD CHAYKIN, JASON AARON, BRIAN WOOD, 
STUART & KATHRYN IMMONEN, MIKE ALLRED, DARWYN COOKE, PAUL 
POPE, and dozens more! LIBERTY also includes incredible illustrations from 
FRANK MILLER, JEFF SMITH, TIM SALE, JOHN ROMITA JR., MIKE 
MIGNOLA, and many more! All proceeds from this collection benefit the Comic 
Book Legal Defense Fund's work protecting the freedom to read! 
 
CHEW, VOL. 8: FAMILY RECIPES TP 
story JOHN LAYMAN 
art / cover ROB GUILLORY 
MARCH 12 / 128 PAGES / FC / M / $12.99 
Anthony and Antonelle Chu are fraternal twins. Tony and Toni. Each with their 
own extraordinary, albeit diametrically opposed, ability. Tony is Cibopathic, able 
to get psychic sensations of the past of anything he bites into or ingests. Toni is 
Cibovoyant, able to flash onto a vision of the future of any living thing she bit into 
or ingested. Tony is alive. Toni is dead. Toni has been murdered. Tony has 
vowed to catch her killer. Toni is going to help. Presenting a new storyline of the 
New York Times Bestselling, Harvey and multiple Eisner Award-winning series 
about cops, crooks, cooks, cannibals, and clairvoyants. Collects CHEW #36-40. 
 
CLONE, VOL. 3 TP 
story DAVID SCHULNER, AARON GINSBURG & WADE MCINTYRE 
art / cover JUAN JOSE RYP & ANDY TROY 
MARCH 12 / 120 PAGES / FC / T+ / $12.99 
When clones are declared enemies of the state, Luke Taylor must lead his 
brothers to safety. But a homegrown coalition is taking anti-clone policy into their 
own hands. Collects CLONE #11-15. 
 
CRAWL SPACE OMNIBUS HC 
story RICK REMENDER  
art KIERON DWYER, FRANCESCO FRANCAVILLA, TONY MOORE, & 
SALGOOD SAM 
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cover KIERON DWYER & TONY MOORE 
MARCH 12 / 616 PAGES / FC / M / $49.99 
8x12, OVERSIZED HC 
Collecting all of writer RICK REMENDER's horror work in one oversized 
hardcover, stunningly illustrated in ghoulishly grindhouse dread by horror 
superstars KIERON DWYER, FRANCESCO FRANCAVILLA, TONY MOORE, 
SALGOOD SAM, and PAUL HARMON. Collects NIGHT MARY, XXXOMBIES, 
SORROW, CREATURES, & SEA OF RED. 
 
THE END TIMES OF BRAM & BEN TP 
story JAMES ASMUS & JIM FESTANTE 
art / cover REM BROO 
MARCH 5 / 120 PAGES / FC / M / $12.99 
The cult-hit, Manning Award-nominated miniseries gets collected with bonus 
content! When the Biblical apocalypse starts, charming bastard Bram Carlson is 
raptured into Heaven in a "clerical error." After he’s sent back to Earth, Bram 
decides to cash in the end of the world for all it’s worth! But can his anxious 
roommate Ben save his friend from himself—and the mounting forces of 
Armageddon? Check out the book the Onion’s AVClub called “hilarious” and IGN 
called “an amazing series!” 
 
FATALE: DELUXE EDITION, VOL. 1 HC 
story ED BRUBAKER 
art / cover SEAN PHILLIPS 
MARCH 5 / 288 PAGES / FC / M / $39.99 
The best-selling, award-winning team of ED BRUBAKER and SEAN PHILLIPS 
finally bring their hit book FATALE to the gorgeous Deluxe format they helped 
pioneer.  
Josephine is cursed, and in a series that darkly blends American crime noir with 
unnamed Lovecraftian horrors, we follow her from 1950s San Francisco, where 
crooked cops hide deeper evils, to mid-'70s L.A., where burnt-out actors and ex-
cult groupies are caught in a web around a satanic snuff film...and in the middle 
of it all is Josephine, with a power to die or kill for. 
This beautiful oversized edition contains all the extras that BRUBAKER and 
PHILLIPS fans have come to expect from their deluxe hardbacks, including 
behind-the-scenes art and stories, sketches and layouts, back page illustrations, 
and several of Jess Nevins' historical essays, as well. Collects FATALE #1-10. 
 
MORNING GLORIES, VOL. 7 TP 
story NICK SPENCER 
art JOE EISMA 
cover RODIN ESQUEJO 
MARCH 12 / 120 PAGES / FC / T+ / $14.99 
The Truants are back in class, and that means new mysteries abound! And 
whatever happened to Abraham? The answer to that question and more as 
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Season Two races on! Collects the suspense-filled arc "Honors." Collects 
MORNING GLORIES #35-38. 
 
MONSTERS & TITANS: BATTLING BOY ON TOUR TP 
art / cover PAUL POPE 
MARCH 5 / 96 PAGES / 9x12 / FC / T / $24.99 
PAUL POPE's new graphic novel Battling Boy debuted at #1 on the New York 
Times bestseller list, and the original art is now the focus of a series of traveling 
art exhibits in the United States and Europe. Image Comics presents POPE's 
large, lush, brushy original drawings, represented here in detail, photographed 
from the actual art boards, with minimal editorial interference or digital editing. 
This is a wide sampling from the various touring exhibits, featuring the art in its 
original format, with text in English, French, and Italian. The book focuses on the 
subtleties of the drawings in process, replicating the experience of seeing the art 
in person. 63 originals from Battling Boy are showcased, along with detailed 
close-ups of the pages. A critical essay by CHARLES BROWNSTEIN, executive 
director of CBLDF, is included. POPE himself contributes an essay on the 
influences behind Battling Boy, as well as his process and technique. This is a 
must for any POPE fan, student, fellow artist, or fan of the medium. MONSTERS 
& TITANS is a celebration of the original art from one of the most critically-
acclaimed American cartoonists of our time. 
 
RAT QUEENS, VOL. 1: SASS AND SORCERY TP 
story KURTIS J. WIEBE 
art ROC UPCHURCH 
cover FIONA STAPLES 
MARCH 19 / 128 PAGES / FC / M / $9.99 
Who are the Rat Queens? A pack of booze-guzzling, death-dealing battle 
maidens-for-hire, and they’re in the business of killing all god’s creatures for 
profit. It’s also a darkly comedic sass-and-sorcery series starring Hannah the 
Rockabilly Elven Mage, Violet the Hipster Dwarven Fighter, Dee the Atheist 
Human Cleric and Betty the Hippy Smidgen Thief. This modern spin on an old 
school genre is a violent monster-killing epic that is like Buffy meets Tank Girl in 
a Lord of the Rings world on crack! Collects RAT QUEENS #1-5. 
Collecting the first five issues of the sold out hit series at the special introductory 
price of $9.99! 
 
SAGA, VOL. 3 TP 
story BRIAN K. VAUGHAN 
art / cover FIONA STAPLES 
MARCH 19 / 144 PAGES / FC / M / $14.99 
The Eisner, Harvey, and Hugo Award-winning phenomenon continues, as new 
parents Marko and Alana travel to an alien world to visit their hero, while the 
family's pursuers finally close in on their targets. Collects SAGA #13-18. 
 
SECRET, VOL. 1: NEVER GET CAUGHT TP 
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story JONATHAN HICKMAN 
art RYAN BODENHEIM 
MARCH 19 / 200 PAGES / FC / T+ / $16.99 
Collecting the acclaimed series by JONATHAN HICKMAN and RYAN 
BODENHEIM, SECRET tells the story of old spies losing their way in the new 
world of surveillance, globalization, and privatization. Collects SECRET #1-7. 
 
SEX CRIMINALS, VOL. 1 TP 
story MATT FRACTION 
art / cover CHIP ZDARSKY 
MARCH 12 / 136 PAGES / FC / M / $9.99 
SPECIAL LOW INTRODUCTORY PRICE! Suzie’s just a regular gal with an 
irregular gift: when she has sex, she stops time. One day she meets Jon and it 
turns out he has the same ability. And sooner or later they get around to using 
their gifts to do what we’d ALL do: rob a couple banks. A bawdy and brazen sex 
comedy for comics begins here! Collects SEX CRIMINALS #1-5. 
 
THE WALKING DEAD, VOL. 20: ALL OUT WAR, PART ONE TP  
story ROBERT KIRKMAN 
art / cover CHARLIE ADLARD, STEFANO GAUDIANO & CLIFF RATHBURN 
MARCH 5 / 136 PAGES / BW / M / $14.99 
The biggest storyline in THE WALKING DEAD history starts here. It’s Rick 
versus Negan, with a little help from everyone else! Collects THE WALKING 
DEAD #115-120. 
 
THE WALKING DEAD, VOL. 3 SPANISH LANGUAGE EDITION TP 
story ROBERT KIRKMAN 
art CHARLIE ADLARD & CLIFF RATHBURN 
cover TONY MOORE 
MARCH 26 / 136 PAGES / BW / M/ $14.99 
Available for the first time in the United States, the third volume of THE 
WALKING DEAD saga is presented in Spanish. Collects THE WALKING DEAD 
#13-18. 
 
THE WALKING DEAD: “ABRAHAM’S ARMY” T-SHIRT 
This t-shirt features Sgt. Abraham Ford's iconic handlebar mustache and dog 
tags. 
S-XL (M/W)—T-Shirt  $19.99 
XXL (M/W)—T-Shirt  $22.99 
 
ALEX + ADA #5 
story JONATHAN LUNA & SARAH VAUGHN 
art / cover JONATHAN LUNA 
MARCH 26 / 32 PAGES / FC / T+ / $2.99 
Ada will never be the same again. 
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APHRODITE IX #10 
story MATT HAWKINS 
art STJEPAN SEJIC 
cover A STJEPAN SEJIC 
cover B LINDA SEJIC 
MARCH 12 / 32 PAGES / FC / T+ / $2.99 
CONCLUSION TO THE SECOND ARC OF THE ONGOING SERIES! Aphrodite 
IX finally gets some vengeance. Heads will roll. 
 
APOCALYPSE AL #2 (OF 4) 
story J. MICHAEL STRACZYNSKI 
art / cover A  SID KOTIAN & BILL FARMER 
cover B FRANCESCO FRANCAVILLA 
MARCH 5 / 36 PAGES / FC / M / $2.99 
You know your day is off to a crummy start when Ultimate Darkness gives you an 
up-close-and-personal tour of their planned Apocalypse.  Then, when the 
screaming stops, you still have the techno-wizard who has his eyes on your bra 
and the keys to the Cybervoid, not to mention killer viruses, guilt-inducing 
apparitions from the afterlife, and a dozen three-inch-tall, machine gun-toting 
imps determined to blow you and your car into the next world. That's just the start 
of the day for Allison Carter in her desperate attempt to prevent the End of the 
World. Step up for one of the funniest and most surreal detective stories ever 
printed about someone named Al. 
 
BLACK SCIENCE #5 
story RICK REMENDER 
art / cover MATTEO SCALERA & DEAN WHITE 
MARCH 26 / 32 PAGES / FC / M / $3.50 
Grant discovers the truth about the Pillar’s sabotage, tearing his team apart just 
as they are launched into a dimension of mad gravity and violent monkey ghosts! 
How do you survive insanity when you can’t trust anyone around you? 
 
THE BOUNCE #11 
story JOE CASEY 
art / cover DAVID MESSINA 
MARCH 26 / 32 PAGES / FC / M / $2.99 
SO MUCH STUFF CRAMMED INTO THIS ISSUE, YOU WON'T BELIEVE IT! 
You've had questions? We've got answers! The Darling is ready to show his 
hand! And the Bounce is ready to break on through to the other side! Try to run! 
Try to hide! But whatever you do, DON'T MISS IT! 
 
BURN THE ORPHANAGE: BORN TO LOSE #3 (OF 3) 
story DANIEL FREEDMAN & SINA GRACE 
art / cover A  SINA GRACE 
cover B TOMM COKER    
MARCH 5 / 48 PAGES / FC / M / $4.99 
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Rock is in his biggest pickle yet! Taken captive on an alien world, his only chance 
is to fight and try to find a way back home! This may be it for our street hero. 
MEANWHILE: Bear and Lex go out for dinner. 
 
CYBER FORCE #11 
story MARC SILVESTRI 
art / cover A MARCO TURINI 
cover B retailer variant MARC SILVESTRI 
MARCH 26 / 32 PAGES / FC / T+ / $2.99 
The third arc kicks off with the team’s realization that CDI is a necessary evil to 
keep even worse things at bay. 
 
DEAD BODY ROAD #4 
story JUSTIN JORDAN 
art / cover MATTEO SCALERA & MORENO DINISIO 
MARCH 26 / 32 PAGES / FC / M / $2.99 
Gage has taken one of his wife’s murderers captive in the back of his van. In 
pursuit is a fleet of bikers and other murderous bastards. Are you ready for an 
interrogation at 100 MPH?! 
 
DEADLY CLASS #3 
story RICK REMENDER 
art / cover WESLEY CRAIG & LEE LOUGHRIDGE 
MARCH 5 / 32 PAGES / FC / M / $3.50 
Tasked with their first assassination mission, Marcus and Willie roam the sad and 
lonely streets of San Francisco in the dead of night, stalked by a shadow from 
Marcus’s mysterious past.  
 
DRUMHELLAR #5 
story RILEY ROSSMO & ALEX LINK 
art / cover RILEY ROSSMO 
MARCH 5 / 32 PAGES / FC / M / $3.50 
Our first story arc ends as psychedelic detective Drum Hellar leads a wild ghostly 
dinosaur cattle drive into the badlands, and a stunning diabolical revelation 
leaves him wondering just who—or what—he is! 
 
EAST OF WEST #11 
story JONATHAN HICKMAN 
art / cover NICK DRAGOTTA 
MARCH 26 / 32 PAGES / FC / T+ / $3.50 
“THE NATION, XIAOLIAN” 
The Bride of Death makes her first moves in the great game of Nations. The 
Chosen begin to splinter.  
 
EGOS #3 
story STUART MOORE 
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art / cover GUS STORMS    
MARCH 12 / 32 PAGES / FC / T+ / $2.99 
The first storyline concludes! The all-new EGOs unite to take down Masse, who’s 
about to devour four inhabited planets. At stake: eight billion lives, the team itself, 
and oh yeah: their leader’s marriage. Whether you're a True Believer or a 
Godless Communist, you must read "The Tadpole and the Sword!” 
 
ELEPHANTMEN #57 
story MARIAN CHURCHLAND & RICHARD STARKINGS 
art MARLEY ZARCONE 
cover BOO COOK 
MARCH 26 / 36 PAGES / FC / M / $3.99 
Marian Churchland returns to ELEPHANTMEN to tell the story of AGATHE, the 
girl who wanted to be Yvette. 
 
FIVE GHOSTS #11 
story FRANK J. BARBIERE 
art / cover CHRIS MOONEYHAM 
MARCH 26 / 32 PAGES / FC / T+ / $2.99 
"LOST COASTLINES," Part Five—What horrors await on The Island of Dreams? 
Find out in the penultimate chapter of “Lost Coastlines!” 
 
FIVE WEAPONS #8 
story / art / cover JIMMIE ROBINSON 
MARCH 26 / 32 PAGES / FC / T / $3.50 
“BACK TO CLASS,” Part Three—Enrique hits bottom. He’s facing expulsion and 
the loss of his girlfriend, but he’s not defeated. As Tyler gloats over his victory, 
Enrique finds new hope from an unexpected friend when Principal O returns! 
 
THE FUSE #2 
story ANTONY JOHNSTON 
art / cover JUSTIN GREENWOOD 
MARCH 19 / 32 PAGES / FC / M / $3.50 
"THE RUSSIA SHIFT,” Part Two—Two dead cablers. Two MCPD murder police. 
One of them is an FGU. One vic leads to Midway City Hall. The other leads into 
the cables of SOLAR 1. The LT is furious. I-SEEC won’t help them. But the ME 
can. "Someone want to run all that by me again? In English?" 
 
GHOSTED #8 
story JOSHUA WILLIAMSON 
art DAVIDE GIANFELICE & MIROSLAV MRVA 
cover MATTEO SCALERA 
MARCH 19 / 32 PAGES / FC / M / $2.99 
In the jungles of Mexico, the Brotherhood of the Closed Books ply their 
supernatural trade...and give Jackson T. Winters and his associates very real 
reasons to be afraid of the dark. 
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GREAT PACIFIC #14 
story JOE HARRIS 
art / cover A MARTÍN MORAZZO 
cover B ADAM POLLINA 
MARCH 5 / 32 PAGES / FC / M / $2.99 
“DOPED”—New Texas has attracted pioneers, homesteaders, and hard-working 
laborers, all toiling to transform the plastic wasteland into the paradise of Chas 
Worthington’s dreams. But when a new, powerful drug derived from the 
terraforming processes threatens productivity, Chas has to make some tough 
decisions. Special “Trippy” variant cover by ADAM POLLINA! 
 
INVINCIBLE #110 
story ROBERT KIRKMAN 
art / cover RYAN OTTLEY & JOHN RAUCH 
MARCH 19 / 32 PAGES / FC / T+ / $2.99 
All good things must come to an end. 
 
INVINCIBLE UNIVERSE #11 
story PHIL HESTER 
art / cover TODD NAUCK & GABE ELTAEB 
MARCH 5 / 32 PAGES / FC / T+ / $2.99 
Every active Guardian has been called into action to stop King Lizard’s planetary 
takeover! Next issue, will we have to re-title this book LIZARD LEAGUE 
UNIVERSE?! 
 
JUPITER’S LEGACY #5 
story MARK MILLAR 
art / cover A FRANK QUITELY 
cover B BRYAN HITCH 
cover C DUNCAN FEGREDO 
MARCH 26 / 32 PAGES / FC / M / $2.99 
Meet BARNABAS WOLFE – a former supervillain with Sherlock Holmesian 
instincts who hunts heroes for the U.S. government. While Brandon and Uncle 
Walter struggle with their utopian vision for America, Chloe and family live under 
the radar in Australia. But their peaceful lives are about to explode when the 
authorities find suspicious super-activity down under and send their number one 
weapon to investigate. The generation gap is about to reach the next level as 
MILLAR and QUITELY bring their epic to a head! 
 
KRAMPUS! #4 
story BRIAN JOINES 
art / cover DEAN KOTZ 
MARCH 19 / 32 PAGES / FC / T+ / $2.99 
The traitor stands revealed!  With his identity exposed, the mole within the Secret 
Society of Santa Clauses launches his master plan. Only the Krampus stands 
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ready to oppose him, but an offer of freedom from the Santas' reign may trigger 
the start of a sinister partnership. 
 
LAZARUS #9 
story GREG RUCKA 
art / cover MICHAEL LARK 
MARCH 26 / 32 PAGES / FC / M / $2.99 
“LIFT,” Part Five—The critically-acclaimed series reaches the conclusion of its 
second arc, as Lift Selection begins in Denver, with hundreds of thousands of 
Waste from all over the Carlyle Domain desperate for a chance at a better life. 
Amongst them: the Barret Family reach for their last hope, the Resistance seeks 
to strike a blow, and Forever must find a needle in a haystack. 
 
MANIFEST DESTINY #5 
story CHRIS DINGESS 
art / cover MATTHEW ROBERTS & OWEN GIENI 
MARCH 12 / 32 PAGES / FC / T+ / $2.99 
Trapped in the wilderness, supplies and ammo dwindling, Lewis and Clark’s 
expedition appears doomed to failure. And that’s before their infected men begin 
to turn... 
 
THE MERCENARY SEA #2 
story KEL SYMONS 
art / cover MATHEW REYNOLDS 
MARCH 12 / 32 PAGES / FC / T+ / $2.99  
"RED SAILS AT SUNSET"—When the Venture is damaged in a trap laid by the 
Chinese admiral after Captain Jack Harper's head, he's forced to take the job 
offered by the mysterious American agent, Mr. Taylor, to rescue a British spy 
trapped behind enemy lines.  
 
MIND THE GAP #19 
story JIM McCANN 
art SAMI BASRI 
cover A RODIN ESQUEJO 
cover B JENNY FRISON 
MARCH 12 / 32 PAGES / FC / T+ / $2.99 
ACT II: EXPOSED, Part 2—You can only play both sides for so long before you 
get burned — in this conspiracy, that goes for many players! And will one 
person’s decision to switch sides change the fate of Elle, her friends, and the 
entire Jairus Project? (Answer: Signs point to "yes.") 
 
MINIMUM WAGE #3 
story BOB FINGERMAN   
art / cover BOB FINGERMAN 
MARCH 12 / 24 PAGES / BW / M / $3.50 
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Rob and May reach an unforeseen milestone in their relationship, but that’s 
nothing compared to his chance encounter with the eccentric co-star of one of his 
favorite childhood TV shows. Uncomfortable hugs, inappropriate cabbies, obese 
Klingons, and really creepy puppets flesh out the third issue of BOB 
FINGERMAN’s so-real-it-hurts series. 
 
MORNING GLORIES #39 
story NICK SPENCER 
art JOE EISMA 
cover RODIN ESQUEJO 
MARCH 12 / 32 PAGES / FC / RATING M / $3.50 
"Leadership."  
 
ONE-HIT WONDER #2 (OF 5) 
story FABRICE SAPOLSKY 
art / cover ARIEL OLIVETTI 
MARCH 26 / 32 PAGES / FC / M / $3.50 
"I kill therefore, I am." After the explosive debut of actor-turned-hitman Richie 
Reese, it's time for the prequel: "Episode One: The Childhood Menace." It's the 
birth of a killer on an epic scale!  
 
PETER PANZERFAUST #18 
story KURTIS J. WIEBE 
art / cover TYLER JENKINS 
MARCH 12 / 32 PAGES / FC / T / $3.50 
“THE HUNT,” Part Three—One of the Hunters has a secret, and what’s kept 
hidden is far more surprising than any trap he’s laid for Lily.  
 
PROTECTORS, INC. #5 
story J. MICHAEL STRACZYNSKI 
art / cover A GORDON PURCELL & MIKE ATIYEH 
cover B ALINA URUSOV 
MARCH 26 / 32 PAGES / FC / M / $2.99 
In every good mystery, there's a moment when the detective confronts the 
suspects to try and figure out which of them is the killer. But generally speaking, 
the suspects aren't powerful enough to fly you five miles straight up, rip off your 
limbs, and drop you into the Atlantic. That's the problem faced by Lieutenant 
Detective John Riley, when he finally comes face-to-face with the Protectors, one 
of whom may have murdered the Huntsman. Meanwhile, an autopsy on a woman 
presumed to have died in a boating accident reveals a grisly connection to the 
Protectors... 
 
THE REVENGER #2 
story JONATHAN ROSS 
art / cover IAN CHURCHILL 
MARCH 26 / 32 PAGES / FC / M / $2.99 
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Griffin Frank is pissed. A doctor outside of Mexico City has removed his face and 
fingerprints and grafted them onto the young lover of his porn-star wife. Mad with 
pain, Griffin begins to believe he is The Revenger. And someone’s going to pay.  
 
REVIVAL #19 
story TIM SEELEY 
art MIKE NORTON 
cover JENNY FRISON 
MARCH 26 / 32 PAGES / FC / M / $2.99 
Edmund Holt is up to something. Dana and her son Coop are having issues 
about the thing in the woods. Lester is having issues with the thing in the woods. 
And Em, left alone, is looking for new ways to feel something...anything... 
 
SATELLITE SAM #7 
story MATT FRACTION 
art / cover HOWARD CHAYKIN 
MARCH 5 / 32 PAGES / BW / M / $3.50 
SEX! DEATH! LIVE TV! As the show’s writer finds himself ensnared in a 
blackmail scheme, the girl behind the scenes stumbles onto the late Carlyle 
White’s biggest secret of all—which can't help his son Michael from descending 
even further into a world of cheap sex and celebrity.  
 
THE SAVIORS #4 
story JAMES ROBINSON 
art / cover  J. BONE 
MARCH 26 / 32 PAGES / FC / T+ / $2.99 
After last issue’s mayhem and slaughter, Tomas is alone, hunted by alien 
invaders in a strange town where the Day of the Dead celebration does little to 
help things.  And when Tomas manages to trap an alien to learn its secrets, is he 
unwittingly setting up his own death too? 
 
SEX #12 
story JOE CASEY 
art / cover PIOTR KOWALSKI 
MARCH 26 / 32 PAGES / FC / M / $2.99 
Life in Saturn City is about to get even more complicated. Who are the good 
guys? Who are the bad guys? And who's getting laid? The answers will shock 
and awe as the first year of SEX comes to a climax! 
 
SHELTERED #8 
story ED BRISSON 
art / cover JOHNNIE CHRISTMAS 
MARCH 19 / 32 PAGES / FC / T+ / $2.99 
A coup is on the horizon. Violence erupts outside Safe Haven's borders. 
 
SPAWN #241 
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story TODD McFARLANE 
art SZYMON KUDRANSKI 
cover SZYMON KUDRANSKI 
MARCH 5 / 32 PAGES / FC / T+ / $2.99   
What happened with Jim and Cogliostro at the foundation construction site? 
Bludd and his men seek to find answers, but an unexpected guest may alter their 
plans. 
 
TEN GRAND #9 
story J. MICHAEL STRACZYNSKI 
art / cover A C.P. SMITH 
cover B TOMMY LEE EDWARDS 
MARCH 19 / 32 PAGES / FC / M / $2.99 
When Joe Fitzgerald was hired to find a runaway, he never imagined that 
pursuing that case would take him into the afterlife, tracking the man who was 
also responsible for the death of the woman he loved. Having crossed into Hell, 
Joe at last discovers that what seemed like a simple case is in fact a plot to tear 
down the walls of Heaven, overthrow God, and reboot Creation...and Joe is the 
only man who can stop the destruction of everything. 
 
UMBRAL #5 
story ANTONY JOHNSTON 
art / cover CHRISTOPHER MITTEN 
MARCH 26 / 32 PAGES / FC / M / $2.99 
"THE MYTH OF HISTORY"—Did you really think we could get through five 
issues without doing a bit of "now harken ye to these olde legends?" Then you 
haven't been paying attention. There are clues in here! Important ones! And gods 
fighting with swords, too, if you like that sort of thing. Some do. 
 
UNDERTOW #2 (OF 6) 
story STEVE ORLANDO 
art / cover ARTYOM TRAKHANOV 
MARCH 19 / 32 PAGES / FC / M / $2.99 
A Sea Locust: thirty feet of armored spines, claws that strike at the speed of 
sound. And it's devastating Ukinnu Alal's team by the second. They're talking 
mutiny on the Deliverer, and Bau Zikia's the only one standing between them and 
Uruku's sword.  
 
A VOICE IN THE DARK #5 
story / art / cover LARIME TAYLOR 
MARCH 19 / 32 PAGES / BW / M / $3.99 
“KILLING GAME,” Part Three—With the fallout of the sorority party piling up all 
around her, will Zoey finally give in to her urges and start planning for murder? 
 
THE WALKING DEAD #123 
story ROBERT KIRKMAN 
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art CHARLIE ADLARD, STEFANO GAUDIANO, & CLIFF RATHBURN 
cover CHARLIE ADLARD & DAVE STEWART 
MARCH 12 / 32 PAGES / BW / M / $2.99 
"ALL OUT WAR," Part Nine—Whose side is Dwight REALLY on? 
 
THE WALKING DEAD #124 
story ROBERT KIRKMAN 
art CHARLIE ADLARD, STEFANO GAUDIANO, & CLIFF RATHBURN 
cover CHARLIE ADLARD & DAVE STEWART 
MARCH 26 / 32 PAGES / BW / M / $2.99 
"ALL OUT WAR," Part 10—This war has begun to take a toll on us all. 
 
ZERO #6 
story ALES KOT 
art VANESA R DEL REY & JORDIE BELLAIRE 
cover A VANESA R DEL REY & TOM MULLER 
cover B FRANCESCO FRANCAVILLA & TOM MULLER 
cover C NICK DRAGOTTA & TOM MULLER 
cover D CAMERON STEWART & TOM MULLER 
MARCH 19 / 32 PAGES / FC / M / $2.99 
The Large Hadron Collider. Edward Zero's newly gained knowledge. A man with 
a plan to end the universe so a better one can be born. They all connect here. 
 
McFarlane Toys 
 
THE WALKING DEAD: DARYL DIXON WITH CHOPPER DELUXE BOXED 
FIGURE 
McFarlane Toys’ deluxe box set features Daryl Dixon with his iconic chopper 
motorcycle. This brand new sculpt portrays Daryl in his angel wings stitched biker 
vest and includes approximately 20 points of articulation, hunting knife and new 
crossbow. Daryl's transportation of choice in this apocalyptic world is his brother 
Merle's black chopper motorcycle. The first vehicle produced for The Walking 
Dead action figure line, this iconic chopper includes the lightning-bolt insignia on 
the tank, skull decal, and saddlebags. (#14539-7) Solid Case Pack Information: 
Standard 4-pack case includes 4 solids of the figure. Refer to individual item 
codes above when ordering. Call your local retailer for costing.  
Figure  PI 
 
COMICS SECTION 
 
AAM MARKOSIA 
 
THE HEART OF WAR GN 
(W) Jimmy Pearson (A/CA) Roland Bird 
1968: Vietnam. Deep in the battle-ravaged jungle twelve U.S. Marines confront 
an enemy infinitely more savage and bloodthirsty than the Viet Cong. An agent of 
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the apocalypse lurks waiting. 1988: Manhattan. Six veterans reunite to destroy 
an immortal nightmare believed buried decades ago. The Heart of War beats 
eternal! (STK616252) (C: 0-0-1) 
MATURE THEMES 
RES. from Previews Vol. XXIII #6 (JUN130703) 
SC, 6x9, 128pgs, FC $17.99 
 
AARDVARK VANAHEIM 
 
STARS OF THE MONTH 
 
CEREBUS TP'S 
(W/A/CA) Dave Sim 
In Minds, the Cerebus the Aardvark reflects on his past and faith, while seeing 
glimpses of possible futures with Jaka. Minds collects issue #187-200. Then in 
Guys, reprinting issues #201-219, the Aardvark becomes a bartender in a return 
to the style of the earlier, funnier Cerebus storylines. (STK001395) 
VOLUME 10: MINDS (STAR01916)—SC, 7x10, B&W $20.00 
VOLUME 11: GUYS (STAR06972)—SC, 7x10, B&W $25.00 
 
********************************************************************** 
 
ABSTRACT STUDIOS 
 
RACHEL RISING #24 
(W/A/CA) Terry Moore 
No one is safe as Rachel, Jet, and Aunt Johnny do their best to save the 
descendents of Manson from the revenge of Lilith, the world's oldest witch. Can 
the town be saved? It's now or never! Don't miss this exciting issue with a chilling 
twist! (STK632710) 
24pgs, B&W $3.99 
 
AC COMICS 
 
MEN OF MYSTERY #92 
(W) Ed Cronin & Various (A) Bob Powell & Various (CA) Alex Schomburg 
The Black Terror returns to the pages of Men of Mystery this issue, with Airboy, 
Dollman, Phantasmo, Moon Girl, Red Dragon, Scarlet Arrow, Rex Dexter, The 
Red Comet, Nightmare, and Sleepy, Fox Features' Thor, and a dozen more of 
the most fascinating comic book heroes of the 1940's in full-story, never 
previously seen reprints! (STK633501) 
7x10, 140pgs, B&W $29.95 
 
ACTION LAB ENTERTAINMENT 
 
FRACTURE #4 
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(W) Shawn Gabborin (A/CA) Chad Cicconi, Bill Blankenship 
In this climactic last installment of the newest arc of Fracture, the city of Triton is 
held hostage by the Society of Thorns and its minions, while Virtue fights Jeff for 
control of their shared existence. An unexpected ally joins the battle with 
disastrous consequences, leading to a final shocking twist. Variant cover by 
Steve Bryant! (STK633429) 
REGULAR COVER—32pgs, FC (4 of 4) $2.99 
BRYANT COVER—32pgs, FC $3.99 
 
JACK HAMMER #3 
(W) Brandon Barrows (A/CA)  Ionic 
With the architect of Eddie Newman's death revealed, Jack goes on the offensive 
to confront the mastermind pulling the strings of Boston's underworld and rescue 
Newman's kidnapped widow. He knows the who and the how, but the questions 
remain: why? And does he stand a chance? Variant cover by Des Taylor (The 
Trouble with Katie Rogers). (STK633431) 
REGULAR COVER—32pgs, FC (3 of 4) $2.99 
TAYLOR COVER—32pgs, FC $3.99 
 
PRINCELESS TP'S 
(W) Jeremy Whitley (A/CA) M Goodwin 
Adrienne Ashe never wanted to be a princess. She hates fancy dinners, is 
uncomfortable in lavish dresses, and has never wanted to wait on someone else 
to save her. However, on the night of her 16th-birthday, her parents, the King and 
Queen, locked her away in a tower guarded by a dragon to await the rescue of 
some handsome prince. Now Adrienne has decided to take matters into her own 
hands! Come join the Eisner-nominated team of Jeremy Whitley and M. Goodwin 
for a tale of swashbuckling in the face of sexism. Princeless is the action 
adventure for the girl who's tired of waiting to be rescued and ready to save 
herself. (STK633435) 
VOLUME 1 (NEW PRINTING)—SC, 7x10, 128pgs, FC $11.99 
VOLUME 2: GET OVER YOURSELF—SC, 7x10, 128pgs, FC $14.95 
 
SKYWARD #9 
(W/A/CA) Jeremy Dale 
All-out war! Three Rivers is under attack by Herod's armies, and it may just be up 
to Quinn, Abigail, and the Rabites to save the city from certain destruction! But 
wait, who rides on the horizon? Plus: a huge revelation you won't see coming! 
From rising star creator Jeremy Dale, this issue also features a stellar homage 
variant cover by Gene Ha! (STK633433) 
REGULAR COVER—32pgs, FC $2.99 
GENE HA COVER—32pgs, FC $3.99 
 
SKYWARD VOLUME 2: STRANGE CREATURES TP 
(W/A/CA) Jeremy Dale 
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Jeremy Dale and Action Lab proudly present the second volume of the runaway 
hit action-fantasy, Skyward! New, curious allies and strange, twisted enemies 
emerge as Quinn runs headfirst into a conflict that's bigger than he ever dreamed 
possible. Who will catch up to our young hero? Enter the savage Rabites! Or will 
it be Skerrigan who ends our hero's journey? Collects Skyward #4-6, as well as 
the critically-acclaimed Halloween Comicfest 2013 short story, "Into the Grim." 
(STK633436) 
SC, 7x10, 96pgs, FC $8.99 
 
DANGER ZONE 
 
BO PLUSHY GANGSTA #2 
(W/A/CA) Pavel Balabanov 
After clashing with the "Roswell" gang, Bo lies in a coma. Now it's up to his posse 
to help him fight back from limbo to finish the job of taking out the next big boss, 
Serpent (a.k.a. Puppet Master).  It's plushy teddy vs. alien mutant gang warfare. 
Can you dig it? (STK633425) 
MATURE THEMES 
REGULAR COVER—28pgs, FC $3.99 
BALABANOV COVER—28pgs, FC $3.99 
 
GHOST TOWN TP 
(W) Ryan Lindsay, Dave Dwonch (A) Daniel Logan, Justin Greenwood (CA) 
Justin Greenwood 
The unthinkable has happened. In the wake of time displaced terrorist attacks on 
Baltimore and Las Vegas, Washington DC has been evacuated. With the 
government uprooted, the abandoned Capital has become a refuge for bandits, 
smugglers, hardened criminals and those who have chosen to stay behind in this 
pre-apocalyptic Ghost Town. (STK633782) 
SC, 116pgs, FC $11.99 
 
ADHOUSE BOOKS 
 
BASEWOOD HC 
(W/A/CA) Alec Longstreth 
Basewood is the story of an amnesiac young man attempting to remember his 
mysterious past. Along the way he meets an old hermit who lives in a treehouse 
with his loyal dog, a young woman who fights for what she believes, and a giant 
wolf-dragon who threatens their survival. (STK633502) (C: 0-0-1) 
HC, 9x12, 216pgs, B&W $19.95 
 
ALTERNATIVE COMICS 
 
THE BIG FEMINIST BUT: COMICS ABOUT WOMEN GN 
(W) Shannon O'Leary & Various (A) Gabrielle Bell & Various (CA) Joan Reilly 
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A comics anthology that asks: What do we really mean when we say, "I'm not a 
feminist, but..." or "I am 100% a feminist, but..." What do our great big "buts" say 
about where things stand between the sexes in the 21st Century? Contributors 
include Lauren Weinstein, Jeffrey Brown, Gabrielle Bell, Justin Hall, Ron Rege 
Jr., Vanessa Davis, Josh Neufeld, Andi Zeisler, Angie Wang, Emily Flake, Dylan 
Williams, and many more. (STK630302) 
SC, 8x10, 200pgs, B&W $20.00 
 
SUGAR BOOGER #2 
(W/A/CA) Kevin Scalzo 
Your favorite candy booger makin', candy booger eatin' bear is back! This time 
around he's distraught over the environment! That's right, something is polluting 
his beloved countryside, and he's dismayed to find out: It's his own candy 
boogers that are stinking and littering up the place something foul! But don't 
worry there's still plenty of time for candy eating and boogers! (STK633481) 
5x7, 28pgs, FC (2 of 3) $5.95 
 
AMAZE INK (SLAVE LABOR GRAPHIC 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
O/A CHUMBLE SPUZZ GN;S 
(W/A/CA) Ethan Nicolle 
From the co-creator of Axe Cop! In Volume One: When two idiots named 
Gunther and Klem enter a pig race at the local carnival, neither realize that the 
pig they've won is possessed by the Dark Lord, Satan. Calling upon the help of 
the trigger-happy General Woodchuck and his sidekick, Kernel Cornnut, the duo 
heads into hell! Then, in Volume Two: Gunther and Klem return in "Pigeon Man," 
in which Klem befriends a man raised by pigeons, and Gunther sells him to a 
local Zoo for Feral Humans to buy a new robot! Then, Klem bums out the Grim 
Reaper so badly, that he decides to kill himself to make up for all of that pain and 
suffering he's caused, in "Death Sings the Blues"! And that's when things really 
go wrong... (STK354274) 
VOLUME 1—SC, 120pgs, B&W $10.95 
VOLUME 2—SC, 6x9, 144pgs, B&W $12.95 
 
STARS OF THE MONTH 
 
JOHNNY THE HOMICIDAL MANIAC DIRECTOR'S CUT SC (NEW PRINTING) 
(W/A/CA) Jhonen Vasquez 
Dark and disturbingly funny, JTHM follows the adventures of Johnny (you can 
call him Nny), who lives with a pair of styrofoam doughboys that encourage his 
madness, a wall that constantly needs a fresh coat of blood, and his victims in 
various states of torture! Collecting issues #1-7 of Johnny the Homicidal Maniac, 
as well as material seen before only in Carpe Noctem Magazine. (STK412282) 
(FEB100651) 
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SC $21.95 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
O/A SQUEE TP 
(W/A/CA) Jhonen Vasquez 
This series features familiar faces from Johnny, the Homicidal Maniac, but 
focuses on poor little Squee,  Johnny's little trauma magnet neighbor. Squee 
reminds us all of what childhood was all about: witnessing vicious dog attacks, 
being abducted by aliens, and having dinner at Satan's house. (STK087532) 
(STAR08102) 
SC, 7x10, 144pgs, B&W $15.95 
 
********************************************************************** 
 
AMIGO COMICS 
 
GHOST WOLF #1 
(W) El Torres (A/CA)  Siku 
The full saga of the Ghost Wolf, the spirit of vengeance of the northern wastes. 
When the sons of Corr lost their courage, they were swept by the wild tribes. But 
there was one man decided to fight — and paid with his life. He will become the 
vessel for the long, forsaken spirit of vengeance. The Ghost Wolf! (STK633504) 
(C: 0-0-1) 
MATURE THEMES 
32pgs, FC (1 of 4) $3.99 
 
ROGUES! THE BURNING HEART #1 
(W) Torres El (A/CA) Juan Jose Ryp 
At last! The long-lost story where the Rogues! were born, now remastered and 
with brand-new extra pages! The first work of Juan José Ryp and El Torres with 
their creation, the Rogues! Follow the first adventure of Bram and Weasel: A 
robbery to a nobleman went really well. Now they are the owners of a unique 
bright jewel, one that everybody in Gerada — thieves, soldiers, and even mages 
— want! (STK633503) (C: 0-0-1) 
MATURE THEMES 
32pgs, FC (1 of 5) $3.99 
 
AMP! COMICS FOR KIDS 
 
BIG NATE: GREAT MINDS THINK ALIKE TP 
(W/A/CA) Lincoln Peirce 
Two heads are better than one, except when they're crashing into each other! 
But that won't prevent Big Nate and his pals from hatching great ideas for fun. 
Nate Wright is a wisecracking 11-year-old who knows he’s destined for 
greatness. Nate is the star of Big Nate, the daily and Sunday comic strip that 
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made its debut in 1991. Nate’s a sixth-grade chess prodigy, a self-described 
genius, and the all-time record holder for detentions in school history. He’s often 
in hot water with his teachers and classmates, but Nate’s winning personality and 
can-do attitude always make him a big hit with readers. (STK632368) (C: 0-1-0) 
SC, 6x9, 224pgs, B&W $9.99 
 
AMRYL ENTERTAINMENT 
 
CAVEWOMAN JOURNEY #1 
(W/A/CA) Rob Durham 
Recovering from the terrible wounds suffered by the giant black widow spiders, 
Meriem still cannot recover from the emotional devastation of Bruce's death and 
being so far away from Marshville. Reunited with Klyde, her childhood gorilla 
companion, she renews her journey and desire for a fresh new beginning — but 
she must try to control her inner demons before her newly formed relationship 
with Klyde deteriorates. Available with a regular cover and a special edition 
limited to 425 copies that comes with a Certificate of Authenticity. (STK633505) 
COVER A—24pgs, B&W (1 of 2) $3.75 
COVER B—24pgs, B&W PI  
 
CAVEWOMAN: KARNIVAL ONE-SHOT BUDD ROOT SPECIAL EDITION 
(W/A) Devon Massey (CA) Budd Root 
Budd starts his special editions to Karnival with this beauty! Limited to just 600 
copies, each book is bagged and boarded and comes with a Certificate of 
Authenticity! (STK633508) 
24pgs, B&W PI  
 
CAVEWOMAN: KARNIVAL ONE-SHOT MASSEY SPECIAL NUDE EDITION 
For more information on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult 
supplement, ask your local comic shop. (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Not available in 
Canada, Hong Kong, Malaysia, Indonesia, & the U.K. 
ADULT MATERIAL 
24pgs, B&W PI  
 
CAVEWOMAN: DEADLY VENOM BUDD ROOT SPECIAL NUDE EDITION 
For more information on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult 
supplement, ask your local comic shop. (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Not available in 
Canada, Hong Kong, Malaysia, Indonesia, & the U.K. 
ADULT MATERIAL 
24pgs, B&W PI  
 
ANDREWS MCMEEL 
 
FOR BETTER OR FOR WORSE: IT'S ONE THING AFTER ANOTHER! TP 
(W/A/CA) Lynn Johnston 
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It's One Thing After Another! is the fourth For Better or For Worse treasury, 
capturing more of the early years of this beloved strip, with annotations and 
asides by author Lynn Johnston. Since its debut in 1979, For Better or For Worse 
has touched comic strip readers as few cartoons ever do. Lynn Johnston's eye 
for detail and her uncanny sense of what real parents and children struggle with 
daily are a big part of her success. (STK632369) (C: 0-1-0) 
HC, 9x11, 216pgs, PC $22.99 
 
ANTARCTIC PRESS 
 
GOLD DIGGER #210 
(W/A) Fred Perry 
A routine education expedition for Professor Gina Diggers and her class 
becomes a nightmare when a secret tunnel opens into one of the enigmatic 
Death Trap Architech's strongholds!  Inside, each of Gina's students is pulled 
away into an insidious dungeon, and Gina only has enough time to save one of 
them.  This issue puts Gina head-to-head with the deadliest enemy she has ever 
faced! 
32pgs, FC $3.99 
 
ROD ESPINOSA'S STEAMPUNK EDGE OF EMPIRE #2 (OF 2) 
(W/A) Rod Espinosa 
A trio of noble sisters, all mighty mages and steam-tech experts, continue to use 
their wits and combat savvy to face down a smug emperor and his warrior hordes 
in a Colosseum of Carnage! 
Rod Espinosa, steampunk story-weaver extraordinaire, forges a world of grand 
adventure, where magic and mechanisms mix marvelously! 
32pgs, FC (2 of 2) $3.99 
 
NINJA HIGH SCHOOL #176  
(W) Ben Dunn, Steve Ross (A/CA) Ben Dunn 
Years after Ricky and Jeremy Feeple have disappeared, Quagmire is on the 
brink of destruction. Only Anna Feeple and Professor Steamhead remain among 
the ruins after an ancient enemy returns. They have only one hope left, but is the 
solution worse than the disaster? Find out as this will be launching pad for the 
All-New, All-Different NINJA HIGH SCHOOL V3! Not to be missed!  
24pgs, B&W $3.99 
 
THE COLLECTED NINJA HIGH SCHOOL VOLUME 2 TPB 
Get ready, class, we're going to party like it's 1999! Enter the world of Ricky 
Feeple. He's just trying to get by at Quagmire High School, but who can study 
when your girlfriend's a super-hero, a female ninja wants to fight you to the 
death, and a hot alien babe lives in your spare bedroom!? Collected for the first 
time in color since the series was originally printed in 1999! 
SC, 6x9, 208pgs, FC $24.99 
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ZOMBIE FAIRY TALES: DEADLANDS  
(W/A) Various 
Sit down by the gravesite and with a big bowl of brain food, kiddies, 'cause 
Mother Gruesome's about to treat you to a collection of classic stories of crawling 
cadavers!  Enjoy timeless tales in the vein of "Little Dead Riding Hood", "The 
Ginger-Dead Man", "Moldylocks" and "Alice in Undead-land"! 
32pgs, B&W $3.99 
 
GEARHEARTS: STEAMPUNK GLAMOR REVUE #10  
(W) Patricia H. Ash, Christina Kelley 
(P) Rick Brown/Covergirl Studios, Greg Daniels 
Our new editrix ushers in a flurry of fabulous firsts in Gearhearts history! Our first 
returning Brass Belle, gorgeous German MADemoiselle Meli, is back with new 
eye-popping photographs. Behold the free-spirited, sexy watercolors of our first 
Swedish illustrator, Jennie Gyllblad.  Feast on our first foray into the Victorian 
serial story tradition, with part one of a captivating tripartite tale by Melanie 
Fletcher.  Climb on board the zeppelin for espionage, love, mad science, and, of 
course, steampunk beauties! 
32pgs, FC $3.99 
 
LOGICAL ME T-SHIRT 
(A) Joe Wight 
Hey, Big Guy!  Big Guy!  Shrinking the moon may be fun, but it is still illogical.  
Your minions are in need of proper attire, and the needs of the minions outweigh 
the needs of the Gru.  This shirt is available in sizes to fit from the smallest 
orphan to the biggest-hearted villain. Purchasing sufficient amounts is only 
logical.  Bapple! 
SM-XL—T-Shirt $21.99 
XXL—T-Shirt $23.99 
XXXL—T-Shirt $24.99 
 
ARCANA STUDIO 
 
CHAMBERS GN 
(W) Wes Locher (A/CA) Kristian Rossi 
Narcotics Officer Denise Chambers comes from a family of law enforcers. Now, 
someone is picking them off one by one, and she'll have to figure out who's 
taking an axe to her family tree before it's too late. (STK633549) 
MATURE THEMES 
SC, 104pgs, FC $19.95 
 
ARCHIE COMIC PUBLICATIONS 
 
THE FOX VOLUME 1: FREAK MAGNET TP 
(W) J. M. DeMatteis, Mark Waid (A) Dean Haspiel & Various (CA) Dean Haspiel 
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Emmy Award winning writer/artist Dean Haspiel and Eisner Award winning writer 
Mark Waid bring the legendary, pulp-style hero The Fox to life in Freak Magnet! 
When photojournalist Paul Patton, Jr. donned a superhero costume, he thought it 
would be a quick way to make some news--now the strange and unusual just 
can't help but be drawn to the freak-magnetism of the fabulous fighting Fox! 
Then, go back in time for an all-new story featuring the world's first patriotic 
superhero, The Shield from acclaimed writer J.M. DeMatteis and Eisner Award-
nominated artist Mike Cavallaro. Collects issues #1-5. (STK632695) 
SC, 7x10, 32pgs, FC $14.99 
 
AFTERLIFE WITH ARCHIE #5 
(W) Roberto Aguirre Sacasa (A/CA) Francesco Francavilla 
"Escape from Riverdale," Part 5. The do or die moment has arrived! With Lodge 
Manor under siege by flesh-eating zombies, and the rest of Riverdale in flames, 
the surviving members of our beloved gang must make a fateful decision: Do 
they stay in the only home they've ever known, or take their (slim) chances in the 
outside world? And if they go, where will they go? And does that mean they leave 
their undead pals 'n gals behind forever? The most earth-shattering decisions will 
be made in Riverdale history in the newest installment of this TEEN + series! 
Definitely not for all ages! Covers by Francesco Francavilla and Andrew Pepoy. 
(STK632676) 
FRANCAVILLA COVER—32pgs, FC $2.99 
PEPOY COVER—32pgs, FC $2.99 
 
ARCHIE #654 
(W) Steven Duvall Scott (A) Jeff Shultz, Bob Smith (CA) Fernando Ruiz, Rich 
Koslowski 
There's a Speed Dating event at Pop's and everyone is invited! Love is in the air 
as new relationships blossom in true Riverdale fashion! It's like a dream come 
true for Archie-the chance to date every girl in Riverdale (and Jughead's worst 
nightmare!). With more than just two girls to choose between, who on earth will 
Archie pick? Find out in this fun-filled story featuring special guest appearances! 
(STK632678) 
REGULAR COVER—32pgs, FC $2.99 
"CASABLANCA" VARIANT COVER—32pgs, FC $2.99 
 
ARCHIE DOUBLE DOUBLE DIGEST #250 
(W) Greg Crosby (A) Fernando Ruiz, Rudy Lapick (CA) Fernando Ruiz, Rich 
Koslowski 
Ol' Archie's got himself in a familiar predicament — he's asked both Betty and 
Veronica out on the same night! But this time he's got a foolproof plan to keep 
everyone complacent, just take both girls out to dinner! What could possibly go 
wrong?! Find out how Archie's "Double Date" goes in this hilarious lead story to a 
jam-packed double double digest! Features a special shiny 5th ink-enhanced 
cover. (STK632680) 
Digest, 320pgs, FC $5.99 
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ARCHIE FUN 'N' GAMES ACTIVITY BOOK 2 
(W/A)  Various (CA) Bob Smith, Bill Galvan 
Get ready for even more fun with Archie and the gang in Archie's Fun 'n' Games 
Activity Book 2! You'll be entertained for days with nearly 200 more pages of 
puzzles and games featuring America's favorite teenager and all his friends. 
Filled to the brim with full-color games, riddles, puzzles, plus coloring pages and 
all sorts of activities, Archie's Fun 'n' Games Activity Book 2 will provide tons of 
fun for young fans of Archie, Betty, Veronica, Jughead, and the rest of the gang! 
(STK632696) 
SC, 5x7, 192pgs, FC $6.99 
 
ARCHIE FUNHOUSE DOUBLE DIGEST #4 
(W) Bill Golliher (A) Fernando Ruiz (CA) Fernando Ruiz, Rich Koslowski 
Reggie and Archie — actually having fun together? That's all thanks to Archie's 
voice distorter toy, assisting the troublemaking duo in their shenanigans. When 
they discover a setting on it that sounds exactly like Mr. Weatherbee's voice, they 
have the chance to pull off some of the best pranks Riverdale High School has 
ever witnessed! Find out what kind of calamity ensues in "Principal Prank" the 
zany lead story to a fun-filled double digest-just in time for April Fool's! 
(STK632681) 
Digest, 160pgs, FC $3.99 
 
BETTY & VERONICA DOUBLE DIGEST #222 
(W) Angelo DeCesare (A) Barry Grossman & Various (CA) Bob Smith, Jeff 
Shultz 
Veronica's had enough with her parents overbearing ways and demands some 
freedom! This time she really means it — so much so that she leaves home and 
moves into her own apartment! She's ready to prove to her mom and dad that 
she can make it on her own without their help. Can she manage to live on her 
own, take on a part time job and succeed in school? Or will she come crying 
home to Daddykins? Find out in "Runaway Ronnie," this entertaining lead story 
to a fun and fashionable double digest! (STK632682) 
Digest, 160pgs, FC $3.99 
 
JUGHEAD & ARCHIE DOUBLE DIGEST #1 
(W) Craig Boldman (A) Rex Lindsey, Rich Koslowski (CA) Rex Lindsey 
Get ready for fun in this brand new double digest series! Could a goofy image of 
Archie in a not-so-flattering sweater from Veronica be the key to an opportunity of 
a lifetime for Jughead? That's right-Jughead could be on the receiving end of free 
soda for a lifetime! If Jughead wins, will Archie be a sore loser (literally!) when 
Veronica sees the photo? Find out in "Label Fable," this fun lead story to a 
hilarious new #1 double digest!  Features a special first issue 5th ink-enhanced 
cover! (STK632697) 
Digest, 160pgs, FC $3.99 
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KEVIN KELLER VOLUME 3: GLAD TO BE ME TP 
(W) Dan Parent, Paul Kupperberg (A) Dan Parent, Rich Koslowski (CA) Dan 
Parent 
GLAAD Media Award winner Kevin Keller is making a splash at Riverdale High! 
He's gone from new kid in town to one of the most well-known and popular 
students in the school. Struggling to stay on top of his new duties while trying to 
find time for a social life, Kevin is subject to all the pratfalls and mayhem that 
have been a staple of high school life in Riverdale for decades. The most popular 
addition to the Riverdale crowd in years, this heartfelt and humorous third 
collection of the ongoing Kevin Keller comic book series compiles issues #13-16 
of the award-winning series. (STK632700) 
SC, 7x10, 104pgs, FC $11.99 
 
KEVIN KELLER #13 
(W) Dan Parent, Paul Kupperberg (A) Dan Parent & Various (CA) Dan Parent 
When everyone at Riverdale High is fascinated by an online gossip site written 
by someone under the moniker the "Whisperer," Kevin makes it his mission to 
unmask the writer who is spreading rumors about his fellow students. But when 
he finds himself the center of an ugly gossip piece, he ups his game to solve the 
mystery of the secret gossiper. Can he find out who the rumor-spreader is and 
save the day (and everyone's reputations)? Or will the Whisperer live on? Find 
out in "Elementary, My Dear Kevin!" a fun, Sherlock Holmes-style spoof! 
(STK632699) 
REGULAR COVER—32pgs, FC $2.99 
CHIBI VARIANT COVER—32pgs, FC $2.99 
 
WORLD OF ARCHIE DOUBLE DIGEST #38 
(W) Bob Rozakis (A/CA) Fernando Ruiz, Rich Koslowski 
When a new invention of Dilton's catches Mr. Lodge's eye, he's determined to 
pitch it to his business partners for millions. But will they like it, or will they think 
he doesn't have enough sense to come in from the rain? Find out in "When It 
Rains…" the lead story to this extra-sized double digest! (STK632692) 
Digest, 192pgs, FC $4.99 
 
MEGA MAN #35 
(W) Ian Flynn (A) Gary Martin & Various (CA) Patrick Spaz Spaziante 
The world of Mega Man X returns! Blast from the deadly jungle to the ferocious 
future in the Mega Man issue everyone is talking about! "Shadow of the Moon" 
Part Two: Mega Man leads his fellow robots into the mysterious ruins of the 
Temple of the Moon. What horrors will they uncover hidden in the shadows? 
Meanwhile, halfway around the world, Break Man finally confronts Tempo! 
(STK632686) 
REGULAR COVER—32pgs, FC $2.99 
"MEGA MAN X" COVER—32pgs, FC $2.99 
 
SONIC SUPER SPECIAL MAGAZINE #11 
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(W) Ian Flynn (A) Jennifer Hernandez, Rick Bryant (CA)  Sega 
The secret origin of the new Sonic universe: revealed! The Sonic Super Special 
Magazine gives you the world of Sonic the Hedgehog comics as you've never 
seen it before, with tons of comic stories, special features and exclusive articles 
on the latest and greatest in the world of everyone's favorite blue hedgehog-hero! 
Along with the all-new Sonic Origins mini-feature, this issue also features a 
special encore presentation of the history making "countdown to chaos" storyline, 
and much much more! (STK632687) 
128pgs, FC $9.99 
 
SONIC THE HEDGEHOG ARCHIVES VOLUME 23 TP 
(W) Ken Penders & Various (A)  Various & Various (CA) Patrick Spaz Spaziante 
It's adventure and questing galore in this installment in the acclaimed Sonic 
Archives series! Sonic fights for his life against, not one, but two robot doubles! Is 
the armor to Silver Sonic II really unbreakable? Is the latest Metal Sonic truly 
faster than the Blue Blur? It's up to Sonic and Tails to find out for sure! 
Meanwhile, Rotor makes a dangerous trek home to find the fate of his people. 
Monkey Khan is forced to relive his tragic past while a village of innocent lives 
hangs in the balance! And Knuckles begins to recover from the assault on Angel 
Island with some surprising and familiar faces! Collects Sonic the Hedgehog #85-
88. (STK632701) 
SC, 5x7, 112pgs, FC $7.99 
 
SONIC THE HEDGEHOG #259 
(W) Ian Flynn (A) Evan Stanley & Various (CA) Tracy Yardley 
The brand new world of Sonic the Hedgehog barrels ahead at breakneck speed 
with "The Chase" Part Two: Sonic fights for his life against a new terrifying super-
badnik!  Just to make matters worse, they're battling on an out-of-control train! 
With Dr. Eggman waiting at the depot, Sonic's in a fight against time — and killer 
robots! (STK632688) 
REGULAR COVER—32pgs, FC $2.99 
SEGA VARIANT COVER—32pgs, FC $2.99 
 
SONIC UNIVERSE #62 
(W) Ian Flynn (A) Jim Amash & Various (CA) Tracy Yardley, Jim Amash 
The epic conclusion to the alien-smashing saga starring Shadow the Hedgehog 
is here! "Shadow Fall," Part 4: Shadow vs. Black Death — for the fate of the 
world! Who will walk away alive? Who won't make it to see a new day? 
Meanwhile, Rouge and Omega desperately try to save their G.U.N. comrades as 
Eclipse hunts them down! All this with a ticking nuclear time-bomb in the 
background! (STK632690) 
REGULAR COVER—32pgs, FC $2.99 
RAFA KNIGHT VARIANT COVER—32pgs, FC $2.99 
 
SONIC UNIVERSE VOLUME 7: THE SILVER SAGA TP 
(W) Ian Flynn (A) Tracy Yardley, Jim Amash (CA) Patrick Spaz Spaziante 
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Journey to a dark and twisted future with Silver the Hedgehog! Silver the 
Hedgehog lives in a world of ruin, and he's been traveling to the past, trying to 
change the fate of his time. But he's not prepared when a strange new force 
travels both space and time to attack him! Silver must journey to a twisted 
version of his world, join the last handful of rebels, and overthrow the most 
powerful foe he's ever encountered. Silver's psychic power is pushed to its limit 
against the chaos-fueled fury of a demi-god! The Silver Saga collects Sonic 
Universe #25-28. (STK632702) (C: 0-1-1) 
SC, 7x10, 104pgs, FC $11.99 
 
ASPEN MLT 
 
ALL NEW SOULFIRE #5 (5 OF 8) 
(W) J.T. Krul (A) V. Ken Marion, Kyle Ritter 
(CA) V. Ken Marion, Paolo Pantalena 
Let the mayhem Rage On! For centuries, the dark lord Rainier has set his sights 
on mastering the world’s science and technology in order to bring about his rise 
to power, yet now he’s realized the error in his ways. As Rainier attempts to 
regain his connection to magic, he may be able to regain everything that was 
once lost to him! Join veteran Soulfire scribe JT Krul, along with the amazing 
artistic talents of V. Ken Marion and Kyle Ritter, as an all-new direction for 
Michael Turner’s fantasy epic Soulfire continues! 
32pgs, FC (5 of 8) $3.99 
 
FATHOM: KIANI VOL. 3 #1 (1 OF 4) 
(W) Vince Hernandez (A) Giuseppe Cafaro, Wes Hartman 
(CA) Giuseppe Cafaro, Oliver Nome 
Kiani has risen! The Blue’s Fiercest Warrior Returns as Fathom: Kiani Vol. 
3 Begins! One of the most powerful figures in the Fathom universe returns for 
this epic third chapter! Following the tragic events of The Elite Saga and the 
shattering of her family ties, Kiani has risen above the surface and seemingly 
disappeared amongst the large expanse of the human population. However, with 
a power inside her that is capable of changing — or destroying--the world’s 
landscape, her presence can only remain hidden for so long! Returning writer 
Vince Hernandez joins forces with Trish Out of Water artist Giuseppe Cafaro to 
bring you the latest adventures of Fathom’s most fierce and beloved characters. 
Kiani is back and the world of the Blue will never be the same again! 
32pgs, FC (1 of 4) $3.99 
 
AVATAR PRESS 
 
CROSSED: BADLANDS #50 
(W) Garth Ennis (A) Christian Zanier 
(CA) Christian Zanier, Matt Martin, Jacen Burrows 
The most highly anticipated Crossed story ever is finally here! GARTH ENNIS – 
the creator of Crossed, returns to the miserable world he created to take us all 
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the way back to the beginning with an unforgettable tale of the fabric of society 
unraveling.  From the first issue of Crossed fans have wondered how it all began.  
Was it an act of god?  Did it begin as a man-made bio-weapon?  Is it the final 
evolution of human kind?  Now, after more than five years of horror, Ennis 
reveals his “Patient Zero” in this seven part epic drawn by CHRISTIAN ZANIER.  
Join the master of modern horror and all of the Crossed Nation faithful as they 
get a front row seat for the biggest issue of Crossed since it debuted!   Available 
with Regular, Wraparound, and Torture covers by Zanier, Fatal Fantasy and 
Mission Failure covers by Matt Martin, True Romance and Amazons cover by 
original series artist Jacen Burrows, and special Red Crossed and Pure Art 
Incentive covers. 
MATURE THEMES 
REGULAR—32pgs, FC  $3.99 
WRAPAROUND—32pgs, FC  $3.99 
TORTURE—32pgs, FC  $3.99 
FATAL FANTASY—32pgs, FC  $3.99 
TRUE ROMANCE—32pgs, FC  $3.99 
MISSION FAILURE—32pgs, FC  $3.99 
AMAZONS—32pgs, FC  $3.99 
 
CROSSED: BADLANDS #50 DELUXE COLLECTOR BOX SET 
(W) Garth Ennis (A) Christian Zanier 
With almost $200 worth of product, this is a real value at $99.99!  This Deluxe set 
is everything a battle-hardened Crossed collector could want all bundled into one 
giant box!  Check out the incredible contents:  

• All seven Crossed #50 covers and the two Retailer Incentive covers!  
• A special Crossed #50 VIP Edition that you can only get in this set!  
• The Crossed: Patient Zero Ashcan Signature Edition triple-signed by 

Garth Ennis, Christian Zanier and Jacen Burrows, that you can only get in 
this set!  

• An original art Crossed sketch card from artist Tomas Aira, that you can 
only get in this set! 

• Six amazing giant 11” x 17” Crossed Art Prints! 
Limited to a tiny 400 sets, these are sure to go fast! (Allocations are likely to 
occur.) 
Collector’s Box Set  $99.99 
 
CROSSED VOLUME 8 TPB 
(W) Simon Spurrier, David Hine 
(A) Rafa Ortiz, German Erramouspe, Gabriel Andrade 
(CA) Rafa Ortiz (SC), Jacen Burrows (HC) 
Two of the hottest names in horror deliver three tales of terror in this volume of 
vile repulsions!  SIMON SPURRIER spins the mad tale of the insane survivalist 
from Crossed: Wish You Were Here – Jackson!  And from the Badlands vault 
comes Spurrier's Crossed tale of hippies meet grindhouse terror like you’ve 
never experienced in “American Quitters.”  Finally, an epic from the first hours of 
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the Crossed outbreak in Japan as DAVID HINE releases the “Gore Angels.”  
What happens when an abused manga artist in a traditional Japanese home 
must not only face grinning Crossed devils but also the men that sexually 
attacked her?  The result is a tale of misery and vengeance made reality! 
Crossed Volume 8 TP collects issues #37-43 of the Crossed: Badlands series 
and the Crossed 2013 Annual. Also available in Hardcover. (C: 0-1-2) 
MATURE THEMES 
SOFTCOVER—SC, 7x10, 192pgs, FC $19.99 
HARDCOVER—HC, 7x10, 192pgs, FC $27.99 
 
CROSSED LOGO T-SHIRTS (MED, LG, XL, XXL) 
These value-priced Crossed Logo T-Shirts are just in time for C-Day!  Featuring 
the iconic logo and bloody cross, these stylish tees will look good on the hordes 
of fans descending upon retailers for the 2014 C-Day events! Available in MED, 
LG, XL, and XXL sizes. (C: 0-1-2) 
MD-XL—T-Shirt $9.99 
XXL—T-Shirt $13.99 
 
CROSSED ANNUAL 2014 
(W) Simon Spurrier (A) Rafael Ortiz 
(CA) Jacen Burrows, Rafa Ortiz, Gabriel Andrade 
Crossed scribe SIMON SPURRIER  teams up with artist RAFAEL ORTIZ to 
unleash this vile tale of misery and mischief in the all-new over-sized Crossed 
2014 Annual!  Ah, the English countryside! Tweeting birds, friendly vicars, 
crumpets and jam: the peaceful rural idyll. The cow’s in the dairy, the dog’s in his 
bed and there’s a fat asthmatic kid hiding up the old tower. Also: a mob of 
Crossed lurking near the duckpond – quaint and friendly sadists who want 
nothing but to eat your face off and violate your skull – and nobody but the 
withered old farmer’s wife to stop them. Problem is, she’s Crossed too. And 
insane. Can old Wheezy play them all off against each other long enough to 
escape? SUCH JOLLY LARKS. Available with Regular cover by Jacen Burrows, 
Wraparound by Rafa Ortiz, Torture cover by Gabriel Andrade and special Red 
Crossed Incentive cover also by Burrows. 
MATURE THEMES 
REGULAR—40pgs, FC  $5.99 
WRAPAROUND—40pgs, FC  $5.99 
TORTURE—40pgs, FC  $5.99 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
CROSSED VOLUME 1 TP (MR) 
(FEB100697) $24.99 
 
CROSSED VOLUME 2: FAMILY VALUES TP (MR) 
(JUN110885) $19.99 
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CROSSED VOLUME 3: PSYCHOPATH TP (MR) 
(JAN120869) $19.99 
 
CROSSED VOLUME 4: BADLANDS TP (MR) 
(AUG120845) $19.99 
 
CROSSED VOLUME 5: BADLANDS TP (MR) 
(JAN130904) $24.99 
 
CROSSED VOLUME 6: BADLANDS TP (MR) 
(JUN130811) $24.99 
 
CROSSED VOLUME 7: BADLANDS TP (MR) 
(OCT110910) $19.99 
 
CROSSED 3D VOL 1 GN (MR) 
(AUG100795) $8.99 
 
CROSSED: WISH YOU WERE HERE VOLUME 1 TP (MR) 
(JUN120842)  $19.99 
 
CROSSED: WISH YOU WERE HERE VOLUME 2 TP (MR) 
(MAR130857)  $19.99 
 
CROSSED TRADING CARDS SERIES 1 SET (MR) 
(SEP110810) $19.99 
 
************************************************************************ 
 
NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD: AFTERMATH VOLUME 2 TPB 
(W) David Hine (A) Tomas Aira 
(CA) Jacen Burrows 
The hedonistic late 1970s is the perfect backdrop for the next evolution in the 
classic Night of the Living Dead series!  DAVID HINE continues a horrifyingly 
original take on the zombie menace as the virus spreads through Las Vegas 
leaving it a city of the dead.  As a group of unlikely survivors flee east, they 
encounter something more sinister even than the reanimated corpses that seem 
intent on finding and dining upon the ragtag refugees.  For locked away in a 
secure military facility they discover that true horror is bred by the living much 
more efficiently than the dead.   But hidden within the misery is the 
unthinkable…an anomaly that could lead to a zombie vaccine.  This collection 
includes issues #7 - 12 of the Night of the Living Dead: Aftermath series. (C: 0-1-
2) 
MATURE THEMES 
SC, 7x10, 160pgs, FC $19.99 
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OFFERED AGAIN 
 
NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD: AFTERMATH VOLUME 1 TP (MR) 
(MAY130872)  $19.99 
 
NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD: DAY OF THE UNDEAD GN (MR) 
(AUG120838) $2.99 
 
NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD VOLUME 1 TP (MR) 
(APR100765) $24.99 
 
NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD VOLUME 2 TP (MR) 
(MAY110871) $19.99 
 
NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD VOLUME 3 TP (MR) 
(DEC110855) $19.99 
 
************************************************************************ 
 
ÜBER SPECIAL #1 
(W) Kieron Gillen (A) Gabriel Andrade 
(CA) Caanan White, Gabriel Andrade 
KIERON GILLEN digs deep into the origins of Uber with this all-new super-size 
Special!  For the first time ever, he is unveiling the origin and first missions of 
Sieglinde and the German Battleships illustrated by GABRIEL ANDRADE!  The 
German war machine has been developing the most powerful weapons ever 
fashioned.  Their Battleship class Ubers are like living atom bombs annihilating 
every obstacle in their paths.  But they were once humans, and it takes more 
than power to make a monster, so what could have forged such cold, murderous 
beasts?   Available with Regular or Wraparound cover by Caanan White, 
Propaganda Poster cover by Michael Dipascale, a Blitzkrieg Incentive cover by 
Caanan White, and a special commemorative Three Objectives set of three 
books that is limited to just 500 sets! 
MATURE THEMES 
REGULAR—40pgs, FC  $5.99 
WRAPAROUND—40pgs, FC  $5.99 
PROPAGANDA POSTER—40pgs, FC  $5.99 
 
ÜBER SPECIAL #1—THREE OBJECTIVES COVER SET  
(W) Kieron Gillen (A/CA) Gabriel Andrade 
The burning flags of Russia, France, and England signify the main focal points of 
the Über assault!  This commemorative set of 3 books, all bagged together, is 
limited to just 500 sets, making them some of the most rare Über issues ever! (C: 
0-1-2) 
MATURE THEMES 
Set (x3), FC $29.99 
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ÜBER #11 
(W) Kieron Gillen (A) Caanan White 
(CA) Caanan White, Michael Dipascale 
The explosive end of the second arc turns everything you know upside down!  
This issue is what this has all been building towards - Hitler's secret plan, 
Churchill's massive new Übers, and a stunning assault that threatens to change 
the face of the war.  Prepare for one jaw-dropping shock after another as Kieron 
Gillen's masterpiece rockets into high-gear!  Available with Regular or 
Wraparound cover by Caanan White, Propaganda Poster cover by Michael 
Dipascale, and a special Blitzkrieg Incentive cover by Caanan White  
MATURE THEMES 
REGULAR—32pgs, FC  $3.99 
WRAPAROUND—32pgs, FC  $3.99 
PROPAGANDA POSTER—32pgs, FC  $3.99 
 
GRAVEL: COMBAT MAGICIAN #2 
(W) Mike Wolfer (A) Gabriel Rearte 
(CA) Gabriel Rearte, Mike Wolfer 
The monthly adventures of William Gravel continue!  Pressed into military service 
after his release from prison,  Gravel finds that much has changed since his 
incarceration. Not only has the Combat Magician program for which he once 
instructed been practically abandoned by the British S.A.S., but the recruits who 
graduated the program have been less than stellar applicants, and none of them 
properly trained. Meanwhile, one man has turned the Tokyo subway system into 
his own personal abattoir, and it appears to be done using combat magic! 
Available with a Regular cover by artist Gabriel Rearte, Wraparound, Horror and 
a Black Magic Order Incentive cover by Mike Wolfer. 
MATURE THEMES 
REGULAR—32pgs, FC  $3.99 
WRAPAROUND—32pgs, FC  $3.99 
HORROR—32pgs, FC  $3.99 
 
ROVER RED CHARLIE #4 
(W) Garth Ennis (A/CA) Michael Dipascale 
Is there nowhere a group of canine best friends can call home in the new world 
order?  Even outside the confides of the chaotic and bloody cities, Charlie and 
his pals Rover and Red face terrors that no dog should have to.  Three likeable 
companions attempt to find their way in a world that has literally gone to the 
dogs.  GARTH ENNIS, the master of original horror, has crafted a story that 
eloquently reveals the best and worst in human nature through the actions of 
man’s best friend.  Available with a Regular, Wraparound, and a Dog Days Order 
Incentive cover by series artist Michael Dipascale. 
MATURE THEMES 
REGULAR—32pgs, FC  $3.99 
WRAPAROUND—32pgs, FC  $3.99 
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ROVER RED CHARLIE #1—FETCH COVER 
(W) Garth Ennis (A/CA) Michael Dipascale 
Get a fresh chance to experience GARTH ENNIS’ unique new series from the 
start with this limited edition special first printing cover to Rover Red Charlie #1! 
Limited to just 1,500 copies. 
MATURE THEMES 
32pgs, FC  $3.99 
 
GOD IS DEAD #8 
(W) Mike Costa (A) Juan Frigeri 
(CA) Jacen Burrows, German Nobile 
Armageddon is upon us as MIKE COSTA continues the war of the divine with all 
new bi-weekly issues of God is Dead!   The World is at peace with Mother Earth 
Gaia the sole survivor of the epic war.  But a new resistance sets their sites on 
gods from the hidden pantheons to form a coalition to attack Gaia. But with more 
gods returning can this be trading one master for many?  JONATHAN 
HICKMAN’s unique vision of a world literally facing divine destruction roars on 
with new ravages from the gods of old.  Available with a Regular, End of Days, 
and Iconic covers by Jacen Burrows, a Carnage Wraparound cover by German 
Nobile, and a special Gilded Retailer Incentive Cover also by Burrows. 
MATURE THEMES 
REGULAR—32pgs, FC  $3.99 
CARNAGE WRAPAROUND—32pgs, FC  $3.99 
END OF DAYS—32pgs, FC  $3.99 
ICONIC—32pgs, FC  $3.99 
 
GOD IS DEAD #9 
(W) Mike Costa (A) Juan Frigeri 
(CA) Jacen Burrows, German Nobile 
Man’s hubris truly does know no bounds.  Albert has negotiated a coalition of 
gods to turn their wrath upon Gaia in an attempt at breaking her hold on the 
world.  But can his sight be truly that finite to not recognize the tsunami of misery 
his actions may bring down upon the world? And as the titans prepare to battle 
for dominance, Ivy finds the shocking secret that turned a group of scientists into 
the gods that would inherit the Earth! MIKE COSTA turns the intensity and 
darkness up a notch with his dramatic new stories about humanity at the brink.  
Available with not only a Regular cover but also anEnd of Days cover, Iconic, and 
Gilded Order Incentive copies by Jacen Burrows and a special Carnage 
Wraparound by German Nobile. 
MATURE THEMES 
REGULAR—32pgs, FC  $3.99 
CARNAGE WRAPAROUND—32pgs, FC  $3.99 
END OF DAYS—32pgs, FC  $3.99 
ICONIC—32pgs, FC  $3.99 
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ARDDEN ENTERTAINMENT 
 
NECROMANTICAL #1 
(W) Massimo Rosi (A/CA) Stefano Cardoselli 
The next sci-fi phenomenon starts right here! In a near-future world where global 
pollution is killing humanity, only the wealthy can survive thanks to the transplant 
of artificial organs, leaving the other 99% to die slowly, painfully. Clive Sparks is 
a policeman in search of a missing young girl taken by a gang of organ 
traffickers. He also happens to be the first hybrid experiment of a human crossed 
with a robot, and he is looking for the truth at any cost. In a world on the edge of 
catastrophe, a half-artificial police man may just be the only hope for the whole 
human race. (STK633500) 
24pgs, FC $3.99 
 
BANTAM / SPECTRA 
 
GAME OF THRONES VOLUME 3 HC 
(W) George R. R. Martin, Daniel Abraham (A/CA) Tommy Patterson 
Building on the success of the books and the HBO series comes the third and 
penultimate volume in a full-color graphic novel adaptation of the book that 
began the landmark series by the #1 New York Times-bestselling author. This is 
the third volume of the graphic adaptation, compiling issues #13-18 of the 24-
issue comic run, produced by Dynamite Entertainment in close conjunction with 
Random House. (STK632182) 
MATURE THEMES 
HC, 7x10, 240pgs, FC $25.00 
 
BIG DOG INK 
 
CRITTER #22 
(W) Tom Hutchison (A) Fico Ossio (CA) Jenevieve Broomall, Fico Ossio 
Seeing double? Critter is a throwback to the superhero stories of old. Critter is 
not just about being a superhero, but also about becoming a superhero. And 
that's not as easy as it may sound. (STK632569) 
24pgs, FC $3.50 
 
CRITTER VOLUME 4 TP 
(W) Tom Hutchison (A) Fico Ossio, Alisson Borges (CA) Fico Ossio 
High Tide hits the United States as Tidepool returns from the Depths with a 
vengeance. Critter must muster the troops from across the country and from 
across the dimensions to fight off this unearthly manifestation that is already 
responsible for the sinking of Atlantis — and the United States may be next. 
Collects issues #11-15 of the ongoing series. (STK632588) 
SC, 136pgs, FC $14.99 
 
STARS OF THE MONTH 
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CRITTER TP'S 
(W) Tom Hutchison (A) José Luis, Fico Ossio (CA) Fico Ossio 
When you're a super hero from a small town, moving yourself to the big city in 
California can be quite a struggle, and Critter is learning that first hand. 
Superhero team ups, training assignments, college courses, and nosy 
roommates are all crammed together for the world's newest hero, but is she 
ready for it all and will she be able to fulfill the destiny that is shown to her by an 
ally from the future. (STK516348) 
VOLUME 1 (SEP120871)—SC, 10x6.5, 148pgs, FC $14.99 
VOLUME 2 (FEB130813)—SC, 148pgs, FC $14.99 
 
CRITTER TP 
(W) Tom Hutchison (A) Fico Ossio, Alisson Borges (CA) Fico Ossio 
Purrrfection leader, Cougar has been hiding something for years. Now that Critter 
knows, she's not happy and announces her intention to leave the team. But one 
more event is already planned and Critter and the team head to Las Vegas and 
the Babylon Hotel (from Penny for Your Soul) before returning home to an attack 
from the Depths! This volume of Critter collects issues #6-10 of the ongoing 
series. (STK618551) 
VOLUME 3 (JUL130886)—SC, 136pgs, FC $14.99 
 
********************************************************************** 
 
KNIGHTINGAIL VOLUME 2: SHADOW DIVISIONS TP 
(W) Wayne Gardiner (A) Mel Joy San Juan (CA) Dawn McTeigue 
Knightingail is a beautifully, full-colored illustrated fantasy-adventure comic book 
for both young and old. Shadow Divisions picks up the story after Volume 1 with 
Knightingail and her Centurion friends battling the evil forces that invaded their 
homeland. But now Luceus calls upon Sicari, Queen of the Shadow Ravens, to 
lead her tribe of assassins against Knightingail. The stresses of war divide even 
the closest of friends, and Knightingail alone must find a way to save her friends 
and herself. (STK632590) 
SC, 176pgs, FC $17.99 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
O/A KNIGHTINGAIL VOLUME 1: THE LEGEND BEGINS TP 
(W) Wayne Gardiner (A) Maria Cristina Francisco, Larry Tuason (CA) Nei Ruffino 
Knightingail: The Legend Begins is an all ages, fantasy adventure story that 
follows the adventures of a teenage Forester Princess, Eloa who was born with 
mysterious healing powers. When an invasion force threatens her homeland, she 
learns of her hidden heritage, the tragedy of war, and the true value of friendship 
and self-sacrifice. (STK518788) 
SC, 148pgs, FC $16.99 
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THE LEGEND OF OZ: THE WICKED WEST #18 
(W) Tom Hutchison (A) Carlos Reno (CA) Carlos Reno, Nei Ruffino 
The search for Ozma now becomes the search for Mombi, as clues to the 
whereabouts of the kidnapped princess lead to the former Witch of the North. 
(STK632570) 
24pgs, FC $3.50 
 
SHAHRAZAD #5 
(W) Kari Castor, Kim Hutchinson (A) Mike Krome (CA) Mike Krome, J. Scott 
Campbell 
The Sirens return for revenge against the captor, Janus, and Shahrazad and her 
crew are caught in the middle! (STK632571) 
28pgs, FC $3.50 
 
URSA MINOR #4 
(W) Tom Hutchison (A) Ian Snyder (CA) Ian Snyder, Nei Ruffino 
Naomi travels north in an attempt to save her friend Onyx from the vampire 
embassy in Alaska. She knows it is a trap, and one she may not escape from. 
(STK632573) 
MATURE THEMES 
28pgs, FC $3.50 
 
BLACK MASK COMICS 
 
BALLISTIC #4 
(W) Adam Egypt Mortimer (A/CA) Darick Robertson 
Darick Robertson and Adam Egypt Mortimer mix crime with psychedelics and a 
techno-utopia populated by sociopaths in this unparalleled comic-psychosis that 
reaches dizzying heights of madness as Butch and Gun come face to face with 
the superboss who truly runs Repo City State. (STK618543) 
MATURE THEMES 
RES. from Previews Vol. XXIII #7 (JUL130896) 
32pgs, FC (4 of 5) $3.50 
 
GODKILLER: WALK AMONG US #1 
(W) Matt Pizzolo (A) Anna Wieszczyk (CA) Ben Templesmith & Various 
Described as Saga meets Johnny The Homicidal Maniac, Godkiller: Walk Among 
Us is a twisted sci-horror adventure about a boy's search for a new heart to save 
his dying sister in a post-nuclear wasteland populated by fallen gods, sex magic, 
and quantum physics technowizards. This beloved modern classic now hits 
comics in a weekly series, bringing its rabid fan following from the cult hit 
animated series starring Davey Havok (singer AFI), Lance Henriksen (Aliens), 
and Nicki Clyne (Battlestar Galactica). (STK632706) 
MATURE THEMES 
44pgs, FC $3.99 
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GODKILLER: WALK AMONG US #2 
(W) Matt Pizzolo (A) Anna Wieszczyk (CA) Ben Templesmith, Anna Wieszczyk 
There will be blood as Tommy comes face to face with organ-stealing, escaped-
brothel-slave Halfpipe (Godkiller's iconic anti-heroine), resulting in the twist of 
fate that sends Tommy on his dark odyssey into the savage land of Outer City. 
(STK632707) 
MATURE THEMES 
36pgs, FC $3.99 
 
GODKILLER: WALK AMONG US #3 
(W) Matt Pizzolo (A) Anna Wieszczyk (CA) Ben Templesmith, Anna Wieszczyk 
Godkiller delivers a shocking, mind-blowing twist that will burn into readers' 
brains as Tommy descends deeper into the savage land of Outer City and learns 
the hard way that scars are maps of where we've been. (STK632708) 
MATURE THEMES 
44pgs, FC $3.99 
 
GODKILLER: WALK AMONG US #4 
(W) Matt Pizzolo (A) Anna Wieszczyk (CA) Ben Templesmith, Anna Wieszczyk 
Tommy begins to learn the power of quantum physics-based magic and meets 
the formidable bounty hunter/assassin Soledad. (STK632709) 
MATURE THEMES 
32pgs, FC $3.99 
 
LIBERATOR/EARTH CRISIS: SALVATION OF INNOCENTS #1 
(W) Matt Miner, Earth Crisis (A) Javier Sanchez Aranda (CA)  Menton3, Rod 
Reis 
Liberator joins forces with vegan metalcore legends Earth Crisis for this special 
2-issue arc that focuses on Sarah Mann, a young woman working a lousy job in 
an animal testing lab who is radicalized into an animal-avenging vigilante after 
being inspired by Damon and Jeanette's exploits. Released in tandem with the 
new Earth Crisis album that tells another side of Sarah's story. (STK632705) 
MATURE THEMES 
32pgs, FC (1 of 2) $3.99 
 
LIBERATOR TP 
(W) Matt Miner & Various (A) Javier Sanchez Aranda & Various (CA) Tim Seeley 
Acclaimed from the NY Post to Earth First, Liberator is the hard-edged vigilante 
story of heroes who avenge the torture of animals, because real heroes don't 
wear capes... they wear ski masks. Issues 1-4 are collected here for the first time 
in this trade paperback with brand new Liberator stories by Ales Kot (Zero, Iron 
Patriot), Ed Brisson (Sheltered, Secret Avengers), Alex de Campi (Grindhouse), 
Tim Seeley (Revival, Hack/Slash), Frank Barbiere (Five Ghosts), and more! 
(STK622587) 
MATURE THEMES 
RES. from Previews Vol. XXIII #9 (SEP130978) 
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SC, 7x10, 124pgs, FC $14.99 
 
BLUE JUICE COMICS 
 
ANNE BONNIE #1 
(W/A/CA) Tim Yates 
Set sail on the Great Sea, a world full of magic, danger, and excitement! Join 
Ariana, a most unlikely heroine, aboard an enchanted ship as she discovers what 
it truly means to be a pirate, on a journey that will change the world forever. 
(STK632424) 
32pgs, FC $3.99 
 
BONGO COMICS 
 
BART SIMPSON COMICS #89 
(W) Ian Boothby & Various (A) Dean Rankine & Various (CA) Jason Ho 
After an unfortunate trip to the dentist, Principal Skinner is mistaken for a 
vampire. It doesn't help that Bart fuels the fire (and supplies the pitchforks) to an 
unruly mob uprising. And when Bart brings one of Professor Frink's recent 
discoveries to school, it leads to some hair-raising hilarity. Then, Bart and 
Milhouse embark on an embittered and injurious thumbwrestling battle. Also, join 
McBain in the first of a series heroic features as he takes on his archenemy — 
"Mendoza!!!!!" (STK633550) 
32pgs, FC $2.99 
 
SIMPSONS COMICS #210 
(W) Max Davison (A) Phil Ortiz (CA) Jason Ho 
When an archaic town statute is enacted by City Hall, Homer Simpson and Chief 
Clancy Wiggum find themselves on the receiving end of an unexpected career 
switcheroo. Will this dramatic power shift cause life-altering changes in 
Springfield when the two donut-loving deadbeats take on each other's deliciously 
do-nothing jobs? Um… not really. (STK633551) 
32pgs, FC $2.99 
 
SIMPSONS ILLUSTRATED #10 
(W/A) Matt Groening (CA) Jason Ho 
Experience the world of Springfield in the form of a five-dollar bill as it changes 
many hands and many lives. It is a tale of hard work, dumb luck, insatiable 
greed, and time travel, as one five spot changes the course of human events. 
Then, Bart wins a shopping spree at Krusty's Land of Misfit Toys, but it doesn't 
take long before all his friends and family members are asking him to score them 
some free toys. And after Bart, Lisa, and Milhouse take in a scary movie find out 
who has the worst nightmares. (STK633552) 
48pgs, FC $3.99 
 
UNITED PLANKTON PICTURES 
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SPONGEBOB COMICS #30 
(W) James Kochalka & Various (A) Jacob Chabot & Various (CA) Jacob Chabot 
SpongeBob's dream of starring in the Boating School play have finally come true 
— but is the audience, and Mrs. Puff, ready for SpongeBob's unorthodox acting 
choices? Please hold your applause until the end of "Puff's Pageant." Then, in 
"Bottled Up," SpongeBob is stuck inside a glass bottle (He has his reasons!) and 
experiences one treacherous humiliation after another. Who can rescue our 
porous pal? Also in this issue: SpongeBob creates a friend to keep him company 
by the grill; Pearl wins a sculpture contest; and Mr. Krabs is "down with the kids."  
All this plus SpongeFunnies by James Kochalka (Johnny Boo) and flipbook fun 
by Bob Flynn (Bravest Warriors). (STK633554) 
32pgs, FC $2.99 
 
BOOM! STUDIOS 
 
CLOCKWORK ANGELS #1 (OF 6) 
(W) Neil Peart& Kevin J. Anderson 
(A) Nick Robles (CA) Hugh Syme 
> WHY WE LOVE IT 
Rush’s Clockwork Angels is a testament to the band’s creative versatility, 
successful as a concept album, novel and international tour. Now Rush drummer 
and lyricist Neil Peart and New York Times bestselling author Kevin J. Anderson 
are bringing the story of Clockwork Angels to comics, where newcomer artist 
Nick Robles will bring the journey of Owen Hardy to visual life! 
> WHAT IT’S ABOUT 
Owen Hardy, like all the people of Albion, has lived his whole life under the rule 
of the Watchmaker. His entire life has been planned down to the exact second. 
But what happens when a young boy decides that things should not always goes 
as planned? 
> WHY YOU’LL LOVE IT 
Sie-hard Rush fans have longed for Peart’s narrative songwriting to be adapted 
into comic book form for decades, but fans of steampunk fantasy will enjoy 
journeying into the world Albion thanks to Anderson’s skilled storytelling.  
32pgs, FC (1 of 6) $3.99 
 
EVIL EMPIRE #1 
(W) Max Bemis (A) Ransom Getty 
(CA) Jay Shaw 
> WHY WE LOVE IT 
After Polarity, we just had to work with writer (and Say Anything lead singer) Max 
Bemis again, and his thrilling take on how a modern society could evolve into an 
evil empire is absolutely terrifying. 
> WHAT IT’S ABOUT 
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Told through the perspective of an underground rapper named Reese, Max 
Bemis’ gripping story explores a scenario in which we watch modern society 
gradually evolve (or is it devolve?) into an evil empire. 
> WHY YOU’LL LOVE IT 
Every fan of fiction is aware of the trope of the “evil, sinister empire” i.e. the 
Empire in Star Wars. Oftentimes, when we are introduced to these totalitarian 
establishments, they are already fully in power and it’s up to our hero to bring 
back order and peace. However, in evil empire, we explore how that would unfold 
in a real-world setting. how close to the precipice are we right now in the world 
we live in? Would we let it happen? more specific to this tale: Would we secretly 
want it to happen? 
32pgs, FC $3.99 
 
LOKI: RAGNAROK AND ROLL #2 (OF 4) 
(W) Eric M. Esquivel (A) Jerry Gaylord 
(CA) Alexis Ziritt 
What happens when Loki goes from Norse god to rock god? Sex, Fame, Power! 
Loki becomes the world’s biggest rock star and gains a legion of devout 
worshippers! It’s a new experience for Loki. He likes it. The other gods? They 
don’t like it so much, as Loki soon learns. The original series from Eric Esquivel 
(Freelancers) and Jerry Gaylord (Fanboys vs. Zombies) continues! 
32pgs, FC (2 of 4) $3.99 
 
REVELATIONS #3 (OF 6) 
(W) Paul Jenkins (A/CA) Humberto Ramos 
Detective charlie Northern’s investigation into the Vatican murder has led him on 
the path of secrets long buried. While the testimonies are stacking up, nothing is 
making sense. Northern has found himself in the middle of a real-life conspiracy 
theory and, for the first time in years, he will have to put himself in the mind set of 
a man-of-faith to solve the case. 
32pgs, FC (3 of 6) $3.99 
 
CURSE #3 (OF 4) 
(W) Michael Moreci, Tim Daniel (A) Riley Rossmo, Colin Lorimer 
(CA) Riley Rossmo 
The cold vice-grip of death looms, but is it captor or captive feeling its steel jaws 
tighten? For Laney Griffin, the world is a ticking time bomb, as the night of the full 
moon — and Anton’s transformation — draws nearer. With little room for error, 
Laney begins to lose his grip, and a startling revelation regarding his past 
threatens everything he holds dear.  
32pgs, FC (3 of 6) $3.99 
 
THE RETURNING #1 (OF 4) 
(W) Jason Starr (A) Andrea Mutti 
(CA) Frazer Irving 
> WHY WE LOVE IT 
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We can’t get enough innovative mash-ups of some of our favorite genres: horror 
and mystery. Plus, we’re fascinated with the science of near-death experiences! 
> WHAT IT’S ABOUT 
It’s the near future, and some people who have had Near-death Experiences 
have come back “changed.” They exhibit extreme behavioral changes, becoming 
increasingly paranoid and violent, and no one knows why. People who have had 
NdE’s fall immediately under suspicion, and in some cases are murdered by 
justice-seeking vigilantes. It is in this world where Beth, a quiet high school 
student with a bright future, will learn just how quickly friends and family will turn 
on her when she has the bad luck of surviving the worst night of her life... 
> WHY YOU’LL LOVE IT 
Award-winning novelist Jason Starr (Wolverine Max, The Chill) and artist Andrea 
Mutti (Conan, The Girl with the Dragon Tattoo) deliver a gripping but deeply 
human drama set in an uncertain world. 
32pgs, FC (1 of 4) $3.99 
 
CLIVE BARKER’S HELLRAISER: THE DARK WATCH VOLUME 2 TP 
(W) Clive Barker, Brandon Seifert 
(A) Tom Garcia, Korkut Öztekin 
(CA) Frazer Irving 
The new high priest of Hell has been revealed: Harry D’Amour. As the former 
detective tries to adjust to his new life, he is besieged by constant assassination 
attempts by other Cenobites while his former human allies fight amongst 
themselves. Meanwhile, as soldiers from other dimensions encroach upon the 
Labyrinth, D’Amour is going to have to raise an army, whether he likes it or not. 
MATURE THEMES 
SC, 7x10, 112pgs, FC  $14.99  
 
FANBOYS VS. ZOMBIES VOL. 4 TP 
(W) Shane Houghton (A/CA) Jerry Gaylord 
Trapped on a space station with a bunch of wimpy scientists and one rogue 
zombie, the wrecking crew is faced with an intriguing new challenge — instead of 
destroying Earth’s zombie infestation, can they cure it? Fanboys will die. 
Romances will bloom. And you bet Amanda’s gonna get her Ripley on! Collecting 
issues #13-16 of the fanboy-favorite series, join Kurt, Amanda, Rob, and Burger 
as the wrecking crew faces the final frontier — one small step for man, one giant 
leap for nerd-kind! 
SC, 7x10, 112pgs, FC  $14.99 
 
CLIVE BARKER’S NEXT TESTAMENT #11 (OF 12) 
(W) Clive Barker, Mark Miller 
(A) Haemi Jang (CA) Goñi Montes 
As time continues to run out for Tristan and Elspeth in Providence, their last 
chance becomes their final test, while some very interested onlookers watch their 
every move. Meanwhile, Julian and cara reach their respective breaking points, 
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just as wick forces a new loyalty test upon them. Clive Barker’s newest creation 
reaches its penultimate issue! 
MATURE THEMES 
32pgs, FC (11 of 12) $3.99 
 
ROBOCOP: LAST STAND #8 (OF 8) 
(W) Ed Brisson (A) Korkut Öztekin 
(CA) Declan Shalvey 
Ed Brisson (SHELTERED,  SEcRET AVENGERS) finishes the series with an 
original, self-contained story set in the world of classic Robocop! You’ve seen 
The Last Stand... but for Robocop the war on crime is never over! 
32pgs, FC (8 of 8) $3.99 
 
DECEIVERS #4 (OF6) 
(W) Steven Grant (A) Jose Holder 
(CA) Lorena Carvalho 
The tables have turned as Lincoln and Nicky dupe Patrice, tracking her back to 
Ulysses’ base. But little do they know, the truth is much stranger than the pile of 
fictions they’ve been dealt... The twists and turns continue to build as Deceivers 
races toward its conclusion! 
32pgs, FC (4 of 6) $3.99 
 
SUICIDE RISK VOL. 2 TP 
(W) Mike Carey (A) Elena Casagrande, Joëlle Jones 
(CA) Tommy Lee Edwards 
With the Nightmare scenario’s true plan revealed, Leo Winters must test the 
limits of his burgeoning power to stop them — but will this play right into their 
hands? Or, will it cause an even bigger tragedy than the one Leo’s putting 
everything at risk trying to stop? Mike Carey (Lucifer, The Unwritten) and fan-
favorite artist Elena Casagrande (Hulk, Hack/Slash) raise the bar in this pulse-
pounding second arc of Suicide Risk, which also includes the critically acclaimed 
standalone story illustrated by spotlight artist Joëlle Jones (Ultimate Spider-Man, 
Helheim). 
SC, 7x10, 128pgs, FC  $16.99   
 
SUICIDE RISK #11 
(W) Mike Carey (A) Elena Casagrande 
(CA) Tommy Lee Edwards 
Having just seen her husband within the grips of the super-villain team Nightmare 
Scenario, all Suni Winters wants is for Leo to come home safe and sound. 
Unfortunately, she just might get her wish. Except, is it really Leo? 
32pgs, FC $3.99 
 
SONS OF ANARCHY #7 
(W) Ed Brisson (A) Jesus Hervas 
(CA) Paul Azaceta 
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Who is Lee Toric? What made him leave the force? In this special spotlight issue, 
writer Ed Brisson (RoboCop, Murder Book)digs into the mysterious, violent ex-
lawman’s life in the years before his deadly confrontation with the Sons of 
Anarchy... when a murder suspect is let free due to lack of evidence, Detective 
Toric vows to do everything in his power to bring him down. All that he knows is 
that this man is guilty and Lee Toric is more than willing to break every rule in the 
book, and off them, to bring him to justice. No matter who gets in the way. 
MATURE THEMES 
32pgs, FC $3.99 
 
CITYIN THE DESERT VOL. 2: THE SERPENT CROWN OGN HC 
(W/A/CA) Moro Rogers 
> WHY WE LOVE IT 
In this sequel to the critically acclaimed first volume City in The Desert: The 
Monster Problem, we get more of writer/illustrator Moro Rogers’ wit, heart, and 
daring. Also, Hari and Irro are our very favorite sardonic heroes, and we get to 
watch them kick more monster butt.  
> WHAT IT’S ABOUT 
Irro and Hari leave the walls of Kevala to seek new lives elsewhere. However, 
when they discover that the evils of the Sacred Peace have spread far beyond 
Kevala’s borders, our heroes decide to return and save the city they love. Before 
they can do that, though, they must journey across the wastelands to the prison 
of the Monster King, and release him in exchange for his help. 
> WHY YOU’LL LOVE IT 
Rogers’ sense of visual storytelling and her blend of mysticism and humor bring 
to life an adventure perfect for fans of Bone, Avatar: The Last Airbender, Remind, 
and Plume.  
HC, 6x9, 152pgs, FC $24.99 
 
HACKTIVIST#3 (OF 4) 
(W/A/CA) Mark Smylie 
Having successfully escaped to Tunisia, Ed finally meets Sirine face to face, and 
neither is what the other expected. While Ed is forced to come out from behind 
his computer screen and deal with the real life consequences of his hacking, 
Nate feels the walls starting to close in on him back at YourLife. When the stakes 
are raised to life and death, will the two best friends be torn apart for good? 
32pgs, FC (3 of 4) $3.99 
 
ARTESIA VOL. 1 HC 
(W/A/CA) Mark Smylie 
The series that launched Archaia! Volume one of  Mark Smylie’s epic tale of the 
concubine-turned-queen is back in print! Look for Smylie’s new Artesia prequel 
prose novel, The Barrow (Pyr), offered elsewhere in this catalog! 
MATURE THEMES 
HC, 7x10, 176pgs, FC $24.99 
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BEAUTIFUL SCARS OGN HC 
(W) D.S. Talon, E.G. Thompson 
(A/CA) D.S. Talon 
> WHY WE LOVE IT 
One of the most heartwarming family tales we’ve read in the last year. Everyone 
remembers the first person who inspired them to follow their dreams. This 
beautiful and elegant fable pays tribute to all our loved ones. 
> WHAT IT’S ABOUT 
Beautiful Scars tells the story of Ridley Bourne as he explains to his 
granddaughter how he got each of his scars, each one gained through either a 
sad or uplifting adventure. Through his tales, she learns how to tell her own 
stories and how to hold onto his through her own magical re-telling. 
> WHY YOU’LL LOVE IT 
Weaving historical fiction and fantasy together, Durwin S. Talon and E.G. 
Thompson remind us of the power of stories, both those from our imaginations 
and, more importantly, those from our own lives. 
HC, 8x8, 128pgs, FC $19.99 
 
THE MIDAS FLESH#4 (OF 8) 
(W) Ryan North (A) Shelli Paroline, Braden Lamb 
(CA) John Keogh 
Oh, no! Our crew is face-to-face against the Federation’s medical ship, The 
Titanic, and they’re here to take away the secret weapon that our crew has 
worked so hard to acquire. But can they get hold of it without someone suffering 
the fate of The Midas Touch?! Do our pals have the stomach to murder hundreds 
of innocents aboard a medical ship in order to keep their newfound power? Only 
one way to find out... 
32pgs, FC (4 of 8) $3.99 
 
ADVENTURE TIME #26 
(W) Ryan North (A) Jim Rugg 
(CA) Sina Grace (a), Craig Arndt (b) 
Finn and Jake have always been best buds; they are always together, it’s just 
something best buds do. But what happens when these two friends get 
separated during a crazy adventure with twists and turns? Will our pals be able to 
find each other again or is this just all part of growing up?  
32pgs, FC $3.99 
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$3.99  fc 
Illustrated by artist Sean Phillips  
(cRImINAL,  INcoGNITo, and  
SLEEPER). 
Illustrated by artist Francis manapul  
(THEFLASH, the upcoming  
DETEcTIVE comIcS). 
Featuring Kieron Gillen (YoUNG  
AVENGERS), Sam Humphries  
(UNcANNYX-FoRcE), and Kelly  
Sue Deconnick (cAPTAIN mARVEL). 
offered again 
suicide risk vol. 1 TP 
www.boom—studios.com 
comEiNNovatE With us 
#weAreBoom 
$3.99  full color 32 Pages 
 
KEoGH / NoT FINAL coVER ART BoSmA INcV 
www.boom—studios.com 
ALL ART PENDING LIcENSoR APPRoVAL 
 
ADVENTURE TIME MATHEMATICAL EDITION VOL. 1 HC—EMERALD CITY 
COMIC CON EXCLUSIVE 
(W) Ryan North (A) Braden Lamb, Shelli Paroline 
(CA) Dustin Nguyen 
Get the special hardcover edition of Adventure Time Mathematical Edition Vol. 1 
featuring the exclusive Dustin Nguyen cover! Previously only available at 
Emerald City Comic Con! 
HC, 8x11, 144pgs, FC $49.99 
 
ADVENTURE TIME MATHEMATICAL EDITION VOL. 2 HC—SAN DIEGO 
COMIC CON EXCLUSIVE 
(W) Ryan North (A) Braden Lamb, Shelli Paroline 
(CA) Aaron Renier 
Get the special hardcover edition of Adventure Time Mathematical Edition Vol. 2 
featuring the exclusive Aaron Renier cover! Previously only available at San 
Diego Comic Con! 
HC, 8x11, 144pgs, FC $49.99 
 
ADVENTURE TIME #21—ALAMO CITY COMIC CON EXCLUSIVE 
(W) Ryan North (A) Braden Lamb, Shelli Paroline 
(CA) Colin Raff 
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Featuring an exclusive Colin Raff cover, previously only available at Alamo City 
Comic Con! 
32pgs, FC $9.99 
 
ADVENTURE TIME: THE FLIP SIDE #3 (OF 6) 
(W) Paul Tobin, Colleen Coover (A) Wook Jin Clark 
(CA) Colleen Coover (a), Heather Danforth (b) 
Finn and Jake learn the truth behind why monkey wizard doesn’t kidnap 
princesses anymore. With Marceline helping out, it should be easy for our heroes 
to finally get Painting Princess kidnapped, right?! 
32pgs, FC $3.99 
 
ADVENTURE TIME #7-12 CONNECTING COVERS 
(W) Ryan North (A) Braden Lamb, Shelli Paroline 
(CA) Chris Houghton 
Did you miss out on issue #7-9 of Adventure Time? Now’s your chance to get 
these special edition 2nd printings of issues #7-12...all forming a massive Land of 
Ooo connecting cover image by chris Houghton! 
ISSUE #7—32pgs, FC $3.99 
ISSUE #8—32pgs, FC $3.99 
ISSUE #9—32pgs, FC $3.99 
ISSUE #10—32pgs, FC $3.99 
ISSUE #11—32pgs, FC $3.99 
ISSUE #12—32pgs, FC $3.99 
 
ADVENTURE TIME VOL. 3: SEEING RED OGN 
(W) Kate Leth (A) Zachary Sterling 
(CA) Stephanie Gonzaga 
Marceline has to go back home for a family reunion. Normally, she would skip 
out, but it turns out she left her axe behind the last time she was there.With the 
help of Jake the Dog, Marceline hopes this trip won’t be a complete drag. Little 
does she know, her dad has made some decisions while she’s been away and 
this visit is going to be a roller coaster of family, friends, and feelings! Kate Leth 
(Kate or Die!) writes and Zachary Sterling (Adventure Time) illustrates this super 
fun original graphic novel about what it means to love someone, and Marceline 
and Jake traveling to the Nightosphere! 
HC, 6x9, 160pgs, B&W $11.99 
 
REGULAR SHOW #12 
(W) Nick Sumida (A) Allison Strejlau 
(CA) Matt Cummings (a), Felicia Choo (b) 
Time is slowly running out for Mordecai and Rigby. Will they be able to reach 
their goal in time, or is everything doomed for The Park and the rest of the world? 
Either way, it’s definitely going to be a crazy finish! 
32pgs, FC $3.99 
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REGULAR SHOW: SKIPS #5 (OF 6) 
(W/A) Mad Rupert 
(CA) Theresa Zysk (a), Felicia Choo(b) 
Skips might finally have a solution to save the world from Mordecai and Rigby — 
he has to keep them from ever going into The Park. With the help of Ted the 
Time Cop and an out-of-the-loop Benson, maybe Skips will finally be able to 
escape this never-ending vacation! 
32pgs, FC (5 of 6) $3.99 
 
PEANUTS VOL. 3 TP  
(W) Charles M. Schulz, Shane Houghton (A) Vicki Scott, Mona Koth 
(CA) Charles M. Schulz  
Happiness is a new PEANUTScollection, Charlie Brown! The whole gang is back 
in this third volume, featuring brand-new original stories from a variety of writers 
and artists, as well as classic strips from the legendary Charles M. Schulz. Join 
the WWI Flying Ace, Linus, Pig-Pen, Schroeder, Sally, Marcie, Franklin, 
Peppermint Patty, Rerun, and more of your favorite characters in this curated 
medley of humorous stories that takes readers from the pitcher’s mound to the 
tip-top of Snoopy’s doghouse. 
SC, 7x10, 112pgs, FC  $13.99 
 
GARFIELD #23 
(W) Mark Evanier, Scott Nickel 
(A) Andy Hirsch, Rachel Dukes (CA) Andy Hirsch 
As Spring blooms, we’ve got two all-new Garfield stories for you! First, Garfield 
shows off his athletic... prowess... in a race — that’s right, a road race, not a race 
to the kitchen! Then, guest artist Rachel Dukes joins us for a story about a new 
neighbor that’s turning Jon and Garfield’s lives upside-down. 
32pgs, FC $3.99 
 
BRAVEST WARRIORS#18 
(W) Breehn Burns (A) Mike Holmes 
(CA) Tyson Hesse (a), Hamish Steele (b) 
The Bravest warriors face some of the scariest creatures in the universe but 
nothing will ever be as scary as facing FEELINGS! The warriors must look inside 
themselves to defeat their own insecurities! It is the only way for them to become 
true warriors... and true friends. 
32pgs, FC $3.99 
 
BROADSWORD COMICS 
 
TAROT: WITCH OF THE BLACK ROSE #85 
(W/A/CA) Jim Balent 
There is some "Thing" in the well! At one time the earth was seeded with many 
Wishing Wells to help mankind. Slowly these Wishing Wells turned dark. 
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Something crawled into the Wells and poisoned them, cursed them. Now Tarot 
finds out that some evil cannot be wished away. (STK632427) 
MATURE THEMES 
32pgs, FC $2.95 
 
TAROT: WITCH OF THE BLACK ROSE #85 DELUXE EDITION 
(W/A/CA) Jim Balent 
This deluxe litho plate edition of Tarot #85 (either cover A or B) comes bagged 
and boarded with a black & white 6 1/2''" x 10" lithograph of Tarot titled, "Beauty 
and the Beast." This limited collector's litho was penciled by the Artist himself, 
Jim Balent and comes signed by the artist. Limited to a printing of 500. 
(STK632429) (C: 0-1-1) 
MATURE THEMES 
Comic plus litho, 32pgs, FC $19.99 
 
TAROT: WITCH OF THE BLACK ROSE #85 14TH-ANNIVERSARY PHOTO 
COVER 
(W/A/CA) Jim Balent 
A PREVIEWS Exclusive! Celebrate 14 years of Jim Balent's smart, sexy, and 
strong spellbinding witch, Tarot, with this sexy, pin-up-esque, wraparound photo 
cover collector's edition of issue #85! This issue will be signed by artist/creator 
Jim Balent and model/colorist Holly Golightly. Comes bagged and boarded with a 
numbered cover. Limited to 1,000 copies. (STK632704) (C: 0-1-2) 
MATURE THEMES 
32pgs, FC $15.00 
 
BROADWAY 
 
THE HARLEM HELLFIGHTERS SC 
(W) Max Brooks (A/CA) Canaan White 
From bestselling author Max Brooks, the riveting story of the highly decorated, 
barrier-breaking, historic black regiment — The Harlem Hellfighters! Despite 
extraordinary struggles and racism, the 369th Infantry became one of the most 
successful — and least celebrated — regiments of World War I. The Harlem 
Hellfighters, as the Germany Army named them, spent longer than any other 
American unit in combat and displayed extraordinary valor on the battlefield. 
Bestselling author Max Brooks now tells the thrilling story of these courageous 
men in pages grittily inked by acclaimed illustrator Canaan White. (STK632274) 
SC, 7x10, 256pgs, B&W $16.95 
 
CAMPFIRE 
 
GANDHI: APOSTLE OF PEACE GN 
(W) Jason Quinn (A/CA) Sachin Nagar 
Gandhi: Apostle of Peace is the second title by Jason Quinn for Campfire's 
Heroes line. "My life is my message." Mohandas Gandhi was a freedom fighter 
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with a difference; rather than forcing change with the barrel of a gun, he sought 
to change the world with love and nonviolence. In this epic saga we grow 
alongside Gandhi from his childhood in the Indian State of Gujarat, through his 
studies in London during the 1890s, and on to his political awakening in South 
Africa. We then return with him to India and join his nonviolent struggle to free his 
nation from the shackles of the British Empire. Gandhi: Apostle of Peace, gives 
us a portrait of the man behind the icon. (STK633534) (C: 0-1-0) 
SC, 7x10, 208pgs, FC $16.99 
 
CAPSTONE PRESS 
 
JELLABY: THE LOST MONSTER GN 
(W/A/CA) Kean Soo 
Quiet but bright Portia has just moved to a new neighborhood with her mom. 
Adjusting to life without a father is hard enough, but school is boring and her 
classmates are standoffish — and even Portia's mom is sort of distant. But things 
start to get better when Portia mounts a midnight excursion into the woods 
behind her house where she discovers a shy and sweet purple monster. Life with 
Jellaby is exciting, but Portia's purple friend has secrets of his own. (STK632370) 
SC, 6x9, 160pgs, FC $12.95 
 
CARTOON BOOKS 
 
STAR OF THE MONTH 
 
BONE VOLUME 4: THE DRAGONSLAYER COLOR EDITION SC 
(W/A/CA) Jeff Smith 
Fone Bone confronts a host of dangers The Dragonslayer. He and Gran'ma Ben 
and Thorn have a terrifying encounter with Kingdok, ruler of the rat creatures. 
The Hooded One is inciting his army to full-scale war. Someone is continuing to 
haunt Thorn in her dreams. And then wise Gran'ma Ben disappears. To make 
matters worse, Phoney Bone has hoodwinked the townspeople into believing that 
he is a mighty dragonslayer. When he actually does catch the Red Dragon — 
much to his surprise — he must face up to his promise: to slay the dragon at 
sunrise. (STK469169) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Available only in the United States and 
Canada. 
SOFTCOVER (MAR128107)—SC, 6x9, 176pgs, FC $12.99 
HARDCOVER—HC, 6x9, 176pgs, FC $26.99 
 
BONE: TALL TALES 
(W) Jeff Smith, Tom Sniegoski (A/CA) Jeff Smith 
Long before the Bone cousins were ever lost in the uncharted desert on the 
outskirts of the Valley, Big Johnson Bone, the discoverer of the Rolling Bone 
River, founded Boneville. But little is known of the mighty explorer's adventures 
before he started his famous trading post. So when Smiley Bone sits down with a 
group of young campers to retell the legendary stories of Boneville's origin and its 
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tough, no-nonsense founder, what they hear are tall tales in typical Bone fashion, 
wild antics complete with rat creatures, dragons, and a snarky little monkey! 
(STK620629) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Available only in the United States and Canada. 
SOFTCOVER (NEW PRINTING) (JUN130932)—SC, 6x9, 128pgs, FC
 $12.99 
HARDCOVER (JUN100888)—HC, 6x9, 128pgs, FC $22.99 
 
********************************************************************** 
 
CINEBOOK 
 
ALPHA VOLUME 3: THE LIST GN 
(W)  Mythic (A/CA)  Jigounov 
A document has surfaced, listing the names of American citizens who had shady 
dealings with the secret police of former East Germany. The CIA sends Alpha to 
escort its owner and his family, but some of the implicated people are influential 
and have a long reach, while other countries see in the list an opportunity to 
blackmail potential agents within the higher spheres of US power. It is a mission 
that will definitely not be a pleasure cruise. (STK633476) (C: 0-1-1) 
SC, 7x10, 48pgs, FC $11.95 
 
ALPHA VOLUME 4: SANCTIONS GN 
(W)  Mythic (A/CA)  Jigounov 
The murky worlds of intelligence and politics collide in Washington. The Cold 
War: the golden age of American and Soviet spies, a time when everything was 
clear-cut and simple. We're the good guys, they're the bad guys. Nowadays, CIA 
operatives like Alpha often feel more like commercial envoys than secret agents. 
When bodies start to drop in Washington, though, a boring mission playing tourist 
guide to a Russian delegation suddenly becomes much more dangerous. An old 
bogeyman from the Cold War, long thought dead, has reappeared. (STK633480) 
(C: 0-1-1) 
SC, 7x10, 48pgs, FC $11.95 
 
IZNOGOUD VOLUME 4: IZNOGOUD AND THE MAGIC COMPUTER GN 
(W) Rene Goscinny (A/CA) Jean Tabary 
In Baghdad, the Caliph's Grand Vizier Iznogoud has one aim in life: to become 
Caliph instead of the Caliph. The benign ruler, Haroun al Plassid, is blind to his 
vizier's scheming to get rid of him and generally would rather take a nap. 
Iznogoud is faithfully seconded by Wa'at Alahf in trying to put his fiendish designs 
into action. Never one to give up, Iznogoud buys himself a supercomputer to help 
him become Caliph instead of the Caliph. (STK633507) (C: 0-0-1) NOTE: This 
item may be available through other retail outlets before shipping to comic book 
specialty shops. 
SC, 8x11, 48pgs, FC $11.95 
 
IZNOGOUD VOLUME 5: A CARROT FOR IZNOGOUD GN 
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(W) Rene Goscinny (A/CA) Jean Tabary 
Iznogoud is Grand Vizier in Baghdad. He has only one dream: to become Caliph 
instead of the Caliph. He tries his hardest to no avail. But the usually oblivious 
Caliph has finally caught a hint of Iznogoud's evil reputation among the people. 
To help the one he believes to be his friend, he sets off on a quest for the 
legendary vegetable that brings out man's kinder nature: the carrot! (STK633511) 
(C: 0-0-1) NOTE: This item may be available through other retail outlets before 
shipping to comic book specialty shops. 
SC, 8x11, 48pgs, FC $11.95 
 
PANDORA BOX VOLUME 1: PRIDE GN 
(W)  Alcante (A/CA) Didier Pagot 
Explore Greek mythology is a new way, as Greek myths and mortal sins are 
linked to modern technology and its perils! In the United States, the Presidential 
campaign heats up. Narcissus Shimmer, campaigning for re-election as head of 
State, leads all the polls. Ron Grubb, a private investigator, is hired by the 
opposition to dig out the dirt on Shimmer and bring him down. Grubb discovers a 
baby  shrouded in secret, whose birth was monitored by one of the country’s 
leading biotechnologists. Has Grubb discovered the first human clone? Will the 
most powerful man on earth, Narcissus Shimmer, be dethroned? (STK388724) 
(C: 0-1-1) 
MATURE THEMES 
RES. from Previews Vol. XIX #1 (JAN094087) 
SC, 7x10, 48pgs, FC $11.95 
 
PANDORA BOX VOLUME 2: SLOTH GN 
(W)  Alcante (A/CA) Didier Pagot 
Sloth, doping and the Trojan War: What is the price to pay for a gold medal at the 
Olympics? 
Paris Troy is a sprinter whose 100m record has remained undefeated for nine 
years. He has never cheated before, but now, as the Istanbul Olympic Games 
approach, an injury hinders his performance and a newcomer Ace, threatens his 
dominance. Paris finds it increasingly difficult to push himself to improve his time, 
so when his brother suggests doping, Paris is tempted. 
Will the runner let this highly destructive element into his life? What price is he 
ready to pay for victory? Is victory “real” when achieved with chemical help? 
(STK633498) (C: 0-1-1) 
MATURE THEMES 
SC, 7x10, 48pgs, FC $11.95 
 
THE SCORPION VOLUME 6: THE ANGEL'S SHADOW GN 
(W) Stephen Desberg (A/CA) Enrico Marini 
A shadow from his past stalks the Scorpion — but is it from an angel or a devil? 
The iron fist of Trebaldi's monks is still strangling Rome, but such an army is 
expensive. To pay his men before their loyalty begins to slip, the Pope must rely 
on the financial assistance of European monarchs — and a large sum in gold is 
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coming to Rome. But such a convoy is tempting to many! And all figure they can 
use the Scorpion against each other to obtain what they want. (STK633486) (C: 
0-1-1) NOTE: This item may be available through other retail outlets before 
shipping to comic book specialty shops. 
MATURE THEMES 
SC, 7x10, 48pgs, FC $11.95 
 
THE SCORPION VOLUME 7: THE MASK OF TRUTH GN 
(W) Stephen Desberg (A/CA) Enrico Marini 
Is the reign of terror that grips Rome about to end? One by one, the Pope's 
warrior monks fall to the Scorpion's blade or desert their master. Feeling his 
enemy circling ever closer, Trebaldi grows desperate and hires Rome's best paid 
assassins to go after him-and whomever else stands in his way. As the women in 
his life choose their destinies, an old enemy reappears to plague the Scorpion — 
or perhaps to bring him the truth at last, hidden behind his mask. (STK633487) 
(C: 0-1-1) 
MATURE THEMES 
SC, 7x10, 48pgs, FC $11.95 
 
SPOOKS VOLUME 4: THE 46TH STATE GN 
(W) Xavier Dorison, Fabien Nury (A/CA) Christine Rossi 
Will Cuba be free, or will it become part of the United States? As the election 
draws near, Cuba becomes a powder keg. The exactions of El Santero continue, 
terrifying the liberators-turned-occupiers and enflaming the spirit of the freedom-
starved Cubans. In response, American authorities don't hesitate to use extreme 
violence to ensure that their candidate will win and become not the president of 
the Republic of Cuba, but the first governor of the 46th state. For the SPOOKS, 
torn between duty and convictions, the danger is real, and choices will have to be 
made! (STK633485) (C: 0-1-1) 
SC, 7x10, 64pgs, FC $15.95 
 
WAYNE SHELTON VOLUME 2: THE BETRAYAL GN 
(W) Jean Van Hamme (A/CA) Christian Denayer 
The scene is set for the breakout of the century. Wayne Shelton is ready to 
proceed with the mission and spring his quarry from a Khalak prison. There is a 
small concern over Madrier, the Frenchman who talked his way onto the team — 
only to abandon them after he was revealed to be the son of a Khalak dissident. 
A job's a job, though, and Shelton gave his word to his employer. But what if 
there are other separate, secret interests among the little band that could 
jeopardize everything? (STK633482) (C: 0-1-1) 
SC, 8x11, 64pgs, FC $15.95 
 
DEVILS DUE ENTERTAINMENT 
 
MERCY SPARX #6 
(W) Josh Blaylock (A) Matt Merhoff (CA) Matt Merhoff, Talent Caldwell 
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Reeling from the events of club Nephilim, Hank and Mercy try to regain some 
sense of normalcy — whatever "normal" means in their world, by helping Wallace 
deal with "clean up" after aiding Mr. Suit. The oldest kid in the world's home is 
overrun with supernatural pests, one of which looks awfully suspicious to 
Poochie of Hack/Slash fame. (STK632772) 
MATURE THEMES 
32pgs, FC $3.99 
 
MERCY SPARX VOLUME 2: UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT TP 
(W) Josh Blaylock (A/CA) Matt Merhoff 
Collecting issues 1-5 of Mercy Sparx the ongoing series. Includes special insites 
into the creation behind each issue. (STK632773) 
MATURE THEMES 
SC, 124pgs, FC $17.99 
 
DIAL BOOKS 
 
THE CHRONICLES OF VLADIMIR TOD VOLUME 2: NINTH GRADE SLAYS 
GN 
(W) Heather Brewer, Tony Lee (A/CA) Julia Laud 
Freshman year stinks for Vlad Tod. Bullies still harass him. The photographer 
from the school newspaper is tailing him. And failing his studies could be deadly. 
A trip to Siberia gives study abroad a whole new meaning as Vlad connects with 
other vampires and advances his mind-control abilities, but will he return home 
with the skills to recognize a vampire slayer when he sees one? In this thrilling 
sequel to Eighth Grade Bites, Vlad must confront the secrets of the past and 
battle forces that once again threaten his life. (STK632363) (C: 0-1-0) 
HC, 6x9, 160pgs, FC $12.99 
 
DYNAMITE ENTERTAINMENT 
 
MAGNUS: ROBOT FIGHTER #1 
(W) Fred Van Lente (A) Cory Smith 
(CA) Gabriel Hardman 
THE GOLD KEY UNIVERSE IS EXPANDING! Superstar Fred Van Lente (Marvel 
Zombies, Amazing Spider-Man, Conan: The Barbarian) and the astounding Cory 
Smith (Fathom) present a stunning re-imagining of Magnus: Robot Fighter you 
never saw coming! In the blink of an eye, young martial artist Magnus has 
everything taken from him...his father, his wife, his entire life. He's suddenly 
thrust into a futuristic world he doesn't understand, populated by humans and 
robots living together in oppression! Can Magnus fight to get his life back...and 
once he learns the truth about himself, will he want to? 
32pgs, FC $3.99 
 
MAGNUS: ROBOT FIGHTER #1—EXCLUSIVE SUBSCRIPTION VARIANT 
(W) Fred Van Lente (A) Cory Smith 
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(CA) Joe Bennett 
A super-special, exclusive Joe Bennett cover, only available to comic shop 
subscribers and limited to initial orders! 
32pgs, FC $3.99 
 
MAGNUS: ROBOT FIGHTER #1—BLANK AUTHENTIX COVER 
(W) Fred Van Lente (A) Cory Smith 
The Blank Authentix Cover features the same great story, but a blank cover that 
you can get your favorite artist to draw! 
32pgs, FC $3.99 
 
TUROK: DINOSAUR HUNTER #2 
(W) Greg Pak (A) Mirko Colak 
(CA) Bart Sears 
THE GOLD KEY UNIVERSE CONTINUES! It is 1210 AD, and destructive 
invaders – both reptilian and human – have ravaged Turok's land. Will the 
outcast Turok defend the tribe that shunned him, or side with these freakish new 
warriors? Prepare for history-twisting carnage from superstar GREG PAK 
(Batman/Superman) and MIRKO COLAK (Conan)! 
32pgs, FC $3.99 
 
TUROK: DINOSAUR HUNTER #2 EXCLUSIVE SUBSCRIPTION VARIANT 
(W) Greg Pak (A) Mirko Colak 
(CA) Jae Lee 
A super-special, exclusive Jae (Batman/Superman) Lee cover, only available to 
comic shop subscribers and limited to initial orders! 
32pgs, FC $3.99 
 
THE SIX MILLION DOLLAR MAN: SEASON 6 #1 
(W) James Kuhoric (A) Juan Antonio Ramirez 
(CA) Alex Ross, Ken Haeser 
It’s The Six Millions Dollar Man’s 40th anniversary, and we at Dynamite are proud 
to bring you the direct continuation of the classic television series with Season 6! 
Better. Stronger. Faster. The original Six Million Dollar Man, Steve Austin was a 
man barely alive until the OSI turned him into the world’s first Bionic Man. Now 
he and Oscar Goldman are the most effective team in National Security. But a 
rogue faction in the OSI is making a power play for that position with a new type 
of infiltration agent — one that is completely obedient and robotic. Can a soulless 
machine that wears Steve Austin's very face make the Six Million Dollar Man 
obsolete? For the first Time EVER!  Fan favorite toy-line character Maskatron 
makes his Six Million Dollar Man debut and becomes a part of the classic 
television series mythology with a violent and terrifying purpose. And as Steve's 
world is threatened from within, his very actions unknowingly release an alien 
menace upon an unsuspecting world. Classic action, powerful science fiction, 
and a cast of characters from one of television's most original series combine to 
make The Six Million Dollar Man: Season 6 a must-have for comic fans! 
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ALEX ROSS COVER—32pgs, FC $3.99 
KEN HAESER COVER—32pgs, FC $3.99 
 
THE SIX MILLION DOLLAR MAN: SEASON 6 #1—EXCLUSIVE 
SUBSCRIPTION VARIANT 
(W) James Kuhoric (A) Juan Antonio Ramirez 
(CA) Photo 
A super-special, exclusive photo cover, only available to comic shop subscribers 
and limited to initial orders! 
32pgs, FC $3.99 
 
THE SIX MILLION DOLLAR MAN: SEASON 6 #1—BLANK AUTHENTIX 
COVER 
(W) James Kuhoric (A) Juan Antonio Ramirez 
The Blank Authentix Cover features the same great story, but a blank cover that 
you can get your favorite artist to draw! 
32pgs, FC $3.99 
 
LEGENDERRY: A STEAMPUNK ADVENTURE #3 (OF 7) 
(W) Bill Willingham (A) Sergio Fernandez Davila 
(CA) Joe Benitez 
Fleeing the Big City, Magna Spadarossa boards The Victory, a magnificent 
commercial airship under the command of Captain Victory himself, with intent of 
journeying to the great city of Landing. However, her plans quickly go awry as 
she learns that the assassins after her have also found passage, along with 
beasts unlike any she has ever known! And who is this Six Thousand Dollar Man 
…? 
32pgs, FC (3 of 7) $3.99 
 
THE TWILIGHT ZONE #3 
(W) J. Michael Straczynski (A) Guiu Vilanova 
(CA) Francesco Francavilla 
When Trevor Richmond left behind his old life, the last thing he expected was 
that someone else might move in to take his place.  But that's exactly what has 
happened.  Who is the man everyone now knows as Trevor?  Where did he 
come from, and maybe more to the point...what does he want?  The secrets are 
revealed right here... 
32pgs, FC $3.99 
 
DOC SAVAGE #4 
(W) Chris Roberson (A) Bilquis Evely 
(CA) Alex Ross 
When an experimental drilling technique threatens to set the world’s largest oil 
fields ablaze in 1977, Doc Savage is the only one who can prevent an 
environmental catastrophe and the worldwide economic crisis which would surely 
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follow. But to succeed, he will first have to help a young woman regain her faith 
in the future. 
32pgs, FC $3.99 
 
MY LITTLE PHONEY: A BRONY ADVENTURE (ONE-SHOT) 
(W) Mike Moreci, Steve Seeley (A) Ken Haeser, TBD 
(CA) Tim Seeley (a), Ken Haeser (b) 
Welcome to the world of the Horse-He, middle-aged men who share an unusual 
devotion to My Little Phoney. Though the line of sparkley and adorable horses 
was made for young girls, nothing stops the Horse-Hes from adopting this 
lifestyle. When a dispute ignites over which clan of Horse-Hes are truest to the 
Horsey creator’s original vision, the game of one-upmanship gets bizarre, and 
apocalyptic. Now, the Horse-Hes must travel the barren wasteland to discover 
who the truest Horse-He is. Written by Hack/Slash writers, Mike Moreci & Steve 
Seeley! 
TIM SEELEY COVER—40pgs, FC $5.99 
KEN HAESER COVER—40pgs, FC $5.99 
 
RED SONJA #9 
(W) Gail Simone (A) Walter Geovani 
(CA) Jenny Frison (a), Stephanie Hans (b) 
The She-Devil continues her quest to find and capture the greatest artisans of 
the Hyborian Age, with hundreds of lives in the balance. In this saucy issue, she 
is on the trail of the land's greatest (and most dangerous) courtesan, in a world 
she has never before experienced!  The epic run by Gail Simone and Walter 
Geovani continues! 
JENNY FRISON COVER—32pgs, FC $3.99 
STEPHANIE HANS COVER—32pgs, FC $3.99 
 
RED SONJA #9—EXCLUSIVE SUBSCRIPTION VARIANT 
(W) Gail Simone (A) Walter Geovani 
(CA) Stephanie Buscema  
A super-special, exclusive Stephanie Buscema cover, only available to comic 
shop subscribers and limited to initial orders! 
32pgs, FC $3.99 
 
LEGENDS OF RED SONJA #5 (OF 5) 
(W) Gail Simone, Kelly Sue DeConnick, Blair Butler 
(A) Jack Jadson, Valentine Delandro, Jim Calafiore 
(CA) Jay Anacleto 
FINAL ISSUE!!! The epic mini-series featuring all-star creators concludes! This 
prestigious series, celebrating the She-Devil's 40th anniversary goes out with a 
bang,  including stories written by Gail (Batgirl) Simone, Blair (Attack of the 
Show, Heart) Butler, and Kelly Sue (Pretty Deadly) DeConnick, with gorgeous art 
by Jack Jadson, Valentine, and Jim (Secret Six) Calafiore. Sonja makes her final 
showdown against the brutal and deadly Grey Riders! 
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32pgs, FC (5 of 5) $3.99 
 
LEGENDS OF RED SONJA #5—EXCLUSIVE SUBSCRIPTION VARIANT 
(W) Gail Simone, Kelly Sue DeConnick, Blair Butler 
(A) Jack Jadson, Valentine Delandro, Jim Calafiore 
(CA) Frank Thorne 
For comic fans that signed up ahead of time with their comic shop to reserve this 
issue, you can receive a Frank Thorne exclusive cover! This Super Special 
Subscription Variant is only available for Comic Shop subscribers and limited to 
INITIAL orders ONLY! 
32pgs, FC $3.99 
 
RED SONJA: UNCHAINED TPB 
(W) Peter V. Brett (A) Jack Jadson 
(CA) Mel Rubi 
Peter V. Brett, New York Times bestselling author of The Demon Cycle, lovingly 
pays homage to the iconic fantasy heroine in a tale that recaptures the tone of 
Robert E. Howard’s barbarian epics. An encounter with a devil leaves Red Sonja, 
the legendary swordswoman, bereft of her signature chainmail and fleeing 
murder charges, but a change of clothes and venue aren’t enough to escape the 
guilt in her heart. Penniless and under pursuit, she has no choice but to accept a 
dangerous mercenary job: to search for the tomb of an ancient warrior queen. 
But the spirit of Queen Gheta lives on: a fierce and unnatural combatant who 
may be the only creature in history capable of defeating Sonja. Meanwhile, the 
demonic entity Bhamothes wreaks havoc in her homeland of Hyrkania and only 
the forgiveness of a murdered boy can end its killing spree! Collects the Red 
Sonja: Blue one-shot and Red Sonja: Unchained #1-4. as well as a complete 
cover gallery. (C: 0-1-2) 
SC, 7x10, 144pgs, FC  $19.99 
 
THE SHADOW #24 
(W) Chris Roberson (A) Giovanni Timpano 
(CA) Alex Ross (a), Dean Motter (b) 
The authorities are already baffled by a rash of unexplainable deaths in 
Chinatown, but when the recently deceased begin to rise from their graves and 
plague the living, it is clear they are out of their league. Thankfully the Shadow is 
on hand, and ready to stand against the Zombie Queen of Chinatown! 
ALEX ROSS COVER—32pgs, FC $3.99 
DEAN MOTTER COVER—32pgs, FC $3.99 
 
THE SHADOW #24—EXCLUSIVE SUBSCRIPTION VARIANT 
(W) Chris Roberson (A) Giovanni Timpano 
(CA) Dennis Calero 
For comic fans that signed up ahead of time with their comic shop to reserve this 
issue, you can receive an exclusive Dennis Calero cover! This Super Special 
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Subscription Variant is only available for Comic Shop subscribers and limited to 
INITIAL orders ONLY! 
32pgs, FC $3.99 
 
THE SHADOW NOW #5 (OF 6) 
(W) David Liss (A) Colton Worley 
(CA) Tim Bradstreet 
The Shadow and Khan begin their endgames as a grudge match, 80 years in the 
making, enters its final stages.  The gang war the Shadow has created threatens 
to spiral out of control, even as Khan’s manipulation of the underworld threatens 
to send New York spiraling into chaos.  Meanwhile, the Shadow’s hastily-
assembled network begins to show its weaknesses and Khan’s granddaughter 
moves in for the kill.  It’s plot and counter-plot in the penultimate issue of the pulp 
showdown.   
32pgs, FC (5 of 6) $3.99 
 
THE SHADOW NOW #5—EXCLUSIVE SUBSCRIPTION VARIANT 
(W) David Liss (A/CA) Colton Worley 
For comic fans that signed up ahead of time with their comic shop to reserve this 
issue, you can receive an exclusive Colton Worley cover! This Super Special 
Subscription Variant is only available for Comic Shop subscribers and limited to 
INITIAL orders ONLY! 
32pgs, FC $3.99 
 
THE SHADOW/GREEN HORNET: DARK NIGHTS VOL. 1 TPB 
(W) Michael Uslan (A) Keith Burns 
(CA) Alex Ross 
Bestseller Michael Uslan (Archie Marries, Batman: Black and White) unites two 
classic pulp heroes in a meticulously-researched historical fiction! An 
unstoppable power will plunge the world into darkness... unless the crime-fighting 
icons known as The Shadow, The Green Hornet, and Kato can stop it! When an 
invention capable of harnessing elemental forces falls into the hands of the 
maniacal Shiwan Khan, The Shadow races against time to prevent the utter 
destruction of all America's vital industries and financial institutions. To that end, 
he enlists The Green Hornet, a crusader masquerading as a crimelord, to 
infiltrate Shiwan's organization of saboteurs. Will the masked heroes prevent 
Khan's deadly plot to shatter a nation?  
This 144 page collection reprints isues 1-5 of the hit series written by Michael 
Uslan and drawn by Keith Burns. It features footnotes for every issue and a 
complete cover gallery by Alex Ross, John Cassaday And Chris Eliopoulos. (C: 
0-1-2) 
SC, 7x10, 144pgs, FC  $19.99 
 
MARK WAID’S THE GREEN HORNET #12 
(W) Mark Waid (A) Ronilson Freire 
(CA) Paolo Rivera 
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It's all down to this--the Green Hornet's final chance at redemption, against a 
villain of his own creation! Trust us, you have no idea how to predict the outcome 
of this grand finale! 
32pgs, FC $3.99 
 
MARK WAID’S THE GREEN HORNET #12—EXCLUSIVE SUBSCRIPTION 
VARIANT 
(W) Mark Waid (A) Ronilson Freire 
(CA) Jonathan Lau 
For comic fans that reserve a copy ahead of time with their comic shop, you can 
order an exclusive Jonathan Lau cover! Only available for comic shop 
subscribers, this super-special variant is limited to initial orders! 
32pgs, FC $3.99 
 
NOIR #5 (OF 5) 
(W) Victor Gischler (A) Andrea Mutti 
(CA) Ardian Syaf 
FINAL ISSUE!!! Lost in the labyrinth of the Templars and separated from the 
others, Miss Fury must outwit the demented Minerva and the Mohawk Akash.  
Meanwhile, The Black Sparrow has problems of her own.  The sadistic Orlando 
has overdosed on Dr. Ravels super serum and he's out for blood.  And just what 
is the lost treasure of the Templars that the Mohawks guard so jealously?  Find 
out in the exciting conclusion of NOIR! 
32pgs, FC (5 of 5) $3.99 
 
GREEN HORNET VOL. 6: LEGACY TPB 
 
 
SKU: C1606904779 
ISBN-13: 978-1-60690-477-0 
Rating: Teen + 
Cover: Phil Hester 
Writer: Jai Nitz 
Art: Igor Vitorino, Ronan Cliquet, Jethro Morales 
Publication Date: March 2014 
Format: Softcover 
 
The Green Hornet family of Britt Reid, Hayashi Kato, Mulan Kato, Moonbeam, 
and Clutch are doing better than ever. With their latest adventure, the Hornet’s 
Nest shifts gears from reactive to proactive when fighting crime. But a new villain 
leaves Green Hornet's legacy in ruin and the metropolis open to opportunistic 
crooks.  New heroes, new villains, and a new armored Green Hornet all take to 
the streets in an epic battle for the soul of Century City. This tale of life, death, 
and rebirth is brought to you by Bram Stoker Award winner Jai Nitz and Jethro 
Morales. Collects issues 28-42 along with a complete cover gallery. (C: 0-1-2) 
SC, 7x10, 376pgs, FC  $34.99 
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THE BLACK BAT #10 
(W) Brian Buccellato (A) Ronan Cliquet 
(CA) Jae Lee 
The Black Bat is forced to deal with the idea of betrayal in his own inner circle. 
Also, the blowback from his prison break-in escalates as he is declared public 
enemy number one; and the war against him is brought right to his doorstep. 
32pgs, FC $3.99 
 
THE BLACK BAT #10—EXCLUSIVE SUBSCRIPTION VARIANT 
(W) Brian Buccellato (A) Ronan Cliquet 
(CA) Billy Tan 
For comic fans that signed up ahead of time with their comic shop to reserve this 
issue, you can receive an exclusive Billy Tan cover! This Super Special 
Subscription Variant is only available for Comic Shop subscribers and limited to 
INITIAL orders ONLY! 
32pgs, FC $3.99 
 
ASH AND THE ARMY OF DARKNESS #5 
(W) Steve Niles (A) Dennis Calero 
(CA) Lucio Parrillo 
Everything comes to a head as Ash and Sheila fight their way out of the Dark 
Wood. The Deadites, under the leadership of the possessed Wiseman, have 
grown an army twice the size they had before and this time they are determined 
to destroy Arthur’s castle and retrieve the Book of the Dead once and for all.  
32pgs, FC $3.99 
 
ASH AND THE ARMY OF DARKNESS #5—EXCLUSIVE SUBSCRIPTION 
VARIANT 
(W) Steve Niles (A/CA) Dennis Calero 
For comic fans that signed up ahead of time with their comic shop to reserve this 
issue, you can receive a Dennis Calero exclusive cover! This Super Special 
Subscription Variant is only available for Comic Shop subscribers and limited to 
INITIAL orders ONLY! 
32pgs, FC $3.99 
 
ASH AND THE ARMY OF DARKNESS ANNUAL 2014 
(W) Shannon Eric Denton (A) Nacho Tenorio 
(CA) Dennis Calero 
Stranded in the 1300’s, Ash Williams leads a war against evil as he searches for 
a way home to the present day.  Ash’s search is complicated when his soul is 
stolen by three witches and the only way for him to go home is to follow them 
from time period to time period and recover the parts of his missing soul.  Ash 
must once again rise up against the forces of evil and their army of darkness if he 
is to have any hope of ever returning to the modern world he left behind. 
40pgs, FC $4.99 
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ARMY OF DARKNESS OMNIBUS TP VOL 1 (NEW PRINTING) 
(W) Andy Hartnell, James Kuhoric, Robert Kirkman, Various 
(A) Nick Bradshaw, Sanford Greene, Kevin Sharpe, Various 
(CA) John Bolton 
Made available again in a brand-new printing, Dynamite presents the first 18 
issues of the acclaimed Army of Darkness series in one massive omnibus! 
Featuring the movie adaptation based on the screenplay by Sam and Ivan Raimi, 
and illustrated by John Bolton, as well as the first four story arcs from the 
ongoing series -- Ashes to Ashes, Shop till You Drop (Dead), Ash vs. Re-
Animator, Old School, and the shorts stories presented in Tales of the Army of 
Darkness! Featuring the work of Andy (Danger Girl) Hartnell, James (Freddy vs. 
Ash vs. Jason) Kuhoric and so many more (including a short story by Robert 
(Walking Dead) Kirkman! Also includes a complete cover gallery! (C: 0-1-2) 
SC, 7x10, 488pgs, FC $29.99 
 
AMANDA HOCKING’S THE HOLLOWS: A HOLLOWLAND GRAPHIC NOVEL 
TPB 
(W) Amanda Hocking, Tony Lee (A/CA) Steve Uy 
Welcome to the world of Amanda Hocking's bestselling novel Hollowland, as 
never seen before! It's Day One as a new pandemic sweeps the globe, and all 
over the world people are turning into mindless zombies. But for five people — 
siblings Remy and Max King, med student Blue Adams, rock star Lazlo Durante, 
and teenager Harlow Smith — it's the start of a journey that they can never return 
from! Learn for the first time how the characters of Hollowland started their 
journeys as we go back to the very beginning of the story! Amanda Hocking is 
the New York Times bestselling author of the Trylle trilogy and six additional self-
published novels. Hollowland is the first book in the young adult dystopian series 
The Hollows, and Amanda has personally overseen and approved this 
Hollowland graphic novel project. This was previously available only in digital 
comic format. (C: 0-1-2) 
SC, 7x10, 284pgs, FC  $14.99 
 
GRIMM #11 
(W) Marc Gaffen, Kyle McVey 
(A) Rod Rodolfo (CA) Lucio Parrillo 
The "Labors of a Grimm" continue!  As Silvo's poison brings Nick closer to death, 
the gang is forced to face off against a pureblood Hydra Wesen! Meanwhile, the 
true motive behind Silvio's "labors" comes into focus as a new villain presents 
itself.  
32pgs, FC $3.99 
 
GRIMM #11—EXCLUSIVE SUBSCRIPTION VARIANT 
(W) Marc Gaffen, Kyle McVey 
(A) Rod Rodolfo (CA) Photo 
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A super-special, exclusive photo cover, only available to comic shop subscribers 
and limited to initial orders! 
32pgs, FC $3.99 
 
GRIMM: THE WARLOCK #4 (OF 4) 
(W) Jai Nitz (A) José Malaga 
(CA) Greg Smallwood 
FINAL ISSUE!!! Everything has gone wrong for Nick as a cop and as a Grimm 
when it comes to the Warlock.  Can Nick bring the Warlock to justice?  What if he 
can’t?  Will his Grimm side take over and put the Warlock in the grave?  Can you 
kill a man who can’t die?  Read the comic based on the hit NBC show, written by 
Bram Stoker Award winner Jai Nitz with art by Jose Malaga and covers by Greg 
Smallwood! 
32pgs, FC (4 of 4) $3.99 
 
VAMPIRELLA ARCHIVES VOL. 9 HC 
(W) Bruce Jones, Roger McKenzie, Gerry Boudreau, Budd Lewis, Bill DuBay 
(A) Jose Gonzalez, Carmine Infantino, Dick Giordano, Esteban Maroto, Gonzalo 
Mayo 
(CA) Enrich 
The supernatural sensation Vampirella welcomes you to the latest spine-chilling 
volume in the Vampirella Archives! Join the iconic horror hostess in over thirty 
terrifying tales from issues #57 through #64 of the celebrated 1970s Vampirella 
Magazine. The finest macabre masters of an era (Jose Gonzalez, Carmine 
Infantino, Dick Gordano, Gonzalo Mayo, and more) deliver vicious vignettes and 
featured fright-fests like "City of Ghosts", "Little Monsters", and "The Sultana's 
Revenge", each a vintage classic guaranteed to curdle the blood! (C: 0-1-2) 
MATURE THEMES 
HC, 9x12, 400+pgs, B&W $49.99 
 
BAD ASS #3 (OF 4) 
(W) Herik Hanna (A/CA) Bruno Bessadi 
Dead End has finally reached his namesake-- there is nowhere to run and 
nowhere to hide, especially once the Black Snake gets on his trails. As a wealthy 
vigilante, the Black Snake feels that it's his job to bring the deviously cunning 
Dead End to justice. But Dead End won't go easy. After some shocking 
revelations into his origin story, it becomes clear that Dead End is no run of the 
mill villain-- he is a tried and true psychopath with sharp wit in place of emotions. 
MATURE THEMES 
32pgs, FC (3 of 4) $3.99 
 
BATTLESTAR GALACTICA #11 
(W) Dan Abnett (A) Cezar Razek 
(CA) Livio Ramondelli 
"The Adama Gambit": Part 2 (of 2)—With death bearing down on the fleet from 
the attacking Base Star, Commander Adama is forced to take desperate action, 
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and employ frantically risky tactics in a last ditch effort to save humankind! The 
climactic, concluding part of this epic story of space-battle action and edge of the 
seat tension 
32pgs, FC $3.99 
 
BATTLESTAR GALACTICA #11—EXCLUSIVE SUBSCRIPTION VARIANT 
(W) Dan Abnett (A) Cezar Razek 
(CA) Ken Haeser 
A super-special, exclusive Ken Haeser Cute cover, only available to comic shop 
subscribers and limited to initial orders! 
32pgs, FC $3.99 
 
WARLORD OF MARS: DEJAH THORIS #37 
(W) Robert Place Napton (A) Debora Carita 
(CA) Jay Anacleto, Fabiano Neves 
Dejah meets a new race on Mars, getting more than she bargained for as she is 
confronted with an old foe.  Meanwhile, her niece continues her dangerous game 
of deception, as she plots to destroy the royal family of Helium. 
MATURE THEMES 
32pgs, FC $3.99 
 
LORDS OF MARS VOL. 1 TPB 
(W) Arvid Nelson (A) Roberto Castro, Alex Ross 
(CA) Alex Ross 
Two legends of science fiction and fantasy literature collide in an epic crossover 
event! Tarzan, the legendary Lord of the Jungle, has claimed his title as a British 
nobleman, but his very life is threatened when a hunting excursion among high 
society goes disastrously wrong. Meanwhile, John Carter, the Warlord of Mars, 
responds to a veiled threat from his defeated enemies. Though separated by 
millions of miles, these champions of Mars and Earth are drawn together by a 
sinister cult and manipulated into a deadly confrontation. With their lives and 
those of their beloved Jane and Dejah Thoris on the line, can these iconic heroes 
put aside their differences and survive the Thern plot... and a thousand 
rampaging White Apes? Includes a cover gallery of over a dozen cover editions 
from the Lords of Mars comic book series. 
MATURE THEMES 
SC, 7x10, 152+pgs, FC $19.99 
 
GEORGE R.R. MARTIN’S A GAME OF THRONES #23 
(W) George R.R. Martin, Daniel Abraham 
(A) Tommy Patterson (CA) Mike S. Miller 
In Winterfell, Bran, troubled by strange dreams of a three-eyed crow, learns from 
Maester Luwin of the children of the forest, the original inhabitants of Westeros. 
But his lesson is interrupted by another bird—a raven, bearing grim news from 
King’s Landing: Lord Eddard is dead. Meanwhile, it is to that once-proud city, 
now stained with blood and madness, that Tyrion Lannister is dispatched by his 
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father, Tywin, to rule as regent for the young King Joffrey. And across the sea, 
Daenerys learns that her son is dead . . . and her husband worse than dead. 
MATURE THEMES 
32pgs, FC $3.99 
 
THE LONE RANGER #24 
(W) Ande Parks (A) Esteve Polls 
(CA) Francesco Francavilla 
The Lone Ranger and Tonto abandon their horses to pursue a murderous band 
of Old West robbers aboard a speeding train. The thieves are led by a villain the 
likes of which the West's most legendary heroes have never faced before… a 
killer who seems unkillable himself. The Ranger and Tonto will chase the robbers 
through a train packed with innocents, trying desperately to avoid further 
bloodshed. All-out action and gunplay, set on an iron horse that speeds toward 
oblivion. 
32pgs, FC $3.99 
 
DRAWN & QUARTERLY 
 
WHITE CUBE HC 
(W/A/CA) Brecht Vandenbroucke 
With a few words and a gorgeous style, a cartoonist takes aim at the hypocrisies 
of the art world White Cube is Belgian cartoonist and illustrator Brecht 
Vandenbroucke's debut book, a collection of mostly wordless strips that follow a 
pair of pink-faced twins as they attempt to understand contemporary art and the 
gallery world. Their reactions to the art they encounter are frequently comedic, as 
they paint over Pablo Picasso's famous mural Guernica, and recreate a pixelated 
version of Edvard Munch's The Scream after receiving one too many emails. 
Lushly painted, these irreverent strips poke fun at the staid, often smug art world, 
offering an absurdist world view on the institutions of that world — questioning 
what constitutes art and what doesn't, as well as how we decide what goes on 
the walls of the gallery and what doesn't. (STK632433) (C: 0-1-1) 
MATURE THEMES 
HC, 9x12, 64pgs, FC $22.95 
 
STARS OF THE MONTH 
 
I NEVER LIKED YOU SC (NEW PRINTING) 
(W/A/CA) Chester Brown 
A harrowing memoir of loss and the struggle to connect, Brown's story is told with 
a spare poetic elegance. A self-absorbed teenager, Chester Brown strays into 
the difficult territory of friendship and early love while at home there is a slowly 
building crisis over his mother's mental health. Emotionally intense, the story 
veers unsteadily between the extremes of eerie detachment and sudden 
desperate outbursts of need. A complex and disturbing true story told with a 
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nuanced, queasy visual style that lingers in the mind long after the book has 
been put away. (STK339333) (DEC073608) (C: 0-0-1) 
MATURE THEMES 
SC, 6x9, 200pgs, B&W $16.95 
 
ED THE HAPPY CLOWN HC 
(W/A/CA) Chester Brown 
The return of the long-out-of-print 1980s classic! As the world around him 
devolves into madness, the eponymous Ed escapes variously from a jealous 
boyfriend, sewer monsters, the Royal Canadian Mounted Police, and a janitor 
with a Jesus complex. Brown leaves us wondering, with every twist of the plot, 
just how Ed will get out of this scrape. The intimate, tangled world of Ed the 
Happy Clown is definitively presented here, repackaged with a new foreword by 
the author and an extensive notes section, and, as with every Brown book, 
astonishingly perceptive about the zeitgeist of its time. (STK463759) 
(MAR121015) 
MATURE THEMES 
HC, 6x9, 256pgs, B&W $24.95 
 
LITTLE MAN TP 
(W/A/CA) Chester Brown 
From his early experimental comedic surrealism to his later autobiographical and 
essay strips, we see the progress from a major talent in development to a fully 
realized storytelling virtuoso. The acclaimed compendium, culled mostly from his 
groundbreaking comic book series Yummy Fur, provides a fascinating insight into 
Brown's psyche; he rounds out the collection with exacting notes on each story. 
(STK089660) (STAR08567) 
MATURE THEMES 
SC, 6x9, 184pgs, B&W $14.95 
 
LOUIS RIEL: A COMIC STRIP BIOGRAPHY 10TH-ANNIVERSARY EDITION 
TP 
(W/A/CA) Chester Brown 
To celebrate the tenth anniversary of Louis Riel's publication, Drawn and 
Quarterly is reissuing the book as a deluxe paperback, with a new introduction 
contextualizing the work's importance and the original pamphlet covers collected 
and reproduced in full color. As well, this edition will provide an overview of 
Brown's creative process and will include rare, never before published panel 
studies from the work. Louis Riel tells the story of the charismatic, and perhaps 
mad, nineteenth-century Metis leader whose struggle to win rights for his people 
led to violent rebellion on the nation's western frontier. (STK618458) 
(JUL131094) 
SC, 6x9, 336pgs, PC $21.95 
 
PAYING FOR IT GN 
(W/A/CA) Chester Brown 
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Paying For It combines the personal and sexual aspects of Brown's 
autobiographical work (I Never Liked You, The Playboy) with the polemical drive 
of Louis Riel. Paying for It offers an entirely contemporary exploration of sex 
work-from the timid john who rides his bike to his escorts, wonders how to tip so 
as not to offend, and reads Dan Savage for advice, to the modern-day 
transactions complete with online reviews, seemingly willing participants, and 
clean apartments devoid of clichéd street corners, drugs, or pimps. Complete 
with a surprise ending, Paying for It continues to provide endless debate and 
conversation about sex work. (STK529039) (MAR130993) 
MATURE THEMES 
SC, 5.5x7.5, 292pgs, B&W $19.95 
 
THE PLAYBOY GN (NEW EDITION) 
(W/A/CA) Chester Brown 
The Playboy is a memoir about Brown's adolescence, sexuality, and shame that 
chronicles his teenage obsession with the magazine of the same name. 
Exploring the physical form of comics to its fullest storytelling capacity, a fifteen 
year-old Chester is visited by a time-traveling adult Chester, and the latter 
narrates the former's compulsion to purchase each issue of Playboy as it 
appears on newsstands. Fans of his acclaimed and controversial memoir Paying 
For It are sure to be drawn in by this early autobiographical portrait of blazing 
honesty. This new expanded reissue includes all-new appendices and notes from 
the author. (STK529038) (MAR130994) 
MATURE THEMES 
SC, 5.5x7.5, 176pgs, B&W $16.95 
 
THE ADVENTURES OF HERGÉ HC (NEW PRINTING) 
(W) Jose-Luis Bocquet, Jean-Luc Fromental (A/CA)  Stanislas 
The Adventures of Hergé is a biographical comic about the world-renowned 
comics artist Georges Prosper Remi, better known by his pen name, Hergé. 
Meticulously researched, with references to many of the Tintin albums and 
complete with a bibliography and mini-bios for each of the main "characters," the 
biography is appropriately drawn in Hergé's iconic clear line style as an homage 
to the Tintin adventures that have commanded the attention of readers across 
the world and of many generations. (STK452147) (SEP111062) 
MATURE THEMES 
HC, 8x11, 72pgs, FC $19.95 
 
MASTERPIECE COMICS HC 
(W/A/CA) R. Sikoryak 
Masterpiece Comics adapts a variety of classic literary works with the most iconic 
visual idioms of twentieth-century comics. Dense with exclamation marks and 
lurid zip-a-tone, R. Sikoryak's parodies remind us of the sensational excesses of 
the canon, or, if you prefer, of the economical expressiveness of classic comics 
from Superman to Peanuts. Sikoryak's classics have appeared in landmark 
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anthologies such as Raw and Drawn & Quarterly, all of which are collected here, 
along with brilliant new satires. (STK399744) (JUL090846) 
MATURE THEMES 
HC, 9x12, 80pgs, FC $19.95 
 
********************************************************************** 
 
EC COMICS 
 
STARS OF THE MONTH 
 
EC ARCHIVES: CRIME SUSPENSTORIES VOLUME 1 HC 
(W) Al Feldstein & Various (A) Wally Wood & Various (CA) Johnny Craig 
Road to Perdition author Max Allan Collins re-introduces us to the thrilling and 
mysterious first volume of Crime SuspenStories — six full issues and 24 
complete stories by the likes of Al Feldstein, Johnny Craig, Harvey Kurtzman. 
Wally Wood, Jack Kamen, Graham Ingels, Jack Davis, George Roussos and 
others, originally published between 1950 and 1951! (STK354269) (OCT073542) 
HC, 9x12, 212pgs, FC SRP: $49.95 
 
EC ARCHIVES: TALES FROM THE CRYPT HC 
(W) Al Feldstein (A) Wally Wood (CA) Al Feldstein 
From stories by the legendary team of Bill Gaines and Al Feldstein come the 
classic horror Tales from the Crypt written by Feldstein and illustrated by the all-
star line-up of Wally Wood, Jack Kamen, Johnny Craig, Feldstein, Joe Orlando, 
Graham Ingels, Jack Davis, and Marie Severin. Volume 2 reprints issues #7-12, 
and Volume 3 reprints #13-18. (STK336582) 
VOLUME 2 (APR073724)—HC, 212pgs, FC SRP: $49.95 
VOLUME 3 (MAR083734)—HC, 212pgs, FC SRP: $49.95 
 
EC ARCHIVES: SHOCK SUSPENSTORIES HC 
(W) Al Feldstein, Bill Gaines (A) Jack Davis & Various (CA) Wally Wood 
These beautiful hardcovers reprint issues of the classic EC comic book Shock 
SuspenStories, originally published between 1952 and 1954. Includes stories by 
Bill Gaines and Al Feldstein with art by Jack Kamen, Jack Davis, Joe Orlando, 
Graham Ingles, and Wally Wood. Volume 1 contains issues #1-6, and Volume 2 
reprints issues #7-12, including the stories "Small Assassins" (#7) and "October 
Game" (#9) by science-fiction grandmaster Ray Bradbury. (STK321776) 
VOLUME 1 (SEP063328)—HC, 8x11, 212pgs, FC SRP: $49.95 
VOLUME 2 (FEB073490)—HC, 8x11, 212pgs, FC SRP: $49.95 
 
EC ARCHIVES: THE VAULT OF HORROR VOLUME 1 HC 
(W) Al Feldstein (A) Wally Wood (CA) Johnny Craig 
Legendary publisher Bill Gaines provided the forum and creators like Al 
Feldstein, Johnny Craig, Wally Wood, Harry Harrison, Jack Kamen, Harvey 
Kurtzman, Graham Ingels, and Jack Davis provided the mayhem. Six full issues 
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and 24 complete stories are collected in this full-color, deluxe volume. 
(STK348758) (AUG073676) 
HC, 8x11, 212pgs, FC SRP: $49.95 
 
********************************************************************** 
 
DYNAMIC FORCES 
 
LEGENDERRY: A STEAMPUNK ADVENTURE #1—DYNAMIC FAT JACK’S 
LIMITED EDITION SERGIO FERNANDEZ DAVILA COVER 
MSRP: $19.99—Offered at the Introductory Price of $10.00!  
We start in the Big City, protected by Vampirella and the Green Hornet. A scarlet 
clad woman of mystery rushes into a bar, pursued by a team of assassins. The 
terror that breaks loose there and then will eventually lead (in the issues that 
follow) to The Phantom's Jungle, Flash Gordon's space age town of Landing, 
battles in the sky with Captain Victory, and so much more, until finally, we arrive 
in the Monstrous Lands, protected by... well, nobody. 
32pgs, FC $10.00 Introductory Price 
 
LEGENDERRY: A STEAMPUNK ADVENTURE #1—DYNAMIC FAT JACK’S 
LIMITED EDITION SERGIO FERNANDEZ DAVILA COVER ULTRA-LIMITED 
BLACK AND WHITE LINE ART EDITION 
32pgs, FC $30.00 
 
DF Limited Edition Variant Covers 
 
AVENGERS VOL 5 #24.NOW—DYNAMIC MIDTOWN EXCLUSIVE J. SCOTT 
CAMPBELL VARIANT COVER 
MSRP: $19.99—Offered at the Introductory Price of $10.00!  
Captain America and Iron Man plan for the next version of the Avengers. A 
runaway planet is on a collision course with Earth. A visitor from the future helps 
save the day. AVENGERS #24.NOW = AVENGERS #1 IN ALL-NEW MARVEL 
NOW! 
32pgs, FC $10.00 Introductory Price 
 
RED SONJA #1—DYNAMIC MIDTOWN COVER 
MSRP: $19.99—Offered at the Introductory Price of $10.00!  
THIS IS IT. Red Sonja gets a fresh new attitude by the dream team of writer 
GAIL SIMONE (Batgirl, Birds of Prey) and artist WALTER GEOVANI (Prophecy, 
Witchblade), on the book they were born to create. Sonja pays back a blood debt 
owed to the one man who has gained her respect, even if it means leading a 
doomed army to their certain deaths! 
32pgs, FC $10.00 Introductory Price 
 
CRYPTOZOIC MAN #1—DYNAMIC JET PACK LIMITED EDITION COVER 
MSRP: $19.99—Offered at the Introductory Price of $14.99!  
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From Walt Flanagan and Bryan Johnson of AMC TV's "Comic Book Men" comes 
"Cryptozoic Man"! Alan Ostman, a middle-aged husband/father, sees his life 
quickly unravel when his daughter goes missing on a camping trip in the Pacific 
Northwest...Bigfoot country. After Gray aliens abduct him from a roadside bar, he 
learns that the fate of the world is dependent on trapping the world's most 
legendary cryptids...not to mention defeating a psychopath in a pig-shaped 
leather bondage mask, Alan knows he has his work cut out for him. The storyline 
revolving around this four issue series will be revisited in Comic Book Men 
Season III. 
32pgs, FC $14.99 Introductory Price 
 
CRYPTOZOIC MAN #2—DYNAMIC JET PACK LIMITED EDITION COVER 
MSRP: $19.99—Offered at the Introductory Price of $14.99!  
After landing in jail, Jack Gimlin is bailed out by a mysterious industrialist who 
offers him the job of a lifetime...tracking and trapping the world's most famous 
cryptids, who also happen to be portals to alternate dimensions. Meanwhile, the 
fur flies when Cryptozoic Man learns the fate of a loved one during a cosmic tea 
party. 
32pgs, FC $14.99 Introductory Price 
 
SATELLITE SAM #1—DYNAMIC MIDTOWN COMICS BLACK & WHITE 
VARIANT COVER 
MSRP: $29.99—Offered at the Introductory Price of $15.99!  
SEX! DEATH! LIVE TV! NEW YORK CITY, 1951: The host of beloved daily 
television serial "Satellite Sam" turns up dead in a flophouse filled with dirty 
secrets. The police think it was death by natural causes but his son knows there 
was something more... if only he could sober up long enough to do something 
about it. Matt Fraction & Howard Chaykin bring the noir mystery shot through 
with sex and violence exposes the seedy underbelly of the golden age of 
television. 
32pgs, FC $15.99 Introductory Price 
 
DF Signed & Remarked Editions 
 
THE STAR WARS: LUCAS DRAFT #0—SIGNED BY MIKE MAYHEW 
A companion to the eight-issue adaptation of The Star Wars, this is an exclusive 
peek behind the scenes at the designs that have brought a new-yet incredibly 
familiar-galaxy to life. Included in this volume are the never-before-seen comics 
sequences that were used in Dark Horse's pitch to George Lucas! 
32pgs, FC $29.99 
 
THE STAR WARS: LUCAS DRAFT #0—SILVER SIGNATURE SERIES 
SIGNED BY MIKE MAYHEW  
32pgs, FC $69.99 
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THE STAR WARS: LUCAS DRAFT #0—GOLD SIGNATURE SERIES SIGNED 
BY MIKE MAYHEW  
32pgs, FC $89.99 
 
THE STAR WARS LUCAS DRAFT #1—DYNAMIC/MIDTOWN ULTRA-RARE 
COVER SILVER SIGNATURE SERIES SIGNED BY MIKE MAYHEW 
Before Star Wars, there was The Star Wars! This is the authorized adaptation of 
George Lucas's rough-draft screenplay of what would eventually become a 
motion picture that would change the world. Annikin Starkiller is the hero... Luke 
Skywalker is a wizened Jedi general... Han Solo is a big green alien... and the 
Sith... Well, the Sith are still the bad guys. High adventure and derring-do from 
longer ago, in a galaxy even further away! 
32pgs, FC $69.99 
 
CAPTAIN MARVEL #1—SIGNED BY KELLY SUE DECONNICK 
MSRP: $29.99—Offered at the Introductory Price of $19.77! (The Year Ms. 
Marvel #1 Premiered)  
Kelly Sue “Pretty Deadly” DeConnick launches the new Captain Marvel series!  
Part of the 'All-New Marvel NOW!' event. 
32pgs, FC $19.77 Introductory Price 
 
SILVER SURFER #1—SIGNED BY MICHAEL ALLRED 
MSRP: $29.99—Offered at the Introductory Price of $19.68! (The Year Silver 
Surfer First Appeared)  
Part of the 'All-New Marvel NOW!' event. 
32pgs, FC $19.68 Introductory Price 
 
PUNISHER #1—BLANK COVER DELUXE SIGNED BY NATHAN 
EDMONDSON & REMARKED BY KEN HAESER 
For years, The Punisher has waged a war on crime in New York City with an 
array of very large guns, but a lead on a major source of drugs, weapons, and 
more has set his many sights due west. NOW! Frank Castle’s in the City of 
Angels, looking to give the devil his due. Things aren’t all they appear, though, 
with a highly trained military hit squad hot on Frank’s tail. Caught between a 
posse of Punisher predators and targets of his own one-man-war, Frank’s 
manifest destiny may be a shallow grave! 
32pgs, FC $89.99 
 
AVENGERS UNDERCOVER #1—SIGNED BY DENNIS HOPELESS 
Part of the 'All-New Marvel NOW!' event. 
32pgs, FC $29.99 
 
ECCO 
 
A BINTEL BRIEF: LOVE AND LONGING IN OLD NEW YORK GN 
(W/A/CA) Liana Finck 
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"A Bundle of Letters" was the enormously popular advice column of The 
Forward, the widely read Yiddish language newspaper begun in 1906 New York. 
Written by a diverse community of Eastern European Jewish immigrants, these 
letters spoke to the daily heartbreaks and comedies of their new lives, capturing 
the hope, isolation, and confusion of assimilation. Drawn from these letters 
selected and translated by Liana Finck and brought to life in her appealing 
illustrations A Bintel Brief is a tour of Lower East Side New York. From premarital 
sex to family politics to struggles with jobs and money, A Bintel Brief is an 
enlightening look at a segment of America's rich cultural past that offers fresh 
insights for our own lives as well. (STK632406) (C: 0-1-0) 
SC, 7x9, 128pgs, PC $17.99 
 
801 MEDIA INC 
 
ZE VOLUME 8 GN 
For more information on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult 
supplement, ask your local comic shop. (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Not available in 
Canada, Hong Kong, Malaysia, Indonesia, & the U.K. 
ADULT MATERIAL 
SC, 6x8, 200pgs, B&W (8 of 11) $15.95 
 
PROJECT H 
 
HOLY NIGHT VOLUME 1 GN 
For more information on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult 
supplement, ask your local comic shop. (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Not available in 
Canada, Hong Kong, Malaysia, Indonesia, & the U.K. 
ADULT MATERIAL 
SC, 6x8, 200pgs, B&W $17.95 
 
LATE BLOOMERS GN 
For more information on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult 
supplement, ask your local comic shop. (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Not available in 
Canada, Hong Kong, Malaysia, Indonesia, & the U.K. 
ADULT MATERIAL 
SC, 6x8, 200pgs, B&W $17.95 
 
MY PRETTY IDOL GIRLFRIEND GN 
For more information on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult 
supplement, ask your local comic shop. (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Not available in 
Canada, Hong Kong, Malaysia, Indonesia, & the U.K. 
ADULT MATERIAL 
SC, 6x8, 200pgs, B&W $17.95 
 
NURSE'S SECRETS GN 
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For more information on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult 
supplement, ask your local comic shop. (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Not available in 
Canada, Hong Kong, Malaysia, Indonesia, & the U.K. 
ADULT MATERIAL 
SC, 6x8, 200pgs, B&W $17.95 
 
NYOTAI-KA VOLUME 2 GN 
For more information on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult 
supplement, ask your local comic shop. (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Not available in 
Canada, Hong Kong, Malaysia, Indonesia, & the U.K. 
ADULT MATERIAL 
SC, 6x8, 200pgs, B&W $17.95 
 
SPLASH TO LOVE VOLUME 1 GN 
For more information on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult 
supplement, ask your local comic shop. (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Not available in 
Canada, Hong Kong, Malaysia, Indonesia, & the U.K. 
ADULT MATERIAL 
SC, 6x8, 200pgs, B&W $17.95 
 
EROS COMIX 
 
STARS OF THE MONTH 
 
EROS VOLUME 40: COLEY RUNNING WILD BOOK 3: HARD THROB GN 
For more information on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult 
supplement, ask your local comic shop. (JAN032189) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Not 
available in Canada, Hong Kong, Malaysia, Indonesia, & the U.K. 
ADULT MATERIAL 
SC, 7x10, 128pgs, B&W $19.95 
 
HOUSEWIVES AT PLAY: ORIGINAL RECIPE GN 
For more information on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult 
supplement, ask your local comic shop. (APR042676) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Not 
available in Canada, Hong Kong, Malaysia, Indonesia, & the U.K. 
ADULT MATERIAL 
SC, 48pgs, B&W $9.95 
 
ORIGINAL BONDAGE FAIRIES VOLUME 1 TP 
For more information on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult 
supplement, ask your local comic shop. (DEC053011) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Not 
available in Canada, Hong Kong, Malaysia, Indonesia, & the U.K. 
ADULT MATERIAL 
SC, 108pgs $16.95 
 
TIJUANA BIBLES VOLUME 8 TP 
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For more information on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult 
supplement, ask your local comic shop. (JUN073569) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Not 
available in Canada, Hong Kong, Malaysia, Indonesia, & the U.K. 
ADULT MATERIAL 
SC, 128pgs, B&W $14.95 
 
EUREKA PRODUCTIONS 
 
GRAPHIC CLASSICS VOLUME 24: NATIVE AMERICAN CLASSICS GN 
(W/A/CA)  Various 
Native American Classics presents great stories and poems from America's 
earliest writers. Featured are "The Soft-Hearted Sioux" by Zitkala-Sa, "On Wolf 
Mountain" by Charles Eastman, "How the White Race Came to America" by 
Handsome Lake, and seven more tales of humor and tragedy. Also eight poems, 
including Alex Posey's "Wildcat Bill" and E. Pauline Johnson's "The Cattle Thief". 
The volume is edited by Tom Pomplun, along with noted Native American writers 
John E. Smelcer and Joseph Bruchac. (STK520133) (JAN131157) 
SC, 7x10, 144pgs, FC $17.95 
 
********************************************************************** 
 
:01 FIRST SECOND 
 
THE GLORKIAN WARRIOR DELIVERS A PIZZA 
(W/A/CA) James Kochalka 
The Glorkian Warrior isn't the brightest bulb in the box, so it's good he's got his 
trusty talking backpack to advise him as they set out on a perilous journey to 
deliver a pizza. The pizza's got clams and peanut butter on it, so it's not clear 
who's going to want it, but deliver it they will. With bright, lively illustrations and 
classic prat-falls, this graphic novel for kids is 112 pages of super icky gross-out 
humor and ludicrously bad decisions- in other words, The Glorkian Warrior 
Delivers a Pizza is a winner. (STK632345) (C: 0-1-0) 
SOFTCOVER—SC, 7x10, 112pgs, FC $12.99 
HARDCOVER—HC, 7x10, 112pgs, FC $17.99 
 
SAILOR TWAIN GN 
(W/A/CA) Mark Siegel 
One hundred years ago, on the foggy Hudson River, a riverboat captain rescues 
an injured mermaid from the waters of the busiest port in the United States. A 
wildly popular — and notoriously reclusive — author makes a public debut. A 
French nobleman seeks a remedy for a curse. As three lives twine together and 
race to an unexpected collision, the mystery of the Mermaid of the Hudson 
deepens. (STK632307) (C: 0-1-0) 
SC, 6x8.5, 400pgs, B&W $15.99 
 
THE UNDERTAKING OF LILY CHEN GN 
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(W/A/CA) Danica Novgorodoff 
Deshi, a young man struggling to make a life for himself in rural China, watches 
his life comes unhinged when he accidentally kills his older brother in a fight. His 
distraught parents send him on a hopeless journey to acquire a bride for his 
brother to marry posthumously so he doesn't enter the next world alone, an 
ancient Chinese tradition with many modern adherents. Eligible female corpses 
are in short supply, however. When Deshi falls into company with a beautiful, 
angry, and single young woman named Lily, he sees a solution to his problems. 
The only hitch is Lily is still very much alive. (STK632347) (C: 0-1-0) 
SC, 6x9, 432pgs, FC $29.99 
 
STAR OF THE MONTH 
 
AMERICAN BORN CHINESE SC (NEW PRINTING) 
(W/A/CA) Gene Luen Yang 
Jin Wang is the only Chinese-American student at his new school. Jocks and 
bullies pick on him constantly; then he falls in love with an all-American girl. 
Adored by his subjects, master of the arts of kung-fu, the Monkey King is the 
most powerful monkey on earth. But the Monkey King doesn't want to be a 
monkey; he wants to be hailed as a god. Danny is a basketball player, a popular 
kid at school, but every year his cousin Chin-Kee comes to visit, and every year 
Danny has to transfer to a new school to escape the shame. These three 
apparently unrelated tales come together with an unexpected twist, in a modern 
fable that is hilarious, poignant, and action-packed. (STK462217) (NOV118144) 
SC, 6x9, 233pgs, FC $18.99 
 
********************************************************************** 
 
FANTAGRAPHICS BOOKS 
 
BUDDY BUYSA DUMP 
by Peter Bagge  
$19.99 / SC / 144 pgs / FC / 6 x 9 
Now in his 30s and married with child, Buddy shaves his head, dons an eyepatch 
and buys the local dump — because what better place to raise a toddler? Peter 
Bagge’s iconic character is a generation-defining slacker and perhaps the 
greatest comics character of his era. Featuring stories originally published in the 
Hate Annual series as well as an all-new 20-page conclusion to the story arc, this 
book marks the first new book of Buddy stories since the classicsBuddy Does 
Seattle(2005) and Buddy Does Jersey(2007).  
 
HENRY SPEAKS FOR HIMSELF 
by John Liney; Edited and  
Introduced by David Tosh; Foreword by Kim Deitch  
$24.99/ SC / 160 pgs / FC / 7.25 x 9.5 
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The classic comic strip character Henry was not your average-looking youngster, 
with knobby knees, a pencil neck, and a bulbous, bald head. Written and drawn 
by John Liney, these comic book stories were done in a Tintin-esque style that 
made them attractive to the younger set, but with writing clever for adults to 
chuckle while reading to their children. These stories have never before been 
reprinted, and this collection provides a long-overdue look at a forgotten “kid’s 
comic” masterpiece.  
 
BARNABY VOLUME TWO  
by Crockett Johnson 
$35.00 / SC / 372 pgs / BW with 32 pages full-color / 10.5 x 6.75 
The second in a five volume series collecting Crockett Johnson’s comic strip 
masterpiece features the years 1944-1945. In this volume, Barnaby and his Fairy 
Godfather, J.J. O’Malley, take a trip to D.C. to serve in Congress, and Launcelot 
McSnoyd, the invisible leprechaun is introduced. Also, O’Malley enlists Barnaby 
on a seaside treasure hunt. Plus Ermine hunters, soap salesmen and more! 
Foreword by Jules Feiffer and designed by Dan Clowes! 
 
YOUNG ROMANCE 2: THE EARLY SIMON & KIRBY ROMANCECOMICS 
by Joe Simon & Jack Kirby  
$29.99 / HC / 200 pgs / FC / 7.75 x 10 
Joe Simon and Jack Kirby’s sensational romance comics continue in this sequel 
to 2012’s acclaimed Young Romance. This volume covers 1947 through 1949 
and includes stories about women from all walks of life — from French widows to 
released prisoners. Get swept away by the sheer delirium that these pages 
induced so long ago. These comics have been meticulously restored in order to 
produce one of the most striking and faithful reproductions of 1940s comics ever 
published.  
 
CORK HIGH AND BOTTLE DEEP 
by Virgil Partch; edited by Jonathan Barli  
$19.99 / HC / 180 pgs / FC / 6.5 x 6.5  
Hot on the heels of last year’s VIP: The Mad World of Virgil Partch comes this 
brand new collection of intoxicated insanity! Collecting the top shelf of Partch’s 
drink-themed artwork including well-known favorites, this new book is sure to 
delight even the most rigid teetotaler. So batten down the hooch and prepare to 
cast off on the stormy seas of booze with your faithful captain, Virgil Partch!  
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
HIP HOP FAMILY TREE BOOK 1 NEW PRINTING! 
by Ed Piskor 
$24.99 JUL131134 
This explosively entertaining, encyclopedic history will school you on the old 
school, taking you back to the early days of the music genre that changed global 
culture. 
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GHOST WORLD NEW PRINTING! 
by Daniel Clowes 
$11.95 DEC032432 
Inspiration for the feature film and one of the most acclaimed graphic novels 
ever, following the adventures of two teenage girls, Enid and Becky, best friends 
facing the prospect of growing up, and more importantly, apart. 
 
WALTDISNEY’SUNCLE SCROOGE: ONLY A POOR OLD MAN—NEW 
PRINTING! 
by Carl Barks 
$28.99 MAR121056 
Our second Barks Library volume turns to the miserly, excessively wealthy 
Scrooge McDuck, whose giant money bin, lucky dime, and wrangles with 
nemeses the Beagle Boys are well-known to, and beloved by, young and old. 
 
MAGGIE THEMECHANIC—NEW PRINTING! 
by Jaime Hernandez 
$18.99 NOV063556 
The first volume collecting the Love and Rocketsstories of spunky Maggie, her 
brash best friend and sometimes lover Hopey, and their friends. It all starts here! 
 
BARNABY VOLUME ONE 
by Crockett Johnson 
$35.00 SEP121087 
The beloved comic strip is finally given the Fantagraphics treatment. Barnaby’s 
deft balance of fantasy, political commentary, sophisticated wit, and elegantly 
spare images expanded our sense of what comic strips can do. Foreward by 
Chris Ware, designed by Dan Clowes! 
 
VIP: THE MAD WORLD OF VIRGIL PARTCH 
by Virgil Partch 
$49.99 MAY131145 
The comic genius known as VIP ushered in a new era of the gag cartoon in the 
mid-20th century — zany, sometimes surreal, always hilarious. His prolific career 
finally gets its due in this beautiful coffee-table volume. 
 
EVERYBODY IS STUPID EXCEPT FOR ME 
by Peter Bagge 
$24.99 APR131129 
A decade of informed, provocative, cantankerous & hilarious cartoon opinion 
pieces from our favorite libertarian curmudgeon, on topics ranging from Stupid 
War to Stupid Sex and, of course, Stupid Politicians. Now with 20 added pages! 
 
PETER BAGGE’S OTHER STUFF 
by Peter Bagge 
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$19.99 DEC121117 
Back-up features fromHate 
and other odds-and-ends from  
one of America’s funniest  
cartoonists. Includes legendary collaborations with Daniel Clowes, R. Crumb, the 
Hernandez bros., Alan Moore, Johnny Ryan, Adrian Tomine and more! 
 
BUDDY DOES SEATTLE 
by Peter Bagge 
$19.99 NOV111001 
These legendary stories from Hate#1-15 are a defining icon of Seattle’s early 
1990s culture, as well as Generation X in general. Bagge’s riotous tales of the 
early 1990s subculture are more hilarious now than ever. 
 
YOUNG ROMANCE: THE BEST OF SIMON & KIRBY’S ROMANCE COMICS 
by Joe Simon & Jack Kirby  
$29.99 OCT111099 
Exciting, innovative, and beautifully drawn romance stories by two towering titans 
of the field (and originators of the genre). 200 pages of never-before reprinted 
material painstakingly restored in full color. 
 
************************************************************************ 
 
GEMSTONE PUBLISHING 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
STARS OF THE MONTH 
 
O/A THE OVERSTREET GUIDE TO COLLECTING COMICS VOLUME 1 SC 
(W) Robert M. Overstreet (A)  Various (CA) Lee Garbett & Various 
From the team behind The Overstreet Comic Book Price Guide comes the first 
new Overstreet-branded book in more than a decade. How do you collect 
comics? How do you care for them? Grade them? Sell them? How do you turn 
your comics hobby into a job in the industry? Who have been the greatest comic 
creators? The Overstreet Guide To Collecting Comics offers answers and 
insights into these questions and more facing new collectors and experienced 
enthusiasts alike. The PREVIEWS Exclusive variant created specifically for the 
second printing features multiple era Valiant jam cover with X-O Manowar, 
Ninjak, and Shadowman by Sean Chen, Lee Garbett & Bob Hall, respectively. 
Still available is the first printing with Joe Jusko's Spider-Man cover. 
(STK622350) 
VALIANT COVER (SEP131204)—SC, 7x10, 320pgs, FC $19.95 
JOE JUSKO COVER (SEP121116)—SC, 7x10, 320pgs, FC $19.95 
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THE OVERSTREET GUIDE TO COLLECTING VOLUME 2: COMIC & 
ANIMATION ART 
(W) Robert M. Overstreet (A)  Various (CA) Joe Jusko 
With record prices established on a regular basis, the market for original comic 
art has never been more compelling. And now a resurgent animation art market 
is commanding attention as well. If those areas of collecting seem daunting, The 
Overstreet Guide To Collecting Comic & Animation Art is a great place to start. 
The second book in Overstreet's new "How To" series offers the terminology you 
need to know along with the expertise of seasoned collectors and dealers who 
will help you get to know what to look for and how to look for it. Silver Surfer #1 
recreation cover by renowned painter Joe Jusko. (STK619804) (AUG131333) 
SC, 7x10, 128pgs, FC $12.95 
 
THE BIG! BIG! OVERSTREET COMIC BOOK PRICE GUIDE VOLUME 43 
(W) Richard M. Overstreet (CA) Will Conrad 
Due to retailer and consumer demand, the oversized, spiral bound, "dealer 
edition" workbook version of The Overstreet Comic Book Price Guide returned 
last year to great acclaim! This limited edition includes only the pricing sections 
and the lists of top comics. No ads, no articles, nothing but copious amounts of 
pricing and other data. Since 1970, the Guide has been the Bible of comic book 
collectors and dealers alike. With approximately 300,000 comics listed spanning 
the 1500s to the present, it's ready to serve those who are resolute in pursuit of 
great comics. This edition features a Shadowman cover by Will Conrad. 
(STK615423) (APR138337) 
HC, 8x11, 772pgs, B&W $45.00 
 
THE OVERSTREET COMIC BOOK PRICE GUIDE VOLUME 43 
(A)  Various (CA) Andy Kubert 
In addition to being the preeminent source of comic book pricing information for 
more than four decades, The Overstreet Comic Book Price Guide features a ton 
of other data as well. With 300,000 prices, all new market reports, celebrations of 
Superman's 75th anniversary, the X-Men's 50th anniversary, The Walking Dead's 
10th anniversary, a look at the work of Overstreet Hall of Fame artist Mac Raboy, 
and more, readers will get a first hand look at what has made the Guide the 
definitive guide for collectors and dealers alike since 1970. Volume 43 is 
available with either a Superman cover by Andy Kubert or an X-Men cover by 
Mike Deodato, Jr.! (STK610480) 
SUPERMAN SC (APR131149)—SC, 6.5x9.25, 1136pgs, PC $29.95 
X-MEN SC (APR131151)—SC, 7x10, 1136pgs, PC $29.95 
X-MEN HC (APR131152)—HC, 7x10, 1136pgs, PC $35.00 
 
********************************************************************** 
 
GEN MANGA ENTERTAINMENT 
 
ALIVE GN 
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(W/A/CA) Hajime Taguchi 
Seemingly mundane events twist with an unusual presence of the unreal as the 
psyche of ordinary people is explored. Depression, time, and thought are 
redefined. Alive is a collection of melancholy love stories saturated with sadness. 
Characters struggle to connect with one another but never quite succeed. They 
are essentially alone. A world that is dark and disturbing, suicide is constantly 
contemplated and feelings of guilt, inadequacy, and suppressed sexuality surface 
as identity itself becomes a fragile thing. (STK630291) 
SC, 5x7, 284pgs, B&W $12.95 
 
GENESIS WEST 
 
STAR OF THE MONTH 
 
CONAN: RED NAILS ORIGINAL ART ARCHIVES HC 
(W) Robert E. Howard, Roy Thomas (A/CA) Barry Windsor Smith 
Forty years after its initial release, Genesis West brings you once again the 
classic 59-page Conan tale "Red Nails," as adapted by Roy Thomas and Barry 
(Windsor) Smith. Scanned in color and presented at the size of the original art, 
this oversize hardbound edition faithfully captures the appearance of the actual 
pages as drawn in 1973. (STK615997) (JUN131160) 
HC, 14x19, 136pgs, FC M$150.00 
 
********************************************************************** 
 
HERMES PRESS 
 
BUCK ROGERS IN THE 25TH-CENTURY: THE COMPLETE MURPHY 
ANDERSON DAILIES HC 
(W) Roy Thomas (A/CA) Murphy Anderson 
Murphy Anderson, long heralded as one of the giants of the Silver Age, began 
some of his first mature work in the business on the Buck Rogers newspaper 
strip. Anderson runs on the feature have long sought been by collectors but 
never comprehensively collected together. Now Hermes Press has collected 
Anderson's complete work on the dailies beginning in 1947 running until 1949.  
Anderson returned to the strip in 1958 working on it until 1959. This extra large 
volume collects Anderson's complete work on the dailies and is supplemented by 
essays, original artwork, and tons of extras that makes this book the ultimate 
archival collection of Anderson's work on science-fiction's most important comic 
strip. (STK632589) (C: 0-1-1) 
HC, 9x12, 320pgs, PC $60.00 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
O/A BUCK ROGERS IN THE 25TH-CENTURY: THE GRAY MORROW YEARS 
(W) Jim Lawrence (A/CA) Gray Morrow 
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With the success of the Buck Rogers TV show the New York Times Syndicate 
decided to revive the classic Buck Rogers newspaper feature and to give it a 
contemporary sci-fi treatment. The feature, unrelated to the television show, 
offered the artwork of Gray Morrow with scripts by Jim Lawrence. Volume One 
offers a full two years of the strip with the black and white dailies and full color 
Sundays. This volume reprints the Buck Rogers Daily and Sunday strips which 
premiered on September 9, 1979 with artwork by Gray Morrow and scripts by Jim 
Lawrence. (STK520154) 
HC, 9x12, 240pgs, PC $49.99 
 
HUMANOIDS INC 
 
LEO ROA HC 
(W/A/CA) Juan Gimenez 
Leo Roa is an aspiring young journalist who ends up an unwitting chess piece in 
a series of strange adventures ranging from murder to time travel. Along the way, 
Leo faces angry alien pets, galactic terrorists, a love hungry villain, an army of 
pirates, and plenty of curvaceous creatures as he stumbles across the answers 
to the evolving mysteries that continually befall him. Written and illustrated by 
Metabarons artist Juan Giménez, this satirical and humorous ride through the 
future delivers the style and quality you would expect from this master of the 
form. (STK633303) (C: 0-0-1) NOTE: Not Available in the UK or India. 
HC, 9x11, 112pgs, FC $29.95 
 
METABARONS GENESIS: CASTAKA DELUXE HC 
(W) Alejandro Jodorowsky (A/CA) Das Pastoras 
There was Before the Incal, and now there is "Before" The Metabarons. From 
legendary creator Alexandro Jodorowsky and artist Das Pastoras comes the tale 
of Dayal de Castaka, here for all of those who dreamed of a prequel to The 
Metabarons. The Metabarons dealt with the extraordinary saga of the genealogy 
of the galaxy's ultimate warrior. But his ancestors also had ancestors. And far 
from being noble warriors with an inflexible code, one will discover they were in 
fact disloyal and lawless pirates born out of brutality and war. (STK633297) (C: 0-
0-1) NOTE: Not Available in the UK or India. 
HC, 9.5x12.5, 112pgs, FC $49.95 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
STARS OF THE MONTH 
 
O/A METAL HURLANT COLLECTION VOLUME 1 HC 
(W) R. A. Jones & Various (A) Ryan Sook & Various 
The first in a 2 volume hardcover collection, this volume collects the short stories 
featured in the Metal Hurlant anthology that debuted in 2002. Includes short 
stories written and illustrated by comic stars Geoff Johns (Green Lantern), Ryan 
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Sook (Batman: Return Of Bruce Wayne), and Jorge Lucas (Darkness). 
(STK436552) NOTE: Not Available in the UK or India. 
MATURE THEMES 
HC, 7x10, 160pgs, FC $29.95 
 
O/A METAL HURLANT COLLECTION VOLUME 2 HC 
(W) Alejandro Jodorowsky & Various (A) Das Pastoras & Various (CA) Rob G. 
This is the second of the 2-volume hardcover collection that collects the short 
stories featured in the Metal Hurlant anthology that debuted in 2002. Includes 
short stories written and illustrated by comic stars Kurt Busiek (Avengers), Guy 
Davis (B.P.R.D.), and Metal Hurlant alumni Richard Corben, in addition to many 
other creators from both sides of the Atlantic. (STK440365) NOTE: Not Available 
in the UK or India. 
MATURE THEMES 
HC, 7x10, 208pgs, FC $29.95 
 
********************************************************************** 
 
KENZER & COMPANY 
 
KNIGHTS OF THE DINNER TABLE #209 
(W) Jolly Blackburn,  Various (A) Jolly Blackburn (CA) Jim Wampler 
This multiple award-winning comic magazine features the hilarious 
misadventures of a group of gamers (the Knights) and their friends, plus useful 
HackMaster Basic, D&D-compatible, and other articles for games of all kinds, 
from tabletop to video screen.  It's a slice of gamer life in strips, features and 
reviews, and a wonderful celebration of the gaming culture! Cover art by Jim 
Wampler! (STK633284) (C: 0-0-1) 
64pgs, B&W $5.99 
 
KODANSHA COMICS 
 
ATTACK ON TITAN: BEFORE THE FALL GN 
(W) Isayama Hajime, Ryo Suzukaze (A/CA) Satoshi Shiki 
For fans of The Walking Dead, World War Z, and other post-apocalyptic stories, 
Attack on Titan is a character-driven story of survival, where most of humanity 
has been killed by monsters 
known as Titans. In this prequel to the number one bestseller in Japan, humanity 
has learned to live in complacency behind its high walls, protected from the giant 
Titans. But when a Titan-worshipping cult opens one of the gates, a Titan wreaks 
havoc, consuming the cultists. After the rampage is over, two young Survey 
Corps members are shocked to discover a pregnant woman's partially digested 
corpse — with her baby still alive inside it! What will the fate of this "child of the 
Titans" be? And how will humanity learn to cope with the Titan threat? 
(STK632206) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Not available in the UK, Australia, Singapore or 
the Philippines. 
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SC, 400pgs, B&W $10.99 
 
ATTACK ON TITAN: JUNIOR HIGH VOLUME 1 GN 
(W) Isayama Hajime (A/CA) Saki Nakagawa 
A spin-off series to the number one bestseller in Japan. Eren and Mikasa enter a 
new school — Titan Junior High! However, Eren's hated Titans for years; can he 
get along with his new (harmless?) classmates? Featuring all of the characters 
from the main series as you've never seen them before, this series is sure to 
delight fans of Attack on Titan with a human vs. Titan volleyball match, a Titan 
rock band, and much more! (STK632199) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Not available in the 
UK, Australia, Singapore or the Philippines. 
SC, 400pgs, B&W $16.99 
 
UQ HOLDER VOLUME 1 GN 
(W/A/CA) Ken Akamatsu 
A brand new series from Ken Akamatsu (Love Hina, Negima!). Set in the far 
future of the world of Negima!, it will draw in older Negima! fans. But it is also an 
entirely new story, so new fans will enjoy it as well. Negi Springfield, the boy 
wizard of the hit manga Negima!, fought and won many battles. Now it is 
decades later and Negi's grandson, a little boy name Touta, dreams of leaving 
his quiet village and heading to the City. But first he must defeat his teacher, the 
immortal vampire Evangeline! (STK632205) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Not available in 
the UK, Australia, Singapore or the Philippines. 
SC, 5x7.5, 600pgs, B&W $10.99 
 
NEGIMA! OMNIBUS VOLUME 9 GN 
(W/A/CA) Ken Akamatsu 
With the plot of the insidious Cosmo Entelecheia revealed, Fate has forced Negi 
to choose between the safety of his friends and the destiny of the Magic World. 
Everyone is going to have to draw on all their strength to get out of this one, but 
will it be enough? Inspired by the story of his father's conquests during the war, 
Negi cannot fail! Contains Negima! volumes 25-27! (STK632395) (C: 1-1-0) 
NOTE: This item may be available through other retail outlets before shipping to 
comic book specialty shops. NOTE: Not available in the UK, Australia, Singapore 
or the Philippines. 
SC, 592pgs, B&W $19.99 
 
SEVEN DEADLY SINS VOLUME 1 GN 
(W/A/CA) Nakaba Suzuki 
When they were accused of trying to overthrow the monarchy, the feared 
warriors the Seven Deadly Sins were sent into exile. Princess Elizabeth 
discovers the truth — the Sins were framed by the king's guard, the Holy Knights 
— too late to prevent them from assassinating her father and seizing the throne! 
Now the princess is on the run, seeking the Sins to help her reclaim the kingdom. 
But the first Sin she meets, Meliodas, is a little innkeeper with a talking pig. He 
doesn't even have a real sword! Have the legends of the Sins' strength been 
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exaggerated? (STK632225) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Not available in the UK, Australia, 
Singapore or the Philippines. 
SC, 208pgs, B&W $10.99 
 
MY LITTLE MONSTER VOLUME 1 GN 
(W/A/CA)  Robico 
Mizutani is a self-absorbed overachiever, concerned only with maintaining the 
highest grades in school. Haru is an impulsive short tempered brute, who scares 
everyone with his explosive bursts of violence. Haru gets suspended on the first 
day of school when he encounters some bullies harrassing a student and 
dispatches the bullies with great bloody violence. Mizutani is tasked with 
delivering school materials to Haru who interprets this as an act of friendship and 
latches on to Mizutani, much to her dismay. And so begins a strange and 
potentially combustible relationship! There's a Beauty and the Beast element to 
the story with the "beauty" and "beast" characters revealing layers of their 
personality as their relationship (of sorts) develops. (STK632224) (C: 1-0-0) 
NOTE: Not available in the UK, Australia, Singapore or the Philippines. 
SC, 176pgs, B&W $10.99 
 
XXXHOLIC OMNIBUS VOLUME 1 TP 
(W/A/CA)  Clamp 
Part drama, part mystery, xxxHOLiC spins engaging tales that have remarkable 
depth. Kimihiro Watanuki is haunted by visions of ghosts and spirits. He seeks 
help from a mysterious woman named Yuko, who claims she can help. However, 
Watanuki must work for Yuko in order to pay for her aid. Soon Watanuki finds 
himself employed in Yuko's shop where he sees things and meets customers 
that are stranger than anything he could have ever imagined. (STK632223) (C: 1-
0-0) NOTE: Not available in the UK, Australia, Singapore or the Philippines. 
SC, 560pgs, B&W $19.99 
 
FAIRY TAIL VOLUME 36 GN 
(W/A/CA) Hiro Mashima 
Seventeen-year-old Lucy is an attractive mage-in-training who wants to join a 
magician's guild so that she can become a full-fledged magician. The guild she 
dreams about joining is the most famous in the world, and it is known as the 
Fairy Tail. One day she meets Natsu, a boy raised by a Dragon who mysteriously 
left him when he was young. Natsu has devoted his life to finding his Dragon 
father. When Natsu helps Lucy out of a tricky situation, she discovers that he is a 
member of the Fairy Tail magician's guild, and our heroes' adventure together 
begins. (STK632200) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Not available in the UK, Australia, 
Singapore or the Philippines. 
SC, 208pgs, B&W $10.99 
 
GENSHIKEN: SECOND SEASON VOLUME 4 GN 
(W/A/CA) Kio Shimoku 
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School festival season is here! With friends of Yajima and Yoshitake visiting, 
someone from Hato's past chooses just the moment to reappear. Amid the 
chaos, an essential turning point arrives for Madarame! The stories feature the 
everyday lives of otaku, people with super-geeky obsessions. American fans can 
relate, and have even formed their own Genshiken clubs at schools across the 
country! This sequel series introduces a wide range of female characters, 
updating the series to correspond to the changing demographics of manga and 
anime fandom. (STK632203) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Not available in the UK, Australia, 
Singapore or the Philippines. 
SC, 5x7, 208pgs, B&W $10.99 
 
SHERLOCK BONES VOLUME 4 GN 
(W) Yuma Ando (A/CA) Yuki Sato 
Sherlock Holmes is reborn with a twist. Sherlock Bones has the enigmatic 
detective reincarnated as a dog! And there's no slowing this hound down once 
he's on to the scent of a good mystery. Takeru loves dogs, so he heads to the 
pound to adopt one. When he gets there, he notices a dog who doesn't play or 
interact with the other dogs, and he brings the dog home. Then he starts to hear 
voices. But he's not crazy. It's just that the legendary Sherlock Holmes has been 
reincarnated in the body of this small pup, and only Takeru can hear his human 
voice! Taking on the role of Watson, Takeru and Holmes (aka, Sherlock Bones) 
work to solve crimes across modern day Tokyo! (STK632201) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: 
Not available in the UK, Australia, Singapore or the Philippines. 
SC, 200pgs, B&W $10.99 
 
MICROCOSM PUBLISHING 
 
HENRY AND GLENN: FOREVER AND EVER #4 
(W) Tom Neely (A) Tom Neely & Various (CA) Tom Neely, Kristina Collantes 
In the final installment of the greatest love story ever told, about the domestic life 
of "Henry" and "Glenn" as well as their neighbors "Daryl" and "John," we are 
treated to three new short stories. This issue includes the shocking conclusion to 
the story of Glenn's mother living with them, plus Henry reveals he has a thing for 
feet, our heroes discuss philosophers and philosophies, and Henry saves Glenn 
from some giant lizards after his drummer quits. It's a true testament to the power 
of love to overcome even the biggest, manliest egos of our time. The book also 
features dozens of pin up art and full color covers from the original serialized 
series. Will our lovers continue to frustrate, inspire, and show us the way? 
(STK633318) 
MATURE THEMES 
6x7, 32pgs, B&W $5.00 
 
SNAKEPIT: 2001-2003, THE YEAR ANNVERSARY EDITION GN 
(W/A/CA) Ben Snakepit 
By now you know the drill: Ben White draws his life everyday in 3 comic panels. 
This was his first book, collecting quite a few various zines. Said Jimmi Payne's 
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Punk Zine, "Taken individually, each strip resembles what a friend would say if 
you asked what they had done that day. Ben sifts through the minutiae of life as 
well as the full experience of time in a day. This is different than James 
Kochalka's work as there is no pretense at narrative or point. The narratives in 
Snakepit open up on the macro level." Introduction about doing cocaine by Aaron 
Cometbus. (STK633319) 
MATURE THEMES 
SC, 7x8, 288pgs, B&W $14.95 
 
MOONSTONE 
 
SHEENA #1 
(W) David De Souza & Various (A/CA) Jake Minor 
Die Hard screenwriter Steven E. de Souza's critically acclaimed reboot of Will 
Eisner's Sheena, Queen of the Jungle comes to Moonstone in this action packed 
series! When archaeologists exploring ruins on Rachel Caldwell's remote jungle 
estate are found torn to bits, the authorities blame "savage terrorist" Sheena. 
Rachel knows otherwise, since she is Sheena — but what she can't believe is the 
only remaining explanation, the curse of the Jaguar Men! (STK633305) 
32pgs, FC $3.99 
 
THE GREEN LAMA: SCIONS NOVEL 
(W) Adam Garcia (CA) Doug Klauba 
A cruise ship crashes suddenly on Liberty Island. All onboard are dead by their 
own murderous hands. All but one. What secrets does the lone survivor harbor 
within her very soul? And what horrors does she bring? These are questions only 
the Green Lama can answer! Reintroducing the most unique Pulp Hero ever! In 
reality, The Green Lama is Jethro Dumont, a millionaire playboy who spent ten 
years in Tibet and now uses his Buddhist training to pursue Justice for those 
denied it! Can even the Green Lama, with his mastery of the supernatural and his 
radioactive salts, be enough to prevent the coming of Scions? (STK627746) 
SC, 182pgs, B&W $6.99 
 
OPERATOR 5: NIGHT OF THE INSURGENTS NOVEL HC 
(W) Ron Fortier, Adam Lance Garcia 
It is with great pleasure then that Moonstone presents the first ever all-new, all-
original licensed anthology of the adventures of Jimmy Christopher. Stopping an 
air attack on Chicago to cripple vital rail lines, infiltrating a desert compound 
where a gas to enthrall millions is being readied, to racing against time to prevent 
a doppelganger from replacing FDR, are just a sampling of the exciting chapters 
in the collection as it builds to a final showdown between the redoubtable Jimmy 
Christopher and his nemesis, Colonel Lucian Starliss and the Medusa Council. 
(STK633316) (C: 0-0-1) 
HC, 6x9, 300pgs, B&W $24.99 
 
NBM 
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ALL STAR GN 
(W/A/CA) Jesse Lonergan 
It's the end of the school year in 1998. Mark McGwire is racing Sammy Sosa to 
break the home run record, Bill Clinton is being questioned about a White House 
intern named Monica Lewinsky, Semisonic's "Closing Time" is on top of the 
charts, and Carl Carter is leading the Elizabeth Monarchs of rural Vermont to the 
state championship in his senior year. A full scholarship to the University of 
Maine is waiting for him, and everyone says he has a shot at the pros. He's so 
good he can do whatever he wants. Until he makes one very arrogant mistake. 
By the author of Joe and Azat. (STK633348) (C: 0-0-1) 
SC, 6x9, 176pgs, B&W $13.99 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
O/A JOE & AZAT GN 
(W/A/CA) Jesse Lonergan 
Joe is an American in the strange land of Turkmenistan who finds a good friend 
in Azat, a Turkmen dreamer whose optimism knows no bounds. With tales of 
doomed desert cab rides, nights of endless vodka shots, unlikely Turkmen 
business schemes, and secret girlfriends, Lonergan captures not only the 
bizarreness of living in a country where the president for life launches copies of 
his poetry books into space, outlaws gold teeth and renames the months and 
days, but also reveals that there is hope in seemingly hopeless situations. 
(STK399587) 
SC, 6x9, 104pgs, B&W $10.95 
 
O/A FLOWER AND FADE GN 
(W/A/CA) Jesse Lonergan 
Kyle has just settled in to his new city and job. He doesn't know anyone around 
but it's comfy enough in its boring routine. Erika, a pretty neighbor, catches his 
eye. They meet, they talk. Before they know it, they're an "item." Before they 
know it, in fact, they're very very together. It's a high but it's frightening. Is it really 
the right choice? Are they really for each other or just escaping loneliness? 
There's great moments. There's doubts. In the midst of happiness, Kyle gets 
nightmares of pulling his teeth out. (STK331963) 
SC, 6x9, 192pgs, B&W $13.95 
 
SILK ROAD TO RUIN GN 
(W/A/CA) Ted Rall 
Part graphic novel travelog, part tongue-in-cheek travel guide, here are the 
adventures of caustic cartoonist Rall in the wild and wooly central Asian 
countries, a powder keg sitting on tomorrow's oil. Combines articles with comics 
chapters relating his experiences retracing the old legendary Silk Road starting 
with the sublime history of China and ending in the absurdity of the petty 
dictatorships of the "The 'Stans" where Rall had the temerity — or was it blustery 
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stupidity? — to go back, including once with a group of listeners to his radio 
show, on a dare. (STK633350) 
SC, 6X9, 304pgs, B&W $19.99 
 
EUROTICA 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
O/A SIZZLE #59-61 
For more information on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult 
supplement, ask your local comic shop. (C: 1-0-1) NOTE: Not available in 
Canada, Hong Kong, Malaysia, Indonesia, & the U.K. 
ADULT MATERIAL 
48pgs, FC $6.99 
 
NEW ENGLAND COMICS 
 
THE TICK SPECIALS: THE COMPLETE WORKS TP 
(W/A) Sean Wang & Various 
This massive 440-page edition contains all 17 Tick holiday "special issues," 
including the Summer and Vacation issues, "Back to School," Mother's Day, 
Father's Day, Halloween, Valentines Day, four years worth of annual Xmas 
specials and even a "Tax Day Horror" special! These 17 hard-to-find Tick comics 
come handily collected all under one cover, making this the biggest Tick trade 
paperback ever! (STK393852) (APR090956) 
SC, 440pgs, B&W $35.00 
 
NEW PARADIGM STUDIOS, CO. 
 
WORLD WAR MOB #3 
(W) Vito Delsante (A) Giancarlo Caracuzzo (CA) Mike Manomivibul 
Mussolini's right-hand Pavolini wants the Wolves dead and he sets in motion a 
plan to catch them...but it may be exactly what Di Greco and the Wolves want! 
Whose trap springs first? You'll have to pick it up to find out. If you're up for a mix 
between Saving Private Ryan and The Usual Suspects, you can't miss World 
War Mob! (STK633262) 
32pgs, FC (3 of 4) $3.99 
 
ONI PRESS 
 
THE AUTEUR #1 
(W) Rick Spears 
(A/CA) James Callahan, Luigi Anderson 
Fresh off the biggest bomb in Hollywood history, disgraced and desperate 
producer Nathan T. Rex enters a downward spiral of drugs and depravity in a 
quest to resurrect his career and save his soul. Over budget and behind 
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schedule on the latest installment of the horror franchise, PRESIDENTS DAY, T. 
Rex is backed into a corner by bad publicity, a crap project, and a jerk studio 
exec, but finds salvation at a strip club by huffing glue, and a chance encounter 
with cable news. Welcome to the most deranged, notorious, and hilarious comic 
of 2014! We apologize in advance. 
MATURE THEMES 
32pgs, FC $3.99 
 
THE BUNKER #2 
(W) Joshua Fialkov (A/CA) Joe Infurnari 
Each of the friends must decide their fates, as they're faced with the first day of 
the rest of their lives. By the end, lines are drawn between theBelievers and the 
Skeptics, while another shadowy figure from the future is watching them to make 
sure they all decide 'correctly.' 
32pgs, FC $3.99 
 
BLACK METAL BOOK 3: DARKNESS ENTHRONED 
(W) Rick Spears (A/CA) Chuck BB 
THE END IS NIGH! Brothers Sam and Shawn Stronghand lie murdered and 
rotting in the grave. Satan, wielding his God killing swords, begins his ascent 
towards heaven to wage war against the angels and the Almighty himself! But all 
is not lost! From the blackest void comes a force darker than the Prince of 
Darkness.Bear witness to the epic conclusion of this blackest and most metal of 
trilogies! BEHOLD! THE END IS UPON YOU! 
Digest, 160pgs, B&W $11.99 
 
THE SIXTH GUN #39 
(W) Cullen Bunn (A/CA) Brian Hurtt, Bill Crabtree 
The most tragic chapter of The Sixth Gun continues. Still reeling from the attack 
on the city of Brimstone, Drake and Becky are shocked by the appearance of an 
old enemy! Jesup is back, and he’s out for blood. A shockingly brutalfight erupts 
between Nahuel and the man who has been turned into a killing machine by the 
Grey Witch! 
32pgs, FC $3.99 
 
WASTELAND #53 
(W) Antony Johnston (A/CA) Christopher Mitten 
CHRISTOPHER MITTEN RETURNS to draw the concluding storyarc of this truly 
epic saga! Michael, Abi, and Thomas have found The Golden Sea, just as the 
Oracle predicted. But will it lead them to A-Ree-Yass-I? And if it does, what will 
they find? Questions will be answered, secrets revealed... and not everyone will 
get out alive! 
MATURE THEMES 
32pgs, B&W $3.99 
 
AMY DEVLIN VOL. 3: LOST AND FOUND HC 
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(W) Nunzio DeFilippis, Christina Weir 
(A) TJ Kirsch (CA) TJ Kirsch, Christopher Mitten 
Times are tough for Amy Devlin, and without a case her financial situation is dire. 
Busting a cold case of kidnapping and murder from years ago may be the answer 
to her problems. Amy is sure that she can solve the case, but when thepowerful, 
and untouchable, Life Science Institute of Hollywood gets involved, she may wind 
up with much more than just her reputation on the line. 
HC, 6x8, 184pgs, B&W $19.99 
 
POWER LUNCH: SECONDS GN 
(W) J. Torres (A/CA) Dean Trippe 
When Joey joins the school soccer team, he finally begins to feel like a normal 
kid,especially since he doesn't need to use his food-fueled superpowers to score 
goals. Allthat changes with the star players of a rival team — two terrible twins 
who excel at cheating! If Joey used his superpowers, he could teach the twins a 
lesson. But that would be cheating... wouldn't it? 
SC, 6x9, 40pgs, FC $12.99 
 
PAPERCUTZ 
 
CLASSICS ILLUSTRATIONS DELUXE: THE SEA WOLF SC 
(W) Jack London (A/CA) Riff Reb 
When the ferry the intellectual Humphrey van Weyden is aboard sinks off of the 
San Francisco Bay, he drifts in the ocean until a seal-hunting schooner, under 
the command of hardened sailor Wolf Larsen, rescues him. Wolf Larsen is an 
incredibly strong brute and a hedonist who sees no value in life but is also 
educated- he likes that Humphrey (or "Hump") is someone  he can have 
meaningful conversations with, and decides to let him stay. This rescue comes 
with a catch, however- the boat is not returning to port soon. If van Weyden 
wants to stay onboard he must become a cabin boy and do chores on the ship, 
while he avoids angering the murderous crew. Furthermore, if he's going to 
survive this trip, van Weyden must keep the crew from killing their captain, and 
the captain from tossing him overboard. (STK633322) (C: 0-0-1) 
SOFTCOVER—SC, 7x9, 136pgs, FC $13.99 
HARDCOVER—HC, 7x9, 136pgs, FC $17.99 
 
RIO VOLUME 1: SNAKES ALIVE GN 
(W) Stefan Petrucha (A/CA) James Silvani 
The Rio 2 movie comes out in April! This new series' stories bridge the time gap 
between the two. Blu and Jewel, the last known surviving Blue Spix Macaws, are 
having a great time raising their children in the safety of the Blu Bird Sanctuary, 
but there may be trouble in paradise! When Blu overhears Tulio and Linda talking 
about their money troubles, Blu takes it upon himself to save the sanctuary and 
his friends' livelihood — if only he could think of a way. When bulldog Luiz tells 
Blu about a legendary elixir hidden somewhere in the jungle, Blu thinks that could 
be the answer. That is, of course, if cockatoo Nigel doesn't get there first, and if 
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they can make it past the villainous snaky Ssssssalbatore in one piece! 
(STK633320) (C: 0-0-1) 
SOFTCOVER—SC, 6x9, 64pgs, FC $7.99 
HARDCOVER—HC, 6x9, 64pgs, FC $11.99 
 
THE SMURFS VOLUME 17: THE LAZY SMURF 
(W/A/CA)  Peyo 
Lazy Smurf loves to nap, but this is ridiculous! When he wakes up one day after 
an especially refreshing rest, Lazy discovers that 100 years have gone by and 
the whole Village has changed-and not for the better. With all these elderly 
Smurfs hobbling around, no one is young enough to do the chores except Lazy 
himself, and work is not his strong suit. But something isn't quite right, and once 
Lazy discovers the truth behind this caper, disaster — and Gargamel — isn't far 
behind! (STK633324) (C: 0-0-1) 
SOFTCOVER—SC, 7x9, 136pgs, FC $5.99 
HARDCOVER—HC, 7x9, 136pgs, FC $10.99 
 
STARS OF THE MONTH 
 
THE SMURFS VOLUME 15: THE SMURFLINGS 
(W/A/CA)  Peyo 
The long-awaited debut of Sassette and The Smurflings! When Natural Smurf, 
Slouchy Smurf, and Snappy Smurf arrive at The Smurfs village as The 
Smurflings, all their newfangled ideas start to turn things upside down! Whether 
it's back-talking Grouchy Smurf, outsmarting Jokey Smurf, wearing their own 
clothes, or making up their own music, it looks like nothing will ever be the same. 
But the biggest change is yet to come — and it looks like Gargamel is behind it! 
Available in Hardcover and Softcover editions. (STK528648) (C: 0-0-1) 
SOFTCOVER (MAR131235)—SC, 7x9, 56pgs, FC $5.99 
HARDCOVER (MAR131236)—HC, 7x9, 56pgs, FC $10.99 
 
THE SMURFS VOLUME 16: THE AEROSMURF 
(W/A/CA)  Peyo 
Flying Smurf has never given up on his dreams of being the first Smurf in the 
sky, and this time he's enlisted the help of Handy Smurf to make that dream a 
reality! Unfortunately for everyone else, Flying Smurf and his new flying machine 
prove to be a disastrous combination, especially to Smurfette's garden. When 
she steals away for a few moments of peace and quiet, Gargamel snatches her 
away and sends a ransom note to The Smurfs village. With the whole village in 
despair, it's up to Flying Smurf to set everything right — but Gargamel's evil 
scheme is only just beginning. It looks like this rescue mission will be one Smurf 
of a bumpy ride! (STK615841) (C: 0-0-1) 
SOFTCOVER (JUN131211)—SC, 7x9, 56pgs, FC $5.99 
HARDCOVER (JUN131212)—HC, 7x9, 56pgs, FC $10.99 
 
********************************************************************** 
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Super Genius 
 
WWE #4 
(W) Mick Foley (A) Alitha Martinez (CA) Jaime Hernandez 
"Last Ride." The stage is set for an all out battle royal in the streets of Titan City 
as CM Punk rallies the people to the streets, Randy Orton attempts one last 
desperate move to win the support of the citizenry, and John Cena is on the 
verge of uncovering who framed him and stole the ten million dollars. One man 
may prove to be the difference maker — The Undertaker. Whoever wins the 
dead man to their side could wins the heart and soul of Titan City. (STK633347) 
(C: 0-0-1) 
32pgs, FC $3.99 
 
PERFECT SQUARE 
 
POKÉMON ADVENTURES, VOL. 21 
(W) Hidenori Kusaka (A) Satoshi Yamamoto 
While battling formidable opponents Legendary Pokemon Kyogre and Groudon, 
Ruby and Sapphire recall childhood experiences that shaped their dreams - and 
pushed them away from other dreams. What is the mysterious connection 
between their two memories? And what is the clue to awakening three Pokemon 
who just might be able to save the day...? (Age Rating: A) 
SC, 5x7, 208pgs, B&W $9.99 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
O/A POKEMON ADV HEARTGOLD & SOULSILVER GN 
(W) Hidenori Kusaki (A/CA) Satoshi Yamamoto 
Your favorite Pokémon Trainers Gold and Silver are back! Crystal too! And so is 
Team Rocket... In this two-volume thriller, troublemaker Gold and feisty Silver 
must team up again to fi nd their old enemy Lance and the Legendary Pokémon 
Arceus. Meanwhile, Team Rocket is on the rampage digging up, stealing, and 
collecting 16 mysterious plates for some nefarious purpose known only to them... 
What is the hidden power of the 16 plates, and what do they symbolize...? Age 
Rating: A (STK613798) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Available worldwide. 
SC, 5x7, 192pgs, B&W $9.99 
 
O/A POKEMON ADV HEARTGOLD & SOULSILVER GN 
(W) Hidenori Kusaki (A/CA) Satoshi Yamamoto 
The thrilling conclusion to the story reuniting Pokémon Trainers Gold, Silver and 
Crystal...and Team Rocket too! Crystal and Gold battle the enemy while Silver 
collects the 16 mysterious plates that Team Rocket wants to get their hands on 
to set their latest diabolical plan in motion. Then, a mysterious force fi eld 
envelops our three heroes -along with Legendary Pokémon Arceus-and 
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transports them all to...where?! (STK623091) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Available 
worldwide. 
SC, 5x7, 280pgs, B&W $9.99 
 
************************************************************************ 
 
POKÉMON ADVENTURES: BLACK AND WHITE, VOL. 3 
(W) Hidenori Kusaka (A) Satoshi Yamamoto 
A precious fossil is stolen from the Nacrene Museum! Can Black track it down… 
following its tracks? And now mysterious Team Plasma is one step closer to 
bringing back a legendary Pokémon, What are they up to? Probably no good! 
Plus, will Gigi and Tep’s relationship survive… a major change?! (Age Rating: A) 
SC, 5x7, 208pgs, B&W $9.99 
 
POKÉMON: BLACK AND WHITE, VOL. 14 
(W) Hidenori Kusaka (A) Satoshi Yamamoto 
Black is training hard with Gym Leader Brycen so he can help rescue the other 
Gym Leaders from the clutches of Team Plasma… But what are his new mentors 
planning to ask of him? And is it something he is willing — or able — to do? 
Then—Oh No! Is it too late for Black to qualify for the Pokémon League?! (Age 
Rating: A) 
SC, 5x7, 88pgs, B&W $4.99 
 
STAR OF THE MONTH 
 
POKÉMON POCKET COMICS: BLACK & WHITE GN 
(W/A/CA) Santa Harukaze 
A pocket-sized book brick jam-packed with four-panel comic strips featuring the 
Pokémon Black and White characters, Pokémon vital statistics, trivia, puzzles, 
and fun quizzes! (STK618009) (JUL131345) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Available 
worldwide. 
SC, 4x6, 318pgs, FC $9.99 
 
********************************************************************** 
 
PS ARTBOOKS 
 
ACG COLLECTED WORKS: ADVENTURES INTO THE UNKNOWN VOLUME 
6 SLIPCASE EDITION HC 
(W) David Tosh (A) Ken Bald & Various 
Weird, mysterious and spine-tingling tales featuring issues #26-30 from 
December 1951 to April 1952 of the American Comics Group's classic and 
groundbreaking horror anthology comic. This sixth volume has been meticulously 
compiled from the original source material and painstakingly digitally restored 
giving 288 pages of four-color madness plus a gorgeous top-quality illustrated 
slipcase! When the collection is complete, the spines will display full "Adventures 
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into the Unknown" Logo Graphic. Limited to just 300 copies worldwide and 
featuring a special introduction from David Tosh. (STK632415) (C: 0-1-1) 
HC, 7x10, 288pgs, FC $64.99 
 
ACG CLASSICS COLLECTORS PACK: ADVENTURES INTO THE UNKNOWN 
VOLUMES 1-4 BOOKSHELF EDITION 
(W) Barry Forshaw & Various 
A gaggle of gruesome gore designed to blow brainpans and bowels alike. These 
were the days when anything went in comicbooks, no holds barred — except for 
strangleholds, of course! Four glorious volumes at a crazy reduced price and 
comprising issues 1 through 20 of the world's very first anthology comicbook, 
plus a free copy of PS's showcase magazine featuring samples of all that's good 
in the freakout world of four-color mayhem. (STK632425) (C: 0-1-1) 
5 book set, HC, 7x10x4, 1200pgs, FC $129.99 
 
ACG COLLECTED WORKS: FORBIDDEN WORLDS VOLUME 5 SLIPCASE 
EDITION 
(W) Sid Jones (A) Ken Bald & Various 
Another bevy of far-out freakiness from the kid sister mag of ACG's 
groundbreaking Adventures Into The Unknown, featuring more tales exploring 
the supernatural collected togther from issues #26-32 of the classic Forbidden 
Worlds. They may have been Forbidden to some, particularly when the Wertham 
Seduction of the Innocent hit the newsstands, but to kids the length and breadth 
of the United States (and a select few in the UK), Richard Hughes and his 
tremblin' team of terrific tormenters were where it was at. Big time. Tempus 
certainly does fugit. Doesn't seem like five minutes since we were putting the 
finishing touches to the inaugural volume of our Forbidden Worlds hardcover 
reissue series and already we're on the fifth book. (STK632416) (C: 0-1-1) 
HC, 7x10, 288pgs, FC $64.99 
 
ACG CLASSICS COLLECTOR'S PACK: FORBIDDEN WORLDS VOLUMES 1-
4 SIGNED SLIPCASE EDITION 
(W) Stan Nicholls & Various (A) Edward Miller 
Forbidden? Heck, these are worlds you wouldn't even want to venture into! And 
as PS moves forward even farther into the ACG pre-Code firmament, here we go 
collecting together the first 25 issues, featuring four sumptuous slipcased 
volumes, one signature sheet (for Volume One) and four Introductions from folks 
who know their spooky stuff and how! These classic anthologies — available now 
at a knock-down price — will thrill you today as much as when they were first 
published, plus you get a paperback edition of PS's Showcase sampler. 
(STK632432) (C: 0-1-1) 
5 book set, HC, 7x10x4, 1200pgs, FC $169.99 
 
ACG COLLECTED WORKS: OUT OF THE NIGHT VOLUME 3 SLIPCASE 
EDITION 
(W) Barry Forshaw (A) Bob Forgione & Various 
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Here we go with the final volume in ACG's criminally short-run Out of the Night 
series, featuring the last five issues, #13-17, all contained in a special illustrated 
slipcase, limited to just 300 copies.  Ah, those were the days, when America's 
comic book racks and spinners were full to bursting with a wealth of gaudily 
coloured classics boasting vampires, cannibalistic aliens and bloated corpses — 
sometimes all three of 'em in the one body! Get the door locked and leave the 
lights on. That sound akin to the wind in the grate could be something else — 
something entirely different. (STK632417) (C: 0-1-1) 
HC, 240pgs, FC $64.99 
 
HARVEY HORRORS COLLECTORS PACK: WITCHES TALES VOLUMES 1-4 
BOOKSHOP EDITION HC 
(W) Ramsey Campbell & Various 
The full run of Harvey's 28-issue run of Witches Tales, featuring beautifully 
illustrated tales of the supernatural from this forgotten classic. These were the 
days when anything went in comic books, no holds barred — except for 
strangleholds, of course! Four glorious volumes at a crazy reduced price and 
comprising issues #1-28; that's around 1,000 totally gross-out pages of totally-
nutsoid horror plus a free copy of PS's showcase magazine featuring samples of 
all that's good in the freakout world of four-color mayhem. (STK632431) (C: 0-1-
1) 
5 book set, HC, 7x10x4, 1200pgs, FC $129.99 
 
HARVEY HORRORS COLLECTORS PACK: WITCHES TALES VOLUMES 1-4 
SIGNED SLIPCASE EDITION 
(W) Ramsey Campbell & Various (A) Bryan Talbot & Various 
Dare you read these eerie tales of the supernatural from this forgotten classic? 
Hey, no: scratch that. Dare you not read 'em? All 28 issues of Harvey's notorious 
Witches Tales, with special introductions from some of the top movers 'n' 
groovers in the literary and four-color fields, beautifully illustrated slipcases and 
specially commissioned artworked signature sheets, plus a copy of the acclaimed 
PS Showcase paperback and all for a fraction of their originally published prices. 
(STK632434) (C: 0-1-1) 
5 book set, HC, 7x10x4, 1200pgs, FC $279.99 
 
HARVEY HORRORS SOFTEE COLLECTORS PACK 
(A) Al Avison & Various 
For more than two years now, the folks at PS have been reprinting classic 
volumes from the legendary Harvey Comicbooks line of over-the-top horror and 
supernatural yarns. Here for your edification are the five issues of each of four 
titles — Chamber of Chills, Witches Tales, Tomb of Terror, and Black Cat 
Mystery, along with a copy of our Showcase sampler of everything we've been 
doing. Five sumptuous volumes! (STK632435) (C: 0-1-2) 
SC, 7x10, FC $64.99 
 
ROY THOMAS PRESENTS COLLECTORS PACK: THE HEAP VOLUMES 1-3 
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(W) Roy Thomas & Various (A) Mike Ploog & Various 
Long established as one of the main movers in the far-out 'n' four color world of 
comics, Roy Thomas has pushed for PS to make available all three volumes of 
their reprinted series of the world's very first muck monster in one easy-to-buy 
(and easy to afford!) special set with a copy of the acclaimed PS Showcase 
paperback. On October 12, 1918, Baron Von Emmelmann, a German pilot, was 
shot down over Wausau Swamp in Poland. Dying from his wounds, his body 
slowly merged with the morass. Wander the swamps and mangrove pathways 
and encounter all manner of creatures, courtesy of Roy Thomas, PS and all the 
great writers and artists of the 1950s. (STK632421) (C: 0-1-1) 
BOOKSHOP EDITION—5 book set, HC, 7x10, 1200pgs, FC $94.99 
SLIPCASE EDITION—5 book set, HC, 7x10, 1200pgs, FC $216.99 
 
REBELLION / 2000AD 
 
2000 AD MARCH 2014 PACK 
The UK's Eisner-nominated SF anthology enters its thirty-seventh year of 
continuous weekly publication, and the Thrills are coming faster than ever! Prog 
1873 sees a brand-new line-up commence — a whistleblower goes on the run in 
Judge Dredd: Mega-City Confidential by John Wagner and Colin MacNeil; Celtic 
barbarian Slaine sets out to honor the Earth Goddess in "A Simple Killing" by Pat 
Mills and Simon Davis; something murderous is on the path to vengeance in sci-
fi thriller Outlier by T.C. Eglington and Karl Richardson; hitmen Sinister Dexter go 
offroad in the backwoods of Generica in "Gun Shy" by Dan Abnett and Smudge; 
and meet Atalia Jaegir of the Nordland State Security Police, trawling the 
underbelly of Nort society for war criminals and genetic outcasts, in "Jaegir" by 
Gordon Rennie and Simon Coleby! (STK633298) 
Magazine pack, 32pgs, PC $21.00 
 
JUDGE DREDD MEGAZINE #346 
More action and adventure in the future-shocked world of Judge Dredd! Psi-
Judge Anderson's life hangs in the balance in "Dead End" by Alan Grant and 
Michael Dowling; private investigator Galen DeMarco must race to stop more 
dying at the hands of a murderous creature preying on citizens in "The Whisper" 
by Mike Carroll and Steve Yeowell; Judge Dredd takes on mutie hybrids in "The 
Call of K. Cattrall" by Arthur Wyatt and Paul Davidson; plus we introduce Demon 
Nic, a being caught between the human and demon worlds, in a brand-new 
series by Jack Staff creator Paul Grist! In addition, there's the usual articles, 
stories and more. (STK633299) 
Magazine (w/ Graphic Novel), 128pgs, PC $12.25 
 
JUDGE DREDD: THE COMPLETE CASE FILES VOLUME 22 TP 
(W) John Wagner & Various (A) Carlos Ezquerra & Various 
In this volume of the bestselling Case Files series, Dredd travels back to 2001 
New York City in order to destroy a deadly space parasite capable of wiping out 
all known life on Earth. And the alien action continues in Crusade, where Dredd 
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competes with other Mega-City Judges to recover a long-lost Justice Department 
craft that has recently crash-landed in the South Pole. (STK633302) (C: 0-1-1) 
SC, 304pgs, FC $32.99 
 
BANZAI BATTALION: JUST ANOTHER BUG HUNT GN 
(W/A/CA) John Wagner 
In a city like Mega-City One where 400 million citizens are crowded into huge 
housing blocks, free space is at a premium. Gardens, greenery and uninhabited 
space is extremely rare and only available for the wealthiest citizens. Naturally, 
these areas need to be protected at all costs — enter the Banzai Battalion — tiny 
droids who will take on anything that threatens their rooftop garden domain! This 
collection also features the Judge Dredd's adventures against malfunctioning 
'droids of the Big Meg! (STK633304) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Not available in the U.K. 
(May Purchase from U.K. Vendor) 
SC, 7x10, 160pgs, FC $19.99 
 
RED GIANT ENTERTAINMENT 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
O/A DROW TALES VOLUME 1: MOONLESS AGE TP 
(W/A/CA) Yan Gagne 
This celebrated webcomic and online gaming phenomenon has grown into a cult 
hit. Now the latest chapter of this fantasy saga is finally in print. If you think you 
know the story of these dark elves, think again. (STK461686) 
MATURE THEMES 
SC, 88pgs, FC $12.95 
 
SELFMADEHERO 
 
AAMA VOLUME 1: THE SMELL OF WARM DUST GN 
(W/A/CA) Frederik Peeters 
In the distant future, Verloc Nim wakes up in the middle of nowhere, 
remembering nothing of his former life. But when Verloc is handed his diary by a 
robot-ape called Churchill, he is able to revisit his past. His life, he discovers, was 
a miserable one. He lost his business, his family, and his friends because he 
refused the technological advancements of society. The eye implants, the 
pharyngeal filters, the genetic modifications, he went without all these. He was 
astray in a society he deeply resented — that is, until his brother, Conrad, took 
him to another planet to retrieve a mysterious substance called aama. 
(STK632301) (C: 0-1-0) 
MATURE THEMES 
HC, 8x11, 88pgs, FC $19.95 
 
THE PARK GN 
(W/A/CA) Oscar Zarate 
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On a beautiful Sunday afternoon, an incident takes place in a North London park. 
Chris is accidentally bitten by an excited dog and aims a defensive kick at it. The 
owner, a well-known polemicist Ivan Grubb, takes to his blog to express his 
outrage, spinning the story to fit happily with his own narrative. When Ivan and 
Chris relate the event to their children, they are surprised and confused by the 
strength of feeling their reactions provoke. The Park is a delicate examination of 
how anger, repression, and powerlessness can overwhelm even the most logical 
and well-intentioned person amid the confusion of the modern world. 
(STK632300) (C: 0-1-0) 
MATURE THEMES 
HC, 6x9, 160pgs, FC $24.95 
 
SEVEN SEAS ENTERTAINMENT LLC 
 
ALICE IN THE COUNTRY OF CLOVER: NIGHTMARE GN 
(W)  Quinrose (A/CA)  Yobu 
Nightmare in his own solo adventure! Nightmare Gottschalk, the personification 
of bad dreams in Wonderland, often appears to Alice when she sleeps. But now 
the sickly incubus, often seen coughing up blood, has come to Alice in person, 
and claims to love her. Alice must decide if the eccentric Nightmare, who sports 
an eyepatch and can read minds, is truly the man of her dreams. Also includes a 
special bonus Crimson Empire short story! (STK632287) (C: 0-1-0) 
MATURE THEMES 
SC, 6x9, 192pgs, B&W $13.99 
 
CERTAIN SCIENTIFIC RAILGUN VOLUME 9 GN 
(W) Kazuma Kamachi (A/CA) Motoi Fuyukawa 
Welcome to a world where mysticism and science collide, and supernatural 
powers are derived from either science or religion. At the heart of this world is 
Academy City, an advanced metropolis whose population is comprised mostly of 
students. Meet Mikoto Misaka, the third most powerful Level 5 esper in Academy 
City. Together with her best friend Kuroko Shirai and the other members of 
Judgment, a student-run law enforcement agency, Mikoto delves deep into the 
dark heart of the scientific sprawl she calls home, and uncovers secrets she 
wishes she hadn’t! (STK632280) (C: 0-1-0) 
SC, 256pgs, B&W $12.99 
 
DANCE IN THE VAMPIRE BUND OMNIBUS VOLUME 5 GN 
(W/A/CA) Nozomu Tamaki 
Mina Tepes, the princess of vampires, has set up a special district for vampires 
off the coast of Tokyo. Mina’s extensive preparations include founding a school 
that she herself attends, along with her passionately loyal werewolf bodyguard, 
Akira, in tow. Ever since the day the school opened, rival vampire factions have 
opposed Mina’s grand vision. They continue targeting the human populace in 
order to smear Mina’s reputation and sabotage her well-laid plans of vampires 
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and humans living together in peace. This omnibus edition contains volumes 13-
14. (STK632281) (C: 0-1-0) 
MATURE THEMES 
SC, 6x9, 624pgs, B&W $19.99 
 
DEVILS AND REALIST VOLUME 1 GN 
(W) Madoka Takadono (A/CA) Utako Yukihiro 
Devils and Realist is an all-new supernatural manga series that pits a young, 
suave nobleman against Hell’s princely demons. William Twining has it all — a 
sharp intelligence, dashing good looks, and a noble station in life. There’s only 
one problem: he’s broke. With no way to finance his prestigious education, 
William decides to search through his uncle’s mansion for something of value to 
sell. But William’s logical worldview is about to take a hit, when he comes across 
a mystical seal which he unintentionally uses to summon a demon. The demon’s 
name is Dantalion, a Grand Duke of Hell, who informs the young nobleman of his 
destiny — that he is the new “Elector” whose sole responsibility is to appoint the 
next ruler of Hell in place of Lucifer. Such news might drive a lesser man mad, 
but not William Twining. He’s a realist whose views don’t allow for the existence 
of demons, even when scores of demonic candidates begin to knock down his 
door and seek his favor. (STK632279) (C: 0-1-1) 
SC, 192pgs, B&W $12.99 
 
DICTATORIAL GRIMOIRE VOLUME 3: RED RIDING HOOD GN 
(W/A/CA) Ayumi Kanou 
Grimm Otogi, a farflung descendant of the renowned Grimm Brothers, has 
always regarded the fairy tales his ancestors concocted as pure fiction. 
Unfortunately for the introverted half-Japanese teen, he is about to discover that 
the Grimm legacy is anything but pure! Upon receiving a posthumous letter from 
the dead father he never knew, Otogi finds a manuscript that reveals the truth 
about his ancestors: the Brothers Grimm made a deal with mystical beings 
known as the Märchen Demons, who now have a claim on Otogi’s life. Can Otogi 
Grimm unlock the power of the manuscript and stop the fairy tale demons before 
they destroy him first? (STK632282) (C: 0-1-0) 
MATURE THEMES 
SC, 176pgs, B&W $13.99 
 
LOVE IN HELL VOLUME 3 GN 
(W/A/CA) Reiji Suzumaru 
Rintaro Senkawa is a regular guy in his mid-20’s who got a little drunk one night 
and fell to his death. But that is just the beginning of Rintaro’s story, as he finds 
himself unexpectedly in Hell where he meets his guide, the painfully sexy devil 
Koyori. Can Rintaro take his situation seriously enough to repent for the sins of 
his former life, or is he fated to be eternally tempted, teased, and tortured by 
scantily-clad devils with iron spiked clubs? (STK632283) (C: 0-1-0) 
MATURE THEMES 
SC, 192pgs, B&W $11.99 
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WORLD WAR BLUE VOLUME 5 GN 
(W) Anastasia Shestakova (A/CA)  Crimson 
In the continent of Consume, an endless war rages between bitter rivals: the 
Segua Kingdom vs. the Ninteldo Empire. Upon his dinosaur steed, the stern 
Emperor Marcus has led the Ninteldo Empire to near-victory. Now, with the 
majority of Consume under its control, Ninteldo has Segua up against the ropes. 
Enter a fleet-footed lad named Gear, who seeks vengeance against Ninteldo for 
his brother’s death. After joining Segua’s Army, Gear is enlisted in the Special 
Forces, due to his amazing speed. Yet the inexperienced, hasty youth may not 
be ready for the realities of war — or he might just become the Segua Empire’s 
last and greatest hope. (STK632285) (C: 0-1-1) 
SC, 244pgs, B&W $12.99 
 
STRIKE WITCHES: MAIDENS IN THE SKY VOLUME 2 GN 
(W) Humikane Shimada (A/CA) Yuuki Tanaka 
In 1939, an enigmatic alien force called the Neuroi launched a widescale 
invasion of Earth, destroying nation after nation. Humanity’s last hope at survival 
is to form an international elite fighting force of flying aces known as “Strike 
Witches!” Enter a young healer named Yoshika Miyafuji, the newest inductee into 
the 501st Joint Fighter Wing. Yoshika may be opposed to the military, but if she 
wants to survive, she better learn quick from veteran ace and strict displinarian, 
Mio Sakamoto, what it means to be a Strike Witch. (STK632284) (C: 0-1-1) 
MATURE THEMES 
SC, 192pgs, PC $12.99 
 
SQPINC 
 
BANZAI GIRLS: STRIPPED DOWN! SC 
(W/A/CA) Jinky Coronado 
Jinky Coronado takes her Asian schoolgirl namesake into three worlds of 
incredible adventures in her ongoing series, Banzai Girls. In this deluxe gallery, 
we get to see sexy Jinky in swimsuits, lingerie, and, of course, that pernnial 
favorite — the schoolgirl uniform — all the while fighting bizarre creatures! 
(STK632400) 
SC, 8x11, 48pgs, FC $14.95 
 
STORM KING PRODUCTIONS, INC 
 
JOHN CARPENTERS ASYLUM 
(W) Bruce Jones (A) Leonardo Manco (CA) Tim Bradstreet 
The concluding chapter of Asylum's first arc. Duran and Beckett learn that the 
demon they are chasing is merely a pawn in the Devil's assault on Earth. No 
matter what they do, the end of days is coming and it's coming fast. Duran has to 
fight the forces of darkness from within while Beckett comes to some startling 
conclusions about his own direct purpose on this world. Los Angeles is falling 
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and, when it does, nothing will be quite the same ever again… (STK633426) (C: 
0-1-0) 
MATURE THEMES 
28pgs, FC $3.99 
 
SQUARE FISH 
 
ANYA'S GHOST GN 
(W/A/CA) Vera Brosgol 
Anya could really use a friend. But her new BFF isn't kidding about the "Forever" 
part! Of all the things Anya expected to find at the bottom of an old well, a new 
friend was not one of them. Especially not a new friend who's been dead for a 
century. Falling down a well is bad enough, but Anya's normal life might actually 
be worse. She's embarrassed by her family, self-conscious about her body, and 
she's pretty much given up on fitting in at school. A new friend — even a ghost — 
is just what she needs. (STK632305) (C: 0-1-0) 
SC, 6x8.5, 240pgs, PC $9.99 
 
SUBLIME 
 
EMBRACING LOVE (2-IN-1), VOL. 2 
(W/A) Youka Nitta 
Adult film stars Iwaki Kyousuke and Katou Yoji continue their romance with a ten-
day sexual romp that not only leaves them exhausted but also starts to affect 
Iwaki’s work. To make matters worse, Iwaki decides that now’s the time to 
confess his love for the feisty blond, something Katou is not ready to hear. The 
tension in their relationship increases when the two are selected to play the leads 
in competing drama series, causing them to spend even more time apart. Will 
these two crack under the pressure or will absence make the heart grow fonder? 
MATURE THEMES 
SC, 5x7, 384pgs, B&W $16.99 
 
HIDE AND SEEK, VOL. 2 
(W/A) Yaya Sakuragi 
On a whim, shop owner Shuji Tanihara hooks up with reserved pediatrician 
Takafumi Saji. Shuji wasn’t expecting much from the fling, but after seeing an 
unexpected side of the serious doctor while out on a date, Shuji finds himself 
becoming more attracted to the man. When Shuji accidentally sees Takafumi 
kissing someone else, he's surprised at how conflicted it makes him feel. To 
make matters worse, the doctor then tells Shuji that he won’t be able to see him 
for a while! Will the relationship that started as a fling finally deepen into 
something more? 
MATURE THEMES 
SC, 5x7, 186pgs, B&W $12.99 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
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O/A BOND OF DREAMS BOND OF LOVE GN 
(W/A/CA) Yaya Sakuragi 
(C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Available worldwide. 
MATURE THEMES 
VOL.1 (MAY121280)—SC, 5x7, 208pgs, B&W $12.99 
VOL.2 (AUG121297)—SC, 5x7, 208pgs, B&W $12.99 
VOL.3 (NOV121300)—SC, 5x7, 208pgs, B&W $12.99 
VOL.4 (FEB131123)—SC, 5x7, 208pgs, B&W $12.99 
 
************************************************************************ 
 
TITAN BOOKS 
 
MODESTY BLAISE VOLUME 24: THE YOUNG MISTRESS TP 
(W) Peter O'donnell (A/CA) Enric Badia Romero 
As dangerous as she is desirable, Modesty Blaise, the cult creation of best-
selling writer Peter O'Donnell, returns for three more devastating adventures! 
Features the classic stories "The Young Mistress," "Ivory Dancer," and "Our 
Friend Maude," written by Peter O'Donnell and beautifully illustrated by Enric 
Badia Romero. Features story introductions written by Modesty Blaise expert and 
archivist, Lawrence Blackmore. (STK619990) 
RES. from Previews Vol. XXIII #8 (AUG131451) 
SC, 9x12, 104pgs, B&W $19.95 
 
TITAN COMICS 
 
A1 PRESENTS VOLUME 1: THE WEIRDING WILLOWS HINGS ARE HC 
(W) David Elliott (A) Sami Basri, Barnaby Bagenda (CA) Imam E. Wibowo 
When she was nine, Alice wandered into the Wild Woods and discovered a portal 
to another world. A world called Wonderland! Now a young woman, she has 
spent her childhood discovering just some of the wonders the dimensional nexus 
of the Weir has to offer, a place where the worlds of Earth, Wonderland, OZ, 
Neverland, Mars, Pelucidar and Elysium collide! From Frankenstein's Monster to 
a giant purple T-rex, from talking rabbits to winged monkeys, from a kidnapped 
Mowgli to a werewolf with a secret, there's never a quiet day in the Weir — and 
Alice and her friends are all that stand between these worlds, and those who 
would exploit them. (STK632867) 
HC, 7x10, 104pgs, FC $19.99 
 
CHRONOS COMMANDOS: DAWN PATROL COLLECTION HC 
(W/A/CA) Stuart Jennett 
Nazis, dinosaurs, and a war of all time! When the Allies and Nazis develop time 
travel technology that could change the course of World War II, only the rugged, 
cigar-chomping Sarge and his band of misfit soldiers can save the future and 
stop velociraptors goose-stepping down Main Street! Dinosaurs. Giant 
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crocodiles. Enormous spiders. Ancient aliens. Einstein with a machinegun. 
Interdimensional monsters. A towering Nazi nemesis. Time-twisting shenanigans 
that shake the foundations of causality — all that barely scratches the surface of 
this glorious, non-stop-action spectacular! (STK631712) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Not 
available in Germany. 
HC, 7x10, 144pgs, FC $19.99 
 
DRAGONS: RIDERS OF BERK GRAPHIC NOVELS 
(W/A/CA) Simon Furman 
Swooping in from DreamWorks Animation's smash-hit TV series Dragons: Riders 
Of Berk, Titan Comics proudly presents all-new original adventures of Hiccup 
and Toothless! A thrilling all-ages publication and a broadening of the How To 
Train Your Dragon universe. Featuring gorgeous animation-inspired artwork and 
written by Simon Furman (Transformers). (STK632712) 
VOLUME 1—SC, 6x9, 64pgs, FC $6.99 
VOLUME 2—SC, 6x9, 64pgs, FC $6.99 
 
THE FIRST KINGDOM VOLUME 4: MIGRATION HC 
(W/A/CA) Jack Katz 
Hidden kings and reincarnated queens, feuding, immortal cyborg gods; post 
apocalyptic worlds, a history millennia long and filled with mindblowing secrets of 
the universe — The First Kingdom is all this and more! Tundran and Fara rise to 
reach their destiny! Will they steer humanity back to the stars — or spark a final 
war that will destroy everything? Can the transgods of Helleas Voran keep their 
grip on power when their true nature is revealed? Unparalleled in its scope and 
dazzling in its intensity, filled with unforgettable characters and art that burns 
itself into the memory, The First Kingdom will leave you forever changed! 
(STK632714) 
MATURE THEMES 
HC, 8x11, 208pgs, PC (4 of 6) $24.99 
 
STAR WARS MAGAZINE #1 
An all-new #1! The entire Star Wars galaxy comes together in a brand-new 
magazine from a galaxy far, far away! Featuring Clone Wars heroes rubbing 
shoulders with fan favorites from the movie universe — and an awesome mix of 
posters, puzzles, and comic strips — Star Wars Magazine is officially cooler than 
Hoth! Yoda be mad to miss it! (STK633172) 
Magazine, 8x11, 52pgs, FC $4.99 
 
TOP SHELF PRODUCTIONS 
 
BURNING BUILDING COMIX HC (NEW PRINTING) 
(W/A/CA) Jeff Zwirek 
Presented for the first time under one cover and in full color, Burning Building 
Comix is a comics art object and reading experience like no other. The innovative 
format of this book allows readers to follow the plight of the trapped tenants in a 
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ten story burning apartment building, with each tier of panels representing 1 
“story” in the building. Distributed by Top Shelf Productions. (STK610490) 
(APR131253) 
HC, 6.25x12, 40pgs, FC $19.95 
 
NEMO ROSES OF BERLIN HC 
(W) Alan Moore (A/CA) Kevin O'Neill 
From The League of Extraordinary Gentlemen and continuing in the thrilling 
tradition of Heart of Ice, Alan Moore and Kevin O'Neill rampage through 
twentieth-century culture in a blazing new adventure. It's now 1941, and with her 
daughter strategically married into the family of aerial warlord Jean Robur, 
Janni's raiders have only limited contact with the military might of the clownish 
German-Tomanian dictator Adenoid Hynkel. But when the pirate queen learns 
that her loved ones are held hostage in the nightmarish Berlin, she has no choice 
save to intervene directly, travelling with her ageing lover Broad Arrow Jack into 
the belly of the beastly metropolis. Within that alienated city await monsters, 
criminals and legends, including the remaining vestiges of Germany's notorious 
'Twilight Heroes', a dark Teutonic counterpart to Mina Murray's League of 
Extraordinary Gentlemen. And waiting at the far end of this gauntlet of alarming 
adversaries there is something much, much worse. Co-Published by Top Shelf 
Productions & Knockabout (STK630271) (C: 1-0-2) NOTE: Not available in the 
U.K. (May Purchase from U.K. Vendor) 
MATURE THEMES 
HC, 7x10, 56pgs, FC $14.95 
 
STARS OF THE MONTH 
 
NEMO: HEART OF ICE HC 
(W) Alan Moore (A/CA) Kevin O'Neill 
It's 1925, fifteen long years since Janni Dakkar first tried to escape the legacy of 
her dying science-pirate father, only to accept her destiny as the new Nemo, 
captain of the legendary Nautilus. Tired of her unending spree of plunder and 
destruction, Janni launches a grand expedition to surpass her father's greatest 
failure: the exploration of Antarctica. Hot on her frozen trail are a trio of genius 
inventors, hired by the megalomaniacal Charles Foster Kane to retrieve the 
plundered valuables of an African queen. It's a deadly race to the bottom of the 
world — an uncharted land of wonder and horror where time is broken and the 
mountains bring madness. (STK520175) (DEC121247) NOTE: Not available in 
the U.K. (May Purchase from U.K. Vendor) 
HC, 7x10, 56pgs, FC $14.95 
 
THE LEAGUE OF EXTRAORDINARY GENTLEMEN III: CENTURY 
(W) Alan Moore (A/CA) Kevin O'Neill 
Spanning a century — 1910, 1969, and 2009 — Century, the third volume of 
Alan Moore and Kevin O'Neill's The League of Extraordinary Gentlemen, pits the 
immortal Mina Murray and her team of heroes against the greatest threat they 
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have ever face — the shadowy magicians who seek to summon the Moonchild 
and usher in the end of the world. The world we know and the world we cannot 
see collide in what stands as a testament to the storytelling prowess of one of 
comics' greatest talents. (STK390080) NOTE: Not available in the U.K. (May 
Purchase from U.K. Vendor) 
MATURE THEMES 
VOLUME 1: 1910 (FEB094465)—SC, 7x10, 80pgs, FC $7.95 
VOLUME 2: 1969 (MAY111195)—SC, 7x10, 80pgs, FC $9.95 
VOLUME 3: 2009 (APR121232)—SC, 7x10, 80pgs, FC $9.95 
 
CRATER XV HC 
(W/A/CA) Kevin Cannon 
Straight from the pages of the hit digital series Double Barrel! All systems are 
whoa! In Crater XV, Kevin Cannon weaves together an intoxicating tale of 
swashbuckling adventure, abandoned moon bases, blood-thirsty walruses, rogue 
astronauts, two-faced femme fatales, sailboat chases, Siberian pirates, 
international arctic politics, and a gaggle of horny orphans. And mixed up in all of 
it is Army Shanks, the salty sea dog still reeling from the death of his nephew, 
and Wendy Byrd, the plucky teenager who wants nothing more than a one-way 
ticket off the face of the Earth. (STK526075) (FEB131140) 
HC, 5X6.5, 496pgs, B&W $19.95 
 
HECK HC 
(W/A/CA) Zander Cannon 
Straight from the pages of the hit digital series Double Barrel! After his estranged 
father's funeral, faded hometown hero Hector Hammarskjöld finds a portal to the 
underworld in the old house he's inherited. With the help of his faithful friend 
Elliot, he uses it to investigate inheritance disputes by querying the recently 
deceased. But when Amy, an old flame, shows up wanting to get an envelope to 
her dead husband, Heck and Elliot embark on an epic journey across Hell's 
circles to complete their assignment, see what horrors await them, and make 
peace with their shared past. (STK526076) (FEB131141) 
HC, 284pgs, B&W $19.95 
 
TWOMORROWS PUBLISHING 
 
BEST OF FROM THE TOMB SC 
Since 2000, From The Tomb has terrified readers worldwide, as the preeminent 
magazine on the history of horror comics, with stellar writing and intensely 
frightening illustrations from the best talent in the industry. Produced in the UK, 
issues have been scarce and highly collectible in the US, and here's your chance 
to see what you've been missing! TwoMorrows Publishing brings you this "Best 
of" collection, compiling the finest features from From the Tomb's ten years of 
terror, along with new material originally scheduled to see publication in the 
never-published #29. (STK473897) (AUG121322) 
SC, 8x11, 192pgs, FC $27.95 
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MARIE SEVERIN: THE MIRTHFUL MISTRESS OF COMICS SC 
(W) Dewey Cassell (A/CA) Marie Severin 
Marie Severin was born into a family of artists, and she made friendships in 
comics that have lasted a lifetime. She colored the horror, science fiction, and 
war comics of the legendary EC line, and spent thirty years working for Marvel 
Comics, doing everything from production and coloring to penciling, inking, and 
art direction. This loving tribute contains revealing and often amusing insights of 
her close friends, plus an extensive commentary by Marie herself. (STK467256) 
(MAY121304) 
SC, 8x11, 176pgs, PC $24.95 
 
********************************************************************** 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
O/A NICK CARDY BEHIND THE ART HC 
(W)  Various (A) Nick Cardy (CA)  Various 
(W) Eric Nolen-Weathington (A) Nick Cardy 
Nick Cardy has been doing fantastic artwork for more than sixty years, from 
comics, to newspaper strips, to illustration. His work on DC Comics’ Teen Titans, 
and his amazing comics covers are universally hailed as some of the best in the 
medium’s history. This lavish full-color hardcover lets you see what goes on 
behind his amazing art! Nick has selected dozens of his favorite pieces from 
throughout his career and shows how they came to be in this remarkable art 
book. (STK360988) (APR084156) 
HC, 128pgs, FC $34.95 
 
UDON ENTERTAINMENT 
 
NI0 ART WORKS: NISHI'S ALLURING FIGURES HC 
(W/A/CA) Ni0 
Ni0 is famous for his exotic imagery and alluring character designs. Included in 
this special hardcover volume are magazine covers, promotional artwork, and 
rare pin-ups from his best-known works such as Hyakka Ryoran Samurai Girls, 
Demonbane, Queen's Gate, and more! 
MATURE THEMES 
HC, 8x12, 176pgs, FC $44.99 
 
DARKSTALKERS: OFFICIAL COMPLETE WORKS SC 
(W/CA) Capcom 
(A) Akiman, Bengus, Stanley Lau, Various 
It's the ultimate collection of Darkstalkers artwork and history! Darkstalkers: 
Official Complete Works collects the artwork of every Darkstalkers game, 
including key visuals, character illustrations, promotional artwork, rough 
concepts, and creator commentary. Also featured are multiple new interviews 
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with the creators behind the series, plus all-new tribute pinups from your favorite 
Capcom artists! 
SC, 8x12, 224pgs, FC  $39.99 
 
STREET FIGHTER CLASSIC VOLUME 3: PSYCHO CRUSHER HC 
(W) Ken Siu-chong (A) Jeffrey “Chamba” Cruz 
(CA) James Ghio 
Presenting UDON's classic Street Fighter comics in a gorgeous, oversized 
hardcover! It’s all the pulse-pounding martial arts action of the ultimate fighting 
game experience, presented through spectacular anime-influenced artwork! In 
Vol.3, Ryu, Ken, Chun-Li, Guile, Cammy, and more have finally reached the 
Street Fighter tournament! Some seek revenge, others aim to uncover M.Bison's 
secrets, while others still are simply looking for a good fight! It's all-out no-holds-
barred martial arts action with the fate of the world at stake! Collects The original 
Street Fighter II Turbo #1-12. 
HC, 8x12, 304pgs, FC $54.99 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
STREET FIGHTER ORIGINS: AKUMA HC 
(W/A) Various 
(JUN131307) 
HC, 8x12, 128pgs, FC $34.99 
 
STREET FIGHTER CLASSIC VOLUME 1: HADOKEN HC 
(W/A) Various 
(APR131264) 
HC, 8x12, 304pgs, FC $49.99 
 
************************************************************************ 
 
VALIANT ENTERTAINMENT 
 
UNITY #5 
(W) Matt Kindt (A) CAFU 
(CA) Clayton Crain, Mico Suayan, Philip Tan, Diego Bernard, CAFU, Matt Kindt 
ALL-NEW ARC! START READING HERE! For every action, there is an equal 
and opposite reaction. First came UNITY… Now meet WEBNET! Coming off of 
the earth-shattering repercussions of their first mission, Ninjak is leading the 
newly formed Unity team right back into the trenches to face the Valiant 
Universe's next colossal threat – the enigmatic Dr. Silk and his high-tech terror 
cell: WEBNET! With the fate of untold millions on the line, can this team of 
cutthroat heroes uncover Silk's endgame – and his connection to Ninjak's 
shadowy past? Move over, Harada – Matt Kindt and Valiant's next superstar 
artist, CAFU (Action Comics), are about to bring the world's next A-level enemy 
down on Unity with the force of a hundred hydrogen bombs.  
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32pgs, FC $3.99 
 
UNITY VOL. 1: TO KILL A KING TPB 
(W) Matt Kindt (A/CA) Doug Braithwaite 
To kill a king…they created an army. The world’s most dangerous man, Toyo 
Harada, has been struck by the one thing he never thought possible – fear. 
Halfway across the globe, a new power threatens to topple modern civilization 
and, to preempt the cataclysm that is to come, Harada will unite the most 
unforgiving team the world has ever known – UNITY. Their mission: defeat the 
threat responsible for the destruction of MI-6, the decimation of an alien world, 
and the occupation of Eastern Europe… Unseat the warrior king armed with the 
universe’s most powerful weapon… Kill X-O Manowar! 
Collecting UNITY #1-4 by New York Times best-selling writer Matt Kindt (Mind 
MGMT) and superstar artist Doug Braithwaite (Justice), discover the greatest 
heroes of the Valiant Universe right here with the landmark first arc of the chart-
topping series that Ain't It Cool News calls "completely satisfying."   
SC, 7x10, 112pgs, FC  $9.99 
 
X-O MANOWAR #23 
(W) Robert Venditti (A) Diego Bernard 
(CA) CAFU, Tom Raney 
PRELUDE TO ARMOR HUNTERS – PART ONE! The countdown to the 
Valiant Universe event of 2014 starts now! For eons, one threat above all 
others has brought pain and strife down upon civilizations across the universe – 
the X-O Manowar armor. And now the Manowar has come to Earth. What will 
follow in its wake? The road to ARMOR HUNTERS begins here as Valiant 
superstars Robert Venditti and Diego Bernard unleash the opening salvo of the 
cataclysm that is come... 
32pgs, FC $3.99 
 
HARBINGER: BLEEDING MONK #0 
(W) Joshua Dysart (A) Khari Evans 
(CA) Clayton Henry, Clayton Crain, Mico Suayan 
What has become of the Bleeding Monk? The Bleeding Monk, formerly Toyo 
Harada's right hand, has been missing for over a year. Now, the original creative 
team of Joshua Dysart and Khari Evans are journeying into the darkest corners 
of the Harbinger Foundation to reveal the true whereabouts of Harada's cryptic 
advisor – and uncover the first of many secret revelations to come… 
32pgs, FC $3.99 
 
QUANTUM AND WOODY: THE GOAT #0 
(W) James Asmus, Tom Fowler (A) Tom Fowler 
(CA) Tom Fowler, Matthew Waite, Chip Zdarsky 
Are heroes born…or are they bred? Tom Fowler returns to QUANTUM AND 
WOODY for the thrilling and tragic life story of…Vincent Van Goat! Behold! A 
hero is born! A hero rises! We're gonna level with you—you're going to need to 
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read this issue! Excitement and laughs and all that! Major repercussions for 
Quantum and Woody! Yes, seriously! Buy the issue and then see if we weren't 
kidding!  
32pgs, FC $3.99 
 
QUANTUM AND WOODY VOL. 2: IN SECURITY TPB 
(W) James Asmus (A) Ming Doyle (CA) Andrew Robinson 
So… two superheroes, a clone, and a goat move into a junior two-
bedroom… Imbued with unpredictable new superpowers in the wake of an 
energy experiment gone wrong, Eric and Woody Henderson have just had their 
lives turned upside down – and they need to “klang” together every 24 hours or 
else their atoms will disperse. So what do you do when the most annoying 
person in your life is also the only thing keeping you alive? You move in with him! 
And his goat. And his barely legal clone girlfriend. Besides, every team of heroes 
needs a secret headquarters…and this one has a slightly used hot tub. Plus: 
Quantum gets a job – and meets his first true blue super-villain! 
Collecting QUANTUM AND WOODY #5-8 by acclaimed writer James Asmus 
(Thief of Thieves) and rising star Ming Doyle (Mara), get ready to kiss that 
security deposit goodbye when the world's worst superhero team shacks up and 
breaks loose for an all-new adventure from the fringes of the Valiant Universe!  
SC, 7x10, 128pgs, FC  $14.99 
 
ARCHER & ARMSTRONG #18 
(W) Fred Van Lente (A) Pere Perez 
(CA) Lewis LaRosa, Jorge Molina, Michael Walsh 
MISSION: IMPROBABLE – PART ONE! Archer & Armstrong at war with 
Bloodshot and H.A.R.D Corps! (GULP.) That's right, Valiant's swashbuckling 
adventure duo have been targeted for elimination by Project Rising Spirit's most 
elite kill crew. Their mission? Elimainte Obadiah Archer – or die trying. Hot off the 
secret revelations of Archer #0, the fight of the year begins right here in the 
landmark first issue of this special four-part crossover event!  
32pgs, FC $3.99 
 
BLOODSHOT AND H.A.R.D. CORPS #20 
(W) Christos Gage, Joshua Dysart (A) Tom Raney 
(CA) Lewis LaRosa, Jorge Molina, Tom Fowler 
MISSION: IMPROBABLE – PART TWO! Project Rising Spirit has sent 
Bloodshot and H.A.R.D. Corps, their all-or-nothing paramilitary team, after a 
rogue asset – an assassin-turned-leader of a global fundamentalist terror sect — 
and his immortal bodyguard. And their names just happen to be…Archer & 
Armstrong! Do Bloodshot and the steely killers of the H.A.R.D. Corps stand a 
chance against a teenager and a big sweaty drunk? The answer may surprise 
you! 
32pgs, FC $3.99 
 
ETERNAL WARRIOR #7 
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(W) Greg Pak (A) Trevor Hairsine 
(CA) Diego Bernard, Lewis LaRosa 
Long Live the Eternal Emperor! In the year 4001, King Gilad Anni-Padda 
hoped to leave his days as the Eternal Emperor behind him.  But when an 
unforeseen challenger emerges from Gilad's past, the king must put down his 
crown and pick up his sword! What strange journey has taken Gilad take across 
the alien landscape of 4001 A.D. – and what terror wrought in the modern day 
has led him to this terrible turning point?  
32pgs, FC $3.99 
 
SHADOWMAN #16 
(W) Peter Milligan (A) Roberto De La Torre 
(CA) Roberto De La Torre, Russell Dauterman 
A great and terrible loa of the Vodun pantheon is at large in the world of 
men…and its name is SHADOWMAN! The only way to contain it: kill the man 
who houses the shadow, Jack Boniface — an innocent, cursed with possession 
and gifted with a tremendous power he doesn't yet understand. But a force of 
nature known only as Tremble is spreading terror through the city of New 
Orleans. Turning Shadowman loose on his ancient rival, the god of fear, is either 
humanity's best option…or impending disaster. 
32pgs, FC $3.99 
 
BLOODSHOT DELUXE EDITION BOOK ONE HC 
(W) Duane Swierczynski (A) Manuel Garcia, Barry Kitson, Arturo Lozzi 
(CA) Esad Ribic 
An oversized, deluxe hardcover collecting Bloodshot's brutal first year in 
the Valiant Universe! From his first no-holds-barred suicide run to the heated 
firefights of the Harbinger Wars, Valiant's indestructible, nanite-enhanced 
commando begins the quest for the long-lost answers behind his origin in this 
prestige-sized collection by acclaimed writer Duane Swierczynski (Birds of Prey) 
and all-star artists Manuel Garcia (Black Widow), Barry Kitson (Amazing Spider-
Man) and Arturo Lozzi (Immortal Weapons). 
Your name is Angelo Mortalli. Your brother is trapped behind enemy lines and on 
the verge of — no. That’s not right. Your name is Raymond Garrison. You’ve 
retired from the dangers of the field, but a desperate plea from your oldest friend 
plunges you into a vicious firefight that — no. That’s not right, either. You are 
Bloodshot. You are the shade of gray that freedom requires. The perfect 
confluence of military necessity and cutting-edge technology. A walking 
WikiLeaks. A reservoir of dirty secrets that could set the world on fire. And you’ve 
just been captured. 
Collecting BLOODSHOT #1-13 (2012), the Bloodshot Deluxe Edition Book One 
hardcover also comes jam-packed with more than 20 pages of never-before-
seen art and extras, direct from the Valiant vaults. 
HC, 8x11, 368pgs, FC $39.99 
 
VANGUARD PRODUCTIONS 
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O/A THE ART OF NICK CARDY SC 
(W) Nick Cardy, John Coates (A/CA) Nick Cardy 
The late Nick Cardy was a professional cartoonist and illustrator for over 50 
years. The Art of Nick Cardy features a complete recollection of his works, 
including art from strips, magazines, posters, and books, all indexed by year. 
Includes a forward by Mark Evanier, an interview with Cardy conducted by Jon 
Cooke, and an afterward by Kurt Busiek. (STK160896) 
MATURE THEMES 
SC, 8x11, 176pgs, PC $19.95 
 
STARS OF THE MONTH 
 
JEFFREY JONES: THE DEFINITIVE REFERENCE HC 
(A/CA) Jeffrey Jones 
Vanguard follows Frazetta: The Definitive Reference with Jeffrey Jones: The 
Definitive Reference. Frazetta called Hugo and World Fantasy Award winner, 
Jones "the great living painter." This book catalogs all published Jones work: 
book covers, National Lampoon, Idyl, comics; The Studio (with Wrightson, 
Winsdor-Smith and Kaluta), prints, portfolios, and more. (STK518286) 
(OCT121242) 
HC, 8.5x11, 176pgs, FC $39.95 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
O/A WALLY WOOD: EERIE TALES OF CRIME & HORROR SC (NEW 
PRINTING) 
(W)  Various (A/CA) Wally Wood 
The official Wally Wood Classics series follows the hit Strange Worlds of Science 
Fiction with Eerie Tales of Crime & Horror, collecting the complete non-EC 
1950's crime and horror comics of Hall of Fame Weird Science, Daredevil, Mars 
Attacks, and MAD co-creator, Wallace Wood. The regular hardcover edition runs 
176 pages, while the deluxe slipcased edition is 200 pages, as it features a 
bonus folio section not part of the regular hardcover edition. (STK520333) 
(NOV121348) 
SC, 8.5x11, 176pgs, FC $24.95 
 
WALLY WOOD: STRANGE WORLDS OF SCIENCE FICTION TP (NEW 
PRINTING) 
(W)  Various (A) Wally Wood (CA) Jim Steranko, Wally Wood 
Tales from the Crypt and Weird Science publisher Bill Gaines called Daredevil, 
THUNDER Agents, and Mars Attacks! co-creator Wally Wood "the greatest 
Science Fiction artist of all time." Strange Worlds collects rare 1950s pre-EC 
Wood sci-fi comics Strange Worlds, Space Detective, Capt. Science, covers, and 
more. Cover by Wood and Jim Steranko. (STK451676) (SEP111260) 
SC, 8.5x11, 136pgs, FC $24.95 
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********************************************************************** 
 
VERTICAL INC 
 
FROM THE NEW WORLD VOLUME 3 GN 
(W/A/CA) Yuusuke Kishi 
A grand tale of the fate of mankind upon obtaining God's gift — telekenisis! Yet 
beneath this thrilling adventure lie deep themes about the driving forces in life. 
Humanity, with the new found "power of the gods" is on the brink. A new species 
of beast, with the intelligence of man, and another race monsters begin to clash 
in this unpredictable story told through the adventues of a group of six youth 
whose telekenetic abilities have such been revealed. Complex and engaging, 
From the New World is a truly unique reading experience well worthy of praise. 
(STK632081) (C: 0-1-0) 
SC, 220pgs, B&W $10.99 
 
MOBILE SUIT GUNDAM: THE ORIGIN VOLUME 5: CHAR & SAYLA HC 
(W/A/CA) Yoshikazu Yasuhiko 
Caught in the crossfire of a space civil war, teenager Amuro Ray accidentally 
finds a new mobile weapon — the RX-78 Gundam. To protect himself and his 
friends he climbs into the cockpit and is immediately thrust into the frontlines 
defending those he loves from a silent enemy. In a civil war, half of humanity has 
been wiped out, and Zeon's army of Zaku mobile suits have been the decisive 
weapon. With the Federation's first Gundam out of action,civilian Amuro Ray 
miraculously stumbles on a second unit. Now, in control of a machine with 
unparalleled destructive power, will Amuro's actions save the colony's survivors 
or destroy them? (STK632082) (C: 0-1-0) 
HC, 6x9, 440pgs, PC $29.95 
 
VIZ MEDIA 
 
RANMA ½ (2-IN-1 EDITION), VOL. 1 
(W/A) Rumiko Takahashi 
Contains Volumes 1 and 2! Years ago, Genma promised his old friend Soun 
Tendo that Ranma would marry one of Soun’s three daughters and carry on the 
family’s martial arts school. Except that the girl picked to be Ranma’s bride 
doesn’t seem to like him, Ranma keeps getting into fights…and did we mention 
that whole changing into a girl thing? (Age Rating: T+) 
SC, 5x7. 360pgs, B&W $14.99 
 
NISEKOI: FALSE LOVE, VOL. 2 
(W/A) Naoshi Komi 
Raku and Chitoge's false love is off to a rocky start, but they have everyone 
fooled! Meanwhile, Raku's still hung up on his childhood sweetheart and wears a 
pendant around his neck as a memento. However, one big problem prevents him 
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from finding the girl whom he promised to marry - he can't remember her name 
or face! To further complicate matters, Onodera, Raku's current crush who also 
harbors secret feelings for him, accidentally overhears Raku and Chitoge arguing 
over their false relationship! (Age Rating: T) 
SC, 5x7, 192pgs, B&W $9.99 
 
ONE PIECE, VOL. 70 
(W/A) Eiichiro Oda 
As Luffy and his crew attempt to leave the laboratory, Caesar Clown undergoes a 
dramatic transformation. Can Luffy actually stop his dreadful ambitions?! And 
when Doflamingo finally makes his appearance, the situation takes a dramatic 
turn!! (Age Rating: T) 
SC, 5x7, 208pgs, B&W $9.99 
 
BLUE EXORCIST, VOL. 11 
(W/A) Kazue Kato 
Rin and his friends continue to investigate the Seven School Mysteries. Yukio 
watches as the Exwires take on the Academy’s ghosts, troubled by lingering 
doubts about his own feelings. Rin seems to be learning to control his power 
more, but is tapping his inner demonic fire going to be his salvation or his doom? 
(Age Rating: T+) 
SC, 5x7, 210pgs, B&W $9.99 
 
PSYREN, VOL. 15 
(W/A) Toshiaki Iwashiro 
Ageha and his friends launch an attack on Astral Nava, to rescue their kidnapped 
friends and confront Miroku Amagi once and for all. The Star Commanders are 
formidable opponents, but Ageha’s team gets a boost from some surprise 
reinforcements. As the ferocious battles rage, Miroku begins to set his ultimate 
plan in motion: the creation of an entirely new species to replace the human race! 
(Age Rating: T) 
SC, 5x7, 208pgs, B&W $9.99 
 
RIN-NE, VOL. 14 
(W/A) Rumiko Takahashi 
Renge Shima, a hot transfer student, is Rinne's new classmate. But whose spirit 
is that hovering over her shoulder?! As if that weren’t enough, Rinne also has to 
deal with a Black Cat elder, a Nine-Tailed Fox and a visit from a demon of Hell!! 
(Age Rating: T+) 
SC, 5x7, 192pgs, B&W $9.99 
 
ARATA: THE LEGEND, VOL. 17 
(W/A) Yuu Watase 
The Shinsho Kitsutsune, Arata Hinohara’s most daunting foe so far, has stolen 
the hearing of everyone but Arata himself. Bad as this is, it’s made worse when 
Arata learns that music may be the weapon that can defeat his enemy. Arata and 
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his allies work through this problem and manage to launch an effective assault 
on Kitsutsune, only to have nature violently intervene and force Arata to act to 
save lives and face the very real prospect of losing the battle! (Age Rating: T) 
SC, 5x7, 208pgs, B&W $9.99 
 
FULLMETAL ALCHEMIST (3-IN-1 EDITION), VOL. 7 
(W/A) Hiromu Arakawa 
Contains volumes 19, 20 and 21! The story enters its final stretch as the Elric 
brothers learn of the homunculi’s ultimate plan to turn all of Amestris into an 
alchemical bloodbath on the “Day of Reckoning.” While tempted to use the open 
portal that day to get their bodies back, for now the brothers build opposition to 
the homunculi-corrupted military with others who have learned of the grisly plan. 
While Al learns the secret of the homunculi’s origins from his father, Ed joins 
forces with a familiar homunculus who seems to be having pangs of conscience. 
(Age Rating: T) 
SC, 5x7, 568pgs, B&W $14.99 
 
PHANTOM THIEF JEANNE, VOL. 1 
(W/A) Arina Tanemura 
High school student Maron Kusakabe has a secret: she’s Phantom Thief Jeanne. 
She sneaks into private art collections to steal paintings in which demons reside. 
Jeanne’s task is to seal the demons before they can devour human hearts. So far 
she’s been able to evade the police on her midnight outings, but now another 
thief has come onto the scene - Phantom Sinbad - and he’s trying to take the 
paintings before she does! (Age Rating: T) 
SC, 5x7, 258pgs, B&W $10.99 
 
BLACK BIRD, VOL. 18 
(W/A) Kanoko Sakurakouji 
Misao’s due date is rapidly approaching, and while she knows giving birth to her 
child means her death, she isn’t ready to give up on life. But can she and Kyo 
discover a way to avert tragedy when countless Senka Maidens before her have 
suffered the same fate?! 
It’s the heartrending conclusion of this supernatural love story! (Age Rating: T+) 
SC, 5x7, 200pgs, B&W $9.99 
 
FUSHIGI YÛGI: GENBU KAIDEN, VOL. 12 
(W/A) Yuu Watase 
The time has come for Takiko to assume the powers of the priestess and 
summon Genbu. As war and disaster break out around her, she must choose the 
three wishes that will save the Universe of the Four Gods. But according to 
prophecy, to summon a god the priestess must die… Final volume! (Age Rating: 
T+) 
SC, 5x7, 192pgs, B&W $9.99 
 
MIDNIGHT SECRETARY, VOL. 4 
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(W/A) Tomu Ohmi 
Kyohei has left the family firm to start his own business, and Kaya is at his side 
as his indispensible secretary…but only at night. By day she’s still the executive 
secretary for Erde, a subsidiary of the company Kyohei just quit. The increased 
workload isn’t a problem, but when the president of Erde discovers that Kaya is 
seeing an ex-Tohma Corp. executive, he starts to question her professional 
ethics! Will being vampire’s secretary put an end to her career?! (Age Rating: M) 
SC, 5x7, 192pgs, B&W $9.99 
 
DRAGON BALL (3-IN-1 EDITION), VOL. 4 
(W/A) Akira Toriyama 
The next Tenkaichi Budokai martial art tournament is just around the corner, and 
an eager Son Goku can’t wait to face even tougher fighters for the “Strongest 
Under the Heavens” title! Among the contestants include pipsqueak Chaozu and 
three-eyed Tenshinhan, deadly disciples of Tsuru-Sennin, the Crane Hermit! As it 
turns out, Tsuru-Sennin is an old rival of Goku’s teacher Kame-sennin (also 
known as the Turtle hemit). What’s worse, Tsuru-Sennin orders Chaozu and 
Tenshinhan to kill the Kame Sennin disciples! Will crane-style kung fu beat out 
turtle style? As these two martial arts schools duke it out in the tournament ring, 
things just might turn fatal! (Age Rating: T) 
SC, 5x7, 576pgs, B&W $14.99 
 
ORESAMA TEACHER, VOL. 16 
(W/A) Izumi Tsubaki 
After returning from the school trip, Mafuyu and the rest of the Public Morals Club 
learn all about Akki’ s adventure with Komari. The story makes Mafuyu realize 
that all the attacks from the Student Council so far have been solo affairs. Why 
haven’t they teamed up to take down the Public Morals Club? Determined to get 
to the bottom of this mystery, Mafuyu sneaks into Hanabusa’s lair…the Student 
Council Room! (Age Rating: T) 
SC, 5x7, 208pgs, B&W $9.99 
 
SKIP BEAT! (3-IN-1 EDITION), VOL. 7 
(W/A) Yoshiki Nakamura 
Kyoko and Ren have an embarrassment of mentors as Koo and Lory keep 
meddling in their lives and careers. The two veterans of show business just want 
what’s best for their protégés, but their methods are a bit unconventional. Will 
their well-meant assistance propel Ren and Kyoko to the next level, or will it 
make everything come tumbling down?! (Age Rating: T) 
SC, 5x7, 568pgs, B&W $14.99 
 
STROBE EDGE, VOL. 9 
(W/A) Io Sakisaka 
Ren decides to tell Ninako his feelings for her after the Sports Festival, but he’s 
afraid she may have already moved on! Meanwhile, Ando and his ex, Mao, keep 
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crossing paths… How will Ando react when he hears her shocking revelation? 
(Age Rating: T) 
SC, 5x7, 208pgs, B&W $9.99 
 
07-GHOST, VOL. 9 
(W/A) Yuki Amemiya 
Entangled by the Kraut House’s corruption, Teito finds himself imprisoned in an 
icy tomb with a strange girl who he swears he’s met before. Learning the dark 
secrets of Labrador’s past is key to surviving the subzero “garden” but the trail 
leading to the gentle Seven Ghost’s sad last days is anything but a primrose 
path. (Age Rating: T+) 
SC, 5x7, 200pgs, B&W $9.99 
 
D.GRAY-MAN (3-IN-1 EDITION), VOL. 3 
(W/A) Katsura Hoshino 
Allen has had his heart pierced and his Innocence pulverized by an assassin 
from the Clan of Noah. Allen is taken to the Asian branch of the Black Order to 
heal. He is keen to rejoin the battle, but he will not be able to fight again until he 
learns how to activate his Innocence and turn it into a weapon. (Age Rating: T+) 
SC, 5x7, 576pgs, B&W $14.99 
 
TEGAMI BACHI, VOL. 16 
(W/A) Hiroyuki Asada 
A New York Times best-selling fantasy series with heart! (Age Rating: T) 
SC, 5x7, 200pgs, B&W $9.99 
 
MARCH STORY, VOL. 5 
(W/A) Kim Hyung-min 
The diabolic Lady Janjaghee has captured Rodin in hopes of luring March to her 
death. Enraged, March goes after her nemesis while Belma and Jake do their 
best to hold her back - for if March allows her love for Rodin to overwhelm her, 
the Ill inside her will devour her soul. But tapping the evil force in her heart may 
be the only way for March to defeat Lady Janjaghee! (Age Rating: M) 
SC, 6x8, 192pgs, B&W $12.99 
 
VAGABOND, VOL. 35 
(W/A) Takehiko Inoue 
Musashi takes on a different kind of opponent when he comes to the aid of a 
young orphaned boy and tries to defeat one of the fundamental elements of 
nature, water. This side journey takes him to the verge of discovering something 
that is perhaps even greater than becoming invincible. (Age Rating: M) 
SC, 6x8, 208pgs, B&W $12.99 
 
WW NORTON 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
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O/A WILL EISNER: THE DREAMER GN 
(W/A/CA) Will Eisner 
An extraordinary autobiographical story from a legend in American comics, this 
roman à clef about Eisner's early years in the thriving comics industry prior to 
World War II features new annotations that reveal comics pioneers such as Bob 
Kane and Jack Kirby who appear under pseudonyms. (STK376755) 
SC, 7x10, 54pgs, B&W $16.95 
 
O/A WILL EISNER'S A CONTRACT WITH GOD TRILOGY HC (NEW 
PRINTING) 
(W/A/CA) Will Eisner 
The legendary graphic novel and the sequels that launched an art form. Set 
during the Great Depression, this literary trilogy, assembled in one volume for the 
first time, presents a treasure house of now near-mythic stories that fictionally 
illustrate the bittersweet tenement life of Eisner's youth. With nearly one dozen 
new illustrations and a revealing brand-new foreword, this book ultimately tells 
the epic story of life, death, and resurrection while exploring man's fractious 
relationship with an all-too-vengeful God. This mesmerizing, fictional chronicle of 
the universal American immigrant experience is Eisner's most poignant and 
enduring legacy. (STK468342) 
HC, 7x10, 544pgs, B&W $35.00 
 
O/A WILL EISNER'S MINOR MIRACLES TP 
(W/A/CA) Will Eisner 
A powerful portrayal of Jewish life in the New York City of Eisner’s youth, Minor 
Miracles encourages similar introspection as it examines how luck and 
coincidence converge in everyday life in ways that, in hindsight, seem 
miraculous. (STK396118) 
MATURE THEMES 
SC, 7x10, 128pgs $17.95 
 
O/A WILL EISNER READER GN 
(W/A/CA) Will Eisner 
Born in 1917, Will Eisner was the author of The Spirit. This collection, the Will 
Eisner Reader, features a collection of his brilliant short-story gems, including "A 
Sunset in Sunshine City," an ode to memory and nostalgia inspired by Eisner's 
transition to life in Florida after his "retirement" in 1985. (STK376753) 
SC, 7x10, 96pgs, B&W $16.95 
 
WITCH HOUSE MEDIA 
 
TRANSREALITY GN 
(W/A/CA) Chris Lackey 
James Watson, a family man from 2013 Yorkshire, is thrown into a futuristic, 
post-singularity society in a transhuman culture, where humans and uplifted 
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animals live as digital beings in virtual environments. Despite being just an 
ordinary guy and a stranger in the strangest of futures, James quests to rescue 
his friend, find his family and carve himself a place in this brave new world. 
(STK632869) 
SC, 7x10, 128pgs, FC $15.00 
 
YEN PRESS 
 
ARE YOU ALICE? VOLUME 4 GN 
(W) Ikumi Katagiri (A/CA) Ai Ninomiya 
A twist on Alice's adventures in Wonderland in which "Alice" is a boy whose 
"adventures" more closely resemble a gunfight! Setting off into Caterpillar Alley's 
One Hundred Stories, Alice and the Hatter are now one step closer to killing the 
White Rabbit. They just need to follow the Wimpy Book to its end, and it will 
connect them to the enigmatic entity they seek-the Dormouse. But when the 
story loses its plot (literally), Alice finds himself all alone, faced with questions he 
can't answer. Is the sister in his dreams the real Alice? And did he really take her 
life? As Alice tries to puzzle out his own story from the few memories he has, the 
Hatter and the Caterpillar try to figure out how the tale went so horribly wrong! 
(STK631931) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Available only in the United States, U.S. 
Territories, Canada, and the U.K. 
SC, 192pgs, B&W $11.99 
 
BLOODY BRAT: A BLOOD LAD ANTHOLOGY VOLUME 1 GN 
(W) Yuuki Kodama (A/CA) Kanata Yoshino 
In the vein of Soul Eater, demon and human cultures clash in this dark, urban 
action-comedy! In this collection of short stories and four-panel comics, Blood 
Lad creator Yuki Kodama teams up with artist Kanata Yoshino to take us through 
the black curtain to explore the lives of Demon World Boss Staz and his crew. In 
this hilarious behind-the-scenes trip, readers will discover the full extent of Staz's 
anime/manga obsession, join Bell on her treasure-hunting travels, and much 
more! (STK631936) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Available only in the United States, U.S. 
Territories, Canada, and the U.K. 
SC, 192pgs, B&W $11.99 
 
BLOODY CROSS VOLUME 2 GN 
(W/A/CA) Shiwo Komeyama 
Demons and angels collide with a curse in this gothic fantasy that strikes to the 
core of manga fandom! Tsukimiya and Hinata thought they had secured at last 
the divine power of God that will allow them to break their deadly curse, but they 
and Tsuzuki are not the only ones after the power. Even as Tsuzuki collects the 
power that will fuel his ascent to omnipotence, there is one who would see him 
brought crashing back to Earth. As both sides race toward the prize, Tsuzuki 
calls on the half-bloods Tsukimiya and Hinata to join the hunt and prevent the 
power from falling into dark hands! (STK631932) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Available only 
in the United States, U.S. Territories, Canada, and the U.K. 
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SC, 224pgs, B&W $11.99 
 
KINGDOM HEARTS: 358/2 DAYS VOLUME 3 GN 
(W/A/CA) Shiro Amano 
Disney's most beloved characters come together in this manga adaptation of the 
bestselling video game franchise! Xion, having failed her last mission, is left 
unconscious and out of commission. Unfortunately, Roxas doesn't have time to 
worry about his friend because he's been ordered to go to Wonderland with 
Organization XIII's No. 10 — the Gambler of Fate, Luxord. Can Roxas keep up 
with the old man's games? Meanwhile, a confrontation with Saïx motivates Axel 
to find out who Xion really is! (STK631933) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Available only in 
the United States and Canada. 
SC, 192pgs, B&W $12.00 
 
PUELLA MAGI MADOKA MAGICA: THE DIFFERENT STORY VOLUME 1 GN 
(W/A) Magica Quartet (CA)  Hanokage 
A brand-new story spun off from the world of the hit anime and manga series, 
Puella Magi Madoka Magica! Mami's warm personality has made it difficult for 
her to adjust to her solitary life as a magical girl, where survival often takes 
precedence over kindness. When she meets Kyouko Sakura, a fellow lone wolf, 
she is excited at the prospect of working together with another magical girl and 
forging a friendship built on ultimate trust. But many are the sacrifices all magical 
girls must make, and the consequences of Kyouko's choice are only just 
becoming clear to her. When the pain becomes unbearable, will Kyouko remain 
standing beside Mami as a force for the greater good? (STK631934) (C: 1-1-0) 
NOTE: Available only in the United States, U.S. Territories, Canada, and the 
U.K. 
SC, 5x7, 144pgs, B&W $13.00 
 
SOUL EATER VOLUME 19 TP 
(W/A/CA) Atsushi Ohkubo 
In his madness, Death the Kid has embraced a new notion of "order": Only in 
nothingness can there be true balance and equilibrium. But for Black*Star, being 
on equal footing with anyone is not his style. Black*Star has always wanted to 
"transcend the gods." Now, his only chance may be to overpower his shinigami 
friend and take Death down if he wants to save him! (STK632440) (C: 0-1-1) 
MATURE THEMES 
SC, 192pgs, B&W $13.00 
 
SWORD ART ONLINE: AINCRAD GN 
(W/A/CA) Reki Kawahara 
In the year 2022, gamers rejoice as Sword Art Online, a VRMMORPG (Virtual 
Reality Massively Multiplayer Online Role Playing Game) like no other, opens its 
virtual doors, allowing players to take full advantage of the ultimate in gaming 
technology: NerveGear, a system that allows users to completely immerse 
themselves in the game world by manipulating their brain waves to create a 
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wholly realistic gaming experience. But when the game goes live, the elation of 
the players quickly turns to horror as they discover that, for all its amazing 
features, SAO is missing one of the most basic functions of any MMORPG — a 
log-out button. Now trapped in the virtual world of Aincrad, their bodies held 
captive by NerveGear in the real world, users are issued a chilling ultimatum: 
conquer all one hundred floors of Aincrad to regain your freedom. But in the 
warped world of SAO, "game over" means certain death — both virtual and real! 
(STK632041) (C: 0-1-0) 
SC, 384pgs, B&W $20.00 
 
WOLF CHILDREN: AME & YUKI DELUXE HC 
(W) Mamoru Hosoda (A/CA)  Yuu 
In this gentle, bittersweet manga adaptation of Mamoru Hosoda's award-winning 
Wolf Children film, a young single mother raises two unruly children with an 
unusual secret in the Japanese countryside. When Hana falls in love with a 
young interloper she encounters in her college class, the last thing she expects 
to learn is that he is part wolf. Instead of rejecting her lover upon learning his 
secret, she accepts him with open arms. Soon, the couple is expecting their first 
child, and a cozy picture of family life unfolds. But after what seems like a mere 
moment of bliss to Hana, the father of her children is tragically taken from her. 
Life as a single mother is hard in any situation, but when your children walk a fine 
line between man and beast, the rules of parenting all but go out the window. 
With no one to turn to, how will Hana survive? (STK631939) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: 
Available only in the United States, U.S. Territories, Canada, and the U.K. 
HC, 6x9, 300pgs, B&W $25.99 
 
ZENESCOPE ENTERTAINMENT 
 
GRIMM FAIRY TALES PRESENTS: NEVERLAND—AGE OF DARKNESS #1 
(OF 4) 
(W) Joe Brusha (A) TBD 
(CA) A: Anthony Spay, B: Emilio Laiso, C: Mike Krome, D: Mike Capprotti 
The barriers between Earth and the realms of power are weakening and the 
government is becoming more and more concerned with the recent activities of 
the Dark Horde. They move in secret among humans as they never have before 
and Neverland seems to be the focal point of their activities. Nathan Cross knows 
Neverland as well as any man on Earth and as part of the government’s Realm 
Knight initiative he is called on to lead a strike team into the realm to find out 
exactly what the Horde is up to. Cross and Tink return as the Age of Darkness 
descends on the Grimm Universe! 
32pgs, FC (1 of 4) $2.99 
 
GRIMM FAIRY TALES #95 
(W) Joe Brusha (A) Salvador Velazquez  
(CA) A: Paulo Siqueira, B: Marat Mycha, C: Steven Cummings 
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Baba Yaga returns to help Sela battle her most ancient enemy, an enemy who’s 
joined forces with the Dark Horde. But will either of them survive the onslaught of 
Koschei the Deathless? The countdown to Grimm Fairy Tales #100 and the Age 
of Darkness continues! 
32pgs, FC $2.99 
 
GRIMM FAIRY TALES PRESENTS: CODE RED #4 (OF 5) 
(W) Pat Shand (A) Ricardo Osnaya  
(CA) A: Harvey Tolibao, B: Ale Garza, C: Andrea Errico 
How can you protect yourself what you don’t understand? As the curtains pull 
back to reveal the Dark Horde’s latest weapon, a shape-shifter named Ivory, 
Britney is forced to face a terrible truth about herself. Can she stop the Cyclops’ 
Eye from falling into the hands of those who would use it for evil, or will she 
succumb to the darkness that’s been hiding in the recesses of her mind for 
years? 
32pgs, FC (4 of 5) $2.99 
 
GRIMM FAIRY TALES PRESENTS: QUEST #5 (OF 5) 
(W) Pat Shand (A) Sergio Osuna, Francesca Zambon  
(CA) Cover A: Emilio Laiso, B: Alfredo Reyes, C: Jamie Tyndall 
As the opposing factions battling for Myst come into conflict, the fate of all of the 
realms hangs in the balance. Will Blake, Bolder, Druanna and Aisling triumph, or 
is the dark future of Myst written in stone? The quest to save the Realms ends 
here as the Age of Darkness begins! 
32pgs, FC (5 of 5) $3.99 
 
GRIMM FAIRY TALES PRESENTS 
WONDERLAND: CLASH OF QUEENS #2 (OF 5) 
(W) Raven Gregory (A) Manuel Preitano  
(CA) A: Drew Edward Johnson, B: Sheldon Goh, C: Johnny Desjardins, D: 
Richard Ortiz 
With the arrival of the Ebony Blade, the Queens of Wonderland have each sent 
their most powerful lieutenants to claim the mythic weapon for themselves. But 
even with their combined might, retrieving the blade proves more problematic 
than they thought when the cunning and deadly Trickster sets her sights on the 
weapon for herself. 
32pgs, FC (2 of 5) $3.99 
 
GRIMM FAIRY TALES PRESENTS 
WONDERLAND: ASYLUM #3 (OF 5) 
(W) Raven Gregory, Pat Shand (A) Tony Brescini  
(CA) A: Mike S. Miller, B: Chris Ehnot, C: David Nakayama 
Violet accepts her destiny as the bride of the Void! A new Mad Hatter rises! An 
army approaches Wonderland! The insane conclusion to the new Wonderland 
trilogy rockets to its bizarre climax as the sinister truth about the Realm of 
Wonderland is revealed at last.  
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32pgs, FC (3 of 5) $3.99 
 
GRIMM FAIRY TALES PRESENTS: WONDERLAND #21 
(W) Raven Gregory (A) Abhishek Malsuni  
(CA) A: Dawn McTeigue, B: Vincenzo Cucca, C: Sean Chen 
SHATTERED REFLECTIONS: Part One—Calie has returned to Wonderland with 
new powers, ready to end the reign of madness that has plagued her and her 
family’s lives for so long. Unfortunately for her, Wonderland has other plans that 
include the creation of one of the greatest adversaries Calie has ever faced.  
32pgs, FC $3.99 
 
GRIMM FAIRY TALES PRESENTS 
ROBYN HOOD: LEGEND #1 (OF 5) 
(W) Pat Shand (A) Larry Watts  
(CA) A: Ken Lashley, B: Jenny Frison, C: Stjepan Sejic, D: Nei Ruffino 
Robyn thought she lost everything, but when the villainous Guy of Gisbourne 
makes his way to Earth, Robyn is faced with a choice. Return to Myst to save the 
people of Nottingham once and for all, or live life as a normal person. The final 
volume of the fan favorite Robyn Hood trilogy begins now. 
32pgs, FC (1 of 5) $2.99 
 
GRIMM FAIRY TALES PRESENTS: ASCENSION #2 (OF 5) 
(W) Pat Shand (A) Butch Mapa  
(CA) A: Abhishek Malsuni, B: Eric J, C: Giuseppe Cafar 
The Being leads his new keepers on a mission to purify the Earth. Wrongdoers 
face the wrath of a god living among us, while true believers are rewarded for 
their faith. However, as the Being’s obsession with power grows, how long will it 
take before this god looks upon all of humanity with fury? 
32pgs, FC (2 of 5) $3.99 
 
GRIMM FAIRY TALES PRESENTS 
TALES FROM OZ: THE SCARECROW #3 (OF 5) 
(W) Joe Brusha (A) Miguel Mendonca  
(CA)A: Renato Rei, B: Marat Mychaels, C: Pasquale Qualano 
The Witches of Oz rule with power and fear. Even their allies are not safe from 
their wrath if they step out of line. And the punishment for those who betray them 
is severe as one of their most trusted advisors is about to find out… Even the 
most timid of men can be transformed into the scariest of creatures.  
32pgs, FC (3 of 5) $3.99 
 
CLAYBURN MOORE'S B.A.R. MAID #4 (OF 5) 
(W) Pat Shand (A) Jacob Bear  
(CA) A: Billy Tucci, B: Pasquale Qualano, C: Franchesco! 
The Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor is revealed to be just the first offensive in a 
much grander plan. Cassidy leads the fractured remains of the rebels against 
their forces, but how can they stand up to a threat that is able to beat time itself?  
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32pgs, FC (4 of 5) $3.50 
 
GRIMM FAIRY TALES PRESENTS: WONDERLAND VOLUME 4 TP 
(W) Raven Gregory (A) Various (CA) Michael Dooney 
Where do you go when there is nowhere left to run? Back to the beginning! Tired 
of fleeing from Wonderland, Calie and Violet begin to search for answers by 
delving into Charles Dodgson’s past. But a mysterious force from Wonderland 
might have other, darker plans in mind for them. 
SC, 7x10, 148pgs, FC $15.99 
 
GRIMM FAIRY TALES VOLUME 15 TP 
(W) Joe Brusha, Troy Brownfield  
(A) Various (CA) TBD 
The Countdown to 100 begins in this volume! The Dark Queen has risen from the 
dead, Rapunzel is out for her blood, and Sela struggles to cope with the 
revelation that she loves a villain! Collects Grimm Fairy Tales issues #89-94. 
SC, 7x10, 148pgs, FC $15.99 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
GRIMM FAIRY TALES OMNIBUS TP 
(W) Joe Brusha, Ralph Tedesco (A) Various 
(CA) Franchesco! 
Start reading from the very beginning of Zenescope Entertainment’s longest 
running series with this massive collection! Experience the uniquely twisted fairy 
tales from the minds of Joe Brusha and Ralph Tedesco. Follow the heroine Sela 
as she uses the classic tales of old to lead modern day men and women to the 
right choices while combating the lure of evil. Collecting issues #1-50 of the hit 
independent series 
SC, 7x10, 1,352pgs, FC $59.99 
 
THE ART OF ZENESCOPE VOLUME 1 HC 
(A) Various 
Finally, the hottest artwork in comics today is now collected together in this 
limited edition art book. The most sought after covers, created by the industry’s 
biggest stars is featured in this stunning collection. From Zenescope 
Entertainment’s library of incredible limited edition, convention exclusives, this 
hardcover artbook comes in a gorgeous slip case complete with a limited edition 
art print 
AMAZONE EDITION—HC, 8x11, 200pgs, FC $79.99 
DIRECT MARKET EDITION—HC, 8x11, 200pgs, FC $89.99 
 
************************************************************************ 
 
BOOKS SECTION 
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ANIMATION 
 
ADVENTURE TIME: A TOTALLY MATH POSTER COLLECTION SC 
Feauturing 20 exclusive, removable Adventure Time posters to delight and 
bewilder, this book collects a madcap array of lovingly crafted artwork by world-
class artists and designers such as Olly Moss and Tony Millionaire. Cover your 
walls with colorful visions from the land of Ooo. Pore over gorgeous, high-quality 
prints featuring all your favorite characters, including Finn the Human, Jake the 
Dog, Ice King, Marceline the Vampire Queen, LSP, and Princess Bubblegum! 
Perfect for displaying, these large-format, crease-free posters are so rhombus, 
you'll want to build more walls in your home or office to display them all! 
(STK632303) (C: 0-1-0) 
SC, 11x16, 42pgs, FC $19.95 
 
ART BOOKS 
 
THE ART OF IAN MILLER HC 
Featuring over 300 pieces of artwork spanning decades of Ian's work, this 
collection is a treat for all lovers of great fantasy art, from Lovecraft novel covers 
to Tolkien bestiaries to Warhammer 40,000 concept art, through a veritable trove 
of gothic humor, fantasy battles, dragons, beasts, and a world of nightmarish 
visions. Including sketches, supporting artwork, and full artist's commentary 
throughout, this is the most complete book chronicling his career and working 
process and includes original art never before published. (STK632456) (C: 0-1-0) 
HC, 12x9, 160pgs, FC $34.95 
 
SKETCHBOOK: EL GUNTO 
(W/A/CA)  EL GUNTO 
El Gunto, aka Guillaume Poux, was born one day in April 1980. After many years 
in school to study as useless as mathematics or physical materials, he decided to 
learn a real serious business that will (almost) famous: cartoonist. Since then, he 
has published several comics and illustrated books from different publishers like 
Bamboo and Sun, while keeping some free time to draw pretty pin-ups, his 
besetting sin. French Text. (STK633228) (C: 0-0-1) 
MATURE THEMES 
SC, 7x9, 48pgs, FC $30.00 
 
SKETCHBOOK: HAWTHORNE 
(W/A/CA) Mike Hawthorne 
Mike Hawthorne, an American artist, designer, and cartoonist, has been 
nominated for both an Eisner and Harvey awards, and he's worked with clients 
like FOX Films, Universal Studios, The 76ers, Marvel Comics, DC/Vertigo, Dark 
Horse Comics, IDW Publishing, and well as many others. He is currently working 
on his first French series, a three volume adaptation of Stefan Wul's science 
fiction classic Oms en Serie. French and English text. (STK633230) (C: 0-0-1) 
MATURE THEMES 
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SC, 7x9, 48pgs, PC $30.00 
 
SKETCHBOOK: MALY SIRI 
(W/A/CA) Maly Siri 
Sailing has always been at the discretion of a world imbued with the patina of 
time and boundless admiration for great artists such as Petty, Vargas, Gil 
Elvgren, Maly Siri has specialized over the years in the design of pin-up with a 
mind geared toward nostalgia. Through this sketchbook we find pleasure in the 
vamps rouged look, "girls-next-door," the characters of western outlined for 
Flipville (Ed. Dupuis) and sketches taken from the daily Montreal life of this 
young French illustrator. French text. (STK633226) (C: 0-0-1) 
MATURE THEMES 
SC, 7x9, 48pgs, FC $30.00 
 
SKETCHBOOK: VALP 
(A/CA)  VALP 
The sketchbook will include many sketches, new as the oldest, illustrations, 
research Ashrel, and many other discoveries! French text. (STK633227) (C: 0-0-
1) 
MATURE THEMES 
SC, 7x9, 48pgs, FC $30.00 
 
ZEROFRIENDS COLL OF ART & MADNESS HC 
(A) Alex Pardee & Various 
Throughout history, in fables and even in pop culture, every underdog has 
possessed one vital asset that led to their success: passion. The same can be 
said about the art and apparel brand Zerofriends. Originally consisting of a small 
group of imaginative artists who shared the same desire to create obscure, 
unique, and borderline demented artwork, Zerofriends has grown into an art and 
apparel brand whose creativity has gained worldwide recognition. Featured 
artists include Alex Pardee, Tara McPherson, Greg "Craola" Simkins, Skinner, 
Dave Correia, Robert Bowen, Jon Wayshak, Jason Edmiston, and others. 
(STK632460) (C: 0-1-1) 
HC, 8x11, 96pgs, FC $29.95 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
O/A THE ART OF CARETTA: HARD CANDY SC 
(W/A/CA) Fernando Caretta 
Artist Fernando Caretta loves girls in all their shapely delights and naughty 
behavior, which is why his subjects are cute, sweet, and not-all-that-innocent! 
Welcome to the world of Caretta, where the female prey is really in control, and 
the would-be predator is in big trouble! (STK329794) 
MATURE THEMES 
SC, 7x10, 48pgs, FC $14.95 
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O/A THE ART OF JOE PEKAR: NAUGHTY GIRLS VOLUME 1 SC 
(W/A/CA) Joe Pekar 
Adorably cute, sweet, and just a little on the naughty side. This is the hallmark of 
Joe Pekar's illustrations, as his little ladies make their way from his brain to the 
outside world! Collected for the first time is a gallery of Pekar's best, showing off 
his ability to create portraits of pillowfights and pouty teens with expert ease! 
(STK308336) 
MATURE THEMES 
SC, 8x11, 48pgs, FC $14.95 
 
ART BOOKS - PHOTOGRAPHY 
 
HOT & PERVY PARIS GIRLS: BEST OF PETITES PARISIENNES HC 
(W/A) Ethan Angus (CA)  Photo 
Oh là là! French girls! What's their secrect? They look stunning and fabulous 
despite their rich cuisine. And they are desired and envied across the globe for 
their unique sex appeal. Photographer Ethan Angus has captured this allure in 
his disarming pictures of young Parisian women posing seductively in their most 
daring dessous, innocent underwear or simply naked. Here are more than 200 
pages of refreshingly different erotic photography. (STK632459) (C: 0-1-0) 
MATURE THEMES 
HC, 6x9, 224pgs, FC $37.95 
 
COMICS 
 
THE AGES OF WONDER WOMAN SC 
(W) Joseph J. Darowski 
Created in 1941 by the psychologist William Marston, Wonder Woman would go 
on to have one of the longest continuous run of published comic book adventures 
in the history of the industry. More than 70 years after her debut, Wonder Woman 
remains a popular culture icon. Throughout the intervening years wars, the 
feminist movement, politics, and evolving social opinions and concerns can be 
seen influencing the stories found in Wonder Woman's comic books. In this 
collection of new essays, each examines a specific period or storyline from 
Wonder Woman comic books and analyzes that story in regard to contemporary 
issues in American society. (STK633239) (C: 0-1-1) NOTE: This item may be 
available through other retail outlets before shipping to comic book specialty 
shops. 
SC, 6x9, 248pgs, B&W $40.00 
 
COMICS ART HC 
(W) Paul Gravett 
The narrative possibilities of comics art and the accessibility of the form have 
made it one of the more innovative contemporary genres. Self-publishing and the 
Internet have given rise to new, autobiographical forms and an increasing 
number of authors draw from outside the mainstream, whether sexually, 
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ethnically, or politically. In this richly illustrated and accessible survey, acclaimed 
author Paul Gravett considers the vast output of comics culture from the late 19th 
century to today, including syndicated comics, graphic novels, and contemporary 
art and illustration. From foundational masterpieces such as Rodolphe Topffer’s 
and Wilhelm Busch’s albums, George McManus’s Art Deco Bringing Up Father, 
and Alex Raymond’s Flash Gordon to the later retro stylings of Robert Crumb, 
Gravett considers lines of influence from around the world and examines how 
comics have shifted from supporting the status quo to becoming the voice of 
alternative subcultures. Gravett traces the major themes taking place in 
contemporary comics, noting the rise of publications that function as questioning, 
transgressive outlets for outsider stories and ideas, and includes the ways that 
folk art traditions are reinvigorating the form. (STK633734) (C: 0-1-1) 
HC, 8x11, 144pgs, PC $35.00 
 
COTTAGE CLASSICS: THEIR MAKERS & THE MAKING SC 
(W) Malcolm Whyte (A) S.Clay Wilson & Various 
Cottage Classics: Their Makers & The Making spotlights the personalities, the 
extraordinary art, and the intricate processes demanded of these creative 
innovators in books tailor-made for their talents. With over 70 b&w and color 
illustrations each chapter reveals "behind the book" details necessary to design a 
volume that enriches the creator's repertoire while bringing fresh viewpoints to 
timeless literature and opening their works to a wide world of new readers. This 
limited edition is a "must have" for fans of Edward Gorey, cartoon art, unique 
books, and those intrigued with the complex process of book publishing. 
(STK632650) 
SC, 8x11, 120pgs, PC $24.95 
 
SPIDER-MAN CHARACTER ENCYCLOPEDIA HC 
Take a closer look into the web-filled world of one of the world's favorite super-
heroes, Spider-Man! Featuring detailed profiles of over 200 of Spidey's friends 
and foes, as well as tons of facts and information on the Web-Slinger himself, the 
Spider-Man Character Encyclopedia will test your knowledge of the world of 
Spider-Man. Organized alphabetically, each character profile is crammed with 
facts, statistics, informative annotations, and exciting original comic book art 
illustrated by Marvel's leading artists. (STK632591) (C: 0-1-0) 
HC, 7x9, 208pgs, FC $16.99 
 
STARS OF THE MONTH 
 
THOR ORIGIN STORY YR HC NEW ED 
(W) Richard Thomas 
Imagine being a prince that some would hail as a god. Imagine that you're the 
heir to your father's throne. Finally, imagine that you have unlimited power to 
control the elements at your fingertips. Thor Odinson doesn't need to imagine 
any of this. Thor will one day rule Asgard, but first he must prove himself worthy. 
Thor is arrogant, and this could cost him the right to wield the mighty hammer, 
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Mjolnir, and to ascend to the throne. Can Thor learn humility before he loses his 
royal right to his jealous brother, Loki? (STK617425) (JUL131456) 
HC, 8x11, 48pgs, FC $8.99 
 
UNSTOPPABLE WOLVERINE AN ORIGIN STORY HC 
(W) Richard Thomas (A/CA) Pat Olliffe 
He is the best there is at what he does, but just who is the mystery man known 
as Wolverine? Learn how sickly James Howlett learned to use his mutants gifts 
— claws made of bone that he could extend from his fists, and the ability to heal 
from almost any wound — to live for decades without growing old. See how he 
survived World Wars and amazing adventures, and learn about the top secret 
government experiment that covered his bones with adamantium, the hardest 
metal known to man. Then witness his transformation from tough loner to one of 
Professor Xavier’s most famous X-Men, and see how the unstoppable Wolverine 
inspires X-Men, mutants, and all of the heroes of the Marvel Universe to never 
give up and always fight the good fight! (STK475664) (SEP121339) 
HC, 8x10, 48pgs, FC $8.99 
 
********************************************************************** 
 
THE WORLD ACCORDING TO SPIDER-MAN HC 
(W) Daniel Wallace 
It's not easy being a Super Hero when you've got a steady job to hold down and 
girlfriend problems to deal with. Somehow, Peter Parker (aka Spider-Man) 
manages to do it while regularly saving New York City from a rogues' gallery of 
super villains. In The World According to Spider-Man, the wisecracking hero 
spills the beans on how he balances his two lives and manages to keep his 
trademark sense of humor, even while he's tangling with Doc Ock or the Green 
Goblin. (STK632339) (C: 0-1-1) NOTE: Available only within the United States--
No U.S. Territories. 
HC, 7x7, 64pgs, FC $24.99 
 
THE WORLD ACCORDING TO WOLVERINE HC 
(W) Matthew K. Manning 
In The World According to Wolverine, Marvel Comics' favorite stoic loner finally 
opens up on a range of topics that are close to his mutant heart. With helpful tips 
on everything from clawed combat to outdoor survival and dealing with the agony 
of adamantium implantation, this book will delight fans who want to learn how to 
be just like the grizzled hero as well as entertained by Logan's ruminations on an 
extremely long and checkered life, his global travels, and the art of picking the 
perfect dive bar. (STK633102) (C: 0-1-1) NOTE: Available only within the United 
States--No U.S. Territories. 
HC, 7x7, 64pgs, FC $24.99 
 
DISNEY/ PIXAR 
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FROZEN IN ICE: THE STORY OF WALT DISNEY PRODUCTIONS 1966-1985 
SC 
(W) Mark Arnold 
When Walt Disney died in 1966, many predicted that it might be the end of Walt 
Disney Productions, but Walt had a number of ideas and concepts that lasted 
well into the next decade. He also left behind a well-established group of workers 
that hoped to continually answer the question, "What would Walt do?" with more 
magical creations that would dazzle and delight. With this book, author and 
historian Mark Arnold explores the major accomplishments of Walt Disney 
Productions during the years 1966-1985, paying particular attention to their 
theatrical film output, but also discussing the various new theme park attractions 
and the TV shows produced during that period. (STK632343) NOTE: This item 
may be available through other retail outlets before shipping to comic book 
specialty shops. 
SC, 6x9, 604pgs, B&W $32.95 
 
DOCTOR WHO 
 
DOCTOR WHO: THE ELEVENTH DOCTOR 'S SONIC SCREWDRIVER BOOK 
KIT 
This kit will appeal to millions of dedicated fans of the sci-fi TV phenomenon 
Doctor Who. It includes a replica of the Doctor's Sonic Screwdriver-with light and 
sound! The reeplica of the eleventh Doctor's Sonic Screwdriver includes light and 
sound, activated by a button. Batteries included. Plus, there's a 48-page book on 
the Doctor and his Sonic Screwdriver, featuring full-color photos throughout. 
(STK632411) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Available only in the United States, U.S. 
Territories, Canada, and the U.K. 
Kit (w/Figurine), SC, 3x3x2, 48pgs, FC $12.95 
 
DOCTOR WHO: THE MONSTER COLLECTION — SCALES OF INJUSTICE 
(W) Gary Russell 
The Doctor Who Monster Collection: Eight thrilling adventures, Eight iconic 
monsters. An adventure featuring the third Doctor as played by Jon Pertwee, his 
companion Liz Shaw, and UNIT. You're going to need a bigger sofa! When a boy 
goes missing and a policewoman starts drawing cave paintings, the Doctor 
suspects the Silurians are back. As the Silurians wake from their ancient 
slumber, the Doctor, Liz and the Brigadier are caught up in a conspiracy to 
exploit UNIT's achievements, a conspiracy that reaches deep into the heart of the 
British Government. (STK632138) 
SC, 5x7, 256pgs $12.99 
 
DOCTOR WHO: THE MONSTER COLLECTION — CORPSE MAKER 
(W) Chris Boucher 
An adventure featuring the Fourth Doctor as played by Tom Baker and his 
companion Leela. The Doctor and Leela arrive on the planet Kaldor, where they 
find a society dependent on their benign and obedient robots. But they have 
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faced these robots before, on a huge Sandminer in the Kaldor desert, and know 
they are not always harmless servants. The twisted genius behind that massacre 
is dead, but someone is developing a new, deadlier breed of robots. This time, 
unless the Doctor and Leela can stop them, they really will destroy the world! 
(STK632103) 
SC, 5x7, 256pgs $12.99 
 
DOCTOR WHO: THE MONSTER COLLECTION — SANDS OF TIME 
(W) Justin Richards 
An adventure featuring the fifth Doctor as played by Peter Davison and his 
companions Nyssa and Tegan. The Doctor is in Victorian London with Nyssa and 
Tegan, a city shrouded in mystery. When Nyssa is kidnapped in the British 
Museum, the Doctor and Tegan have to unlock the answers to a series of ancient 
questions. Their quest leads them across continents and time as an ancient 
Egyptian prophecy threatens future England. To save Nyssa, the Doctor must foil 
the plans of the mysterious Sadan Rassul. But as mummies stalk the night, an 
ancient terror stirs in its tomb. (STK632136) 
SC, 5x7, 256pgs $12.99 
 
DOCTOR WHO: THE MONSTER COLLECTION — ILLEGAL ALIEN 
(W) Michael Tucker, Robert Perry 
An adventure featuring the Seventh Doctor as played by Sylvester McCoy and 
his companion Ace. The Blitz is at its height. As the Luftwaffe bomb London, 
Cody McBride, ex-pat American private eye, sees a sinister silver sphere crash-
land. He glimpses something emerging from within. The military believe the 
sphere must be a new German secret weapon that has malfunctioned in some 
way. What else could it be? Arriving amidst the chaos the Doctor and Ace 
embark on a trail that brings them face to face with hidden Nazi agents, and 
encounter some very old enemies — the Cybermen! (STK632152) 
SC, 5x7, 256pgs $12.99 
 
DOCTOR WHO: THE MONSTER COLLECTION — SHAKEDOWN 
(W) Terrance Dicks 
An adventure featuring the Seventh Doctor as played by Sylvester McCoy. For 
thousands of years the Sontarans and the Rutans have fought a brutal war 
across the galaxy. Now the Sontarans have a secret plan to destroy the Rutan 
race, a secret plan the Doctor is racing against time to uncover. Only one Rutan 
spy knows the Sontarans' plan. As he is chased through the galaxy in a 
desperate bid for his life, he reaches the planet Sentarion, where Professor 
Bernice Summerfield's research into the history of the Sontaran/Rutan war is 
turning into an explosive reality! (STK632129) 
SC, 5x7, 256pgs $12.99 
 
DOCTOR WHO: THE MONSTER COLLECTION — PRISONER OF DALEKS 
(W) Trevor Baxendale 
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An adventure featruring the tenth Doctor as played by David Tennant! The 
Daleks are advancing, their empire constantly expanding. The battles rage on 
across countless solar systems — and the Doctor finds himself stranded on 
board a starship near the frontline with a group of ruthless bounty hunters. With 
the Doctor's help, the bounty hunters achieve the ultimate prize: a Dalek 
prisoner. But with the Daleks, nothing is what it seems, and no one is safe. 
Before long the tables will be turned, and how will the Doctor survive when he 
becomes a prisoner of the Daleks? (STK632095) 
SC, 5x7, 256pgs $12.99 
 
DOCTOR WHO: THE MONSTER COLLECTION — STING OF THE ZYGONS 
(W) Stephen Cole 
An adventure featuring the Tenth Doctor as played by David Tennant and his 
companion Martha! The TARDIS lands the Doctor and Martha in the Lake District 
in 1909, where a small village has been terrorised by a giant, scaly monster. The 
search is on for the elusive "Beast of Westmorland," and explorers, naturalists 
and hunters from across the country are descending on the fells. But there is a 
more sinister presence at work in the Lakes than a mere monster on the 
rampage, and the Doctor is soon embroiled in the plans of an old and terrifying 
enemy. And as the hunters become the hunted, the future of the entire world at 
stake! (STK632079) 
SC, 5x7, 256pgs $12.99 
 
DOCTOR WHO: THE MONSTER COLLECTION — TOUCHED BY AN ANGEL 
(W) Jonathan Morris 
An adventure featuring the eleventh Doctor as played by Matt Smith and his 
companions Amy and Rory! In 2003, Rebecca Whitaker died in a road accident. 
Her husband Mark still grieves. He receives a battered envelope, posted eight 
years ago, containing a set of instructions with a simple message: "You can save 
her." As Mark is given the chance to save Rebecca, it's up to the Doctor, Amy 
and Rory to save the whole world. Because this time the Weeping Angels are 
using history itself as a weapon, and Mark's love for Rebecca will determine the 
fate of the world! (STK632133) 
SC, 5x7, 256pgs $12.99 
 
DOCTOR WHO: THE COMPANION CHRONICLES: STARBORN AUDIO CD 
(W) Jacqueline Rayner (CA) Tom Webster 
A brand new adventure for the First Doctor, as told by his companion, Vicki. On a 
visit to early 20th-century Earth, Vicki receives a warning — if she leaves in the 
TARDIS, then she will die. Unable to join her friends, Vicki is given an audience 
by a psychic called Violet, who contacts voices beyond this mortal plain. And one 
of those voices is Vicki herself, who reveals what will happen at the ship’s next 
landing place - and what terrible fate awaits! (STK632820) (C: 0-1-2) 
Audio, 5x5 $14.99 
 
DOCTOR WHO: THE CROOKED MAN AUDIO CD 
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(W) John Dorney (CA) Anthony Lamb 
Starring Tom Baker as the fourth Doctor. Winter at the seaside. The wind blows. 
The waves crash. People are dying and a strange spindly figure stalks the cold, 
deserted streets. A typical holiday for the Doctor and Leela. When they stumble 
across a grotesque series of murders at the coast, the TARDIS travellers realize 
the local constabulary is out of its depth. Something supernatural has come to 
town, something evil. And it all seems to be tied in to a particular young family. 
(STK632821) (C: 0-1-2) 
Audio CDs, 5x5 $18.99 
 
DOCTOR WHO: SCAVENGER AUDIO CD 
(W) William Gallagher (CA) Damien May 
Starring Colin Baker as the sixth Doctor. Thursday 28 May 2071: the day the 
Anglo-Indian Salvage 2 rocket launches. Its mission: to clean up space; to 
remove from Earth’s orbit over a century’s worth of manmade junk. From the 
viewing window of a nearby space station, the Doctor and Flip have a unique 
view of Salvage 2 as it sets about its essential task — and of the disaster that 
unfolds when Salvage 2 encounters something it’s not been programmed to deal 
with. Something not of human manufacture. (STK632819) (C: 0-1-2) 
Audio, 5x5 $24.99 
 
FANTASY/SCI-FI 
 
BARROW: AN ARTESIA NOVEL SC 
(W) Mark Smylie 
Action, horror, politics, and sensuality combine in this stand-alone fantasy novel 
set in the world of the Eisner-nominated Artesia comic books. To find the Sword, 
unearth the Barrow. To unearth the Barrow, follow the Map. When a small crew 
of scoundrels, would-be heroes, deviants, and ruffians discover a map that they 
believe will lead them to a fabled sword buried in the barrow of a long-dead 
wizard, they think they've struck it rich. But their hopes are dashed when the map 
turns out to be cursed and is destroyed in a magical ritual. The loss of the map 
leaves them dreaming of what might have been, until they rediscover the map in 
a most unusual and unexpected place. (STK632166) (C: 0-1-0) 
SC, 6x9, 700pgs $18.00 
 
THE MEMORY OF SKY 
(W) Robert Reed 
Diamond is an odd little boy, a seemingly fragile child — who proves to be 
anything but. An epic story begins when he steps into the world his parents have 
so carefully kept him from, a world where gigantic trees each house thousands of 
humans and another human species, the papio, rule its far edges. Does Diamond 
hold the promise to remake one species and, perhaps, change all of the 
Creation? (STK630343) 
HC, 6x9, 624pgs $19.95 
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HELLO KITTY 
 
HELLO KITTY: COLLABORATIONS HC 
(W/A/CA)  Sanrio 
When Hello Kitty first appeared on a clear vinyl coin purse in Japan, few could 
have imagined this cheerful and happy character would become a treasured 
global phenomenon collected by multiple generations. One of the most unique 
brands of our time, Hello Kitty has also collaborated with some of the most 
respected companies worldwide, the results of which are featured exclusively in 
this stunning book. As Hello Kitty always says, you can never have too many 
friends! (STK632168) (C: 0-1-1) 
HC, 9x12, 240pgs, FC $65.00 
 
HORROR 
 
FUTURE LOVECRAFT 
Decades, centuries, and even thousands of years in the future: the horrors 
inspired by Lovecraft do not know the limits of time or space. Journey through 
this anthology of science fiction stories and poems inspired by the works of H.P. 
Lovecraft. Listen to the stars that whisper and drive a crew mad. Worship the 
Tloque Nahuaque as he overtakes Mexico City. Walk through the streets of a 
very altered Venice. Stop to admire the beauty of the flesh-dolls in the window. 
Fly through space in the shape of a hungry, malicious comet. Swim in the drug-
induced haze of a jellyfish. Struggle to survive in a Martian gulag whose 
landscape isn't quite dead. But, most of all, fear the future! (STK466834) 
SC, 6x9, 336pgs, B&W $15.95 
 
HANDSOME DEVIL: STORIES OF SIN AND SEDUCTION SC 
For millennia, male infernal figures have been portrayed as both dazzling 
tempters and dark seducers. The alluring fantasy of Handsome Devil highlights 
Lucifer's role as the beautiful trickster who steals hearts (as well as souls), and 
features stories — both new and old — of tantalizing tempters, sexy incubi, 
demon lovers, and devils who beguile and betray. (STK627761) 
SC, 6x9, B&W $15.95 
 
LOVECRAFT'S MONSTERS SC 
(W) Neil Gaiman & Various 
In the century since H. P. Lovecraft published his first story, the monstrosities 
that crawled out of his brain have become legend: the massive, tentacled 
Cthulhu, who lurks beneath the sea waiting for his moment to rise; the demon 
Sultan Azathoth, who lies babbling at the center of the universe, mad beyond 
imagining; the Deep Ones, who come to shore to breed with mortal men; and the 
unspeakably-evil Hastur, whose very name brings death. These creatures have 
been the nightmarish fuel for generations of horror writers and the inspiration for 
some of their greatest works. (STK629891) (C: 0-1-0) 
SC, 6x9, 432pgs, B&W $16.95 
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SHADES OF BLUE & GRAY: GHOSTS OF THE CIVIL WAR SC 
More Americans were killed during the years 1861-1865 than any other date in 
history. Men shattered, women lost, families broken. In Shades of Blue & Gray, 
editor Steve Berman offers readers tales of the supernatural — ghost stories that 
range from the haunts of the battlefield to revenants on the long march home. 
Yank. Rebel. Both finding themselves at odds in flesh and spirit. (STK615035) 
SC, 6x9, 384pgs, B&W $15.95 
 
STEPHEN KING FILMS FAQ SC 
(W) Scott Von Doviak 
Over the past four decades, the Stephen King movie has become a genre unto 
itself. Stephen King Films FAQ is the most comprehensive overview of this body 
of work to date, encompassing well-known hits as well as forgotten obscurities, 
critical darlings and reviled flops, films that influenced King as well as those that 
have followed in his footsteps, upcoming and unmade projects, and selected 
works in other media. Author Scott Von Doviak provides background information, 
analysis, and trivia. All you ever wanted to know about the king of horror 
onscreen can be found here. (STK632552) (C: 0-1-0) 
SC, 6x9, 400pgs, B&W $24.99 
 
THE ZOMBIE FILM: FROM WHITE ZOMBIE TO WORLD WAR Z SC 
(W) Alain Silver, James Ursini 
The Zombie Film is the most comprehensive examination of the zombie film 
genre to date.With a detailed filmography of over 400 movies stretching back to 
the genre’s earliest days, we begin with such classics as White Zombie (1932). 
The book then moves through the hybrid science fiction zombie films of the 
1950s including Invasion of the Body Snatchers (1956), and then slashes 
through bloody Euro filmmakers like Lucio Fulci and Amando de Ossorio. The 
book details the revisionist work of director-writer George Romero, and the 
zombie film’s blossoming in the new millennium. (STK632549) 
SC, 8x10, 332pgs, B&W $29.99 
 
HOW-TO 
 
HOW TO DRAW & PAINT FANTASY COMBAT SC 
(W/A/CA) Matthew Stawicki 
One of the hallmarks of fantasy art is incredible combat scenes. Epic battles 
beneath thundery skies, hand-to-hand combat between good and evil, the lone 
warrior facing a monstrous foe…this is what fantasy is all about! For artists, the 
amount of detail and movement needed to make these scenes convincing can be 
a challenge. In How to Draw and Paint Fantasy Combat, award-winning fantasy 
artist Matt Stawicki demystifies the techniques needed to create truly realistic 
scenes. Unique to this manual is Stawicki's invaluable "directories" of classic 
combat art elements, from attacking and defensive poses to weapons and 
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clothing. More than 250 full-color illustrations provide instruction and inspiration. 
(STK632275) 
SC, 8x11, 128pgs, FC $21.99 
 
MOVIE/TV 
 
AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL PICTURES: THE GOLDEN YEARS SC 
In the mid-1950s, American International Pictures was the self-proclaimed "Infant 
of the Industry" and, as such, was not perceived as a serious threat to the major 
studios of the time. AIP soon proved themselves worthy opponents as their 
youth-oriented double features began raking in big bucks that rivaled and 
sometimes surpassed the profits of their competitors. This is the story of those 
years told mainly using material gathering by AIP's New York publicist. 
(STK632344) NOTE: This item may be available through other retail outlets 
before shipping to comic book specialty shops. 
SC, 6x9, 542pgs, B&W $34.95 
 
THE ART OF RIO: FEATURING A CARNIVAL OF ART FROM RIO & RIO 2 HC 
(W) Tara Dilullo Bennett 
From 20th Century Fox Animation and Blue Sky Studios, Rio told the story of 
how rare Macaws Blu and Jewel met and fell in love in Rio de Janeiro. In Rio 2, 
the pair journey with their three chicks to the Amazon in search of their wild roots. 
With over 300 pieces of concept art and interviews with the key animation talent, 
this book reveals the artistry behind the two colorful films. (STK632455) (C: 0-1-
0) 
HC, 10x11, 192pgs, FC $34.95 
 
DOWNTON ABBEY: LIGHT-UP MINIATURE BOOK KIT 
Downton Abbey season 3 became the highest-rated drama in PBS history, and 
the show has become one of the most widely watched TV shows in the world. 
Fans will love this miniature replica of the iconic manor house, complete with a 
unique light-up feature! This kit includes a light-up house and a full-color 32-page 
book including quotes and images from the TV show. (STK632413) (C: 1-1-0) 
NOTE: Not available in Japan, China, Taiwan, Singapore, Hong Kong, Malaysia, 
and the U.K. 
Kit (w/Figurine), SC, 3x3x2, 32pgs, FC $12.95 
 
GODZILLA: LIGHT & SOUND MINIATURE BOOK KIT 
Timed to coincide with the release of Godzilla in May 2014, this kit features the 
legendary monster with a sixty-year history of popularity at his finest-with "fire-
breathing" light and sound of his iconic roar! This kit includes a figurine of the 
Godzilla monster with "fire-breathing" light emanating from his mouth, plus audio 
of his iconic roar, along with a 16-page book containing 8 stickers of full-color 
photos from the movie. (STK632412) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: No countries actually 
denied. 
Kit (w/Figurine), SC, 3x4x2, 16pgs, FC $12.95 
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HARRY POTTER: LORD VOLDEMORT'S WAND WITH STICKER KIT 
Harry Potter has cast a record-breaking spell on fans for over a decade. The 
momentum continues today through a passionate worldwide fan base. This 
officially licensed kit-eighth in the best-selling series from Running Press-features 
a light-up replica of Lord Voldemort's wand with Nagini stand. The wand comes 
in two pieces and is 8 inches when assembled. (STK632422) (C: 0-1-2) 
Boxed Kit, SC, 3x3x2, 16pgs, FC $12.95 
 
POP CULTURE & MUSIC 
 
DAYS OF DESTRUCTION, DAYS OF REVOLT SC 
(W) Chris Hedges (A/CA) Joe Sacco 
Chris Hedges and Joe Sacco set out to take a look at the sacrifice zones, those 
areas that have been offered up for exploitation in the name of profit, progress, 
and technological advancement. The book starts in the western plains, where 
Native Americans were sacrificed in the giddy race for land and empire. It moves 
to the old manufacturing centers and coal fields that fueled the industrial 
revolution, but now lie depleted and in decay. It follows the steady downward 
spiral of American labor into the nation's produce fields and ends in Zuccotti Park 
where a new generation revolts against a corporate state that has handed to the 
young an economic, political, cultural and environmental catastrophe. 
(STK632407) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Not available in Canada. 
SC, 7x10, 336pgs, B&W $16.99 
 
HINDSIGHT: TRUE LOVE & MISCHIEF IN THE GOLDEN AGE OF PORN SC 
(W) Howie Gordon, Richard Pacheco 
Hindsight is one man's remarkably revealing story about sex and relationships, 
on the silver screen and in his private life. Howie Gordon (screen name Richard 
Pacheco) was an award-winning actor during The Golden Age of Porn, whose 
memoir does not duck the question, "What about love?" With charm, passion, 
wit, and what may best be described as a crude elegance, Gordon's story takes 
us back to the fabled Baby Boomer era, when erotic films took a dramatic step 
closer to mainstream entertainment in America. (STK632342) NOTE: This item 
may be available through other retail outlets before shipping to comic book 
specialty shops. 
MATURE THEMES 
SC, 6x9, 692pgs, B&W $34.95 
 
HOW ABOUT NEVER: IS NEVER GOOD FOR YOU? HC 
(W/A/CA) Bob Mankoff 
People tell Bob Mankoff that as the cartoon editor of The New Yorker he has the 
best job in the world. Never one to beat around the bush, he explains to us, in the 
opening of this singular, delightfully eccentric book, that because he is also a 
cartoonist at the magazine he actually has two of the best jobs in the world. He 
allows us into the hallowed halls of The New Yorker to show us the soup-to-nuts 
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process of cartoon creation, giving us a detailed look not only at his own work, 
but that of the other talented cartoonists who keep us laughing week after week. 
For desert, he reveals the secrets to winning the magazine's caption contest. 
Throughout, we see his commitment to the motto “Anything worth saying is worth 
saying funny.” (STK632361) (C: 0-1-0) 
HC, 8x10, 304pgs, B&W $32.50 
 
PULP HEROES 
 
DOC SAVAGE DOUBLE NOVEL VOLUME 73 SC 
(W) Lester Dent & Various (A) Paul Orban (CA) Robert Harris 
The pulp era's legendary superman returns in exotic pulp thrillers by Laurence 
Donovan and Lester Dent writing as "Kenneth Robeson"! First, the capture of 
Renny by African warriors of the mysterious Shimba propels Doc and Patricia 
Savage on a daring rescue mission to "The Land of Long JuJu"! Then, in "Se-
Pah-Poo", the bizarre murder of an archeologist in Arizona and a withered hand 
lead the Man of Bronze and his aides to an ancient lost city! BONUS: a two-fisted 
adventure of Cap Fury, The Skipper! This instant collector's item leads off with 
the classic 1937 color pulp cover by Robert G. Harris and also includes all the 
original interior illustrations by Paul Orban, plus historical commentary by Will 
Murray, author of thirteen Doc Savage novels. (STK633067) (C: 0-1-1) 
SC, 7x10, 128pgs, B&W $14.95 
 
THE SHADOW DOUBLE NOVEL VOLUME 82 SC 
(W) Maxwell Grant & Various (A) Earl Mayan, Edd Cartier (CA) Graves Gladney 
The Knight of Darkness battles saboteurs and Fifth Columnists in two classic pre-
War tales of espionage by Walter B. Gibson and Theodore Tinsley writing as 
"Maxwell Grant"! First, The Shadow teams with Myra Reldon and the real Lamont 
Cranston to defeat Velma Thane and her international "Spy Ring"! Then, 
America's future hangs in the balance as Nazi saboteurs of "The White Column" 
attempt to cripple our nation's military defenses! BONUS: a Shadow espionage 
thriller from the Golden Age of Radio, plus a classic adventure of Sheridan 
Doome, Naval Investigator by Steve Fisher (writing as "Stephen Gould")! This 
deluxe pulp reprint showcases the original color pulp covers by Graves Gladney, 
the classic interior illustrations by Edd Cartier and Earl Mayan, plus historical 
commentary by Will Murray. (STK633068) 
SC, 7x10, 128pgs, B&W $14.95 
 
STAR TREK 
 
FUN WITH KIRK & SPOCK HC 
Join Kirk and Spock as they go boldly where no parody has gone before! Since 
the 1930’s, the book Fun with Dick and Jane and its various adaptations have 
helped children learn to read. It’s inspired several parodies and movie and 
television references, but none as amusing as this clever spoof, written with 
Trekkies in mind! The characteristic simplicity of the classic book is used in Fun 
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with Kirk & Spock, delighting Trek fans with creative sequences and humorous 
illustrations. (STK632398) (C: 0-1-0) 
HC, 7x7, 72pgs, FC $14.95 
 
STAR WARS 
 
STAR WARS: EMPIRE & REBELLION: HONOR AMONG THIEVES HC 
(W) James S.A. Corey & Various 
When a rebel spy needs extraction from under the nose of the Empire, who 
better to send than master smuggler, Han Solo? But rescuing a friendly spy is 
just the start of a wild adventure as the intel the spy uncovers leads Han and Leia 
to an ancient and deadly secret that threatens to be the Empire's ultimate — and 
likely successful — weapon against the Rebel Alliance. Add in the chance to lose 
Luke Skywalker to this horrific threat, and Han and Chewbacca may have finally 
met a trap even they can't escape! (STK632155) (C: 0-1-0) 
HC, 6x9, 288pgs $27.00 
 
STAR WARS STORYBOARDS: THE ORIGINAL TRILOGY HC 
(A) Joe Johnston & Various 
For the first time, Lucasfilm has opened its archives to present the complete 
storyboards for the original Star Wars trilogy — the world-changing A New Hope 
and its operatic sequels, The Empire Strikes Back and Return of the Jedi — as 
well as never-before-published art from early conceptual and deleted scenes. 
Readers can finally see a full set of storyboards by legendary artist Joe Johnston, 
as well as early boards for Episode IV by Alex Tavoularis and for Episode V by 
Ivor Beddoes, rarely seen Episode VI boards by Roy Carnon, and Ralph 
McQuarrie's never-before-seen storyboards for Episode V. (STK632302) (C: 0-1-
1) 
HC, 9x12, 352pgs, FC $40.00 
 
WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE'S THE EMPIRE STRIKETH BACK HC 
(W) ian Doescher (A/CA) Nicolas Delort 
The highly-anticipated second installment in the to the New York Times best-
selling series William Shakespeare's Star Wars. Return to the star-crossed 
galaxy far, far away as the brooding young hero, power-mad emperor, and 
jesting droids match wits, struggle for power, and soliloquize in elegant and 
impeccable iambic pentameter. Illustrated with beautifully intricate, Renaissance-
style artwork, the saga of swashbuckling, swordfighting, and romance unfolds 
like you've never read it before. The restored text will be accompanied by 
fantastic Elizabethan woodcut illustrations of Chewbacca, C-3PO, and more 
produced by Nicolas Delort. (STK632170) 
HC, 5x8, 176pgs, B&W $14.95 
 
YOUNG READERS 
 
MADELINE & GENEVIEVE MINIATURE BOOK KIT 
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Travel to Madeline's Paris with this fun mini kit that celebrates the 75th 
anniversary of the debut of this beloved children's book series. Hitting shelves in 
1939, Madeline received a Caldecott Honor and the adventurous little girl in 
yellow has been a cultural icon ever since. Children and grown women alike are 
sure to love this adorable kit with collectible figurines of Madeline and her 
talented dog, Genevieve, that comes with a 16-page full-color sticker book. 
(STK632419) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Available only in the United States and Canada. 
Kit (w/Figurine), SC, 3x3x2, 16pgs, FC $9.95 
 
VORDAK THE INCOMPREHENSIBLE: HOW TO GROW UP AND RULE THE 
WORLD 
(W) Scott Seegert 
Slip on your acid-free gloves, make sure you have a duplicate copy of How to 
Grow Up and Rule the World (just in case something should happen to this one) 
and try to follow along as the incomparable, superior-in-all-ways Vordak the 
Incomprehensible teaches you a thing or two about villainy. Now you, too, can try 
(and fail) to attain Vordak's level of infamy. From selecting the most dastardly 
name, to choosing the ideal henchmen, to engaging in witty repartee with 
disgustingly chipper superheroes, experienced supervillain Vordak the 
Incomprehensible guides readers step-by-step toward the ultimate goal of world 
domination (from his parents' basement in Trenton, New Jersey). (STK632396) 
NOTE: This item may be available through other retail outlets before shipping to 
comic book specialty shops. 
HC, 6x9, 208pgs, B&W $13.99 
 
MAGAZINES SECTION 
PREMIER VENDORS 
 
EAGLEMOSS COLLECTIBLES 
 
DC BATMAN AUTOMOBILIA FIGURINE COLLECTION MAGAZINE 
The Batman Automobilia Collection is a fortnightly series offering Batman fans 
and model car enthusiasts alike the chance to collect the most iconic vehicles to 
have ever been driven by Batman, featuring Batmobiles from the hit TV shows, 
the blockbusting films, and 70 years of comics! New models are available every 
month and each model is accompanied by an exclusive collector’s magazine. 
(STK634574) (Eaglemoss Publications Ltd) (C: 0-1-2) 
#30: CLASSIC TV SERIES BATCYCLE—Magazine, 16pgs, FC $20.00 
#31: DETECTIVE COMICS #591—Magazine, 16pgs, FC $20.00 
 
STAR TREK: THE OFFICIAL STARSHIPS COLLECTION 
This incredible collection of STAR TREK models includes all the most significant 
ships from the five STAR TREK television series. Every ship has been 
painstakingly recreated in die-cast and high quality ABS materials then hand 
painted with an incredible level of detail. The collection features a full range of 
Federation and alien vessels including seven incarnations of the Enterprise, all 
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the major Klingon vessels including the Bird-of-Prey, Dominion, Borg and 
Romulan ships. 
#17 U.S.S. Dauntless 
#18 Bajoran Light Ship (STK634578)  (Eaglemoss Publications Ltd) (C: 0-1-2) 
#17: USS DAUNTLESS—Magazine (w/Figurine), 16pgs, FC $20.00 
#18: BAJORAN LIGHT SHIP—Magazine (w/Figurine), 16pgs, FC $20.00 
 
DC SUPERHERO CHESS FIGURINE COLLECTION 
The DC Chess Collection continues with the Justice League chess set which 
offers the comic fan and chess enthusiast alike the chance to collect fantastic 
and unique chess pieces, vivid representations of some of DC’s greatest 
characters. Each character is superbly rendered, cast from a specially formulated 
metallised resin and painted by expert model-makers. Each chess piece is 
accompanied by a fascinating 16-page magazine featuring superb DC Comic 
artwork plus vital chess tips for players of all levels. Continue your Justice 
League collection with: #55 Doomsday (Black Rook) or #56 The Savage 
Hawkman (White Pawn). (STK634587)  (Eaglemoss Publications Ltd) (C: 0-1-2) 
#55: DOOMSDAY (BLACK ROOK)—Magazine, 16pgs, FC $16.00 
#56: SAVAGE HAWKMAN (WHITE PAWN)—Magazine, 16pgs, FC
 $16.00 
 
MARVEL CHESS FIGURINE COLLECTION 
The Marvel Chess Collection is a new bi-monthly series offering the comic fan 
and chess lover alike the chance to collect a unique chess set, featuring some of 
thegreatest and most loved Marvel characters. The first set in the Marvel Chess 
Collection consists of the greatest heroes and villains from across the Marvel 
Universe. Will Spider-Man survive against Venom? Can Captain America 
overcome the villainous Red Skull? Or will the forces of evil defeat the 
assembled heroes? With the Marvel Chess Collection the battle is in your hands! 
#05 Daredevil (White Pawn) or #06 Captain America (White King). (STK634590)  
(Eaglemoss Publications Ltd) (C: 0-1-2) 
#5: DAREDEVIL (WHITE PAWN)—Magazine, 16pgs, FC $16.00 
#6: CAPTAIN AMERICA (WHITE KING)—Magazine, 16pgs, FC $16.00 
 
STAR TREK: THE OFFICIAL STARSHIPS COLLECTION SPECIAL #2: U.S.S. 
ENTERPRISE (2009 MOVIE) 
The second special in STAR TREK: THE OFFICIAL STARSHIPS COLLECTION 
is the latest version of the Starship Enterprise from the 2009 movie and its 2013 
sequel STAR TREK INTO DARKNESS model has been produced at a larger size 
to reflect the huge size of the movie Enterprise and is 215mm long. Every detail 
has been carefully reproduced with careful reference to renders of the original 
CG model used in the two movies. The accompanying magazine explores the 
behind the scenes story of what it took to create a new version of a classic ship. 
(STK634583)  (Eaglemoss Publications Ltd) (C: 0-1-2) 
Magazine (w/Figurine), 16pgs, FC $38.00 
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MARVEL FACT FILES #21-24 
The Marvel Comics Fact Files is a weekly publication that builds up to create a 
fantastic in-depth guide to the Marvel Universe, packed with information on all 
the heroes and villains, their weapons, vehicles and technology. Every issue 
features original cutaway artwork that reveals hidden secrets, detailed profiles of 
characters, a history of the teams, and a timeline of Marvel’s greatest battles, 
plus inside information about the history of Marvel Comics. (STK634600)  
(Eaglemoss Publications Ltd) (C: 0-1-2) 
Magazine, 16pgs, FC $6.00 
 
************************************************************************ 
 
MAGAZINES SECTION 
 
ART BOOKS 
 
JUXTAPOZ #159 
Presenting a gallery of underground artists who influence much of the graphics, 
fashion, and new art seen today, Juxtapoz gives readers the latest in modern art 
worldwide! Each issue features interviews and reviews of artists, as well as 
photos from galleries and exhibits, rare sketches, portfolios, and full-color layouts 
of painters and cartoonists and their works. (STK633276)  (High Speed 
Productions) (C: 0-1-1) 
Magazine, FC $5.99 
 
COLLECTING AND COLLECTIBLES 
 
NON-SPORT UPDATE VOL. 25 #2 
Get psyched for Captain America: The Winter Soldier with Non-Sport Update’s 
Apr/May ’14 cover! Inside, we’ll detail how Upper Deck plans to bring the newest 
Marvel movie to trading cards. Also inside, look for details on the latest card 
series in our New & Noteworthy column, a complete schedule of upcoming card 
series in the Dateline column, news on promotional cards in our Promo Column, 
and online happenings in our Cards Online column. Every copy will contain three 
exclusive promotional cards: Adventure Time and Ender’s Game from Cryptozoic 
Entertainment, and Game of Thrones Season 3 from Rittenhouse Archives! 
Collectors will also enjoy our separate 32-page price guide — handy to take 
along to shows! The issue also includes columns such as New & Noteworthy and 
Beyond Non-Sport. Bi-monthly. (STK633317)  (Non-Sport Update) (C: 0-1-1) 
Magazine, 72pgs, PC $5.99 
 
COMICS 
 
ALTER EGO #124 
Alter Ego #124 shines a big green spotlight on Herb Trimpe — the Marvel man 
behind The Incredible Hulk for many crucial (and exciting) years! Not to mention 
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his work on Iron Man, S.H.I.E.L.D., Ghost Rider, Ant-Man, Silver Surfer, War of 
the Worlds, Ka-Zar, even Phantom Eagle! And that means more of The Severin 
Siblings, Lee, Friedrich, Thomas, Grainger, Buscema, and others, as well! Plus 
more of Amy Kiste Nyberg's Comics Code history, as the controversy heats up in 
the late 1940s — FCA (Fawcett Collectors of America) — Michael T. Gilbert in 
Mr. Monster’s Comic Crypt, and more! Edited by Roy Thomas. (STK633360)  
(Twomorrows Publishing) (C: 0-1-1) 
Magazine, 8x11, 84pgs, FC $8.95 
 
BACK-ISSUE #72 
Back-Issue presents a shiny new “Robots” issue, unbolting the stories behind 
’70s and ’80s favorites Cyborg, Metal Men, Robotman, Red Tornado, Mister 
Atom, the Vision, Jocasta, Shogun Warriors, and Big Guy and Rusty the Boy 
Robot! Plus: the legacy of Brainiac! Featuring the riveting work of Geof Darrow, 
Steve Gerber, Carmine Infantino, Paul Kupperberg, Frank Miller, Doug Moench, 
George Perez, Walter Simonson, Joe Staton, Roy Thomas, Marv Wolfman, and 
more, behind a Metal Men cover by Mike Allred. Edited by Michael Eury. 
(STK633359)  (Twomorrows Publishing) (C: 0-1-1) 
Magazine, 8x11, 84pgs, FC $8.95 
 
COMIC SHOP NEWS #1394-1397 & SPRING PREVIEW 
Comic Shop News is comics' weekly newsletter. Each issue is full-color, 8-12 
pages in length, and features CSNsider, news, and interviews. CSN has a 
complete monthly checklist (complete with PREVIEWS order numbers), plus 
exclusive CSN Hot Picks, "Fab Firsts," and a monthly checklist of all the first 
issues for the month! Also offered this month is the CSN Spring 2014 Preview 
issue, showcasing what's new for second quarter 2014! (STK633277)  (Comic 
Shop News Inc) 
Tabloid PI  
 
DOCTOR WHO 
 
DOCTOR WHO MAGAZINE #471 
Doctor Who Magazine is the official publication of the smash-hit, award-winning 
BBC TV series, Doctor Who — the best-loved drama series in the UK! Packed 
with exclusive photos and interviews, issue #471 of DWM looks forward to the 
new series starring Peter Capaldi as the Twelfth Doctor; the comic strip 
continues; showrunner Steven Moffat answers more readers' questions; "The 
Fact of Fiction" puts another story under the microscope; all the latest books, 
audios and DVDs are previewed and reviewed; plus in-depth interviews and 
features, all the very latest news, prize-winning competitions and much, much 
more! (STK633358)  (Panini Publishing Ltd) (C: 0-1-2) 
Magazine, 8x11, 84pgs, FC $9.99 
 
HORROR 
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FAMOUS MONSTERS OF FILMLAND #264 
Many Monster Kids in the '60s had their first experience with Universal's 
legendary roster of monsters not on the big screen, but on the small one, in the 
form of The Munsters. The First Family of Fright from Mockingbird Lane earned 
themselves an entire issue of coverage, spearheaded by Munsters expert and 
Hollywood producer (A&E Biography, Girls Next Door, Ancient Aliens) Kevin 
Burns. Read the story behind the stories, hear from original cast members, and 
dig into the mysteries (why were there so many Marilyns?) that have kept The 
Munster family legacy alive and well for decades. As a bonus, this version 
features Herman Munster on what is, to date, the last original piece of cover art 
from legendary FM artist, Basil Gogos. Extremely limited copies left of this 
version that has never before been available in stores! (STK633362)  (Movieland 
Classics Llc) (C: 0-1-1) 
Magazine, 80pgs, FC $9.99 
 
FANGORIA #335 
Fangoria is one of horror fandom's longest running magazines, each issue 
bringing gorehounds the latest news and information about the films and TV 
series that they can expect to haunt their local cineplex and living rooms in the 
near future! Plus reviews, interviews, on-the-set reports, and more! (STK633282)  
(Starlog Group Inc) (C: 0-1-1) 
Magazine, FC $10.99 
 
HORRORHOUND #46 
Shlock and horror converge in this gore-filled issue dedicated to the films of 
Troma Studios, John Waters, and the goofiest Corman titles of the '70s and '80s. 
We take a look back at the zaniest genre films of yesteryear, including a special 
30th anniversary retrospective on The Toxic Avenger, covering the films, the 
cartoons and the comic books that make up this messed-up super hero's history. 
We also take a look at the latest Action Figure and Comic Book announcements 
as well as feature fan-favorite articles such as "Horror's Hallowed Grounds", 
"Kitley's Krypt" and the "HorrorHound Hall of Fame"! (STK633346)  (Horrorhound 
Ltd) (C: 0-1-1) 
Magazine, 8x11, 68pgs, FC $6.99 
 
MONSTER BASH #21 
Classic monster fans will be buzzing about this issue with a spotlight on The Fly 
starring Vincent Price and Charles Herbert. An interview with Charles Herbert is 
included in this issue as he remembers the actors and the stories from this and 
other science fiction classics. Monster Bash goes into the shadows with a look at 
the supernatural, forgotten spooky film, The Woman Who Came Back. Plus, the 
greatest classic horror-comedies from Abbott & Costello Meet Frankenstein to 
The Ghost Breakers and more! Background on actors from the iconic Creature 
from the Black Lagoon, rare photos and fun. Articles by Tom Weaver, Frank 
Dello Stritto, Deborah Painter and others. Another beautiful cover painting by 
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Lorraine Bush, the artist who brings Renaissance art into our Monster World! 
(STK633357)  (Creepy Classics/Monster Bash) (C: 0-1-1) 
Magazine, 56pgs, PC $8.99 
 
RUE MORGUE MAGAZINE #145 
Rue Morgue Magazine is North America's original publication for horror in print 
and entertainment! Get exclusive interviews with horror favorites and check out 
the regular columns as well, all which will fill you with a frightful amount of horror 
knowledge! (STK633283)  (Marrs Media Inc) (C: 0-1-1) 
Magazine, 70pgs, FC $9.95 
 
INTERNATIONAL 
 
HOBBY JAPAN APRIL 2014 
Hobby Japan, the key source for model kit building and customizing in Japan, 
has a new look and a larger format! Plus, the monthly "How to Build..." feature, 
which shows readers how to build and customize the latest and greatest Gundam 
kits from Bandai! Japanese Text. (STK633296)  (Tohan Corporation) (C: 1-1-2) 
NOTE: Not available in Japan, China, Taiwan, Singapore, Hong Kong, and 
Malaysia. 
Magazine, 400pgs, PC $16.60 
 
MEGAMI APRIL 2014 
Megami is the best Japanese anime magazine for tons of free giveaways, as well 
as full-color artwork and posters! Includes telephone cards, punch-out "character 
stands," stickers, and much more! Japanese Text. (STK633300)  (Tohan 
Corporation) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Not available in Japan, China, Taiwan, Singapore, 
Hong Kong, and Malaysia. 
Magazine, 174pgs, PC $16.60 
 
NEWTYPE APRIL 2014 
Newtype is the top source for all your anime and manga needs! It features all of 
the latest news on anime, manga, music, and games. Includes toy and model 
reviews, interviews with directors and actors, and columns by industry experts. 
Japanese Text. (STK633301)  (Tohan Corporation) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Not 
available in Japan, China, Taiwan, Singapore, Hong Kong, and Malaysia. 
Magazine, FC $16.00 
 
LEGO 
 
BRICKJOURNAL #28 
BrickJournal #28, the magazine for LEGO enthusiasts, takes a look behind the 
bricks of The LEGO Movie! Learn what went into the making of this blockbuster, 
and other brickfilms with moviemaker David Pagano, and sit in on a chat with 
brickfilmers The Brotherhood Workshop! We'll also talk with the makers of LEGO: 
A Brickumentary, an upcoming documentary on the community, look at 
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Mindstorms building, and a few more surprises! Plus: there's our regular feature 
on minifigure customization by Jared Burks, AFOLs by cartoonist Greg Hyland, 
step-by-step "You Can Build It" instructions by Christopher Deck, and more! 
Edited by Joe Meno. (STK633361)  (Twomorrows Publishing) (C: 0-1-2) 
Magazine, 84pgs, FC $8.95 
 
MOVIE/TV 
 
CEREAL:GEEK MAGAZINE #12 
(W/A)  Various 
Cereal:Geek #12 examines how certain cartoons of the '80s became 
merchandising giants. The sword and sorcery shows He-Man and the Masters of 
the Universe, She-Ra Princess of Power, and ThunderCats are covered in an 
article that details their beginnings, their success, their demise, and their 
continuing legacy. Another article showcases (year by year) the Transformers 
toyline, covering its Japanese origins, and the numerous differences the toyline 
faced when released in Europe! Other shows covered include BraveStarr, 
Dogtanian, Dungeons & Dragons, Inspector Gadget, M.A.S.K., and Teenage 
Mutant Ninja Turtles! (STK632388)  (Busta Toons Productions) (C: 0-1-2) 
Magazine, SC, 8x11, 100pgs, FC $17.00 
 
CINEFEX #137 
The Hobbit: The Desolation of Smaug: Filmmaker Peter Jackson continues his 
epic trilogy, following plucky hobbit Bilbo Baggins (Martin Freeman) to his fateful 
encounter with Smaug the Terrible (Voiced by Benedict Cumberbatch), an 
ancient dragon that resides in the fallen dwarf kingdom of Erebor. Special effects 
supervisor Steve Ingram, WETA Workshop creature designer Richard Taylor, 
senior visual effects supervisor Joe Letteri and crews at Weta Digital return to the 
Middle-earth of J.R.R. Tolkien, creating skin-shifter Beorn, giant arachnid 
denizens of Mirkwood, elven woodland realms, the Lake-town of Esgaroth and 
the subterranean terrors of the Lonely Mountain! Also in this issue: HBO's Game 
of Thrones, RoboCop (2014), and Ben Stiller's remake of The Secret Life of 
Walter Mitty. (STK633351)  (Cinefex) (C: 0-1-1) 
Magazine, 120pgs, FC $12.50 
 
G-FAN MAGAZINE #106 
Two great events are drawing nearer, the release of Legendary Pictures' new 
Godzilla movie, and G-Fest 21 in Chicago. For the latest info on both, plus 
product reviews, film retrospectives, interviews with significant G-actors and 
crew, fiction, and more, don't miss the latest issue of G-Fan! (STK633349)  
(Daikaiju) (C: 0-1-1) 
Magazine, 8x11, 80pgs, PC $6.95 
 
THE WALKING DEAD: THE OFFICIAL MAGAZINE #8 
It's a gory bloodbath of brain-munching and gut-spilling this issue as we delve 
into the diabolical world of the undead with our "Walker Special"! We pick out 
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those hungry horde members who've made a significant impact on our heroic 
survivors, learn how to walk like a zombie, and discover if there's more to their 
behavior than just "Braaaaiiiins!" We also go behind-the-scenes for the second 
half of our set visit, exclusively interview Prop Master John Sanders, and chat to 
new cover colorist Dave Stewart. With our regular interview with Robert Kirkman 
and a round-up of everything else that's been happening in the world of The 
Walking Dead, TWDM #8 is packed with exciting new and exclusive content! 
Available in Newsstand and PREVIEWS Exclusive cover editions! (STK633353)  
(Titan) (C: 0-1-1) 
MATURE THEMES 
NEWSSTAND—Magazine, 8x11, 100pgs, FC $9.99 
PREVIEWS EXCLUSIVE—Magazine, 8x11, 100pgs, FC $9.99 
 
POP CULTURE & MUSIC 
 
LOCUS #638 
Locus is the science-fiction and fantasy community's journal of record, with news 
and reviews on new and upcoming releases, as well as articles and columns by 
well-known authors. (STK633306)  (Locus Magazine) (C: 0-1-1) 
Magazine, 8x11, B&W $7.50 
 
STAR WARS 
 
STAR WARS INSIDER #148 
The Empire's loyal soldiers invade the pages of Star Wars Insider! But who are 
the men beneath the masks? Where do they come from? Who are the most 
notable troops? We'll chart their history and look to their future. We'll also be 
previewing the latest exciting developments as Episode VII begins shooting and 
presenting the latest installment in our Star Wars: Rebels updates. For fans of 
the original trilogy, we'll be taking a look back on the history of Industrial Light 
and Magic, and as ever, there will be an exclusive new story, with stunning all-
new art! We'll also be paying tribute to Archie Goodwin and Al Williamson's work 
on the Star Wars newspaper comic strip. Plus, we'll be previewing the latest 
books, comics, and merchandise that you'll not want to miss! Available in 
Newsstand and PREVIEWS Exclusive cover editions! (STK633355)  (Titan) (C: 
0-1-1) 
NEWSSTAND—Magazine, 84pgs, FC $7.99 
PREVIEWS EXCLUSIVE—Magazine, 84pgs, FC $7.99 
 
TRADING CARDS SECTION 
 
SPORTS CARDS 
 
TOPPS COMPANY 
 
TOPPS 2014 OPENING DAY BASEBALL TRADING CARDS 
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The baseball season hasn't started until Opening Day, and now it's here! Topps 
2014 Opening Day Baseball opens the card-collecting season with autographs, 
3-D cards, exciting new inserts, and all-new relic cards at a beginner-friendly 
price! The 220-card base set features both Veterans and Rookies, as well as 74 
Series 2 preview cards, all with Opening Day parallels and printing plate variants. 
Each pack will contain 1 insert cards, randing from "Superstar Celebrations" to 
"Between Innings." There will also be randomly inserted Autograph and Mascot 
Autograph cards, as well as Relic cards. 7 cards per pack, 36 packs per box. 
(STK632426) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and 
U.S. Territories. 
Pack $0.99 
 
TOPPS 2014 ARCHIVES BASEBALL TRADING CARDS 
Topps Archives Baseball is bringing you back in time. The beloved designs and 
inserts from the 70s, 80s, and 90s will be showcased with a combination of 
current stars, retired legends, and fan-favorites. The 200-card base set features 
retired stars, veterans, and rookies. The Fan Favorites Autographs will also 
feature current stars and retired legends for the first time in 2014 in addition to 
famous names from the past. Finally, there will be insert and autograph cards to 
celebrate the 25th-anniversary of the classic baseball movie, Major League, as 
well as a special insert series to celebrate the 35th-anniversary of The Warriors. 
8 cards per pack, 24 packs per box. (STK631651) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available 
only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Pack $4.99 
 
C & I COLLECTIBLES INC 
 
HOOPS 2013-14 BASKETBALL TRADING CARD TEAM SETS 
The new Hoops Team Sets contain roughly 10 cards of some of your favorite 
NBA players and a player checklist, including rookie cards! Choose from the 
Chicago Bulls, Los Angeles Lakers, Miami Heat, New York Knicks, Oklahoma 
City Thunder, or the San Antonio Spurs! Blister card packaging. (STK632627) (C: 
1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Set $3.99 
 
NON-SPORTS CARDS 
 
BREYGENT MARKETING INC. 
 
AMERICAN HORROR STORY COLLECTOR CARDS 
American Horror Story is one of the most celebrated, captivating, and creepy 
dramas on television today. Join the Harmon family with this collection of trading 
cards as they move into their new home and find themselves trying to survive the 
chaos that ensues. The base set of 72 cards includes 59 episode cards, a 12 
card "In the Basement" subset, and a checklist card. There are "Creepest 
Moments" (9 card), Puzzle (9 card), and Quotes (9 card) chase sets, as well as 
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autograph and costume cards, along with other surprises. Store your American 
Horror Story trading cards in the official binder which comes with 2 unique promo 
cards. (STK613359) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Available only in the United States, 
Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
RES. from Previews Vol. XXIII #5 (MAY131500) 
PACK—Trading Cards PI  
ALBUM—Album PI  
 
CRYPTOZOIC ENTERTAINMENT 
 
PACIFIC RIM TRADING CARDS 
Revisit the world of Guillermo del Toro's Pacific Rim with Cryptozoic 
Entertainment's new trading cards! The 72-card base set features key images 
from the fan-favorite film. Chase sets feature epic imagery of the Kaiju, Jaegers, 
and the pilots. Autograph, relic, and prop cards are also randomly inserted. Then, 
store your collection in the official binder, complete with an exclusive Pacific Rim 
card. 5 cards per pack, 24 packs per box. (STK632390) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 
Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
TRADING CARDS—Pack $3.50 
BINDER—Album $30.00 
 
ENDER'S GAME TRADING CARDS 
Follow the intense training of a young a brilliant military strategist, Ender Wiggins, 
as he prepares to save the human race from the invading alien Formics. The 
Ender's Game Trading Cards will contain randomly inserted Wardrobe cards, 
including authentic patch cards, pieces of Ender's flight suit, and over 20 
wardrobe pieces used in the production of the film. Autograph cards from the 
incredible cast will also be randomly inserted. Then, store your set in the official 
binder, complete with a bonus promo card exclusive to the binder. 5 cards per 
pack, 24 packs per box. (STK632389) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the 
United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
TRADING CARDS—Pack $3.50 
BINDER—Album $30.00 
 
APPAREL SECTION 
PX APPAREL 
 
CAPTAIN AMERICA: THE WINTER SOLDIER — "SHINY STAR" NAVY T-
SHIRT 
(STK633049) (C: 0-1-0) 
SM-XL—T-Shirt $18.99 
XXL—T-Shirt $20.99 
 
CAPTAIN AMERICA: "SHIELD" BLACK HOODIE 
(STK633469) (C: 0-1-0) 
SM-XXL—Hoodie $54.99 
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BLOODSHOT BY RIBIC YELLOW T-SHIRT 
(STK632907) (C: 0-1-0) 
SM-XL—T-shirt $18.99 
XXL—T-shirt $20.99 
 
TRANSFORMERS: "MEGATRON PIXEL" SILVER T-SHIRT 
(STK632945) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Available only within the United States and U.S. 
Territories. 
SM-XL—T-Shirt $18.99 
XXL—T-Shirt $20.99 
 
GHOST RIDER CHARCOAL T-SHIRT 
(STK633028) (C: 1-1-1) 
SM-XL—T-Shirt $17.99 
XXL—T-Shirt $17.99 
 
MY LITTLE PONY: "NON-STOP PIXEL PIE" BLUE T-SHIRT 
 (STK633290) (C: 0-1-0) 
SM-XL—T-Shirt $18.99 
XXL—T-Shirt $20.99 
 
GODZILLA: "SCREAM CITY" NAVY T-SHIRT 
 (STK633023) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and 
U.S. Territories. 
SM-XL—T-Shirt $18.99 
XXL—T-Shirt $20.99 
 
THE SUB-MARINER GREEN T-SHIRT 
 (STK633033) (C: 1-1-1) 
SM-XL—T-Shirt $17.99 
XXL—T-Shirt $17.99 
 
THE PUNISHER: "RED SYMBOL" BLACK HOODIE 
 (STK633464) (C: 0-1-0) 
SM-XXL—Hoodie $54.99 
 
VENOM: "THE FACE OF BROCK" BLACK T-SHIRT 
 (STK633044) (C: 0-1-0) 
SM-XL—T-Shirt $18.99 
XXL—T-Shirt $20.99 
 
LOKI: "LOKIDOKI" CHARCOAL HEATHER T-SHIRT 
 (STK633038) (C: 0-1-0) 
SM-XL—T-Shirt $18.99 
XXL—T-Shirt $20.99 
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DEADPOOL: "HELLO LADIES" BLACK T-SHIRT 
 (STK633285) (C: 0-1-0) 
SM-XL—T-Shirt $18.99 
XXL—T-Shirt $20.99 
 
TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURLES: "GROUP LOGO" GREEN T-SHIRT 
 (STK632958) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Available only within the United States and U.S. 
Territories. 
SM-XL—T-Shirt $18.99 
XXL—T-Shirt $20.99 
 
UNITY: "TEAM" NAVY T-SHIRT 
 (STK632940) (C: 0-1-0) 
SM-XL—T-shirt $18.99 
XXL—T-shirt $20.99 
 
APPAREL SECTION 
PREMIER VENDORS 
 
MAD ENGINE 
 
CAPTAIN AMERICA II: “ON THE HORIZON-M” WHITE SUBLIMATION T-
SHIRT 
(STK633597-601) (C: 0-1-0) 
SM-XL—T-Shirt $23.99 
XXL—T-Shirt $25.99 
 
DEADPOOL: “REGEN” NAVY T-SHIRT 
(STK633607-611) (C: 0-1-0) 
SM-XL—T-Shirt $18.99 
XXL—T-Shirt $20.99 
 
X-MEN: “NATURAL HATE” BLACK T-SHIRT 
(STK633602-606) (C: 0-1-0) 
SM-XL—T-Shirt $16.99 
XXL—T-Shirt $18.99 
 
S.H.I.E.L.D.: “RETURNED AGENT” RED T-SHIRT 
(STK633612-616) (C: 0-1-0) 
SM-XL—T-Shirt $16.99 
XXL—T-Shirt $18.99 
 
STAR WARS: “THE BOUNTY HUNTER” BLACK T-SHIRT 
(STK633622-626) (C: 0-1-0) 
SM-XL—T-Shirt $16.99 
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XXL—T-Shirt $18.99 
 
STAR WARS: “RPG WARS” NAVY HEATHER T-SHIRT 
(STK633617-621) (C: 0-1-0) 
SM-XL—T-Shirt $18.99 
XXL—T-Shirt $20.99 
 
GRAPHITTI DESIGN0073 
 
BOMBSHELL: BATGIRL T-SHIRT 
BOMBSHELL: BLACK CANARY T-SHIRT 
BOMBSHELL: STARGIRL T-SHIRT 
O/A AB: BATGIRL & FRIENDS T-SHIRT 
O/A BATGIRL SYMBOL T-SHIRT 
O/A BATGIRL II SYMBOL T-SHIRT 
DC’s finest once again lend their efforts to our armed forces on this new set of 
Bombshell shirt designs.  Based on art by Ant Lucia, check out BS: Batgirl 
(screenprinted on a Winterberry-color shirt), BS: Black Canary (imprinted on an 
Ice Grey shirt) and BS: Stargirl (on a Stone-Washed Blue shirt).  All shirts are 
heavyweight 100% cotton and are imprinted in full-color.  Wait no longer...order 
your shirts today! NOW AVAILABLE for sale in Canada and U.K. 
M-XL—T-Shirt $18.95 
XXL—T-Shirt $21.95 
 
BATSCAPE T-SHIRT 
BATMAN: CITY-SYMBOL T-SHIRT 
O/A BATMAN INC. SYMBOL T-SHIRT 
Gotham City manifests itself on the Dark Knight on the new Batscape and 
Batman: City-Symbol shirt designs.  Features color imprints on Black and Oxford-
Heather Grey, 100% cotton shirts respectively.  The city takes it’s toll. NOW 
AVAILABLE for sale in Canada and U.K. 
M-XL—T-Shirt $18.95 
XXL—T-Shirt $21.95 
 
O/A GREEN ARROW FULL-ZIP HOODIE 
O/A NIGHTWING SYMBOL HOODIE 
Both hoodies feature their respective symbols imprinted on a heavweight, 10 oz., 
90% cotton/10% poly garment.  Stay warm with style. NOW AVAILABLE for sale 
in Canada and U.K. 
L-XL—Hoodie  $41.95 
L-XL—Zip Hoodie $53.95 
 
HARLEY QUINN: HEARTBREAK T-SHIRT 
O/A BOMBSHELL: HARLEY QUINN T-SHIRT 
Harley’s one tough cookie when it comes to ending a relationship as captured on 
the new Harley Quinn: Heartbreak shirt.  Features the art of Amanda Conner 
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screenprinted in color on a white, 100% cotton shirt.  True love is just around the 
corner! NOW AVAILABLE for sale in Canada and U.K. 
M-XL—T-Shirt $18.95 
XXL—T-Shirt $21.95 
 
O/A SUPERMAN: UNCHAINED T-SHIRT 
Features the art of Jim Lee screenprinted in full-color on a black 100% cotton 
shirt.  NOW AVAILABLE for sale in Canada and U.K.  
L-XL—T-Shirt $18.95 
 
TINY TITANS: KROC T-SHIRT 
“Comics are food for the soul” takes on a whole new meaning on the new Tiny 
Titans: Kroc T-Shirt.  Features the work of Art Baltzar screenprinted in full-color 
on a Daffodil Yellow, 100% cotton tee.  You are what you eat! NOW AVAILABLE 
for sale in Canada and U.K.    
M-XL—T-Shirt $18.95 
XXL—T-Shirt $21.95 
 
APPAREL SECTION 
 
GEEK CHIC BOUTIQUE 
 
ATTACK ON TITAN: "TRAINING CORPS" JUNIORS T-SHIRT 
 (STK633143)  (4866) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United States, 
Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
SM-XL (TAJS2004)—T-Shirt $20.99 
 
ATTACK ON TITAN: "CHARA MONTAGE" JUNIORS T-SHIRT 
 (STK633240)  (4866) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United States, 
Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
SM-XL (TAJS2000)—T-Shirt $20.99 
 
STAR WARS: "HAN SOLO RETRO" T-SHIRT 
 (STK632972)  (2489) (C: 0-1-0) 
SM-XL (6642)—T-shirt $22.99 
 
STAR WARS: "BOBA FETT" A-LINE DRESS 
 (STK633019)  (2489) (C: 0-1-0) 
SM-XL (7499)—Tank Top $34.99 
 
STAR WARS: "DARTH VADER" A-LINE DRESS 
 (STK633475)  (2489) (C: 0-1-0) 
SM-XL (6877)—Tank Top $34.99 
 
STAR WARS: "REBEL" TANK TOP 
 (STK633006)  (2489) (C: 0-1-0) 
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SM-XL (5139)—Tank Top $21.99 
 
STAR WARS: "IMPERIAL" TANK TOP 
 (STK633011)  (2489) (C: 0-1-0) 
SM-XL (5134)—Tank Top $21.99 
 
STAR WARS: "ASOKA LIVES" ORANGE T-SHIRT 
 (STK633015)  (2489) (C: 0-1-0) 
SM-XL (6989)—T-Shirt $21.99 
 
MY LITTLE PONY: "DASHIE FACE" CLOUD PRINT SWEATSHIRT 
 (STK633460)  (5145) (C: 0-1-0) 
SM-XL—Sweat Shirt $43.99 
 
MY LITTLE PONY: "PINKIE SMILE" CLOUD PRINT SWEATSHIRT 
 (STK633456)  (5145) (C: 0-1-0) 
SM-XL—Sweat Shirt $43.99 
 
MY LITTLE PONY: "RAINBOW DASH" SLEEP TANK WITH CAPE 
 (STK633421)  (2018) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States and 
Canada. 
SM-XL (HS0048-62)—Tank w/Cape $27.99 
 
MY LITTLE PONY PANTIES 3-PACK 
 (STK633409)  (2018) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States and 
Canada. 
SM-XL (HS0088-29)—Panties $23.99 
 
DOCTOR WHO: "WEEPING ANGEL" V-NECK T-SHIRT 
 (STK632967)  (2489) (C: 0-1-0) 
SM-XL (7217)—T-shirt $23.99 
 
DOCTOR WHO: "DALEK SPACE INVADERS" JUNIORS T-SHIRT 
 (STK633093)  (893) (C: 0-1-0) 
SM-XL (BTS-SPIN-001LS)—T-Shirt $19.99 
 
SPIDER-MAN: "KISS ME, I'M AMAZING" JUNIORS T-SHIRT 
 (STK633063)  (5145) (C: 0-1-0) 
SM-XL—T-Shirt $18.99 
 
MARVEL: "GAMBIT & ROGUE" LEGGINGS 
 (STK633452)  (5145) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States and 
Canada. 
SM-XL—Leggings $32.99 
 
DC HEROES HARLEY QUINN SLEEP TANK SM 
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 (STK633535)  (2018) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States and 
Canada. 
SM-XL (WB0289-62)—Tank w/Cape $27.99 
 
************************************************************************ 
 
ATTACK ON TITAN: "TRAINING CORPS" T-SHIRT 
 (STK633137)  (4866) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United States, 
Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
SM-XL (TAAS2004)—T-Shirt $19.99 
XXL (TAAS2004)—T-Shirt $21.99 
 
ATTACK ON TITAN: "CHARA MONTAGE" T-SHIRT 
 (STK633255)  (4866) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United States, 
Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
SM-XL (TAAS2000)—T-Shirt $19.99 
XXL (TAAS2000)—T-Shirt $21.99 
 
BILL & TED: "WRONG PHONEBOX" HEATHER T-SHIRT 
 (STK633207)  (6733) (C: 0-1-0) 
SM-XL (BNT577)—T-Shirt $18.99 
XXL (BNT577)—T-Shirt $20.99 
 
SPIDER-MAN: "INERTIA" BLACK T-SHIRT 
 (STK633081)  (2999) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Available only in the United States, 
Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
SM-XL (T100-9SINE)—T-Shirt $23.99 
XXL (T100-9SINE)—T-Shirt $23.99 
 
THE INCREDIBLE HULK: "DR. BANNER & MR. HULK" WHITE T-SHIRT 
 (STK633076)  (2999) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Available only in the United States, 
Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
SM-XL (T100-9KBAN)—T-Shirt $23.99 
XXL (T100-9KBAN)—T-Shirt $23.99 
 
THOR: "EXPLOSION" NATURAL T-SHIRT 
 (STK633087)  (2999) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Available only in the United States, 
Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
SM-XL (T100-9HEXP)—T-Shirt $23.99 
XXL (T100-9HEXP)—T-Shirt $23.99 
 
MARVEL: "ULTRON IS UPDATING" BLACK T-SHIRT 
 (STK633311)  (5145) (C: 0-1-0) 
SM-XL—T-Shirt $18.99 
XXL—T-Shirt $20.99 
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DRAGONBALL Z: "SAIYAN EVOLUTION" T-SHIRT 
 (STK633260)  (4866) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United States, 
Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
SM-XL (DZAS2070)—T-Shirt $19.99 
XXL (DZAS2070)—T-Shirt $21.99 
 
DRAGONBALL Z: "KAME SYMBOL" ZIP HOODIE 
 (STK633266)  (4866) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United States, 
Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
SM-XL (DZAZ2001)—Zip Hoodie $52.99 
XXL (DZAZ2001)—Zip Hoodie $54.99 
 
THE REGULAR SHOW: "RIGBY" 1-PIECE PAJAMAS 
 (STK633514)  (2018) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States and 
Canada. 
MED-XXL (CN0020-59)—Pajamas $37.99 
 
THE REGULAR SHOW: "MORDECHAI" 1-PIECE PAJAMAS 
 (STK633518)  (2018) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States and 
Canada. 
MED-XXL (CN0019-59)—Pajamas $37.99 
 
ADVENTURE TIME: "FINN'S FACE" MEN'S BOXER SHORTS 
 (STK633413)  (2018) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States and 
Canada. 
SM-XL (CN0028-95)—Boxers $15.99 
 
ADVENTURE TIME: "JAKE'S FACE" MEN'S BOXER SHORTS 
 (STK633417)  (2018) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States and 
Canada. 
SM-XL (CN0003-95)—Boxers $15.99 
 
DEADPOOL: "DEADPOOL'S CHIMICHANGA SHACK" WORK SHIRT 
 (STK633437)  (5145) (C: 0-1-0) 
SM-XL—Collared Shirt $43.99 
XXL—Collared Shirt $45.99 
 
MARVEL: "S.H.I.E.L.D. SECURITY" WORK SHIRT 
 (STK633448)  (5145) (C: 0-1-0) 
SM-XL—Collared Shirt $43.99 
XXL—Collared Shirt $45.99 
 
IRON MAN: "TONY STARK" WORK SHIRT 
 (STK633442)  (5145) (C: 0-1-0) 
SM-XL—Collared Shirt $43.99 
XXL—Collared Shirt $45.99 
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WORKAHOLICS: "LET'S GET WEIRD" 8-BIT T-SHIRT 
 (STK633127)  (4866) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United States, 
Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
SM-XL (WKAS2251)—T-Shirt $19.99 
XXL (WKAS2251)—T-Shirt $21.99 
 
THE BIG LEBOWSKI: "VITRUVIAN LEBOWSKI" T-SHIRT 
 (STK633132)  (4866) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United States, 
Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
SM-XL (BLAS1103)—T-Shirt $19.99 
XXL (BLAS1103)—T-Shirt $21.99 
 
DOCTOR WHO: "DALEK SPACE INVADERS" T-SHIRT 
 (STK633097)  (893) (C: 0-1-0) 
SM-XL (BTS-SPIN-001S)—T-Shirt $19.99 
XXL (BTS-SPIN-0012XL)—T-Shirt $19.99 
 
DOCTOR WHO: "SONIC SCREWDRIVER BLUEPRINTS" BLUE T-SHIRT 
 (STK633114)  (4866) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United States, 
Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
SM-XL (DWAS2487)—T-Shirt $18.99 
XXL (DWAS2487)—T-Shirt $21.99 
 
DOCTOR WHO: "THE DOCTORS' OUTFITS" LIGHT GRAY T-SHIRT 
 (STK633120)  (4866) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United States, 
Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
SM-XL (DWAS2547)—T-Shirt $19.99 
XXL (DWAS2547)—T-Shirt $21.99 
 
DOCTOR WHO: "KEEP CALM" & TARDIS BOXER SHORTS 2-PACK 
 (STK633509)  (2018) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, U.S. 
Territories, Canada, and Mexico. 
SM-XL (DW0031-92)—Boxers $15.99 
 
DOCTOR WHO: LOGO & "TRUST ME" BOXER SHORTS 2-PACK 
 (STK633522)  (2018) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States and 
Canada. 
SM-XL (DW0031-92)—Boxers $28.99 
 
STAR WARS NECKTIES 
 (STK633497)  (7747) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United States, 
Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
REBEL SYMBOL (SW-REBN-TR)—Necktie PI  
IMPERIAL SYMBOL (SW-IMPN-TR)—Necktie PI  
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BATMAN BEGINS LEATHER STREET JACKET 
 (STK633154)  (2214) (C: 0-1-2) 
MED-XXL (TDK9013)—Leather Jacket PI  
 
SONS OF ANARCHY LEATHER HIGHWAY JACKET 
 (STK633159)  (2707) (C: 0-1-0) 
MED-XXL (M SOA 6 L)—Jacket $298.00 
 
CAPTAIN AMERICA: THE WINTER SOLDIER LOGO SNAP BACK CAP 
 (STK633070)  (1344/80011124) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within the 
United States and U.S. Territories. 
Baseball Cap $25.99 
 
CAPTAIN AMERICA: THE WINTER SOLDIER — STACK NEO SNAP BACK 
CAP 
 (STK633069)  (1344/80011198) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within the 
United States and U.S. Territories. 
Baseball Cap $25.99 
 
AMAZING SPIDER-MAN 2: TONE NEO SNAP BACK CAP 
 (STK633071)  (1344/80009920) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within the 
United States and U.S. Territories. 
Baseball Cap $25.99 
 
AMAZING SPIDER-MAN 2: VIZA FILL SNAP BACK CAP 
 (STK633073)  (1344/80011111) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within the 
United States and U.S. Territories. 
Baseball Cap $25.99 
 
AMAZING SPIDER-MAN 2: SUB FRONT FACE SNAP BACK CAP 
 (STK633074)  (1344/80011195) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within the 
United States and U.S. Territories. 
Baseball Cap $25.99 
 
TOYS SECTION 
PREMIER VENDORS 
 
DIAMOND SELECT TOYS & COLLECTIBLES 
 
GODZILLA CLASSIC 1989 VINYL FIGURE BANK 
A Diamond Select Release! This vinyl bank of the city-destroying and alien-
fighting lizard called Godzilla is based on his appearance in the 1989 movie 
Godzilla vs. Biollante! Cast in sturdy vinyl, the bank features a coin slot hidden 
between the fins on his back, as well as an access door hidden inside his 
removable tail! Stands 12 inches tall and measures 18 inches to the tip of his tail! 
Sculpted by Gentle Giant Studios! 
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Bank $34.99  
 
STAR WARS BOBA FETT MAGNETIC METAL BOTTLE OPENER  
A Diamond Select Toys Release! Boba Fett? Where?! On your brand-new bottle 
opener, that's where! Make sure you always have a way to open tasty beverages 
with this solid metal bottle opener, depicting the portrait of Boba Fett, super-cool 
bounty hunter extraordinaire! It measures 4 inches long, has magnets on the 
back and removes bottle caps like Boba Fett captures a bounty — with style! 
Comes packaged in a collector’s slip case with a full-color wrap.  
Bottle Opener $18.00 
 
STAR WARS: THE CLONE WARS—DARTH MAUL BUST BANK   
A Diamond Select Toys Release! The most exciting villain in the Star Wars 
universe has been re-animated! Darth Maul is back in the Clone Wars universe, 
and now the legendary Sith apprentice is the latest bank from DST! Measuring 8 
inches tall, this vinyl bust bank features collectible-quality paint and sculpting, a 
removable lightsaber blade, plus a coin slot for depositing your loose change! 
Designed by Barry Bradfield. Sculpted by Oluf Hartvigson.  
Bank $23.00 
 
THE WALKING DEAD: ZOMBIE HEADS SILICONE TRAY 
A Diamond Select Release! Party like the Governor with this all-new Walking 
Dead silicone tray! Based on the comic book artwork of Charlie Adlard, this 
flexible tray can be used to cast up ice, gelatin and even chocolate in the shape 
of a half-dozen zombie heads, as well as the famous Walking Dead comic book 
logo! Fill up the fishtank and let the fun begin!  
Silicone Tray $15.00 
 
THE WALKING DEAD MINIMATES SERIES 5 TWO-PACKS 
A Diamond Select Toys Release! The Walking Dead Minimates are still kicking! 
For their fifth series, DST is bringing more fan-favorite survivors into the fold, as 
well as new versions of old favorites and another great zombie! Two-packs 
include: Riot Gear Glenn with Maggie, Tyreese with Prison Michonne, Survivor 
Morgan with Geek Zombie, and a rare one-per-case variant set of Martinez with 
Geek Zombie. Each Minimate mini-figure stands 2 inches tall, with 14 points of 
articulation and a variety of interchangeable parts and accessories. Designed 
and Sculpted by Art Asylum!   
Two-Pack $9.99Ea. 
 
BATMAN CLASSIC TV SERIES: ROBIN BUST 
A Diamond Select Release! Holy collectibles, Batman! DST continues their line of 
busts based on the Batman Classic TV Show, and this time they're making the 
ultimate wingman! Batman's sidekick Robin, the Boy Wonder (as played by Burt 
Ward) is the next 6" resin bust in the new series from DST, and is the perfect 
companion to Adam West's Batman. Pre-order today, because Batman's gonna 
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need all the help he can get once the villains start to arrive! Designed by Barry 
Bradfield! Sculpted by Jean St. Jean!  
Bust $60.00 
 
MARVEL MINIMATES SERIES 56: AMAZING SPIDER-MAN 2 TWO-PACKS 
A Diamond Select Toys Release! The most eagerly anticipated sequel of the 
year is getting a sequel set of Minimates! This assortment will include four two-
packs, including Battle-Damaged Spider-Man with Electro, Spider-Man with 
Norman Osborn, Graduation Peter with Gwen Stacy, and a rare, one-per-case 
set featuring Alistair Smythe with Aleksei Sytsevich! Each Minimate mini-figure 
stands 2 inches tall, with 14 points of articulation and a variety of interchangeable 
parts and accessories. Designed and Sculpted by Art Asylum! 
Two-Pack $9.99Ea. 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
MARVEL SELECT: ULTIMATE IRON MAN ACTION FIGURE  
A Diamond Select Release! Inspired Bryan Hitch's cover to The Ultimates #2, this 
Marvel Select masterpiece depicts Ultimate Iron Man in his full armor, complete 
with the rack system Tony Stark uses to put on the high-tech battlesuit. Featuring 
several points of articulation, Ultimate Iron Man features removable armor on his 
arms and wires to interface his arms with the machine. Packaged in display-
ready Select packaging with spine artwork. Sculpted by Steve Kiwus.  
Action Figure $24.99 
 
MARVEL SELECT: ARACHNE ACTION FIGURE 
A Diamond Select Release! Injected with a formula made from rare jungle plants 
and spider venoms, single mother Julia Carpenter gained the ability to stick to 
walls and spin "psi-webs," becoming the government's answer to Spider-Man. 
Now this classic Marvel Select figure is back,  standing 7" tall with a highly 
detailed base, featuring three partial Hydra agents! Packaged in display-ready 
Select packaging with spine artwork. Sculpted by Sam Greenwell.  
Action Figure $24.99 
 
************************************************************************ 
 
IN STOCK NOW! 
 
O/A MARVEL GHOST RIDER BOTTLE OPENER 
A Diamond Select Release! It's another awesome Marvel bottle opener from 
DST! This time, the designers have turned the Spirit of Vengeance into a bottle 
cap-removing force of nature. Simply insert the cap between Ghost Rider's upper 
and lower jaw and voila! This 4-inch solid metal opener features magnets on the 
back for easy refrigerator door display. (STK611461) Available Now!  (4667) (C: 
1-1-0) NOTE: DST Marvel items - Available in North America, Latin America, and 
the European Union. 
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Bottle Opener $18.00 
 
O/A MARVEL CAPTAIN AMERICA SHIELD BOTTLE OPENER 
A Diamond Select Release! Designed and Sculpted by Art Asylum! When 
Captain America throws his mighty shield, all bottle cap-wearing beverages must 
yield! Cast in solid metal, this bottle opener depicting the Sentinel of Liberty's 
ever-present accessory features all the detail and container-opening ability of the 
iconic weapon, and at 3 inches in diameter it fits in your pocket with ease. 
Warning: Will not return to you when thrown. Comes packaged in a collector’s 
case with a full-color wrap. (STK474414) Available Now!  (4667) (C: 1-1-0) 
NOTE: DST Marvel items - Available in North America, Latin America, and the 
European Union. 
Bottle Opener $18.00 
 
O/A MARVEL GALACTUS BOTTLE OPENER 
A Diamond Select Release! When we get thirsty, we pop open a bottle cap, but 
when the Devourer of Worlds gets thirsty, he pops a polar ice cap! The Art 
Asylum designers have taken the iconic head of the world-eating Galactus and 
turned it into a solid metal bottle opener! Measuring 4 inches tall with fridge-
mountable magnets on the back, this item is a must-have for Fantastic Four fans 
and thirsty Marvelites everywhere! (STK529618) Available Now!  (4667) (C: 1-1-
0) NOTE: DST Marvel items - Available in North America, Latin America, and the 
European Union. 
Bottle Opener $18.00 
 
O/A MARVEL THOR BOTTLE OPENER 
A Diamond Select Release! The first ever Mjolnir bottle opener! Now you don’t 
need to be worthy to wield the Thunder god’s hammer — you just need to be 
thirsty! Crafted in solid metal, this surefire conversation piece should be in every 
comic fan’s kitchen. Perfect for when your guests want a cold beverage, and 
simply crying out “Make Mine Marvel” won’t do the trick! Measuring six inches 
long from the hammer’s head to the end of the handle, this original DST design is 
packaged in a full-color wrap encompassing a deluxe collector’s case. 
(STK450412) Available Now!  (4667) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: DST Marvel items - 
Available in North America, Latin America, and the European Union. 
Bottle Opener $18.00 
 
O/A MARVEL PUNISHER BOTTLE OPENER 
A Diamond Select Release! Designed by Art Asylum! After a long day of bringing 
down the criminal underworld, what better way to relax than with a tasty 
beverage in the back of your unmarked van? This solid metal bottle opener, in 
the shape of the Punisher's iconic skull logo, measures 4 inches long and can get 
any bottle cap to open up faster than Jimmy the Snitch. It even has magnets on 
the back so you can mount it on your refrigerator, gun safe or ammo case. 
Comes packaged in a collector's case with a full-color wrap. (STK527567) 
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Available Now!  (4667) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: DST Marvel items - Available in North 
America, Latin America, and the European Union. 
Bottle Opener $18.00 
 
O/A MARVEL IRON MAN HELMET SILICONE TRAY 
A Diamond Select Release! Now you can really "Make Mine Marvel" with the 
newest silicone tray from DST! Specifically, you can make ice, chocolate, gelatin 
and more, all in the shape of Iron Man's iconic helmet, thanks to this new, 
cutting-edge kitchen product. It's the perfect addition to any party, membership 
drive or even a meeting of the Illuminati! (STK611460) Available Now!  (4667) 
(C: 1-1-0) NOTE: DST Marvel items - Available in North America, Latin America, 
and the European Union. 
Silicone Tray $14.99 
 
O/A MARVEL SPIDER-MAN SILICONE TRAY 
A Diamond Select Release! The coolest super-hero now makes the coolest 
drinks and snacks! With the new Spider-Man silicone tray from DST, you can 
make ice, chocolate, gelatin and more, all bearing an uncanny resemblance to 
your friendly neighborhood Spider-Man. J. Jonah Jameson may not want them in 
his refrigerator, but we sure do! Fighting crime has never been this delicious and 
refreshing! (STK617140) Available Now!  (4667) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: DST Marvel 
items - Available in North America, Latin America, and the European Union. 
Silicone Tray $14.99 
 
************************************************************************ 
 
TOYS SECTION 
 
PLANTS VS. ZOMBIES 
 
PLANTS VS. ZOMBIES 6-INCH EXPLODING ZOMBIE ACTION FIGURE 
It's a 6" exploding zombie with detachable head and arms! Press his tie and 
watch him fly! (STK634446) Scheduled to ship in February 2014.  (1969/92929) 
(C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. 
Territories. 
Figure PI  
 
PLANTS VS. ZOMBIES 3-INCH FIGURES WAVE 2 ASST. 
Catch the next wave of Plants vs. Zombies 3" figures and let playtime begin! 
Assortment includes: Football Zombie & Jalapeno, Crazy Dave & Imp, and 
Digger Zombie & Potato Mine. (STK634442) Scheduled to ship in February 2014.  
(1969/92800WV2) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, 
and U.S. Territories. 
2-Pack PI  
 
PLANTS VS. ZOMBIES 2-INCH FIGURES MULTIPACK 
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(Regular Zombie, Imp Zombie, Football Zombie, Peashooter, Cherry Bomb and 
Squash)  
This sweet Plants vs. Zombies 2-Inch Mini-Figure 6-Pack features your favorite 
Plants vs. Zombies characters in adorable 2-inch tall mini-figure form, including 
the Regular Zombie, Imp Zombie, Football Zombie, Peashooter, Cherry Bomb, 
and Squash. This 6-pack is one item that fans of Plants vs. Zombies won't want 
to miss out on! (STK634443) Scheduled to ship in February 2014.  (1969/92820) 
(C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. 
Territories. 
6-Pack PI  
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
O/A PLANTS VS. ZOMBIES 7-INCH PLUSHES 
From the hit computer game come four fan-favorite characters as loveable 7" 
plushes! Choose from Squash, Peashooter, and Sunflower plushes. 
(STK519254) Available Now!  (1969/92830) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Not Available in 
Europe, Asia, Australia, and New Zealand. 
Plush PI  
 
PLANTS VS. ZOMBIES CHERRY PLUSH 
Plush pleasers for the Plants vs. Zombies fan! (STK634445) Scheduled to ship in 
February 2014.  (1969/92839) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United 
States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Plush PI  
 
PLANTS VS. ZOMBIES IMP PLUSH 
Plush pleasers for the Plants vs. Zombies fan! (STK634444) Scheduled to ship in 
February 2014.  (1969/92836) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United 
States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Plush PI  
 
YO GABBA GABBA! 
 
YO GABBA GABBA! 6-INCH FIGURES WITH MUSIC 
Tons of fun with musical 6" figures of either Brobee or Plex! (STK634440) 
Scheduled to ship in February 2014.  (1969/72045) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available 
only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Figure (w/Music) PI  
 
YO GABBA GABBA! 4-INCH VEHICLES ASST. 
Roll away fun for the Yo Gabba Gabba fan! Sturdy plastic with free rolling 
wheels. Choose from: Muno, Plex, or Brobee. (STK634438) Scheduled to ship in 
February 2014.  (1969/72020) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United 
States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Vehicle PI  
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OFFERED AGAIN 
 
O/A YO GABBA GABBA! 3-INCH ACTION FIGURES WITH ACCESSORY 
Some of your favorite characters from Yo Gabba Gabba! want to share their 
musical adventures with you with these 3" tall figures! Figures include Brobee 
and Plex. (STK616258) Available Now!  (1969/72000) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: 
Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Figure PI  
 
YO GABBA GABBA! 3-INCH ACTION FIGURE 4-PACKS 
Children can learn about music through Nick Jr.'s beloved series Yo Gabba 
Gabba!, and now some of your favorite characters from the series are brought 
together in these 4-packs of 3" action figures! (STK632669) Scheduled to ship in 
March 2014.  (1969/72012) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United States, 
Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
4-Pack PI  
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
O/A YO GABBA GABBA! BOOMBOX CARRY PLAYSET 
Enter the world of magic and music from Yo Gabba Gabba! with this boombox 
playset designed for the 3" tall Yo Gabba Gabba! figures! (STK616284) 
Available Now!  (1969/72015) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United 
States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Playset PI  
 
YO GABBA GABBA! DELUXE TALKING PLUSHES 
Soft and cuddly, your favorite Yo Gabba Gabba! pals are always ready for a little 
hug! Assortment includes: Muno, Foofa, Plex, Brobee, and Toodee. Collect them 
all! (STK634439) Scheduled to ship in February 2014.  (1969/72030) (C: 1-1-1) 
NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Plush PI  
 
YO GABBA GABBA! MICROPHONE 
Rock out like DJ Lance Rock with the Yo Gabba Gabba! microphone! 
(STK632670) Scheduled to ship in March 2014.  (1969/72016) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: 
Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Microphone PI  
 
************************************************************************ 
 
ANIMATION 
 
VOLTRON 30TH-ANNIVERSARY LION GIFT SET 
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Celebrating 30 years, the legendary Voltron returns! Standing 11" tall (nearly 13" 
with its display base), the 30th-anniversary edition will feature LED light-up eyes, 
powered by replaceable batteries, and sturdy die-cast and ABS construction, and 
will include a special signature Voltron badge. This badge, when properly 
transformed, will become a key taht can be used to activate light and sound 
features on the display base, including the legendary "lion's roar." The 30th 
separates into individual lions, including the lion's mouth blade accessory, and 
will come packaged in a retro-styled anniversary box. (STK633541) Scheduled to 
ship in March 2014.  (4522/10100) (C: 0-1-2) 
Gift set $249.99 
 
BATMAN 
 
NASCAR: MATT KENSETH/BATMAN: ARKHAM ORIGINS DIE-CASTS 
At Phoenix International Raceway on November 9, Matt Kenseth will put his 
stealth-like abilities to the test in a race to the checkered flag. In anticipation of 
the next installment of the Batman: Arkham Asylum video game franchise, 
Kenseth will run a sleek new paint scheme promoting the brand-new videogame 
Batman: Arkham Origins. Kenseth's No. 18 GameStop/Batman: Arkham Origins 
Toyota Camry will feature the infamous Batman logo on the hood, iconic Batman 
logo on the side, and the GameStop logo on the flank. With a replica paint 
scheme each diecast will have painstaking detail and look just like the car on the 
track, only smaller! Choose from the 1/64-scale or the 1/24-scale. (STK632193) 
Scheduled to ship in March 2014.  (2141) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the 
United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
1:24-SCALE (N183823GZMK)—Die-Cast $39.95 
1:64-SCALE (N183865GZMK) $6.95 
 
CLASSIC FILM AND TELEVISION 
 
LOST IN SPACE: MAJOR DON WEST 12-INCH ACTION FIGURE 
From Irwin Allen's beloved science-fiction series Lost in Space comes this new 
1/6-scale action figure of the Jupiter II's pilot, Major Don West! Standing 12" tall, 
this collector figure features a real cloth costume and comes with a display stand. 
Window box packaging. (STK632430) Scheduled to ship in March 2014.  
(6923/SFMAF005) (C: 0-1-2) 
Figure PI  
 
DC HEROES 
 
BATMAN '66 RETRO SERIES 1 ACTION FIGURE 
Based on the classic 1966 Batman television series, the Batman '66 Retro Action 
Figures will have you shouting "Bif!" "Bang!" and "Pow!" These retro-styled 
figures are in a larger size with real cloth costumes, and their articulation cannot 
be beat. Batman, Robin, The Riddler, and The Joker all resemble their television 
counterparts, and they come in clamshell packaging. Collect all four! 
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(STK633567) Scheduled to ship in March 2014.  (1996) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 
Available only in the United States, U.S. Territories, Canada, and the U.K. 
Figure PI  
 
SKELANIMALS DC VINYLS SERIES 1 FIGURES 
The worlds of DC Comics and the Skelanimals collide for a series of adorable 
vinyl figures with the Skelanimals DC Vinyls! Jae the Wolf becomes Batman, Dax 
the dog is Superman, Kit the Cat suits up as Wonder Woman, Ren the Penguin 
is Robin the Boy Wonder, and Marcy the Monkey is Harly Quinn. Each figure 
stands 3" tall and comes with a special themed base that matches the character. 
Collect all five! (STK632655) Scheduled to ship in March 2014.  (4522/2206) (C: 
1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Figure $11.99 
 
TONNER DC: THE NEW 52 WONDER WOMAN 16-INCH DOLL 
Robert Tonner continues his line of DC Stars Collectible Dolls with Wonder 
Woman in her costume from the pages of DC Comics' New 52! This dressed 
Tonner character figure features a body made of vinyl and hard plastic and a 
face that includes hand-painted details. Standing 16" tall, Wonder woman has a 
Tyler skin tone, blue painted eyes, raven rooted saran hair, and regular and fist 
hands. Wonder Woman comes with a red faux leather bodice with silver trim, 
navy blue lycra panty hose with silver faux leather stars, faux leather gauntlets, 
faux leather armband and choker, faux leather headband, gold lasso, nude 
pantyhose, and navy blue boots. Limited to 300 pieces. (STK632660) Scheduled 
to ship in April 2014.  (4061/T13DCDD05) (C: 1-1-2) 
Doll PI  
 
DESIGNER TOYS 
 
THE OUTER SPACE MEN: "WHITE STAR" EDITION ACTION FIGURE SET 
Sculpted by the Four Horsemen, this special "White Star" edition set of the Outer 
Space Men (previously a Comic Con exclusive) features the first eight figures 
from OSM waves 1-4, newly cast in a special white and blue color scheme with 
clear blue accessories. Set includes: Astro-Nautilus, Metamorpho, Inferno, 
Xodiac, Mystron, Commander Comet, Alpha 7, and Electron+. Each figure comes 
individually bagged, with all eight figures in a box. (STK633236) Scheduled to 
ship in March 2014.  (5168) (C: 0-1-2) 
Set (x8) PI  
 
THE CANMANS SERIES 2 FIGURES 
The CanMans are back with an all-new limited edition artist line up featuring 
original designs from well-respected graffiti artists Ewok, Persue, Rime, and Tyke 
Witnes! These hollow vinyl figures stand 7" tall and opens to reveal a hidden 
compartment for storing custom spray can tips. Packaged in collectible window 
box with artist's mark and each style limited to only 300 pieces worldwide. 
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(STK633223) Scheduled to ship in April 2014.  (4522/1845) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 
Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Figure $39.99 
 
THE CANMANS DIY EDITION FIGURE 
The CanMans are back and this time you can add your own creative spin with 
the Do-It-Yourself edition. Aspiring graffiti artists can now design their own 
unique cans and hone their creativity with this blank vinyl CanMan. This hollow 
vinyl figures stand 7" tall and opens to reveal a hidden compartment for storing 
custom spray can tips. Figure comes packaged in a collectible window box. 
(STK633224) Scheduled to ship in April 2014.  (4522/7910) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 
Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Figure $25.00 
 
DISNEY 
 
DISNEY'S FROZEN: SPARKLE ANNA FASHION DOLL 
In the Disney film Frozen, Anna is a free-spirited daydreamer determined to save 
her kingdom from eternal winter. Here, the lovable character sparkles in her 
signature outfit, which girls will recognize from the film. Her elaborate gown 
features a rich, multi-colored bodice decorated with vibrant pink swirls, sparkles, 
and flowers. Anna's bright blue skirt is accented with designs inspired by 
traditional Norwegian rosemaling. The removable skirt falls just above Anna's 
ankles, showing off her stylish yet snow-friendly black boots, which feature 
adorable molded lace detail. Because Anna hails from a "frozen" land, she 
comes with the appropriate accessories to keep her warm: a pink cape with high 
black collar and a golden clasp. Her beautiful hair is styled in two classic braids 
and topped with a sparkling pink tiara. Girls will love reenacting Anna's 
adventures from the film or creating new ones for this spirited and inspiring 
character. Doll cannot stand alone. Ages 3 and older. (STK632418) Scheduled to 
ship in March 2014.  (744/Y9958) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United 
States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Doll $22.99 
 
DISNEY'S FROZEN SPARKLE DOLLS 
Elsa and the adventurous Kristoff, from the new Disney film Frozen, capture the 
essence of their beloved characters with outfits and details recognizable from the 
film. Elsa sparkles in an ethereal gown, with a look both as delicate as a 
snowflake and as majestic as her own icy powers. A scoop neck strip of white 
showcases the gorgeous bodice of light blue sparkles, accented with a deep blue 
ribbon sash.  Kristoff, Anna's travel companion in the film, looks dashing in his 
wintry mountain man garb. His loose grey pants and bright blue shirt keep him 
warm and dry while his fur-trimmed vest adds an extra layer of winter warmth. 
His cozy accessories include his knee-high snow boots, a warm black cap and 
thick mittens. Girls will love reenacting the icy adventures that each of these 
characters experiences in this heartwarming film. Sold separately. Dolls cannot 
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stand alone. Ages 3 and older. (STK632414) Scheduled to ship in March 2014.  
(744/Y9959) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and 
U.S. Territories. 
Doll $22.99 
 
GIRL'S BRANDS 
 
EVER AFTER HIGH: REBEL DOLLS 
Start a new chapter with Ever After High, where the teenage sons and daughters 
of famous fairytales decide whether or not to follow in their parents' fabled 
footsteps. This assortment spellebrates the Ever After Rebels dreamers, who 
believe destiny is theirs to rewrite! The Ever After Rebels are reluctantly led by 
Raven Queen, daughter of the infamous Evil Queen, who doesn't have it in her to 
be evil. The daughter of the Mad Hatter of Wonderland, Madeline Hatter, joins 
this assortment. Crazy for tea parties and supportive of her best friend forever 
after Raven Queen, she's the best friend a fairytale could wish for. Each doll 
comes with a doll stand, doll hairbrush and bookmark that tells a unique 
character story. Sold separately. (STK632410) Scheduled to ship in March 2014.  
(744/BBD41) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and 
U.S. Territories. 
Doll $34.99 
 
EVER AFTER HIGH: ROYAL DOLLS 
Start a new chapter with Ever After High, where the teenage sons and daughters 
of famous fairytales decide whether or not to follow in their parents' fabled 
footsteps. This assortment spellebrates the Ever After Royals, who embrace their 
prewritten destinies. Led by Apple White doll, this daughter of Snow White 
doesn't take her Happily Ever After for granted. As a future kingdom leader, 
Apple works her crown off at Ever After High to prepare for her legacy. Joining 
the assortment is Briar Beauty doll, daughter of Sleeping Beauty, who makes 
every waking moment count and hides bouts of sleepiness behind her ornate 
sunglasses. Each doll comes with a doll stand, doll hairbrush and bookmark that 
features a unique character story. Sold separately. (STK632409) Scheduled to 
ship in March 2014.  (744/BBD51) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United 
States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Doll $34.99 
 
EVER AFTER HIGH LEGACY DOLLS 
Time to spellebrate Legacy Day at Ever After High! At this epic event, the 
teenage sons and daughters of famous fairytale legends pledge to follow in their 
parents' fabled footsteps? but this Ever After Rebel is going to flip the script and 
choose to rewrite her own Happily Ever After. Raven Queen doll looks wicked 
awesome from crown-to-toe wearing her iconic silver collar, spellbinding cape 
and ornate crown a doll stand, doll hairbrush and book to store spellbinding 
accessories! Mirror, mirror, on the wall, the fairest of them all is Apple White doll! 
She totally charms in a floor-length gown designed in her signature colors of red, 
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black, and white. The shimmery red dress skirt tapers longer to the back with a 
glittery sheer top skirt under a gold embroidered trim. Each doll comes with a key 
(to safeguard her secrets) and a bookmark that tells her special story. Sold 
separately. (STK632408) Scheduled to ship in March 2014.  (744/BCF47) (C: 1-
1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Doll $39.99 
 
FURBY BOOM! 
The more you talk to your Furby Boom and interact with it, the more English it 
speaks! The way you treat your Furby shapes its personality! Pet, tickle tummy 
and pull tail! Pull and hold tail for 10 seconds to make Furby Boom sleep. Feed 
Furby Boom with your finger. Introduce Furby Boom to others. Shake and tilt 
Furby Boom. Play music for Furby Boom! Hold your Furby Boom and turn him 
upside down! Play games, get virtual eggs, and raise virtual Furblings with the 
free Furby Boom app. App is optional and works with iPad, iPod touch and 
iPhone with iOS 5.0 or later. Furby Boom App is not compatible with prior Furby 
generations. Choose from a sweet Furby Boom or a sunny Furby Boom. 
(STK633082) Scheduled to ship in March 2014.  (309/A43430001) (C: 1-1-1) 
NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Doll PI  
 
KISS 
 
UGLYDOLL KISS 11-IN PLUSHES 
Not even David Horvath and Sun-Min Kim's Uglydolls are immune from the 
power of the KISS Monster World Tour 2012-3! Celebrating 40 years of the iconic 
glam rock band with over 100 million records sold worldwide, four of the 
Uglydolls are glammed up in true KISS style for a series of 11" tall plushes! Ox is 
The Demon, Wage is The Spaceman, Big Toe is the Starchild, and Babo is The 
Catman. Each Uglydoll features the recognizable make-up and costuming from 
their KISS counterpart. Collect your favorite, or collect them all! (STK632827) 
Scheduled to ship in March 2014.  (587) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the 
United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
OX "THE DEMON" (4040426)—Plush $20.00 
BIG TOE "THE STARCHILD" (4040428)—Plush $20.00 
WAGE "THE SPACEMAN" (4040427)—Plush $20.00 
BABO "THE CATMAN" (4040429)—Plush $20.00 
 
MARVEL HEROES 
 
AVENGERS INFINITE SERIES ACTION FIGURES 
Marvel Comics' Avengers are ready for action with Hasbro's new 6" Avengers 
Infinite Series Action Figures! These larger scale figures feature extensive 
articulation and detailing, and they come with accessories ready for battle. 
Choose from Captain America, Heroic Age Iron Man, Platinum Wasp, Platinum 
Hyperion, Platinum Hulk, or Platinum Grim Reaper. Blister card packaging. 
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(STK633545) Scheduled to ship in March 2014.  (309/A67490004) (C: 1-1-1) 
NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Figure $14.99 
 
MARVEL UNIVERSE ACTION FIGURES 
The heroes and villains from the pages of Marvel Comics do battle in Hasbro's 
latest series of Marvel Univere Action Figures! These 3 3/4" tall figures feature 
multiple articulation points and accessories. Wage a war for the fate of the 
universe with Rhino, Mysterio, Thanos, Nova, the Incredible Hulk, Cloak and 
Dagger, Abomination, Colossus, Black Knight, and Alpha Flight! Blister card 
packaging. (STK633542) Scheduled to ship in March 2014.  (309/A17932216) 
(C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United States, U.S. Territories, Canada, 
and the U.K. 
Figure $14.99 
 
MR. POTATO HEAD: MARVEL'S CAPTAIN AMERICA 
The Marvel Comics Mr. Potato Head line continues to grow with the addition of 
America's Patriotic spud, Captain America! This awesome new spud is decked 
out in the familiar red, white, and blue costume and he comes with the trademark 
shield! Window box packaging. (STK632666) Scheduled to ship in April 2014.  
(1349/2445) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only within the United States and U.S. 
Territories. 
Figure $20.00 
 
MOVIE/TV 
 
E.T. 12-INCH FOAM FIGURE 
A beloved classic, E.T. The Extra Terrestrial tells the story of a boy and his alien. 
In Steven Spielberg's 1982 fantasy masterpiece, Elliott meet the alien he calls 
E.T., stuck on earth with apparently no way home. What ensues is one of 
cinema's most magical adventures! This incredible replica of E.T. Stands over 
12" tall and is a faithful reproduction to how he looked on screen in the beloved 
1982 film. Featuring detailed skin texture, life like eyes, and soft to the touch. 
Made of foam rubber and hand painted. (STK633174) Scheduled to ship in 
March 2014.  (6338/55063) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, 
Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Replica $29.99 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
O/A KILLER KLOWNS FROM OUTER SPACE DELUXE ACTION FIGURES 
Alien bozos with an appetite for close encounters! Meet the latest addition in 
Amok Time Toys' Monstarz collection, the Killer Klowns from Outer Space! These 
horrific harlequins will feature multiple points of articulation, 2 sets of 
interchangeable hands, and 2 accessories. Choose from Shorty or Tiny. 
(STK470193) Available Now!  (4703) (C: 0-1-2) 
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Figure $24.99 
 
THE TWILIGHT ZONE: TALKY TINA "COLOR REPLICA" DOLL 
Talky Tina is back again... to stay! This authentically reproduced Talky Tina Doll 
Replica in color from The Twilight Zone is a lifelike replica that stands 18" tall and 
features a rotocast vinyl head, arms, and legs; soft fabric body and fabric 
clothing; rooted hair; eyelids that open and close; and a talking mechanism. Her 
colorful ensemble includes a blue-and-white checked dress with a red bow at the 
waist, white socks, and glossy black shoes. Limited to 500 pieces, Talky Tina 
comes with a Certificate of Authenticity and use instructions. Requires 3x "AG13" 
(LR44) batteries, included. Ages 14 and up. (STK633182) Scheduled to ship in 
March 2014.  (6833/BBP05009C) (C: 0-1-2) 
Replica M$169.99 
 
FIREFLY: MALCOLM REYNOLDS POCKET PLUSHIE 
Aiming to misbehave from your shelf, backpack, pocket, or wherever you can fit 
him, Toy Vault's Malcolm Reynolds Firefly Pocket Plushie is the perfect 
companion for all your adventures through the real world or the 'Verse! Standing 
8" tall, Captain Tightpants is soon to be followed by the remaining members of 
the ragtag crew of the Serenity! (STK633546) Scheduled to ship in March 2014.  
(4231/23003) (C: 0-1-1) 
Plush $24.99 
 
MY LITTLE PONY 
 
MY LITTLE PONY: EQUESTRIA GIRLS DOLLS 
There's a reason the Equestria Girls look familiar; they're the little pony girls! A 
magical mirror connects the world of My Little Pony to Canterlot High, where 
some things change, but true friendships remain magical! Six of your favorite 
ponies are now anthropomorphized high school girls with the My Little Pony: 
Equestria Girls Dolls! Choose from Twilight Sparkle, Rarity, Applejack, Pinkie 
Pie, Rainbow Dash, or Fluttershy. (STK633104) Scheduled to ship in March 
2014.  (309/A39940001) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United States, 
Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Doll $17.99 
 
MY LITTLE PONY: EQUESTRIA GIRLS DOLLS WITH ACCESSORIES 
Your favorite characters from My Little Pony: Friendship Is Magic have found 
themselves in a new world, in a new high school, in new humanoid forms, in My 
Little Pony: Equestria Girls! Rainbow Dash, Fluttershy, and Rarity are collectible 
as dolls, and they come complete with accessories such as combs, outfits, and 
schoolbooks! (STK633106) Scheduled to ship in March 2014.  (309/A39950001) 
(C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. 
Territories. 
Doll $29.99 
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MY LITTLE PONY: EQUESTRIA GIRLS DOLL & PONY SETS 
A portal has linked the world of Equestria and the real world, and when the 
ponies of My Little Pony: Friendship Is Magic travel through that portal they 
become human in My Little Pony: Equestria Girls! For the My Little Pony: 
Equestria Girls Doll & Pony Sets, the pony and her human form are matched 
together in a two-pack. Choose from Twilight Sparkle or Celestia. (STK633107) 
Scheduled to ship in March 2014.  (309/A39960000) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available 
only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Doll/Pony Set $29.99 
 
MY LITTLE PONY: EQUESTRIA GIRLS DOLL 2-PACK 
These Twilight Sparkle and Sunset Shimmer dolls will be true friends for all your 
Equestria Girls adventures! Your Twilight Sparkle doll’s smart style matches her 
flair for finding every answer, but your Sunset Shimmer doll’s striking sense of 
fashion steals a lot of attention. Which one will win the "magical" Fall Formal 
Princess crown? That's up to you! (STK633110) Scheduled to ship in March 
2014.  (309/A39970000) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United States, 
Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Doll $43.99 
 
STAR WARS 
 
STAR WARS KENNER: HOTH LEIA JUMBO ACTION FIGURE 
A Gentle Giant Release! Just like they were when you were a kid, only bigger! 
Gentle Giant is proud to bring you the latest addition to the exciting line of vintage 
Kenner-inspired Star Wars action figure reproductions with the release of the 
classic Princess Leia in Hoth Battle Gear! Digitally scanned from a mint 3 3/4" 
Kenner original and reproduced at a jumbo size, no detail has been overlooked. 
Injection molded and made of durable plastics, this jumbo figure includes a 
faithfully reproduced blaster and comes fully articulated. (STK632694) Scheduled 
to ship in December 2014.  (5498/80416) (C: 1-1-2) 
Figure $79.95 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
O/A STAR WARS BLACK 6-INCH ACTION FIGURES 
NEW for Fall 22013! Hasbro's "Black Series" will present the classic Star Wars 
characters like never before! This line of  6" action figures (think "Marvel 
Legends", but from A Galaxy Far, Far, Away!) will feature the best articulation 
yet, with precise character sculpts and highly detailed decos, all presented in a 
handsome new package aimed especially at collectors. This first wave will 
include Luke Skywalker (X-Wing Pilot), R2-D2, Darth Maul, and a Sandtrooper. 
(STK617323) Available Now!  (309/A43010950) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available 
only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Figure $29.99 
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TRANSFORMERS 
 
TRANSFORMERS GENERATIONS VOYAGER ACTION FIGURES 
There is more than meets the eye to these figures from Transformers in the 
larger Voyager scale! Drawn from Transformers' long history, Rhinox comes from 
Beast Wars while Whirl makes a return from G1. Each figure transforms from 
vehicle (or creature) to robot and back. (STK633543) Scheduled to ship in March 
2014.  (309/A1403000D) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United States, 
Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Figure $32.99 
 
VIDEO GAMES 
 
HARVEST MOON: PANDA PLUSHIE 
Hot on the heels of the wildly successful and delightfully huggable Harvest Moon 
Cow Plush, Mulitverse Studio releases the second animal in their diabolically 
cute line-up, Panda Plush! Fans of the Harvest Moon series will squeal with 
delight at this cuddly monotone plush. Measuring 6" tall, this Panda is the perfect 
companion for all occasions. (STK632667) Scheduled to ship in March 2014.  
(5101/00302) (C: 0-1-1) 
Plush $25.00 
 
SUPER MARIO BROS. 5-INCH PLUSH KEYCHAINS 
Carry your keys on these keychains that feature plush danglers of Mario and his 
friends from Nintendo's Super Mario Bros. games! (STK632965) Scheduled to 
ship in March 2014.  (2720/1901) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Not available in Europe. 
Plush $10.99 
 
SUPER MARIO BROS. FLYING SQUIRREL PLUSHES 
Every Mario game introduces new forms for the beloved characters from the 
Nintendo franchise, and the Wii U's New Super Mario Bros. U is no different as it 
adds flying squirrel forms to brothers Mario and Luigi! These plushes recreate the 
fan-favorite characters as 9" tall plushes! Collect your favorite, or get them both! 
(STK632664) Scheduled to ship in March 2014.  (2720/1312) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 
Not available in Europe. 
Plush $24.99 
 
WALKING DEAD 
 
THE WALKING DEAD: ZOMBIE ARMY MEN SERIES 2: WOODBURY 
A Gentle Giant Release! The war against the Walkers continues with Gentle 
Giant's Walker Army Men Series 2! Featuring three extremely hungry Walkers 
and in two ghoulish colors, the Woodbury Arena Survivor Set also include an 
exclusive Daryl Dixon figure. (STK632711) Scheduled to ship in December 2014.  
(5498/80386) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and 
U.S. Territories.$21.99 
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ZOMBIES! 
 
ZOMBIE 8-INCH PLUSHES 
Gund, America's oldest manufacturer of stuffed toys, turns its attentions to the 
undead with GunderGround's new line of 8" zombie plushes! The Groovy Zombie 
is dying to be hip, while the Rock Star Zombie is dying to rock. The Skateboarder 
Zombie's tricks kill, and Zombie Sweetness is so sweet that she's deadly. These 
8" plushes have amusing designs and are sure to delight any zombie fan! 
(STK632215) Scheduled to ship in March 2014.  (587/4040127) (C: 1-1-1) 
NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Plush $12.00 
 
NERF ZOMBIE STRIKE: FUSEFIRE BLASTER 
Lesson one: the living dead don't take naps. Be ready any time of day for a 
zombie attack with  the Zombie Strike Fusefire blaster at your side. Firing glowing 
NERF Vortex discs, this blaster features a continuous loading system for blasting 
zombies with a foam barrage. The curving and ricocheting discs allow zombie 
hunters to battle their undead opponents in an all-new way. The blaster comes 
with five Zombie Strike Vortex discs and storage space for five additional discs. 
(STK633568) Scheduled to ship in March 2014.  (309/A65590000) (C: 1-1-1) 
NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
NERF Blaster $27.99 
 
NERF ZOMBIE STRIKE: DECO DARTS PACK 
Ensure that the undead won't walk the Earth for long by stocking up on extra 
NERF ammo. Zombie hunters carrying the darts refill won't be caught with an 
empty blaster in battle. Zombie Strike foam darts feature cool green deco with 
signature "Z" logo. (STK633573) Scheduled to ship in March 2014.  
(309/A45700000) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, 
and U.S. Territories. 
NERF Accessory $12.99 
 
NERF ZOMBIE STRIKE: STRIKE BLADE 
When it comes to hand to hand battle against zombies, losing is not an option. At 
30" long, the durable foam Zombie Strike Blade sword is built to defend humanity 
at close range. (STK633574) Scheduled to ship in March 2014.  
(309/A65560790) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, 
and U.S. Territories. 
NERF Sword $16.99 
 
NERF ZOMBIE STRIKE: CROSSFIRE BOW 
Protect your human allies with the Zombie Strike Crossfire bow, which brings 
iconic crossbow action to the NERF line for the first time in almost twenty years! 
Boasting 75 foot elite distance and authentic pull-back firing action, the Crossfire 
bow is a great asset in the human zombie struggle. Crossbow comes complete 
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with four NERF Zombie Strike darts. (STK633576) Scheduled to ship in March 
2014.  (309/A65580000) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United States, 
Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
NERF Crossbow $29.99 
 
NERF ZOMBIE STRIKE: TARGETING SET 
Keep your zombie hunting skills sharp between attacks with the Zombie Strike 
Target set. The set comes complete with one small Zombie Strike blaster, three 
Zombie Strike darts and a Zombie Strike target. (STK633577) Scheduled to ship 
in March 2014.  (309/A66360000) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United 
States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
NERF Accessory $13.99 
 
NERF ZOMBIE STRIKE: SIDESTRIKE 
The Zombie Strike Sidestrike blaster is the first NERF blaster with a holster for 
both dart and blaster storage, leaving hands free to carry supplies and post-
apocalyptic gear. The quick-draw blaster possesses elite performance, firing 
Zombie Strike darts up to 75 feet. The included holster is also compatible with 
the NERF Firestrike blaster, sold separately. Comes with six Zombie Strike darts. 
(STK633579) Scheduled to ship in March 2014.  (309/A65570000) (C: 1-1-1) 
NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
NERF Blaster $20.99 
 
NERF ZOMBIE STRIKE: RICOCHET 
When it all comes down to one shot, make it count. The single shot Zombie 
Strike Ricochet disc blaster is the ultimate tool for mounting sneak attacks on the 
living dead. Pocket-sized but powerful, the Ricochet blaster comes with two 
discs. (STK633580) Scheduled to ship in March 2014.  (309/A68960000) (C: 1-1-
1) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
NERF Blaster $11.99 
 
NERF ZOMBIE STRIKE: RIPSHOT 
Plan a sneak attack against zombie foes with the aid of the stealthy Zombie 
Strike Ripshot disc blaster, featuring integrated three disc storage. Comes 
complete with three Zombie Strike Vortex discs. (STK633582) Scheduled to ship 
in March 2014.  (309/A68970000) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United 
States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
NERF Blaster $13.99 
 
STATUES & MODELS SECTION 
 
ANIMATION 
 
MASTERS OF THE UNIVERSE: BEASTMAN 1/4-SCALE STATUE 
Pop Culture Shock Collectibles is proud to announce Beastman as the follow-up 
to the Masters of the Universe: He-Man Scale Statue. Based specifically on the 
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classic 80s Filmation Masters of the Universe cartoon, every effort has been 
made to create the most accurate collectible of Beastman as he appeared in the 
beloved series. Our artists studied hours of animation, including actual product 
cells and style guide artwork to bring you this long awaited collectible. At 1/4-
scale, Beastman stands 16" tall. (STK632457) Scheduled to ship in May 2014.  
(7539/BEASTMAN001) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, 
Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Statue $325.00 
 
BATTLESTAR GALACTICA 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
O/A BATTLESTAR GALACTICA MODEL KITS 
Moebius Models recreates the ships and characters of SyFy's Battlestar 
Galactica with a series of high-quality, highly-detailed model kits! Based on the 
CG models from the series, these models of the Battlestar Galactica (14" long), 
the Mk.II Colonial Viper (1/32-scale), the Mk. VII Colonial Viper (1/32-scale), the 
Cylon Raider (1/32-scale), and the Cylon Centurion (13 1/2" tall) feature 
incredible detail and will look fantastic in the collection of any BSG fan. Collect 
your favorites, or build them all! Some assembly required. (STK422678) 
Available Now!  (7593) (C: 0-1-0) 
GALACTICA (915)—Model Kit $44.99 
VIPER MK. II (912) $29.99 
VIPER MK. VII (916) $29.99 
CYLON RAIDER (926) $29.99 
CYLON CENTURION (917) $39.99 
 
DINOSAURS 
 
DINOSAURS 1/32-SCALE MODEL KIT 
The Jurassic Age saw some of the greatest land creatures the Earth has ever 
known — the dinosaurs! The skeletons of these enormous lizards have 
captivated children and adults for centuries, and they have entertained us 
through film and television. With Pegasus Hobbies' 1/32-scale Dinosaur Model 
Kits, you can build these mighty creatures for your own collection. Choose from 
the T-Rex and the Triceratops. (STK632393) Scheduled to ship in March 2014.  
(1283) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. 
Territories. 
T-REX (9551)—Model kit $49.99 
TRICERATOPS (9550)—Model kit $35.99 
 
FANTASY 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
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O/A FANTASY FIGURE GALLERY: RITUAL RESIN STATUE 
(A) Luis Royo 
From Yamato USA! Inspired by the work of internationally acclaimed fantasy 
artist Luis Royo, this astounding Fantasy Figure Gallery: Ritual 1/4-scale statue 
from a sculpt by master Shin Tanabe stands roughly 13” tall including a specially 
designed display base. From its dramatic pose to its life-like features to the free 
flow of its garments, every turn of this meticulously crafted beauty will amaze with 
exceptional detail. Even more stunning is the intricate paint detail including 
multiple tattoos and "see-through" application to capture the translucency of her 
sheer garments as they cling to her supple form. This figure is available in both 
PVC and limited edition Resin statues. The statue comes complete with 
numbered display base, art card, and Certificate of Authenticity is a collector’s 
styled window box. (STK459450) Available Now!  (4368/348981) (C: 0-0-1) 
Statue $349.99 
 
O/A FANTASY FIGURE GALLERY: LUZ MALEFIC STATUE 
(A) Luis Royo 
From Yamato USA! The creation of Luis and Romulo Roho, Fantasy Figure 
Gallery: Luz Malefic is part of Yamato USA's ambitious multi-media project, 
"Malefic Time," spanning illustration books, novels, manga, music, film, and 
collectibles. Set in the year 2038, during the days of Final Judgment and the 
ensuing battle of good and evil, Malefic Time follows the path of Luz Malefic, a 
young woman with extraordinary power and a mysterious past, who is the key 
that will tip the scales in this epic battle. Yamato presents this 1/4-scale resin 
statue from a sculpt by Shin Tanabe, complete with numbered display base, 
Certificate of Authenticity, and art card. (STK516527) Available Now!  
(4368/350410) (C: 1-0-1) NOTE: Available only in the United States, U.S. 
Territories, Canada, and the U.K. 
Statue $349.99 
 
ANGEL OF DARKNESS 1/4-SCALE STATUE 
ARH Studios continues their line of mythological statues with their most 
impressive piece yet, the Angel of Darkness! She is as deadly as she is alluring, 
her finely toned body matched to wings that will cover the world in darkness! 
Designed and sculpted by Maxence Fleuret, the Angel of Darkness stands 18" 
tall at 1/4-scale and boasts and impressive 42" wingspan. (STK632826) 
Scheduled to ship in May 2014.  (1382) (C: 0-1-2) 
Statue PI  
 
ARES, GOD OF WAR 1/4 SCALE STATUE 
The Greek gods charged into battle, led by Ares, the God of War. Sculpted by 
Alejandro Pereira, Ares is the latest addition to ARH Studios' line of Greek Gods 
statues. Outfitted for battle with his shield, spear, and helm, Ares is 1/4-scale. 
(STK632828) Scheduled to ship in June 2014.  (1382) (C: 0-1-2) 
Statue PI  
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MINOTAURUS 1/4 SCALE STATUE 
Half-man, half-bull, the Minotaur is one of mythology's most famous creatures. 
Stalking the island of Crete, the Minotaur was a fierce soldier and a dangerous 
foe. Sculpted by Elciclei Sa, the Minotaur brandishes a war-axe and is 1/4-scale. 
(STK632832) Scheduled to ship in June 2014.  (1382) (C: 0-1-2) 
Statue PI  
 
MARVEL HEROES 
 
DEADPOOL PX X-FORCE VER MINI-BUST 
A Gentle Giant Release! A PREVIEWS Exclusive! One of Marvel's most unique 
anti-heroes, Deadpool's devil-may-care attitude and flamboyant, ultraviolent 
tongue-in-cheek style caused him to soar in popularity with readers of all ages. 
Where Deadpool goes, chaos and wisecracks follow. Brought to life in high 
quality polystone and armed to the teeth, the Deadpool Mini Bust is no laughing 
matter, with Deadpool's gray X-Force costume and each of his weapons 
rendered in loving detail by skilled sculptors. This 1/6-scale mini-bust is hand-
painted, individually numbered and comes with a matching Certificate of 
Authenticity. (STK631450) Scheduled to ship in March 2014.  (5498) (C: 1-1-2) 
NOTE: Available only in the United States, U.S. Territories, Canada, and the 
U.K. 
Mini-bust $89.00 
 
IRON PATRIOT 1/4-SCALE STATUE 
A Gentle Giant Release! When a challenge arrives that's too much even for Iron 
Man to handle, Tony Stark calls in the heavy artillery. From the screen to your 
shelf, it's the Iron Patriot Statue! Digitally sculpted by the master artisans at 
Gentle Giant using the original CGI files from Iron Man 3, no other collectible can 
claim to be as screen accurate. Featuring a dramatic pose that shows off multiple 
points of illumination, including the chest-mounted ARC reactor and repulsor 
gloves, this hand-painted limited edition statue comes individually numbered with 
a matching Certificate of Authenticity. (STK632674) Scheduled to ship in 
December 2014.  (5498/80376) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United 
States, U.S. Territories, Canada, and the U.K. 
Statue $399.00 
 
MOVIE/TV 
 
THE MUNSTERS: HERMAN MUNSTER MAQUETTE 
Herman Munster will be the first release in Tweeterhead's full line of The 
Munsters Maquettes. Herman is 1/6-scale, and stands an impressive 15" tall. 
Herman will soon be followed by the rest of the family, including Lily, Grandpa, 
Eddie, and Marilyn, and, for the first time ever, Cousin Lester, Uncle Gilbert, and 
ZOMBO! (STK633232) Scheduled to ship in March 2014.  (2698/0037) (C: 1-1-1) 
NOTE: Available only in the United States, U.S. Territories, Canada, and the 
U.K. 
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Maquette $225.00 
 
STAR WARS 
 
STAR WARS: HAN SOLO IN STORMTROOPER ARMOR DELUXE STATUE 
A Gentle Giant Release! One of the most memorable moments in the original 
Star Wars featured Luke and Han, dressed as Imperial Stormtroopers, sneaking 
into Detention Block AA-23 with Chewbacca to rescue to the captive Princess 
Leia. Gentle Giant is proud to pay homage to that scene with the new Han in 
Stormtrooper Armor Deluxe Statue. Featuring interchangeable heads (one a 
Stormtrooper helmet, the other Han's likeness) and two sets of arms, this statue 
is perfect for the casual fan and the hardcore statue collector alike! Digitally 
sculpted by the artisans at Gentle Giant and rendered in the highest quality 
polystone, each limited edition, hand-painted statue comes individually numbered 
and paired with a matching Certificate of Authenticity. (STK632693) Scheduled to 
ship in December 2014.  (5498/80328) (C: 0-1-2) 
Statue $265.00 
 
STAR WARS: EPISODE I DARTH MAUL LEGEND EDITION LIGHTSABER 
REPLICA 
Darth Maul, who appeared in Star Wars Episode I: The Phantom Menace, is 
perhaps the most popular villain to be introduced in the Star Wars universe since 
Darth Vader in the original film. Wielding his iconic double-bladed lightsaber, 
Darth Maul engages in an epic battle with Jedi Master Qui-Gon Jinn beneath the 
Naboo capital. There were several versions of the Darth Maul lightsaber created, 
each one designed specifically to suit the requirements of a particular scene. The 
eFX Darth Maul Legend Limited Lightsaber is a faithful recreation of the non-
bladed hero version, equipped with metal emitters. This replica was created by 
directly molding a screen-used original, this an eFX legend. eFX is honored that 
Ray Park has agreed to work with eFX to create this autographed version. 
Limited to 500 pieces, the lightsaber features quality resin, metal, and plastic 
construction and comes with an eFX display base, prop story, and Certificate of 
Authenticity. (STK632186) Scheduled to ship in March 2014.  (1859/01130005) 
(C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. 
Territories. 
Replica PI  
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
O/A STAR WARS: DARTH VADER'S TIE FIGHTER SNAPTITE MODEL KIT 
Build some of your favorite ships from the Star Wars universe with Revell's 
Snaptite Model Kits! Choose from the Darth Vader's TIE Fighter or Imperial 
Shuttle, each featuring moving parts, pilot figures, display stand and easy snap-
together assembly. No glue required! (STK622479) Available Now!  (89) (C: 1-
1-0) NOTE: Available only in the United States, U.S. Territories, Canada, and 
Mexico. 
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VADER'S TIE FIGHTER (851878)—Model Kit $24.99 
IMPERIAL SHUTTLE (85-1879)—Model Kit $24.95 
 
VIDEO GAMES 
 
STREET FIGHTER: AKUMA 1/1-SCALE BUST 
Pop Culture Shock Collectibles is proud to announce Akuma as the next in our 
popular line of lifesize Street Fighter busts. Sculpted by Jerry Macaluso and 
Ryan Pintar, this hyper-realistic bust measures 29" tall, features a real cloth Gi, 
real wood "prayer beads," separately cast acrylic teeth and LED glowing eyes. In 
addition, this statue comes with a Certificate of Authenticity. (STK632454) 
Scheduled to ship in April 2014.  (7539/AKUMA003) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Not 
available in Asia. 
Bust $699.00 
 
MORTAL KOMBAT KLASSIC: GORO 1/4-SCALE STATUE 
Pop Culture Shock Collectibles proudly announces the Mortal Kombat Klassic: 
Goro 1/4-Scale Statue based on his appearance from the first four Mortal 
Kombat games. This masterfully created collectible stands 24" tall, features a 
cloth costume and comes with a Certificate of Authenticity. (STK632458) 
Scheduled to ship in May 2014.  (7539/GORO001) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Not 
available in Asia. 
Statue $450.00 
 
WALKING DEAD 
 
THE WALKING DEAD: MERLE DIXON WALKER 1/4-SCALE STATUE 
A Gentle Giant Release! One of the most complicated characters on AMC's The 
Walking Dead, Daryl's brother Merle evolved from a stereotypical brutal redneck 
to a tragic figure seeking redemption, which he finds to a degree after releasing 
Michonne and singlehandedly taking on The Governor's ambush party. He meets 
a violent end by The Governor's hand and returns to stalk the living as a Walker. 
Designed by the artisans at Gentle Giant, the Merle Dixon Walker Statue 
captures the likeness of Michael Rooker's Merle Dixon in all of his undead glory. 
Each limited edition, hand-painted statue comes individually numbered and is 
paired with a matching Certificate of Authenticity. (STK632675) Scheduled to 
ship in December 2014.  (5498/80374) (C: 1-1-1) 
Statue $399.00 
 
IMPORT TOYS & MODELS SECTION 
PREMIER VENDORS 
 
KOTOBUKIYA 
 
MARVEL COMICS CAPTAIN AMERICA AVENGERS NOW! ARTFX+ STATUE 
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A KOTOBUKIYA Japanese import!  Marvel Comics is the next great property to 
get Kotobukiya’s ARTFX+ statue treatment, and so of course the first series is 
none other than the Avengers, specifically the characters as they appear in 
Marvel Now!  In 2012 the comic book company relaunched several titles, shifting 
some characters into different books and updating some for a modern audience.  
More than anything, it provided a perfect jumping on point for new readers.  Now 
the characters are brought to life as never before based on concept artwork by 
superstar artist Adi Granov.  Following the initial releases of the Incredible Hulk 
and Black Widow comes the team leader and patriotic American hero, CAPTAIN 
AMERICA! 
Created in 1941 by Joe Simon and Jack Kirby to represent opposition to Nazi 
Germany, CAPTAIN AMERICA combined superhero stories with patriotism and 
the fight against oppression in the world.  Recruited into a secret “Super-Soldier” 
program, Rogers was given a serum and radiation that transformed him into a 
paragon of human athleticism.  Now Captain America steps up and joins this new 
lineup with a powerful intensity in his face and pose as he strides forward, shield 
at the ready!  Steve wears his current armored version of his traditional red, 
white, and blue costume complete with tight-fitting cowl adorned with an “A” for 
America, intricate scale pattern across his upper chest, striped lower torso, and 
sturdy belt and boots.  Of course, it’s the star spangled shield that really draws in 
your eye, worn on Cap’s left forearm and ready for offense or defense as the 
situation requires. 
Captain America stands 7 ½ inches tall (in the ARTFX+ 1/10th scale) on his 
included magnetic display base.  Display this new incarnation of the 
quintessential American hero on his own or alongside previously released Hulk 
and Black Widow statues as well as the upcoming Hawkeye, Iron Man, and Thor 
to round out your Avengers ARTFX+ collection! 
Statue $54.99 / Available in SEPTEMBER 
 
STREET FIGHTER CAMMY BISHOUJO STATUE 
A KOTOBUKIYA Japanese import!  The incredible Bishoujo statues from 
Kotobukiya, which have brought you everything from superheroines to Tekken 
fighters, return to the Street Fighter franchise with the amazing follow up to Chun 
Li, CAMMY!  One of the bestselling video game franchises of all time, Street 
Fighter first debuted in 1987 with its unique blend of one on one combat and 
international characters (and fighting styles).  Following the Chinese fighter as 
the second female character in the series, Cammy joined up in 1993’s Super 
Street Fighter II: The New Challengers.  While initially believed to be an agent of 
Britain’s MI6, her backstory includes working for M. Bison and losing her 
memories, though none of that limited her fierce fighting styles.  Now Cammy 
appears here in a brand new Bishoujo Statue based on new artwork by master 
Japanese illustrator Shunya Yamashita. 
The fierce British fighter has never looked better, frozen in a wide-legged stance 
for stability while delivering a wicked backhand strike.  Cammy strikes quite the 
pose, muscles tense and corded as she shows off her physique with limbs 
extended.  She wears her iconic outfit consisting of a tiny green leotard 
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decorated with the Delta Red logo, red gauntlets and beret, red socks, and black 
boots.  Meanwhile, the pale skin of her legs is accented with sparse green 
camouflage patterns.  Cammy is intricately sculpted and detailed with special 
attention paid to her exquisite anatomy, tied shoelaces, long flowing pigtails, and 
more.  But even with all of her martial prowess on display there’s still a small 
smile on the elite fighter’s face! 
Sculpted by Busujimax (Takaboku Busujima), Cammy stands 9 inches tall (1/7 
scale) on a specially designed display base.  The fierce British fighter looks great 
on her own and even better paired with the previously released Chun Li Bishoujo 
Statue from Kotobukiya! 
Statue  $64.99 / Available in SEPTEMBER 
 
SWORD ART ONLINE ~ LEAFA -FAIRY DANCE- ANI*STATUE 
A KOTOBUKIYA Japanese import!  The next beautiful Ani*Statue from 
Kotobukiya comes from Sword Art Online, a Japanese light novel series by Reki 
Kawahara with illustrations by Abec that’s been adapted into manga, anime, and 
a video game.  Coming after the main Sword Art Online female protagonist 
Asuna comes the woodland themed alter ego of Kirigaya Suguha, LEAFA -
FAIRY DANCE-!  A Kendo expert and faithful friend, Suguha appears here in her 
in-game avatar skipping lightly over a peaceful nature scene.  Leafa wears a 
beautiful green and white dress that moves with her, and she accessorizes with 
bracelets, long boots and stockings, and more.  Fully a part of her digital world 
the girl has fantastic translucent wings and long pointed ears, and everywhere 
you look are intricately sculpted details.  Sculpted by Shou Kojima, Leafa -Fairy 
Dance- is 9 ½ inches tall (1/8 scale) as she leaps over the half-submerged tree of 
her unique display base.  With her pretty smile and cute wave you’ll always enjoy 
seeing Leafa on your shelf, and she goes great with the Asuna Ani*Statue! 
Statue $99.99 / Available in MAY 
 
NISEMONOGATARI ~ SHINOBU OSHINO ANI*STATUE 
A KOTOBUKIYA Japanese import!  From the smash hit anime series 
Bakemonogatari comes the next Ani*Statue from the sequel Nisemonogatari 
after Hitagi, SHINOBU OSHINO!  A former centuries old vampire now powerless 
in the form of an eight year old girl, Shinobu appears in an adorable presentation 
as she skips along happily.  She wears a simple white dress decorated with pink 
bows that swirls around her as she walks, and her cute little shoes are a perfect 
match.  Shinobu also has a huge straw hat with pink ribbon that’s removable so 
you can display her with or without it!  The ancient vampire carries a box of 
donuts and holds one in her hand, ready to take a big bite, and interchangeable 
face parts give you options like a huge grin or a sly smile.  Shinobu stands just 
under 7.5 inches tall (1/8 scale) on a special display base that features Koyomi’s 
shadow, a nod to the events in the Tsubasa’s Cat storyline!  Show off your 
Shinobu with Hitagi and other Nisemonogatari or Bakemonogatari Ani*Statues 
from Kotobukiya. 
Statue $79.99 / Available in MAY 
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FULL METAL PANIC! ~ ARX-8 LAEVATEIN PLASTIC MODEL KIT 
A KOTOBUKIYA Japanese import!  Kotobukiya proudly presents a new plastic 
model kit based on the ultra-popular Full Metal Panic! series.  The next evolution 
in the ARX series specifically designed for Sergeant Sousuke’s fighting style is 
the ARX-8 LAEVATEIN!  Built with direct combat in mind and equipped with an 
upgraded power plant, enhanced musculature, and heightened mobility, the 
Laevatein is unique with substantial armament and two additional tiny arms to 
wield even more weapons.  The model kit is a perfect miniaturized representation 
of the iconic mecha with the familiar shapes of the humanoid robot and its bold 
red and white color scheme with brilliant gold highlights and even its flaming 
“hair!”  Comprised of 350 pieces, the ARX-8 stands just over 6 inches tall (1/60 
scale), and features multiple points of articulation, swap-out weapons, and 
interchangeable hands for the creation of various battle poses. 
Model Kit $59.99 / Available in APRIL 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
O/A BATMAN THE KILLING JOKE JOKER ARTFX STATUE 
A KOTOBUKIYA Japanese import!  
The Killing Joke Joker stands 11 inches tall (1/6th scale) on a special display 
base that includes the broken crate of dynamite, LED lamp, and a creepy cherub 
henchman.  The Joker is an incredible statue capturing one of the most famous 
graphic novels of all time, and he'll look great on display or alongside other DC 
Comics-inspired statues from Kotobukiya like the Batman Black Costume Ver.  
Lights, camera, action! (STK520855) Available Now!  (6600/SV78) (C: 1-0-0) 
NOTE: Available only in the United States, U.S. Territories, Canada, Mexico, and 
the U.K. 
Statue $129.99 
 
O/A IRON MAN 3 MK 42 ARTFX STATUE 
A KOTOBUKIYA Japanese import! Sculpted by MIC, Iron Man Mark 42 stands 
15 inches tall (1/6th scale) hovering over the lifelike water effect.  This pre-
painted, snap-fit ARTFX Statue is easy to assemble so you can have your Iron 
Man on display in no time.  Arriving this fall along with the release of the film, the 
Mark 42 is just the first Iron Man 3 ARTFX statue from Kotobukiya; there are 
more to follow! (STK529477) Available Now!  (6600/MK148) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: 
Available only in the United States, U.S. Territories, Canada, Mexico, and the 
U.K. 
Statue $129.99 
 
O/A STAR WARS: JANGO FETT ARTFX+ STATUE EP II VER 
A KOTOBUKIYA Japanese import! A fierce and determined warrior, Jango Fett 
always wears his full suit of Mandalorian battle armor and wields his signature 
dual blaster pistols.  The silver armor plating over a full-length blue bodysuit is 
clean and well-polished, a marked departure from the more ragged look of his 
son.  Jango's armor even has all of the little details right out of the film from the 
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belt of pouches to the wrist-mounted weapons, and of course one of the coolest 
helmet designs of all time!  You can even display the bounty hunter from two 
different scenes in the film with interchangeable screen accurate backpacks from 
his battles on Kamino and Geonosis.  Finally, interchangeable arms let you pose 
Fett in a classic "draw" stance or aiming his blaster pistol, while magnets in his 
feet give him extra stability on his included display base. 
 (STK529138) Available Now!  (6600/SW83) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Available only in 
the United States, U.S. Territories, Canada, and Mexico.$54.99 
 
O/A STAR WARS: HAN SOLO IN CARBONITE DX SILICONE TRAY 
A KOTOBUKIYA Japanese import!  Three great Star Wars Silicone Ice Trays are 
back, and this time they’re super-sized!  The fun gets frosty with the HAN SOLO 
IN CARBONITE DX SILICONE ICE TRAY!  Perfect for everything from family fun 
to Star Wars themed parties, this handy tray lets you capture ice, chocolate, jelly, 
or anything else you can think of in the familiar shape of Jabba the Hutt’s prized 
possession.  Accurately replicating the look of Han’s imprisonment from the 
Empire Strikes Back and Return of the Jedi, the sturdy silicone is both heat and 
ice resistant making it almost as durable as real carbonite!  Three times bigger 
than the large-sized Han Solo from the original tray, this new Deluxe-sized gray 
tray creates one huge block of Carbon-frozen Han Solo ice.  The DX silicone 
trays are the perfect complement to the Lightsaber Chopsticks (sold separately)! 
(STK475088) Available Now!  (6600/GZ329) (AUG121885) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: 
Available only in the United States, U.S. Territories, Canada, and Mexico. 
Silicone Tray $14.99 
 
STAR WARS: R2-D2 DX SILICONE TRAY 
A KOTOBUKIYA Japanese import!  With the Lightsaber Chopsticks and Star 
Wars Silicone Trays Kotobukiya brought a Star Wars revolution to the tables of 
fans everywhere.  Now there’s an all new series of deluxe, extra large silicone ice 
trays!  Coming to you from a galaxy far, far away, is the R2-D2 DX SILICONE 
ICE TRAY!  Perfect for everything from family fun to Star Wars themed parties, 
this handy tray lets you capture ice, chocolate, jelly, or anything else you can 
think of in the familiar shape of everyone’s favorite astromech droid.  Accurately 
replicating the look of R2-D2 from all of the Star Wars films, the sturdy silicone is 
both heat and ice resistant making it almost as durable as the droid himself!  The 
new Deluxe-sized blue mold creates a single R2 ice cube that is three times 
larger than what comes out of the previous R2-D2 silicone tray; the Deluxe 
version stands nearly 10 inches tall!  The DX silicone trays are the perfect 
complement to the Lightsaber Chopsticks (sold separately). (STK475087) 
Available Now!  (6600/GZ330) (AUG121886) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Available only in 
the United States, U.S. Territories, Canada, and Mexico. 
Silicone Tray $14.99 
 
STAR WARS: MILLENIUM FALCON DX SILICONE TRAY 
A KOTOBUKIYA Japanese import!  After the amazing success of Kotobukiya’s 
two series of Star Wars silicone ice trays they’re back with an all new Deluxe 
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size!  The most famous spaceship of all time returns in the MILLENNIUM 
FALCON DX SILICONE ICE TRAY!  Whether you’re making a treat for your 
family or spicing up a Star Wars themed party, this sturdy tray lets you capture 
ice, chocolate, jelly, or cupcakes in the immediately recognizable shape of Han 
Solo’s unique ship.  Durable, heat and cold resistant, and oven and microwave 
safe, the heavily modified Corellian Engineering Corporation YT-1300 freighter is 
great for baking or freezing!  The new orange Deluxe-sized mold creates an 
enormous ice cube shaped like the Millennium Falcon that is three times larger 
than the one created by the previous tray; the Deluxe size stands nearly 10 
inches tall!  Use it with the other Star Wars silicone trays and lightsaber 
chopsticks (sold separately) for kitchen fun that’s out of this world. (STK475086) 
Available Now!  (6600/GZ331) (AUG121887) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Available only in 
the United States, U.S. Territories, Canada, and Mexico. 
Silicone Tray $14.99 
 
************************************************************************ 
 
IMPORT TOYS & MODELS SECTION 
 
 
TREASURES OF AKIHABARA 
 
RILAKKUMA BE@RBRICK BICYCLE PLAYING CARDS 
From Bicycle/Medicom Toy. Created in conjunction with Rilakkuma, this 
Be@rbrick deck of playing cards features an air cushion finish to facilitate smooth 
shuffling & dealing. (STK631719) Scheduled to ship in February 2014.  (4239) 
(C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Not available in Asia. 
Playing Cards $11.99 
 
MONSTER HUNTER: FEMALE "LAGOMBI" NENDOROID 
From Good Smile Company. The white rabbit that wanders the Frozen Sea. 
From the Nintendo 3DS exclusive game Monster Hunter 4 comes a Nendoroid of 
a female hunter wearing the Lagombi equipment made from the "White Rabbit 
Beast", Lagombi! The unique design of the armor has been made even cuter to 
suit the Nendoroid's chibi size! Two weapons are included with the Nendoroid, 
allowing you to switch between equipment — she comes with both the sturdy 
"Frozen Core" hammer as well as the "Lagomberator" Gunlance. She also comes 
with a Felyne comrade posed blowing on a horn to support the Hunter, and 
various optional parts including a bottle of Demondrug and various effect parts. 
All sorts of extras to help you recreate the Monster Hunter universe in Nendoroid 
size! (STK631720) Scheduled to ship in May 2014.  (6817/4571368443595) (C: 
1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Nendoroid $84.99 
 
MASCHINEN KRIEGER 06: KAUT ACTION MODEL 
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From Sentinel. The Maschinen Krieger 1/16-scale action model series presents 
its sixth entry, Shutoraru's space suit KAUT! Features include a front cover that 
can be opened to reveal internal details, a removable pilot's helmet; joints 
covered by soft material that allow for 19 dynamic poses, a base designed for 
flying poses, and an ABS body that can be remodeled or repainted to your 
designs! (STK631725) Scheduled to ship in June 2014.  (2500/46206) (C: 1-1-2) 
NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Figure $129.99 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
O/A PUELLA MAGI MADOKA MAGICA: MADOKA PVC FIGURE 
From Good Smile Company! From the popular anime Puella Magi Madoka 
Magica comes a 1/8-scale figure of the main character from the series — 
Madoka Kaname! The pose is based on a famous key visual used for the series, 
which features Madoka in a vibrant and dynamic pose with a huge smile. The 
ever cute Kyubey is also included hanging from her arm just as in the illustration; 
this is a complete figure set that shows off all of Madoka's charms, and is bound 
to please any fans of the series. (STK624279) Available Now!  
(6817/4582191965659) (C: 1-0-1) NOTE: Available only in the United States, 
Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Figure $114.99 
 
NAKAIMO: MIYABI KANNAGI PVC FIGURE 
From FREEing/Good Smile Company! The tsundere girl wrapped up in a pure 
white ribbon! From the anime series Nakaimo - My Sister Is Among Them! (aka 
Kono Naka ni Hitori, Imouto ga Iru!) comes a figure of the short, twin-tailed girl — 
Miyabi Kannagi! She's posed wrapped up in a white ribbon making for a rather 
bold outfit that shows off her modest bust as well as the lovely curves that you'd 
expect from someone in the swimming club! The other girls from the series will 
also be joining her, and having them all on display together will be a treat for any 
fans of the series! (STK632779) Scheduled to ship in April 2014.  
(6817/4571245294401) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, 
Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
PVC Figure $129.99 
 
DATE A LIVE: KURUMI TOKISAKI PVC FIGURE 
From Griffon. In the anime Date a Live, Earth was rocked by a series of 
"spacequakes" that devastated Asia and killed millions. These spacequakes are 
not an astronomical phenomenon; in reality, they are cause by Spirits as they 
incarnate themselves on Earth. One of those spirits, Kurumi Tokisaki, is the third 
to manifest and by far the most destructive. Both beautiful and dangerous in her 
red dress, she stands 8 1/4" tall and is made of PVC. (STK632346) Scheduled to 
ship in March 2014.  (1812/DA01) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United 
States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
PVC Figure $149.99 
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OREIMO 2: KIRINO "SWIMSUIT" PVC FIGURE 
From Griffon. A brother and sister bond as otaku in the manga and anime series 
Oreimo. The younger sister, fourteen year-old Kirino, is ready for the beach with 
this new swimsuit PVC figure. She stands 7 7/8" tall and comes with 
interchangeable faces. (STK632351) Scheduled to ship in March 2014.  
(1812/OI03) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and 
U.S. Territories. 
PVC Figure $114.99 
 
SAKURA WARS: KOBU "SUMIRES CUSTOM" VARIABLE ACTION FIGURE 
From MegaHouse. From SEGA's popular tactical role-playing adventure video 
game comes Variable Action Figure of the popular Kobu, complete with opening 
cockpit and an axe that can be sheathed or drawn for battle! The figure stands 
roughly 7" tall. (STK632354) Scheduled to ship in May 2014.  (1903/816369) (C: 
1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Figure $119.99 
 
************************************************************************ 
 
ANIME 
 
ATTACK ON TITAN: LEVI PVC FIGURE 
From Sentinel! Standing nearly 8" tall, this figure recreates the leader of the elite 
Survey Corps from the fan-favorite anime Attack on Titan! This finely sculpted 
PVC figure comes with removable cape and poseable head. (STK631546) 
Scheduled to ship in March 2014.  (2500/4571335886226) (C: 0-1-2) 
PVC Figure $109.99 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
O/A ANGEL BEATS!: PETANKO YURI PVC FIGURE 
From Penguin Parade/Good Smile Company. From the anime Angel Beats! 
comes a new addition to Penguin Parade's Petanko series of figures! This time 
it's the girl who commands the SSS in the afterlife, Yuri! Petanko figures are chibi 
characters all sitting in the same cute pose, and all small enough to fit in the palm 
of your hand! She stands approximately 2 3/4" tall. (STK611651) Available Now!  
(6817/4562357649494) (C: 1-0-1) NOTE: Available only in the United States, 
Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Petanko $44.99 
 
O/A ANGEL BEATS!: PETANKO TENSHI PVC FIGURE 
From Penguin Parade/Good Smile Company. From the anime Angel Beats! 
comes a new addition to Penguin Parade's Petanko series of figures! This time 
it's the mysterious girl who protects order in the afterlife, Tenshi! Petanko figures 
are chibi characters all sitting in the same cute pose, and all small enough to fit in 
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the palm of your hand! She stands approximately 2 3/4" tall. (STK611652) 
Available Now!  (6817/4562357649517) (C: 1-0-1) NOTE: Available only in the 
United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Petanko $44.99 
 
O/A GURREN LAGANN: MAGICAL NIA PVC FIGURE 
From Phat!/Good Smile Company! A figure made through collaboration with 
galaxxxy! From Gurren Lagann comes a 1/8th scale figure of Magical Nia, who 
appeared at the "galaxxy Present Gurren Lagann Exhibition." The illustration 
used for the event was drawn by popular anime illustrator, Sushio, and has now 
been transformed into a figure you can enjoy from any angle! The figure is 
sculpted by Ken Kawanishi (GRIMROCK!) and painted by Maimocchi 
(turunoyakata), and is here to celebrate Gurren Lagann's 5th anniversary! A 
specially designed version of Boota is also included! Stands approximately 6" tall. 
(STK529632) Available Now!  (6817/4560308574253) (C: 1-0-1) NOTE: 
Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Figure $139.99 
 
O/A GURREN LAGANN: YOKO & NIA "PSG" PVC FIGURE 2-PACK 
From Phat!/Good Smile Company! Gurren Lagaan is joining the Twin Pack 
series! From Gurren Lagaan comes a Twin Pack of the heroines Yoko and Nia, 
both sculpted in the style of Panty and Stocking with Garterbelt (PSG)! The 4" tall 
figures are based on illustrations that were specially drawn up for the Twin Pack+ 
by Atsushi Nishigori, who was the character designer for both Gurren Lagaan 
and Panty and Stocking with Garterbelt! The set also includes a little figure of 
Boota, which was illustrated by Shigeto Koyama, another staff member deeply 
involved in both of the series! It's a lovely set that Gurren Lagaan fans are sure to 
fall in love with!! (STK529037) Available Now!  (6817/4560308574307) (C: 1-0-
1) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Figure 2-Pack $44.99 
 
O/A HAGANAI I HAVE NO FRIENDS: YOZORA & SENA PVC FIGURE 2-
PACK 
From Phat!/Good Smile Company! The two heroines that never get along are 
rejoining the Twin Pack series! From the anime series Boku wa Tomodachi ga 
Sukunai NEXT comes a Twin Pack featuring a short-haired Yozora Mikaduki in 
her new outfit, and Sena Kashiwazaki with a ponytail! Be sure to display them 
together with the previously released characers in the Twin Pack series (Kobato 
Hasegawa & Yukimura Kusonoki, and Maria Takayama & Rika Shiguma — each 
sold separately) to completely re-create the NEXT stage at the Neighbour's Club! 
(STK614950) Available Now!  (6817/4560308574321) (C: 1-0-1) NOTE: 
Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Figure 2-Pack $39.99 
 
HAIYORE! NYARUKO-SAN: KUKO PVC FIGURE 
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From Griffon! The Elder Gods of H.P. Lovecraft turn out to be nothing of the sort 
in the anime Haiyore! Nyaruko-San! Instead, the Elder Gods are aliens from 
another dimension! One of those aliens, known as Cthugha, is Kuko, and the 
"The Living Flame" is caught off-guard, with only a fortuitously placed towel 
masking her modesty, in this 1/8 scale statue of the fan-favorite from the light 
novel/anime series! Standing 7 7/8" tall, Kuko is made of PVC. (STK632658) 
Scheduled to ship in March 2014.  (1812/HN02) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only 
in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
PVC Figure $114.99 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
O/A HIGH SCHOOL DXD: AKENO HIMEJIMA PVC FIGURE 
From Good Smile Company. From the popular anime High School DxD comes a 
1/8-scale figure of Akeno Himejima, one of the "Two Great Ladies of Kuoh 
Academy." Her characteristic long black ponytail has been faithfully sculpted, and 
she is posed very lasciviously with one hand to her mouth, and the other 
teasingly pulling down on her own panties! She also comes with an alternate part 
to open up her breast area, which really brings out her naughty personality, 
allowing anyone to be mesmerized by the beauty of the Priestess of Thunder! 
She stands approximately 8" tall. (STK529635) Available Now!  
(6817/4571245294180) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Available only in the United States, 
Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Figure $139.99 
 
INFINITE STRATOS: CECILIA "SWIMSUIT" PVC FIGURE 
From Penguin Parade/Good Smile Company. The UK's Representative 
Candidate, dressed up in a dazzling bikini! From the anime series IS (Infinite 
Stratos) comes a figure of the United Kingdom's IS Representative Candidate, 
Cecilia Alcott! Cecilia has been sculpted wearing a trim blue bikini, looking a little 
embarrassed to be showing off her glamorous body. Her pareo can be attached 
and removed, allowing for two different ways to display her! Made of PVC, 
Cecilia stands 7 7/8" tall. (STK632659) Scheduled to ship in June 2014.  
(6817/4562357653903) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, 
Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
PVC Figure $129.99 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
O/A MAGICAL GIRL LYRICAL NANOHA: HAYATE YAGAMI FIGMA AF 
From Max Factory/Good Smile Company! The pure-hearted master of the Tome 
of the Night Sky, who broke free from her chains of sadness. From Magical Girl 
Lyrical Nanoha The MOVIE 2nd A's comes a figma of Hayate Yagami in her 
knight armor! Using the smooth yet posable joints of figma, you can act out a 
variety of different scenes. A flexible plastic is used for important areas, allowing 
proportions to be kept without compromising posability. Her primary device, 
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"Schwertkreuz," is included, as well as the Tome of the Night Sky in both a 
closed and open form. An alternate head part is included to display her in the 
Unison state, and a special clear sheet is included to recreate the magical circles 
that appear when she uses magic. She comes with three expressions: a gentle 
smile, a face with closed eyes and a glaring expression for the Union state. An 
articulated figma stand is included, which allows various poses to be taken. 
(STK614317) Available Now!  (6817/4545784062821) (C: 1-0-1) NOTE: 
Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Figure $64.99 
 
O/A MUV-LUV ALTERNATIVE: TOTAL ECLIPSE — CRYSKA BARCHENOWA 
FIGMA 
From Max Factory/Good Smile Company! One of the "Scarlet Sisters," and a 
revered pilot of the Soviet Union. From the anime series Muv-Luv Alternative: 
Total Eclipse comes a figma of Cryska Barchenowa! Using the smooth yet 
posable joints of figma, you can act out a variety of different scenes! A flexible 
plastic is used for important areas, allowing proportions to be kept without 
compromising posability. Her favorite pistol is also included as an optional part. 
She comes with three expressions: standard, grinning, and embarrassed. An 
articulated figma stand is included for versatile posing. Stands approximately 6" 
tall. (STK529628) Available Now!  (6817/4545784062777) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: 
Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Figma $59.99 
 
NAKAIMO: IKUSU MIZUTANI PVC FIGURE 
From FREEing/Good Smile Company! The cross-dressing beauty ... wearing 
nothing but a black ribbon! From the anime series Nakaimo (aka Kono Naka ni 
Hitori, Imouto ga Iru!) comes a figure of the beautiful girl who disguises herself as 
a man to watch over and protect Shougo, Ikusu Mizutani! This time around she 
isn't cross-dressing at all — she's instead showing off her body wearing nothing 
but a black ribbon, which shows off her body-line beautifully! Standing 7 7/8" tall, 
she is made of PVC. (STK631148) Scheduled to ship in April 2014.  
(6817/4571245294449) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, 
Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Figure $129.99 
 
OREIMO 2: NEKOMIMI PVC FIGURES 
From Griffon. Decked out in cute kitty gear and school uniforms, the girls from 
the anime Oreimo 2 are collectible as PVC figures! Kirino measures 4" tall, while 
her friend Kuroneko measures 6 1/2" tall. (STK632348) Scheduled to ship in 
March 2014.  (1812) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, 
Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
KIRINO (OI01)—PVC Figure $114.99 
KURONEKO (OI02)—PVC Figure $119.99 
 
PET GIRL OF SAKURASOU: MASHIRO "YUKATA" PVC FIGURE 
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From FREEing/Good Smile Company. The artistic prodigy who can't even put a 
yukata on by herself. From the anime Sakurasou no Pet na Kanojo comes a 
figure of the world-renowned artist prodigy and heroine of the series, Mashiro 
Shiina! She is posed wearing a yukata with a floral design perfect for Summer — 
but the Summer is rather hot, and even with a fan in her hand she has still 
opened up her yukata, creating a rather sexy pose that shows off her pale white 
skin from her neck down to her shoulder. Be sure to cool off with Mashiro by your 
side! (STK631721) Scheduled to ship in June 2014.  (6817/4571245294708) (C: 
1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
PVC Figure $124.99 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
O/A PUELLA MAGI MADOKA MAGICA: ULTIMATE MADOKA PVC FIGURE 
From Good Smile Company. "I wish that all witches were erased from 
existence…" From the last episode of the hit anime series Puella Magi Madoka 
Magica comes a 1/8-scale figure of Ultimate Madoka — the form Madoka took 
once her wish was granted and she became a Puella Magi. Her long flowing hair, 
the deep space confined within her dress, her transparent wings and even her 
bow that looks like a budding flower — every part of Ultimate Madoka has been 
carefully sculpted to faithfully reproduce the original. The included pedestal is 
made to look like the magical symbols in space that formed each time she fired 
an arrow. (STK619953) Available Now!  (6817/4582191965857) (C: 1-0-0) 
NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Figure $229.99 
 
SWORD ART ONLINE: LEAFA "FAIRY DANCE ARC" PVC FIGURE 
From Penguin Parade/Good Smile Company. The Sylvan girl with both strength 
and beauty. From the anime Sword Art Online comes a 1/8-scale figure of the 
heroine of the Fairy Dance arc, Leafa! She stands with sword in hand in a 
dynamic pose with her ponytail and outfit blowing in the wind as she dances 
around the battlefield. Standing 7 5/8" tall, Leafa comes with a beautiful display 
base that captures the Sword Art Online universe. (STK631723) Scheduled to 
ship in June 2014.  (6817/4562357653873) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in 
the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
PVC Figure $199.99 
 
SWORD ART ONLINE PETANKO MINI TRADING FIGURES 
From Penguin Parade/Good Smile Company. Cute sitting figures in miniature 
size! The cute sitting Petanko series of chibi figures have been shrunk down to 
half their original size to create the Petanko Mini! trading figure series! The 
second set of figures to join the series comes from the popular anime Sword Art 
Online, featuring 10 characters to collect: Kirito, Asuna, Asuna: Starting 
Equipment Version, Yui, Silica, Lizbeth, Sachi, Agil, Klein and Heathcliff. Be sure 
to collect and display them all! (STK631722) Scheduled to ship in June 2014.  
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(6817/4562357653897) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, 
Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Trading Figure $10.99 
 
UNBREAKABLE MACHINE-DOLL: YAYA PVC FIGURE 
From Griffon. Set firmly in the steampunk genre, Unbreakable Machine-Girl 
introduces readers to the early 20th-century Walpurgis Royal Academy of 
Machine Arts where students learn how to combine magic with machinery to 
create military automatons. A student at the school, Raishin Akabane, created an 
automaton of him own, this one combining mechanical and organic parts, in the 
form of a girl, Yaya. She stands just over 6" tall in a stunning PVC figure. 
(STK631724) Scheduled to ship in February 2014.  (1812/MK01) (C: 1-1-2) 
NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
PVC Figure $159.99 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
O/A VIVIDRED OPERATION: REI KUROKI FIGMA 
From Max Factory/Good Smile Company! "It's something that I have to do." From 
the anime series Vividred Operation comes a figma of the mysterious transfer 
student Rei Kuroki! Using the smooth yet posable joints of figma, you can act out 
a variety of different scenes. A flexible plastic is used for important areas, 
allowing proportions to be kept without compromising posability. She comes with 
three expressions: a standard calm expression, a glaring expression, and the 
embarrassed expression she sometimes shows. She comes with her bow and 
arrow, as well as both the handgun and submachine gun from the series. 
Alternate short pants are included, allowing her to store the handgun at her hips. 
An articulated figma stand is also included, which allows for various poses. 
(STK617863) Available Now!  (6817/4545784062869) (C: 1-0-1) NOTE: 
Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Figma $69.99 
 
CLASSIC ANIME 
 
NG KNIGHT LAMUNE & 40: QUEEN SIDERON VARIABLE ACTIONF IGURE 
From MegaHouse. Super-articulated and detailed, the transformable mecha can 
switch to Yaripanther mode, sports a metallic finish, and comes with a yari, 
shield, whip, three pairs of optional hands, and a display stand. Based on the 
classic anime NG Knight Lamune & 40, the Queen Sideron stands 6 1/4" tall. 
(STK632355) Scheduled to ship in May 2014.  (1903/816376) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 
Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Figure $199.99 
 
RYU KNIGHT: RYU PRIEST BAURUS VARIABLE ACTION FIGURE 
From MegaHouse. The valiant priest comes fully equipped with sword, shield, 
and interchangeable hands! Made of ABS, PVC, and die-cast, the figure sounds 
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6 1/4" tall. (STK632365) Scheduled to ship in April 2014.  (1903/816284) (C: 1-1-
2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Figure $179.99 
 
SUPER HIGH SPEED GALVION: HI-SPEC VARIABLE ACTION FIGURE 
From MegaHouse. It's the anime hero from Cho Kosoku Galvion, recreated here 
as a transforming, super-detailed Variable Action Figure! The figure is poseable 
in multiple forms, and it features micro-missiles on both shoulders as well as a 
shield and deformation handgun. Made of ABS and PVC, the figure stands 7" tall. 
(STK632353) Scheduled to ship in May 2014.  (1903/816338) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 
Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Figure $229.99 
 
ASTRO BOY 
 
ASTRO BOY JUMBO SERIES FIGURES 
From Sima Enterprises! Osamu Tezuka's beloved hero Astro Boy is ready for 
action with the Astro Boy Jumbo Series Figures! The Series 01 Figure depicts 
Astro Boy in a red tuxedo with bowtie and black pants. Astro Boy is in more 
casual attire in the Series 02 Figure. Each figure is made of PVC, comes with a 
costume, and stands 21 1/2" tall. (STK633822) Scheduled to ship in April 2014.  
(2092/ZC111) (C: 0-1-2) 
Figure $160.00 
 
ASTRO BOY MASTER SERIES 04 FIG 
From Sima Enterprises! Osamu Tezuka's beloved Astro Boy is ready for a day at 
school in a blue outfit with a red backpack for the Series 04 Master Series Figure. 
Made of PVC, Astro Boy comes with a costume and stands nearly 12" tall. 
(STK633824) Scheduled to ship in April 2014.  (2092/ZC113) (C: 0-1-2) 
Figure $99.99 
 
DESIGNER TOYS 
 
MR CLEMENT: ASTROLAPIN 10TH-ANNIVERSARY FIGURE 
(A) Mr Clement 
From mr clement! "Astrolapin" was created by mr clement, a London based Hong 
Kong artist, as the wishes of his new life in Europe a decade ago. Astrolapin not 
only possesses the adventurous spirit of an astronaut, but also features the 
lovely and gentle character of a rabbit. Initially, it appeared in graphic novels and 
paintings only, and later mr clement has put forward his ideas by developing 
Astrolapin sculptures, animations, art toys, etc. mr clement recently has decided 
to refresh the design of Astrolapin by making it into two vinyl sculpture works, as 
part of its 10th-anniversary of its birth. Available in two colors, Orange and 
Yellow, and limited to 300 pieces each, Astrolapin stands nearly 6" tall. 
(STK633840) Scheduled to ship in April 2014.  (133) (C: 0-1-1) 
Figure $159.99 
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DOCTOR WHO 
 
DOCTOR WHO FIGURINE COLLECTION #10-12 
From Eaglemoss/Underground Toys! Celebrate 50 years of the Doctor and his 
greatest monsters with a unique figurine collection based on the world's longest-
running Sci-Fi television series! The series draws from every era of the show and 
includes all eleven versions of the Doctor plus his greatest monsters. Cast in a 
specially formulated metallic resin and painted by hand, every figurine in the 
collection is sculpted with incredible care and attention to detail. Every character 
is shown in a classic moment from a specific episode. The process begins by 
collecting detailed reference material from the Doctor Who archives, which is 
then sent to the sculptor who produces a 3D digital sculpt. This sculpt is refined 
in consultation with the BBC's Doctor Who team before it is finally approved. The 
factory scales the digital files to exactly 1:21-scale and uses them to make 
precision tools. The figurines are cast in a special metallic resin and painted by 
hand, using original production color references, and then given final approval by 
the BBC. Continue your collection with the The Silent from "The Impossible 
Astronaut" (#10), Rassilon from "The End of Time" (#11), and Ood Sigma from 
"Planet of the Ood" (#12). (STK633827) Scheduled to ship in April 2014.  
(6808/DW01301) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, 
and U.S. Territories. 
Figurine $20.00 
 
DOCTOR WHO: THE DOCTOR AND DALEK ACTION FIGURE 2-PACKS 
From Underground Toys! Highly detailed and realistic, these action figure 
collections celebrate 50 years of Doctor Who. Each pack includes a fully 
poseable 5" Doctor and a free-wheeling Dalek from the same era that features 
moveable eye stalk and gun arm. Choose from the Tenth Doctor with a Dalek 
from "The Stolen Earth," the Sixth Doctor with a Dalek from "Revelation of the 
Daleks," or the Second Doctor with a Dalek from "The Evil of the Daleks." 
(STK633830) Scheduled to ship in April 2014.  (6808) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: 
Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
TENTH DOCTOR SET (04670)—Figure $39.99 
SIXTH DOCTOR SET (04670)—Figure $39.99 
SECOND DOCTOR SET (04670)—Figure $39.99 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
O/A DOCTOR WHO: ADIPOSE STRESS TOY 
From Underground Toys! The perfect tool to help you relax and unwind! When 
you're stressed, give your Adipose a big squeeze and feel your troubles float 
away. The Adipose will always bounce back to its original shape — and Miss 
Foster won't have to worry that you'll damage the little guy when you squeeze it. 
Stands 5" tall. (STK424728) Available Now!  (6808/DW-1010) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: 
Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
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Stress Toy $29.99 
 
DOCTOR WHO: WEEPING ANGEL STRESS TOY 
From Underground Toys! Squeeze the Weeping Angel to reveal the terror! 
Whenever you are stressed, squeeze or pinch the Weeping Angel — and feel 
yourself relax. The Weeping Angel is soft to the touch and will re-form to its 
original shape after your squeeze. Keep it close, and whenever you're stressed 
squeeze to relax! But whatever you do, don't blink! (STK633837) Scheduled to 
ship in April 2014.  (6808/DW-1016) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the 
United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Stress Toy $29.99 
 
DOCTOR WHO: ADIPOSE PUTTY STRESS TOY 
From Underground Toys! Create your own Adipose using the three Adipose 
figures supplied and it will seem as solid as a statue. When you look away the 
Adipose will slowly melt into a puddle! Recreate the small Adipose figures using 
the card blister and decorate using the eyes and mouth parts provided. 
(STK633838) Scheduled to ship in April 2014.  (6808/DW-1017) (C: 1-1-1) 
NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Stress Toy $29.99 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
O/A DOCTOR WHO: 2-D RELIEF CERAMIC MUGD 
From Underground Toys! These 2-dimensional relief ceramic Doctor Who 
TARDIS mugs make an ideal gift for any Doctor Who fan, whether for drinking 
hot beverages or as a quirky addition to the home or workplace. The TARDIS or 
Dalek designs are debossed onto these cool mugs. (STK516551) Available 
Now!  (6808/DR145) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Available only in the United States, 
Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Mug $10.99 
 
O/A DOCTOR WHO: TARDIS 3-D CERAMIC TEAPOT 
From Underground Toys! This officially licensed, high-quality TARDIS Ceramic 
Teapot is the perfect gift for any Doctor Who fan. With a capacity of 750mL, this 
TARDIS teapot holds more intergalactic liquid than might meet the eye! This 
teapot has been finished to a fantastic quality. The TARDIS lid will keep your 
drinks hot for longer! (STK518582) Available Now!  (6808/DR182) (C: 1-0-0) 
NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Teapot $49.99 
 
O/A DOCTOR WHO: DALEK FLASHLIGHT KEYCHAIN 
From Underground Toys! Find your way through the dark or illuminate the interior 
of your darkened car's passenger cabin with Underground Toys' Doctor Who: 
Dalek Flashlight Keychain! This 3-D moulded keychain has an LED that will 
illuminated when you squeeze the sides. Uses 3 LR41 batteries (included). 
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(STK463641) Available Now!  (6808/DR90) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Available only in 
the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Flashlight $14.99 
 
O/A DOCTOR WHO: DESKTOP PATROL RED DALEK 
From Underground Toys! The killing machines of Skaro will patrol your desktop 
for hours, never falling off, never bumping into anything! Simply turn on the 3" tall 
Dalek and place it on your desktop or other flat surface. The robot has built-in 
sensors that detect the ground in front of it, and will turn away from the edge of 
the desk or any object. At each and every turn, the Dalek says "Exterminate!" 
(STK424730) Available Now!  (6808/DW-1007) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Available only 
in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Desktop Toy $54.99 
 
O/A DOCTOR WHO: THE MASTER'S FOB WATCH 
From Underground Toys! In the third series of Doctor Who, the Doctor used a 
Gallifreyan fob watch to turn himself human to hide from his enemies — and, as 
it turned out, so did his longtime foe, the Master. Underground Toys recreates 
the Master's stylish fob watch which features Gallifreyan etchings and a light-up 
face. (STK471196) Available Now!  (6808/DR79) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Available 
only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Watch $69.99 
 
O/A DOCTOR WHO: TARDIS SAFE 
From Underground Toys! The TARDIS transports the Doctor to any point in time 
and space. Only the Doctor as the simple key that can open it; without that key, 
no man or alien can enter. When unlocked, the TARDIS light on this safe flashes 
and the sound of the TARDIS materializing can be heard. While locked the 
TARDIS light gently pulses. (STK460344) Available Now!  (6808/DW-1013) (C: 
1-0-0) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Safe $54.99 
 
DOCTOR WHO: VAN GOGH EXPLODING TARDIS BILL FOLD WALLET 
From Underground Toys! This bi-fold wallet features Vincent Van Gogh's famous 
painting of the exploding TARDIS on its exterior! Like the TARDIS, this official 
Doctor Who wallet is bigger on the inside. It includes a billfold, card slots and a 
clear ID display. (STK633825) Scheduled to ship in April 2014.  (6808/DW01200) 
(C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. 
Territories. 
Wallet $17.99 
 
DOCTOR WHO: TARDIS POCKET PAL WITH SOUND FX 
From Underground Toys! Carry the TARDIS in your pocket and carry keys on it 
with this TARDIS Pocket Pal! Plus, press the buttons and hear the familiar 
wheezing-grinding sound of the TARDIS in flight! (STK633833) Scheduled to 
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ship in April 2014.  (6808/DW01338) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the 
United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Keychain $7.99 
 
DOCTOR WHO: TARDIS COOKIE JAR 
From Underground Toys! TARDIS stands for Time and Relative Dimensions in 
Space, and just like the Doctor's TARDIS, this sculpted TARDIS Ceramic Cookie 
Jar seems to hold more than you would have thought. When the lid is on, this 
TARDIS cookie Jar measures 9 3/4" tall and 4 1/2" wide and features a rubber 
seal on the lid to keep the contents fresh for longer. (STK633836) Scheduled to 
ship in April 2014.  (6808/DR189) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United 
States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Cookie Jar $49.99 
 
DOCTOR WHO TITANS: 11TH DOCTOR "GERONIMO!" COLLECTION MINI 
FIGURES 
From Titan Merchandise! Celebrate the world's favorite space-and-time-traveling 
adventurer with the latest range of TITANS from the BBC and Titan Merchandise, 
a multiverse of figures to collect! The second collection of eleventh Doctor 3" 
TITANS, features (by popular demand) all of the 11th Doctor's companions, The 
War Doctor (played by John Hurt) from "The Day of the Doctor," the newly 
designed Cybermen from" Nightmare in Silver," the ever-ready, uncompromising 
ally Strax, and one yet-to-be-revealed surprise figure. Each figure is 3" blind-
boxed and some come with a character specific accessory. (STK633816) 
Scheduled to ship in August 2014.  (893/DWV-BOX-004) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 
Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Mini Figure $9.99 
 
DOCTOR WHO TITANS 6-1/2-INCH FIGURES 
From Titan Merchandise! The TITANS mini-figures have doubled in size, no 
doubt due to the use of a polarity reversed Tissue Compression Eliminator the 
Doctor seized from the Master, for Titan's newest Doctor Who 6 1/2" TITANS! 
The eleventh Doctor in his darker series 7 costume and the tenth Doctor in his 
brown trenchcoat are just like their smaller cousins, but twice the size and with 
sonic screwdriver accessories! Made of vinyl, these figures will have you 
shouting "Allons-y!" and "Geronimo!" before you know it! (STK633817) 
Scheduled to ship in August 2014.  (893/DWV-MSD6-002) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 
Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Vinyl Figure $18.50 
 
ENTERBAY 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
O/A TERMINATOR 2: T-800 "BATTLE DAMAGE" HD MASTERPIECE FIGURE 
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From Enterbay! Enterbay is proud to present the T-800 (Battle Damaged Edition) 
HD Masterpiece quarter scale figurine from the movie Terminator 2: Judgment 
Day. The figure is based on the battle damaged Arnold Schwarzenegger as T-
800 in the movie, featuring newly developed head sculpts with lit-up LED eyeball, 
advanced HD masterpiece muscular body, movie accurate battle damaged 
costume, as well as other detailed weapons and accessories. The head sculpture 
has an LED light in the right eyeball (red light and battery operated), and the HD-
4 battle damaged ABS action body has more than 30 points of articulation. The 
body also comes with the interchangeable battle damaged left forearm (metal 
made) and an additional normal version forearm will also be included. Weapons 
include M79 grenade launcher, Handheld M134 Mini Gun with bandoliers, 10 
pieces of the M79 grenades, One (1) piece of the non-used M134 metal made 
bullet, six (6) pieces of the metal made M134 bullet shells; and a set of M134 
bandoliers (plastic made). The figure comes with an exclusive themed display 
stand. (STK527573) Available Now!  (1050/HD-1013) (C: 1-0-1) NOTE: 
Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Figure $375.00 
 
EUROPEAN IMPORTS 
 
PETIT PIERROT STATUE 
(A) Alberto Varanda 
From Attakus! Designed by Alberto Varanda based on the book Petit Pierrot, this 
statue depicts the little boy sitting on the ground next to a snail. Absolutely cute 
and irresistible, this 3 3/4" tall statue will charm you! The first 900 pieces are 
numbered and signed by the artist. (STK632802) Scheduled to ship in February 
2014.  (133/AV01) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, 
and U.S. Territories. 
Statue $70.00 
 
EVANGELION 
 
EVANGELION 3.0 REI AYANAMI REAL ACTION HERO 
From Medicom Toy. Standing nearly 12" this Real Action Hero (RAH) figure of 
Rei Ayanami wearing her completely new plug suit from the movie Evangelion 
3.0: You Can (Not) Redo features movie-accurate PVC head parts produced by 
ATOMIC-BOM suzu, a plug suit made of costume and PVC parts with realistic 
shape and mobility (with parts molds by PERFECT-STUDIO and costume 
produced by Mieko Akimoto), interchangeable wrist parts, a figure stand, and 
even the rucksack Rei wears in the last scene of the film! (STK630460) 
Scheduled to ship in September 2014.  (4239/MEDRAH649) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 
Not available in Asia. 
Figure $269.99 
 
CCP EVANGELION PROJECT 006: EVA-01 HIGH SPEC VERSION VINYL 
FIGURE 
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From CCP. This stunning version of the Evangelion saga's flagship mecha 
stands nearly 13" tall, features LED and black-light effects, a sound gimmick, and 
a dedicated pedestal base! (STK632372) Scheduled to ship in April 2014.  
(2909/EVA006-B) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, 
and U.S. Territories. 
Figure $199.99 
 
CCP EVANGELION PROJECT 002: SACHIEL HIGH GRADE VINYL FIGURE 
From CCP. Standing nearly 10" tall, this recreation of the powerful Angel from the 
Rebuild of Evangelion series boasts high-grade coloring and LEDs in the head 
and chest for a dramatic presence! (STK632371) Scheduled to ship in April 2014.  
(2909/EVC002-HG) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United States, 
Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Figure $169.99 
 
FINAL FANTASY 
 
LIGHTNING RETURNS: FINAL FANTASY XIII KEYRING 
From Square Enix! This keyring is based on the motif on Lightning's armor as 
seen in the upcoming game, LIGHTNING RETURNS: FINAL FANTASY XIII. This 
stylish accessory is suitable for men and women alike! (STK632786) Scheduled 
to ship in April 2014.  (1089/662248814629) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in 
the Western Hemisphere. 
Keyring $15.99 
 
FINAL FANTASY ADVENT CHILDREN: EARPHONE JACK ACCESSORIES 
From Square Enix! Decorate your phone with two new accessories based on 
Final Fantasy: Advent Children! These earphone jack accessories also feature a 
strap with a dangler based on a character from the film, either Cloud or 
Sephiroth. (STK632787) Scheduled to ship in April 2014.  (1089/662248812458) 
(C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the Western Hemisphere. 
Phone Accessory $19.99 
 
THEATRHYTHM FINAL FANTASY MASCOT STRAPS 
From Square Enix! Some of your favorite characters from Theatrhythm: Final 
Fantasy will amuse you with these new mascot straps! Each features a 1 1/2" tall 
dangler with a cute version of a character from the game, including the Cactaur, 
the Chocobo, Cloud, the Hero of Light, the Moogle, Squall, Tidus, the Tonberry, 
or Zidane! (STK632789) Scheduled to ship in April 2014.  (1089/662248814636) 
(C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the Western Hemisphere. 
Mascot Strap $14.99 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
O/A FINAL FANTASY CLEAR TUMBLERS 
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From Square Enix! Enjoy your favorite cold beverage with cute clear tumbler 
themed with adorable Final Fantasy monsters, including Chocobo, Moogle, and 
Cactaur! (STK465564) Available Now!  (1089/662248811444) (C: 1-0-1) NOTE: 
Available only in the Western Hemisphere. 
Tumbler $9.99 
 
GUNDAM 
 
FW GUNDAM CONVERGE: OPERATION REVIVE TRADING FIGURES 
From Bandai Shokugan! In response to high demand, Bandai Shokugan will offer 
a special re-isuue set of the most popular Mobile Suits from the Gundam 
Converge trading figures!  A survey conducted through the internet and at 
CHARA-HOBBY 2013 (an event in Japan) ranked these to be the 5 most popular 
MS's in the running.  Included are the Nu Gundam, Hyaku Shiki, Gundam Exia, 
Unicorn Gundam (Unicorn Mode), and Jegan. As an added bonus, the set also 
includes Hi-Nu-Gundam (New mold ver.), so it's not just a re-issue! (STK633820) 
Scheduled to ship in April 2014.  (1832/83069) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only 
in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Trading Figure $18.00 
 
MOBILE SUIT GUNDAM ASSAULT KINGDOM EX 3 TRADING FIGURE 
From Bandai Shokugan! Bandai Shokugan is proud to introduce the 3rd 
installment of the Assault Kingdom EX series that focusing on high quality sculpts 
with dynamic posability.  This installment features the Sazabi from the Mobile 
Suit Gundam Last Red Comet.  Displayed with  Nu Gundam and Re-GZ from 
Assault Kingdom 4, you can replicate the a variety of key scenes from the anime.  
Also includes Sazabi's funnels, a beam saber (clear color), and a display stand. 
(STK633821) Scheduled to ship in March 2014.  (1832/85317) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 
Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Trading Figure $45.00 
 
MARVEL CINEMATIC UNIVERSE 
 
AVENGERS: IRON MAN MK. VII COMBAT VERSION ACTION HERO 
VIGNETTE 
From Dragon Models! A PREVIEWS Exclusive! Dragon Models continues the 
success of their Action Hero Vignette line with a new piece, the Iron Man Mk. VIII 
Combat Version. The Action Hero Vignette line-up 1/9-scale action hero figures 
to new heights! Utilizing the same blockbusting movie characters and poses, 
these vignettes can be considered a deluxe version of the basic model kit. Each 
figure is pre-painted and separated into just a few parts since Dragon has 
already thoughtfully pre-assembled all smaller components. This means 
collectors can rapidly complete the process of assembly and mount their figure 
on the fully finished vignette base provided in the set. Based on the Avengers 
film, this version of the Action Hero Vignette sees Iron Man ready for combat 
against the Chitauri. Limited to only 999 pieces, this set will never be reproduced. 
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(STK627255) Scheduled to ship in March 2014.  (4667/38111) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 
DST Marvel items - Available in North America, Latin America, and the European 
Union. 
Model Kit $149.99 
 
AVENGERS: THOR ACTION HERO VIGNETTE 
From Dragon Models! A PREVIEWS Exclusive! Dragon Models and DART 
(Dragon Advanced Research & Technology) have joined forces to create the 
Avengers Action Hero Vignettes in 1/9-scale. Pre-painted and with just the snap 
of a few parts, you can have a highly detailed desktop display of your favorite 
Avenger! A hybrid between a display figure and a kit, Dragon brings you the best 
of both worlds. The use of model kit techniques allow us reproduce the intricate 
details and sharp lines to maximize the usage of the official 3D character scans. 
The use of the static display concept ensures that there are no cooling lines on 
the torsos and no visible ball joints that are prominent in most "action" figures. 
Additionally, the figures are set in a Marvel suggested pose so that the body 
portions won't be deformed when the poses are changed. Based on 2012's 
Avengers film, the mighty Thor strikes the ground with his enchanted hammer, 
Mjolnir. (STK627177) Scheduled to ship in March 2014.  (4667/38102) (C: 1-1-2) 
NOTE: DST Marvel items - Available in North America, Latin America, and the 
European Union. 
Model Kit $149.99 
 
IRON MAN 3: IRON MAN MK. XLII ACTION HERO VIGNETTE 
From Dragon Models! A PREVIEWS Exclusive! Since the world renowned kit 
producer Dragon Models last brought you their popular Avengers line of 
products, Dragon's Advanced Research & Technology Team (D.A.R.T.) has 
been hard at work to bring you their latest line of Iron Man 3 items! With each 
movie appearance of Iron Man, Tony Stark upgrades his armor to fight his latest 
enemies, and it is no different with Iron Man 3. The latest and most advanced 
armor from Stark Industries is the Mark XLII and is made of separate suit pieces 
that can individually attach itself to the wearer and re-form as a whole suit around 
the body. There are several noticable differences in the Mark XLII from the 
previous Iron Man armors, and we are able to accurately replicate the new 
sleeker look and color scheme. Working with official Marvel 3D data, and 
applying our own in-house techniques, Dragon Models' Iron Man Mark XLII 
Action Hero Vignette is highly accurate and detailed. (STK627260) Scheduled to 
ship in March 2014.  (4667/38112) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: DST Marvel items - 
Available in North America, Latin America, and the European Union. 
Model Kit $149.99 
 
MOVIE/TV 
 
ANCHORMAN BUTTON SET 2 
From Underground Toys! Stay classy' with these Anchorman buttons and let the 
world know how much you love Ron Burgundy; he is kind of a big deal after all! 
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This Anchorman button set includes 4 slogan designs: "I want to be on you," "Do 
me on it," "Bark twice if you're in Milwaukee," or a Ron Burgundy silhouette. 
(STK633826) Scheduled to ship in April 2014.  (6808/AM01222) (C: 1-1-1) 
NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Button $5.99 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
O/A FORBIDDEN PLANET: ROBBY THE ROBOT BLACK & WHITE DIE-CAST 
From X-Plus! "Welcome to Altair IV, gentlemen." Robby the Robot from the 1956 
Sci-Fi classic Forbidden Planet is available again for the first time in nearly 6 
years as a die-cast collectible figure! Robby stands 6 3/4" tall with 12 points of 
articulation and sports a black and white paint scheme. No figure collection 
should be complete without this iconic movie robot that has become a legendary 
icon of pop-culture! (STK352506) Available Now!  (4878/WRZ20RBB0605) (C: 
1-0-0) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Die-Cast $74.99 
 
GHOSTBUSTERS: NO GHOST HEAT REVEAL MUG 
From Underground Toys! When there's something strange in your 
neighbourhood, who ya gonna call? Ghostbusters! When hot liquid is poured into 
this black Ghostbusters heat reveal ceramic mug the ghost from the 
Ghostbusters' "No Ghosts" logo eerily appears out of nowhere! (STK633835) 
Scheduled to ship in April 2014.  (6808/GB01291) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available 
only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Mug $11.99 
 
NENDOROIDS 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
O/A GIRLS UND PANZER: MIHO NISHIZUMI NENDOROID 
From Good Smile Company! Panzer, vor! From the anime series Girls und 
Panzer comes a Nendoroid of Miho Nishizumi, the shy and gentle girl who 
becomes much more outspoken when it comes to tanks. She is sculpted wearing 
her Ooarai Girls High School uniform and comes with a number of extras needed 
for tank combat, such as headphones and binoculars. She also comes with both 
a smiling expression for more relaxed scenes and a tense expression more 
suited to combat scenes. A special turret is also included which allows you to 
display her riding the 1/35-scale Tank #IV D-type — Ankou Team Version model 
kit, which was released separately by PLATZ last year. Stands 4" tall. 
(STK529515) Available Now!  (6817/4571368443038) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 
Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Nendoroid $59.99 
 
NENDOROID PETITE IDOLMASTER SECOND STAGE SERIES 2 
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From Good Smile Company. More of your favorite idols wearing their "Million 
Dreams" stage outfits! The popular Nendoroid Petites from The Idolm@ster 2 are 
back again, this time featuring the idols in their "Million Dreams" outfits! This 
second set includes another seven idols to add to your collection, including Miki 
Hoshii, Iori Minase, Yukiho Hagiwara, Azusa Miura, Ami Futami, Hibiki Ganaha 
and Kotori Otonashi. The alternate colored outfits will help you produce your 
cutest concert ever! (STK631144) Scheduled to ship in May 2014.  
(6817/4582191964836) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, 
Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Mini-Figure $9.99 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
O/A INFINITE STRATOS: CECILIA ALCOTT NENDOROID 
From Phat!/Good Smile Company! The Alcott family's earnest daughter and 
England's IS representative. From the popular anime IS <Infinite Stratos> comes 
the second Nendoroid from the series, Cecilia Alcott! She comes with three 
different expressions including her standard expression, a expression with 
sparkling eyes and a slight blush and a smiling expression! She also comes with 
a sandwich and a basket as optional parts, allowing you to recreate lunchtime! 
Her trademark rolled hair has been made to look just like the series, and even 
includes joints for some extra posing options — plus extra replaceable parts are 
included to recreate the running scene from the ending theme of the anime! 
(STK611956) Available Now!  (6817/4560308571184) (C: 1-0-1) NOTE: 
Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Nendoroid $54.99 
 
O/A MAHOUTSUKAI NO YORU: ALICE KUONJI NENDOROID 
From Good Smile Company! The witch of Shiroinu hill, in the town of Misaki. 
From the visual novel game Mahoutsukai no Yoru comes a Nendoroid of the 
young witch that lives in hiding, Alice Kuonji! She comes with a number of 
expressions including her standard relaxed expression, an embarrassed 
expression and a chibi face that comes from the "bonus corner" found in the 
game. She also comes with sitting parts and a artistic moon stand that she can 
sit on. Her little blue bird familiar, Robin, is also included along with the "Diddle 
Diddle" bell. Be sure to display her together with the previously released Aoko 
Aozaki and recreate your favorite scenes from the game! Stands 4" tall (4.33" 
with hat). (STK529512) Available Now!  (6817/4571368443021) (C: 1-0-0) 
NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Nendoroid $59.99 
 
MONSTER HUNTER: FEMALE HUNTER KIRIN NENDOROID 
A collaboration between Capcom & Good Smile Company! Proof of a successful 
hunt on the mystical silver unicorn. From the Nintendo 3DS exclusive game 
Monster Hunter 4 comes a Nendoroid of a female hunter wearing the Kirin 
equipment made from the "Phantom Brute", Kirin! The armor set is easily one of 
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the most popular in the series, and now it's joining the Nendoroid series in cute 
chibi size! Two weapons are included with the Nendoroid allowing you to switch 
between equipment — she comes with both the "Kirin Bolts" dual swords as well 
as the "Dragon Bow Solar" bow. A demonic face and effect parts can also be 
used together with the dual swords to pose her in demon form slashing away at 
her enemies, and a Felyne comrade is also included wearing Kirin equipment! 
Display them with the other Nendoroids in the series to truly bring out the 
Monster Hunter universe! (STK632775) Scheduled to ship in May 2014.  
(6817/4571368443625) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, 
Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Nendoroid $84.99 
 
ONE PIECE 
 
ONE PIECE P.O.P.: LUFFY "FILM Z VERSION" EX MODEL PVC FIGURE 
From MegaHouse. The captain of the Straw Hat Pirates prepares for adventure 
in this spectacular figure, whose coat can be removed! Based on One Piece Film 
Z, the One Piece Portrait of Pirates (P.O.P.) Luffy model is made of PVC at 1/7-
scale. (STK632352) Scheduled to ship in April 2014.  (1903/714382) (C: 1-1-2) 
NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Figure $119.99 
 
ONE PIECE P.O.P.: SENGOKU EX MODEL LIMITED PVC FIGURE 
From MegaHouse. The powerful "Buddha" always takes a formidable stance as 
this truly Excellent Model! Made of PVC, the limited edition Sengoku stands 10 
1/4" tall for this addition to the popular One Piece Portrait of Pirates collection! 
(STK632360) Scheduled to ship in May 2014.  (1903/714474) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 
Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Figure $179.99 
 
SUPER ONE PIECE STYLING: TO THE WORLD OF LOVE AND PASSION 
TRADING FIGURES 
From Bandai Shokugan! These high quality color molded figures capture the true 
essence of the One Piece characters, with the latest installment featuring 
Trafalgar Law, Violet, Violet (secret color ver.), Cavendish, Rebecca, and 
Rebecca (secret color ver.). (STK633819) Scheduled to ship in April 2014.  
(1832/85323) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and 
U.S. Territories. 
Trading Figure $8.00 
 
QUEEN'S BLADE 
 
QUEEN'S BLADE: RISTY LIMITED EX MODEL PVC FIGURE 
From MegaHouse. Every four years the women of the kingdom gather to battle 
for the Queen's Blade which will confer upon the them the right to rule. Starring in 
an RPG and anime, Risty is one of the warriors who challenges for the Queen's 
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Blade. Exquisitely detailed, this Excellent Model of the good-hearted thief stands 
more than 8" tall! (STK632366) Scheduled to ship in May 2014.  (1903/714511) 
(C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. 
Territories. 
PVC Figure $149.99 
 
REVOLTECH 
 
SCI-FI REVOLTECH #050: THE BAT VEHICLE 
From Kaiyodo! From the movie The Dark Knight Rises comes the Revoltech 
action figure of The Bat! Using the "Revolver Joint," it can recreate a variety of 
action poses from the film. The canopy of the cockpit is detachable, and Batman 
can be seated there. It measures 5 3/4" long and comes with a display stand. 
(STK634105) Scheduled to ship in July 2014.  (4673/4537807040626) (C: 1-1-2) 
NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Revoltech $49.99 
 
REVOLTECH YAMAGUCHI #136: EVANGELION TYPE-13 
From Kaiyodo! Evangelion Type-13, from the movie Evangelion 3.0: You Can 
(Not) Redo, has been recreated for Kaiyodo's Sci-Fi Revoltech line. Using 20 
pieces of "Revolver Joint," it can recreate a variety of action in the movie. It 
includes 2 types of chest, and one can hold 2 arms and the other can hold 4 
arms just like as it appears in the movie. It stands 6 1/2" Tall and comes with a 
display stand. (STK634104) Scheduled to ship in June 2014.  
(4673/4537807010896) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, 
Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Revoltech $49.99 
 
STAR TREK 
 
STAR TREK: THE NEXT GENERATION — USS ENTERPRISE BOTTLE 
OPENER 
From Underground Toys! Based on Star Trek: The Next Generation, this starship 
Enterprise Bottle Opener features a variety of sounds such as the Enterprise 
doors, the red alert klaxon, and the warp sound as you crack open the bottle with 
the Enterprise's saucer section. The body of the Enterprise has magnets so it can 
be placed on a fridge or other metallic surface. Make it so! (STK523116)  (6808) 
(C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. 
Territories. 
RES. from Previews Vol. XXII #12 (DEC121774) 
Bottle Opener $26.99 
 
STAR WARS 
 
STAR WARS: 24" R2-D2 TALKING PLUSH 
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From Underground Toys! This 24" Super Deluxe Star Wars recreation of 
absolutely everyone's favorite astromech droid, R2-D2, is incredibly cute and life 
like! The perfect gift for any fan who's ever wanted to fly an X-Wing Starfighter 
down the Death Star's trench — or just to hug! Why not take a load off and 
cuddle up with this wonderful, talking, soft plush R2-D2, while the Galactic War 
rages on between the Empire and the Rebel forces. Give it a squeeze and it will 
make the blooping sounds from the six Star Wars films! (STK633834) Scheduled 
to ship in April 2014.  (6808/SW01276) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the 
United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
pLUSH $124.99 
 
THREEA 
 
FULL METAL GHOST FIGURE 
(A) Kunio Okawara 
A collaboration between threeZero, Bandai Entertainment & Kunio Okawara, 
creator of Gundam. Fully articulated, Full Metal Ghost stands over 18" (45cm) H. 
Incredibly detailed with over 100 articulation parts, Full Metal Ghost includes 
mighty Katana Sword with scabbard. Realistic metal spring hoses throughout the 
figure's arms and legs, and a detailed cape is made from brocade fabric. It 
features a fully openable hatch with cockpit, and knee-down posing reveals the 
stand-by hatch for the pilot. The pilot figure comes with detailed armor parts 
(detachable), long blade and fabric clothing and 2 interchangeable heads. 
(STK632734) Scheduled to ship in August 2014.  (2026/FM-GHOST) (C: 0-1-2) 
Figure $330.00 
 
THE WALKING DEAD: PET ZOMBIE 1/6-SCALE FIGURE 
From threeZero. Based on the hit television series The Walking Dead, the Pet 
Zombie stands roughly 12" H and features over 20 points of articulation. A 
movable head, shoulder, and waist are covered by a clear and authentic soft skin 
lookalike material for the whole torso. An attention to detail for the rotting flesh 
gives it the appearance that it had on the television series. The realism of the 
paint shows how freshly the zombie was deceased. Details include clothing, 
detachable backpack, and a real metal neck chain leash hanging around the 
neck. Available in Red or Green versions. (STK632661) Scheduled to ship in 
August 2014.  (2026/WD-ZR) (C: 0-1-2) 
Figure $130.00 
 
VIDEO GAMES 
 
BLAZBLUE: CHRONOPHANTASMA — MU-12 "BLACK VERSION" PVC 
FIGURE 
From FREEing/Good Smile Company! The darker version of the "Sword of the 
Godslayer". From the latest in the BlazBlue game series BlazBlue: 
Chronophantasma comes a dynamically posed figure of Mu-12, Noel's awakened 
form as the successor to the True Azure. This "Black Version" features an 
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alternate, darker color variation. Her long hair, slim yet well-built body and all the 
details of the cross between girl and machine have been carefully sculpted into 
figure form. The two metallic parts floating by her side are additional highlightS 
that bring even more to the figure. It's the same beautiful figure with a darker 
appearance and more contrast that fans are sure to enjoy! (STK632338) 
Scheduled to ship in June 2014.  (6817/4571245295002) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 
Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
PVC Figure $209.99 
 
LEFT 4 DEAD 2: THE SMOKER STATUE 
From Gaming Heads! The Smoker is an Infected with a long, whip-like tongue. 
The Smoker's tongue can be launched out of its mouth at high speeds, and when 
it reaches one of the Survivors, it automatically wraps around the target's body 
and drags him/her back towards the Smoker. The Smoker has been faithfully 
recreated, standing upon some urban destruction, scouting the area for survivors 
with which to attack. In order to create the most accurate statue, Gaming Heads 
has used the actual game files. The Smoker measures approximately 15" tall, 
including the base. Comes packed in a foam interior full colored box with a 
validation card which ensures your product is genuine. Highly limited at only 750 
pieces available worldwide. Cast in high quality poly-stone, the statue is hand 
finished and hand painted to exacting standards. (STK632783) Scheduled to ship 
in August 2014.  (7717/GH014) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United 
States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Statue $220.00 
 
PLANTS VS. ZOMBIES STATUES 
From Gaming Heads! Gaming Heads is proud to announce two new statues from 
the hit game Plants Vs. Zombies, the Zombie and the Peashooter. Captured in 
PopCap's signature style, the zombie figurine stands on a tile of grass from the 
game, slowly but surely trying to make his way forward to another home to 
invade. Peashooter, a powerful plant figurine, also stands on a tile of grass, a 
stalwart defender of house and brain. Zombie stands 13" tall and Peashooter 9". 
Both statues come packed in a foam interior inside a fully colored box with a 
validation card. Cast in high-quality polystone, the statues are hand-painted. 
Each are limited to 750 pieces worldwide. (STK632803) Scheduled to ship in 
May 2014.  (7717) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, 
and U.S. Territories. 
ZOMBIE (GH010)—Statue $159.99 
PEASHOOTER (GH011) $79.99 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
O/A SEKIRARA: MANA MIYUKI PVC FIGURE 
From Max Factory/Good Smile Company! Nobody expects the mischievous wind! 
From the popular PC game sekirara comes a 1/7th scale figure of the diligent 
and bookish member of the disciplinary committee, Mana Miyuki! She is posed 
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trying to hold her skirt down as she is hit by a sudden gust of wind, but even in a 
situation like this she has a relaxed expression on her face, capturing her 
personality perfectly! Fans can enjoy Mana from a number of different angles, 
peeking at her beautiful curves as her uniform flutters in the wind. (STK619026) 
Available Now!  (6817/4545784041666) (C: 1-0-1) NOTE: Available only in the 
United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Figure $124.99 
 
O/A TOMB RAIDER PLAY ARTS ~KAI~: LARA CROFT ACTION FIGURE 
From Square Enix! From the action adventure game Tomb Raider comes the 
strong and beautiful Lara Croft as an 8" tall Play Arts ~KAI~ action figure! The dirt 
on her body and clothes have been realistically recreated to tell the tale of her 
fierce fight for survival on a desolate tropical island in her first, and most 
harrowing adventure. Comes with alternate set of three hands, bow and arrow, 
shotgun, handgun, and ice axe. Window box packaging. (STK523091) Available 
Now!  (1089) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Available only in the Western Hemisphere. 
Figure $64.99 
 
VOCALOID 
 
O/A VOCALOID: KAITO FIGMA 
From Max Factory/Good Smile Company! He's finally here! The male Vocaloid 
with a relaxing voice! Kaito, the Vocaloid that acts like a big brother to Hatsune 
Miku, is finally joining the figma series! Using the smooth yet posable joints of 
figma, you can act out a variety of different scenes. A flexible plastic is used for 
important areas, allowing proportions to be kept without compromising posability. 
He comes with three expressions: a smiling face, a powerful singing face and a 
gentle smiling face with closed eyes. His favorite ice cream as well as his long 
scarf are both included as optional parts, and an articulated figma stand is 
included to accommodate various poses. Made of painted ABC and PVC, this 
non-scale articulated figure stands roughly 6 1/8" tall. (STK618349) Available 
Now!  (6817/4545784062876) (C: 1-0-1) NOTE: Available only in the United 
States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Figma $69.99 
 
TAMASHII NATIONS 
 
SAILOR MOON FIGUARTS ZERO 
From Tamashii Nations! She's back! Sailor Moon joins the established ranks of 
the Figuarts ZERO series with her upgraded Sailor Moon R design! Sculpted in 
an all-new larger scale, she has been meticulously crafted in exquisite detail by 
the team at VOLKS, the original makers of the popular garage kits released 
during the original TV anime broadcast twenty years ago. With special attention 
to not only proportions and accuracy, but also attention to color and detail, Sailor 
Moon’s uniform employs an elegant pearlescent paint with subtle shadows for 
added effect.  Her "Cutey Moon Rod," hair, and crescent moon shaped stand all 
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use translucent parts, while her boots stand out against her smooth skin with a 
glossed enamel shine. She stands 7 1/2" tall. Window box packaging. 
(STK633845) Scheduled to ship in May 2014.  (1832/85171) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 
Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Figure $89.99 
 
MOBILE SUIT GUNDAM UC: MS GIRL UNICORN GUNDAM ARMOR GIRLS 
PROJECT 
From Tamashii Nations! It's beauty meets technology! The Unicorn Gundam Girl 
joins the Armor Girls Project series via a collaborative design project with Hajime 
Katoki and mecha designer Mika Akitaka. Extensive option parts allow for the 
transformation of armor from Destroy Mode to Unicorn Mode. The set also 
features original accessories which are compatible with the previously released 
Robot Spirits Unicorn Gundam (Destroy Mode) Full Action to enhance playability. 
This deluxe action figure set also includes interchangeable faces, as well as 
armor (unicorn mode) and head parts (unicorn mode), a beam magnum, 2 beam 
sabers, a beam javelin, Armed Armor DE, and 3 sets of interchangeable hands. 
Figure stands 7 7/8" tall. Window box packaging. (STK633844) Scheduled to 
ship in May 2014.  (1832/85604) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United 
States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Figure $58.99 
 
ROBOT SPIRITS: MOBILE SUIT GUNDAM UC <SIDE MS> KSHATRIYA 
FIGURE 
From Tamashii Nations! The massive Kshatriya Mobile Suit that battled the 
Unicorm Gundam in the Mobile Suit Gundam UC series joins the Robot Spirits 
line! The Kshatriya features its appropriately sized massive form, complete with a 
variety of effects, including a historical first- a Funnel Rack opening gimmick! A 
total of 24 Funnel connector arms, as well as Funnel effect parts (6 large and 6 
small), and 8 thruster effect parts are featured in set. Two beam sabers, as well 
as the ReZEL beam saber used in Episode 1 are also included, along with three 
sets of interchangeable hand parts for dynamic posing options. Figure stands 6 
1/4" tall. Window box packaging. (STK633843) Scheduled to ship in May 2014.  
(1832/84442) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and 
U.S. Territories. 
Figure $129.99 
 
ROBOT SPIRITS: NEW MOBILE SUIT REPORT GUNDAM W — WING 
GUNDAM ACTION FIGURE 
From Tamashii Nations! The titualar mobile suit from Gundam Wing joins the 
ranks of the Robot Spirits line! Piloted by series protagonist Heero Yuy, the Wing 
Gundam may be the most recognizable mobile suit in all of Gundam, next to the 
original RX-78. Using the most up-to-date technology, this ambitious Robot 
Spirits release will enable a transformation gimmick to convert to the Wing 
Gundam's Bird Mode! Simply remove the interchangeable hand parts. In addition 
to faithful proportion, meticulous detail, and superior articulation, a full array of 
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accessories are also included in the set, with special bonus parts including battle 
damaged head and beam saber parts. Standing 5 1/8" tall, this is the ultimate 
figure for any fan of Gundam Wing. Window box packaging. (STK631923) 
Scheduled to ship in April 2014.  (1832/85256) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only 
in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Figure $49.99 
 
ROBOT SPIRITS: VIFAM ACTION FIGURE 
From Tamashii Nations! Vifam, from the popular 1980s robot anime series Ginga 
Hyoryu Vifam, joins the highly-detailed Robot Spirits action figure series. With an 
intrepid form and dynamic articulation, the Vifam is ideal for fans who wish to 
recreate the action poses from the anime. The set also features a full array of 
optional accessories for the Sling Pannier, Beam Gun, and shield. An assortment 
of interchangeable hands are included to allow for dynamic posing. Figure stands 
5" tall. Window box packaging. (STK632806) Scheduled to ship in April 2014.  
(1832/84437) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and 
U.S. Territories. 
Figure $50.99 
 
SAINT SEIYA SAINT CLOTH MYTH: PHOENIX IKKI GOD CLOTH 10TH-
ANNIVERSARY ACTION FIGURE 
From Tamashii Nations! The Saint Cloth Myth series was launched in 2003, and 
since then over 7 million Saint Cloth Myth deluxe action figure have been sold 
around the world. Tamashii Nations celebrates the 10th-anniversary of the Saint 
Cloth Myth series with a very special renewal of the 5 God Cloth titles. The fifth 
and final commemorative title will be Phoenix Ikki. This special commemorative 
set will feature an entirely new color scheme, as well as all new screaming face 
for portraying the iconic Elysian scene. This deluxe set features a full array of 
interchangeable hands, as well as additional cloth armor parts for assembly of 
Phoenix object. Figure stands 6 1/4" tall. Window box packaging. (STK632810) 
Scheduled to ship in April 2014.  (1832/81939) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only 
in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Figure $89.99 
 
SAINT SEIYA SAINT CLOTH MYTH EX: GEMINI SAGA ACTION FIGURE 
From Tamashii Nations! The Surplice Saints from the Hades arc of Saint Seya 
join the Saint Cloth Myth EX series. The first title will be the popular Gemini Saga 
Surplice. This elaborate set features sleek EX style proportion and brilliant cloth 
armor rendered in purple hued diecast. Three interchangeable faces are 
included, featuring closed eyes, screaming, and grieving faces. An additional 
short sword accessory and interchangeable hands are also included in the set. 
As with all EX Saint Saiya figures, the Surplice armor parts can be re-arranged to 
form the Surplice Object. Figure stands 7" tall. Window box packaging. 
(STK632811) Scheduled to ship in April 2014.  (1832/82866) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 
Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Figure $94.99 
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ONE PIECE: TRAFALGAR LAW "BATTLE VERSION" FIGUARTS ZERO 
From Tamashii Nations! The popular Figuarts ZERO battle version series of 
dynamic statues continues with the Supernova Straw Hat Pirate ally, Trafalgar 
Law! Portrayed in meticulous detail down to his signature fur clothes, this all-new 
precision sculpt features translucent setp effects for enhanced realism and 
captures One Piece's "Surgeon of Death" in mid-swing, with added motion 
effects on the sword blade. A special display stand is also included. Figure 
stands 5" tall. Window box packaging. (STK632812) Scheduled to ship in April 
2014.  (1832/84630) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, 
Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Figure $36.99 
 
TO LOVE-RU DARKNESS: MOMO VELIA DEVILUKE S.H.FIGUARTS FIGURE 
From Tamashii Nations! From the To Love-ru Darkness manga series, Momo 
Velia Deviluke joins the S.H.Figuarts series! Clad in a Sainan High School 
uniform, the “Third Princess of Deviluke” comes complete with her Devilukean 
tail, D-Dial, and vine. The suggestively versatile vine is constructed with soft 
material to portray the character’s plant control powers, which can be used with 
the S.H.Figuarts Konjiki no Yami (Golden Darkness). Two interchangeable facial 
expressions are included, as well as interchangeable hands (3 left, 4 right) are 
also featured in the set to depict a variety of situations. As an added bonus, a 
special display stand is also included. Figure stands 5 1/8" tall. Window box 
packaging. (STK633846) Scheduled to ship in May 2014.  (1832/85169) (C: 1-1-
2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Figure $45.99 
 
BLAZBLUE: NOEL VERMILION D-ARTS FIGURE 
From Tamashii Nations! Fans of Blazblue, rejoice! The first release in the D-Arts 
line will be none other than the popular Noel Vermillion. Timed with the release of 
the new anime and PlayStation 3 game, Noel has been captured in stunning form 
and boasts cutting-edge articulation. This deluxe action figure will feature an 
extensive array of option parts and accessories to accurately recreate sequences 
from the game, as well as alternate facial expressions to display her in different 
situations. Interchangeable hair parts allow for portrayal of character without her 
hat, two interchangeable face parts (screaming and taking damage) are featured 
for the depiction of various situations. Two Bolverk gun accessories with optional 
shot effect parts are also included, as well as a multitude of interchangeable 
hands. Figure stands 5 1/2" tall. Window box packaging. (STK631922) 
Scheduled to ship in May 2014.  (1832/86343) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in 
the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Figure $51.99 
 
INFINITE STRATOS: CECILIA ALCOTT FIGUARTS ZERO 
From Tamashii Nations! The IS Academy pilots from Infinite Stratos join the 
ranks of the Figuarts ZERO series, starting with UK IS Representative Candidate 
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and Blue Tears IS pilot Cecilia Alcott! Cecilia is portrayed in stunning detail as 
seen in her IS suit and captured in a natural pose with her flowing hair. A special 
display stage is also included, allowing her to stand beautifully at the center of 
any collection. Figure stands 6 1/4" tall. Window box packaging. (STK632813) 
Scheduled to ship in April 2014.  (1832/85606) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only 
in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Figure $45.99 
 
ULTRAMAN LEO ULTRA-ACT 
From Tamashii Nations! The powerful Ultra from Nebula L77 brings the Ultra-Act 
action figure series to a whole new level! With dynamic articulation, an expansive 
array of optional accessories, and special effect parts, Ultra-Act Ultraman Leo is 
one of the most advanced Ultra-Act figures to date! Featuring his iconic Leo 
Nunchucks, Ultra-Mant defense umbrella, pinwheel, Leo punch and kick effects, 
interchangeable timer, light ball, and hand parts. Figure stands 7" tall. Window 
box packaging. (STK632807) Scheduled to ship in April 2014.  (1832/82870) (C: 
1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Figure $38.99 
 
SUPER ROBOT CHOGOKIN: GAO GAI GAR — GENESIC GAO GAI GAR 
FIGURE 
From Tamashii Nations! In what promises to be the most ambitious Super Robot 
Chogokin endeavor to date, Tamashii Nations is proud to announce the release 
of powerful Genesic GaoGaiGar! This figure will feature the Broken Magnum 
rocket punch gimmick, and accurate portrayal of Protect Shade technique! An 
incredble balance between sculpt and articulation has been achieved, even 
allowing the wings to accurately unfold to a 10" span. Two interchangeable drill 
parts included are included, which can be swapped at the knees. As a first 
production limited bonus, the Hell and Heaven arm parts accessories will be 
included in the set. Other accessories include the Bolting Driver, Will Knife, 
interchangeable bolts (3 types), and multiple hands for posing. The world has 
been warned: a new type of Gao Gai Gar is here. Figure stands 6 1/4" tall. 
Window box packaging. (STK632805) Scheduled to ship in May 2014.  
(1832/84644) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and 
U.S. Territories. 
Figure $97.99 
 
KAMEN RIDER AGITO SHINING FORM S.H.FIGUARTS 
From Tamashii Nations! Kamen Rider Agito joins the S.H.Figuarts series once 
more, this time in Shining Form! Portrayed in accurate proportion while boasting 
advanced S.H.Figuarts articulation technology, this high-end action figure 
features metallic colored red and silver pearl coloring for enhanced realism. The 
5 1/2" tall figure includes the Shining Caliber blades in Twin Mode, along with 
four sets of interchangeable hand parts. Window box packaging. (STK632809) 
Scheduled to ship in April 2014.  (1832/84627) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only 
in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
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Figure $40.99 
 
KAMEN RIDER KABUTO RIDER FORM S.H.FIGUARTS 
From Tamashii Nations! "Walking the path of Heaven; the man who will rule over 
all." The continually evolving S.H.Figuarts series has achieved yet another 
milestone in action figure technology! Kamen Rider Kabuto rejoins the 
S.H.Figuarts series, this time featuring enhanced articulation without 
compromising the accuracy of the design. By capturing the proportions of the 
actual suit actor and employing overlaid bone, frame, and muscle diagrams, an 
unparalleled sculpt of Kamen Rider Kabuto has been rendered exactly as he 
appeared in the series. Enhanced articulation allows for him to naturally perform 
his roundhouse style Rider Kick while naturally highlighting the form and function 
of the human body. Two types of Kabuto Kunai Gun accessories are included for 
both gun and sword modes, as well as a multitude of interchangeable hands. 
Figure stands 5 1/2" tall. Window box packaging. (STK633842) Scheduled to 
ship in May 2014.  (1832/84632) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United 
States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Figure $50.99 
 
TAMASHII EFFECT STAND 
From Tamashii Nations! Tamashii Nations is proud to announce an all-new 
series to be used in conjunction with advanced action figure lines and the 
Tamashii Stage display stand line. Ideal for enhancing battle scenes with 
extreme collateral damage caused by being kicked through walls, explosive 
impact, or massive power build up cratering effects, these extensive effect 
accessory sets will be initially available in two separately sold colors (Gray and 
Beige), and can be used with separately sold Tamashii STAGE support stands 
and action figure lines such as S.H.Figuarts to create extreme action sequences. 
(STK633847) Scheduled to ship in May 2014.  (1832/85611) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 
Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Display Stand $17.99 
 
NARUTO SHIPPUDEN 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
O/A NARUTO SHIPPUDEN: NARUTO G.E.M. PVC FIGURE 
From MegaHouse. The student ninja gets the first-class G.E.M. treatment with 
this meticulously detailed figure! The figure comes with interchangeable hand 
and face parts, letting you reposition and stance and his glance! (STK619489) 
Available Now!  (1903/81562) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United 
States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Figure $124.99 
 
STARS OF THE MONTH 
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NARUTO VOLUMES 6-10 
(W/A) Masashi Kishimoto 
The Village Hidden in the Leaves is home to the stealthiest ninja in the land. But 
twelve years earlier, a fearsome Nine-tailed Fox terrorized the village before it 
was subdued and its spirit sealed within the body of a baby boy — Naruto 
Uzumaki! (STK270222) Available Now!  (298) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Available 
worldwide. 
VOLUMES 6-8, 10 (JAN053066) (CTNR06)—SC, 5x7, 192pgs, B&W $7.95 
VOLUME 9 (MAY138039) (CTNR09)—SC, 5x7, 184pgs, B&W $9.99 
 
********************************************************************** 
 
NARUTO: "NARUTO & SASUKE OUTLINE" T-SHIRT 
 (STK633250) Scheduled to ship in March 2014.  (4866) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: 
Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
SM-XL (NSAS2086)—T-Shirt $20.99 
XXL (NSAS2086)—T-Shirt $22.99 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
O/A NARUTO SHIPPUDEN DVD SET 02 
From Viz Media! Team Kakashi is joined by Team Guy in their pursuit of Gaara’s 
kidnappers, Deidara and Sasori, but their way to the Akatsuki hideout is fraught 
with familiar enemies and deadly traps. Once inside, Sakura and Granny Chiyo 
must take on Chiyo’s own grandson, the puppet master Sasori, whose complex 
tricks and genius puppetry demand every last ounce of Chiyo’s and Sakura’s 
strength and skill to counter. (STK414673) Available Now!  (8281/1000116310) 
(C: 0-0-1) 
DVD $39.95 
 
O/A NARUTO SHIPPUDEN DVD SET 02 
From Viz Media! Team Kakashi is joined by Team Guy in their pursuit of Gaara’s 
kidnappers, Deidara and Sasori, but their way to the Akatsuki hideout is fraught 
with familiar enemies and deadly traps. Once inside, Sakura and Granny Chiyo 
must take on Chiyo’s own grandson, the puppet master Sasori, whose complex 
tricks and genius puppetry demand every last ounce of Chiyo’s and Sakura’s 
strength and skill to counter. Meanwhile, Naruto and Kakashi take off after 
Deidara, who is once again on the run with Gaara in tow… (STK414672) 
Available Now!  (8281) (C: 0-0-1) 
REGULAR EDITION (1000116311)—DVD $24.98 
 
NARUTO SHIPPUDEN: "ANTI VILLAGE SYMBOLS" T-SHIRT 
 (STK633244) Scheduled to ship in March 2014.  (4866) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: 
Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
SM-XL (NSAS2034)—T-Shirt $19.99 
XXL (NSAS2034)—T-Shirt $21.99 
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OFFERED AGAIN 
 
O/A NARUTO ALUMINUM BOTTLES 
From Kotobukiya! Kotobukiya has ventured into the fantastical world of Naruto 
new color-changing bottles featuring illustrations of your favorite Naruto 
characters! Safe for both hot and cold drinks, the Naruto bottles have secure 
screw-on lids. Choose from Naruto or Sasuke bottles. (STK529129) Available 
Now!  (6600/GZ356) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Available only in the United States, U.S. 
Territories, Canada, Mexico, and the U.K. 
Water Bottle $24.99 
 
O/A NARUTO SILICONE ICE TRAY 
From Kotobukiya! Naruto is coming to your kitchen! The heroic ninja characters 
from the ultra popular manga/anime have been captured as high quality 
Kotobukiya silicone ice trays! Perfect for everything from family fun to Naruto 
themed events, this handy tray lets you capture ice, chocolate, jelly, or anything 
else you can think of! All of the trays are both heat and ice resistant, making 
them safe for the oven or freezer. Choose from Naruto, Sasuke, or Kakashi trays. 
(STK529145) Available Now!  (6600/GZ353) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Available only in 
the United States, U.S. Territories, Canada, Mexico, and the U.K. 
Silicone Tray $9.99 
 
NARUTO SHIPPUDEN: THE MOVIE 
From Viz Media! A powerful spirit that once threatened to destroy the world is 
back! Naruto’s mission is to protect a priestess named Shion, who is the only 
once with the power to seal away the monster. She also has the uncanny ability 
to predict someone’s fate. Her latest prediction: Naruto will soon die. Naruto’s 
only hope is to abandon Shion, but that’s not Naruto’s style. He decides to face 
her fatal prediction head-on — and die! (STK634064) Scheduled to ship in 
February 2014.  (8281/1000109970) (C: 0-1-1) 
DVD $24.92 
 
COLLECTIBLES & NOVELTIES SECTION 
 
PREVIEWS CAFE 
 
HELLO KITTY: KEROPPI CANDY TIN 
Have a sweet time with these Hello Kitty candies that come in a Keroppi tin! 
(STK633695)  (6411/17260) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United 
States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Candy PI  
 
SONIC: CHAOS EMERALD SOURS CANDY TIN 
The Chaos Emeralds that Sonic the Hedgehog has chased for years will satisfy 
your sweet tooth with these sour candies that come in a Sonic candy tin! 
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(STK633694)  (6411/17292) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United 
States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Candy PI  
 
COLLECTING SUPPLIES 
 
COMIC BOOK DISPLAY UNGRADED LOGO FRAME 
Display your comics on the wall with this ungraded display frame! (STK632350)  
(2440/UGFRMLOGOASST) (C: 0-0-1) NOTE: No countries actually denied. 
Display $21.99 
 
COMIC BOOK HEROES 
 
RED SONJA LARGE ACRYLIC OPTISPEX 
The She-Devil with a Sword will look fantastic on your wall with the large Acrylic 
Optispex that measures 6 5/8" x 10 1/8". (STK633274)  (6993) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: 
Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Graphic PI  
 
WITCHBLADE LARGE ACRYLIC OPTISPEX 
Top Cow Productions' Witchblade will decorate your wall with the large Acrylic 
Optispex that measures 6 5/8" x 10 1/8". (STK633273)  (6993) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: 
Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Graphic PI  
 
DC HEROES 
 
BATMAN: ARKHAM ORIGINS POSTERS 
Based on the just-released Batman: Arkham Origins, these posters feature 
Batman, Deathstroke, or The Joker! (STK633747)  (4264/RP2233) (C: 1-1-1) 
NOTE: Available only in the United States and Canada. 
Poster, 22x34 $5.99 
 
COMIC BOOK HEROES 
 
AMERICAN HORROR STORY: ASYLUM LARGE ACRYLIC OPTISPEX 
Based on the "Asylum" storyline from American Horror Story, the Acrylic 
Optisplex measures 6 5/8" x 10 1/8". (STK633275)  (6993) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: 
Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Graphic PI  
 
DC HEROES 
 
THE JOKER & HARLEY QUINN BUST BANKS 
The Joker and his main squeeze Harley Quinn are a force for chaos in Gotham 
City, but with Monogram's bust banks they can make sense out of the chaos that 
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is your loose change! These bust banks feature impressive sculpts of the Joker 
and Harley, and they are just as useful as display pieces in your room or office as 
they are as banks! Add one or both to your collection! (STK633858)  
(6257/45202) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and 
U.S. Territories. 
Bust bank $14.99 
 
POP! TEEN TITANS VINYL FIGURES 
The next generation DC Comics heroes formed their own team — the Teen 
Titans — and these junior heroes are the latest additions to Funko's best-selling 
POP! Vinyl Figures line! Choose from versions of Beast Boy, Cyborg, Raven, 
Robin, or Starfire as the urban-styled 3 3/4" figures that have proven so popular! 
Teen Titans, go! Collect all five! Window box packaging. (STK633672)  
(4552/3893) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United States, U.S. 
Territories, Canada, and Mexico. 
Vinyl Figure $10.99 
 
CLASSIC BATMOBILE CUFFLINKS 
You'll be dressed for a night on the town when you use the Classic Batmobile 
Cufflinks! (STK633704)  (7747/DC-CBAT-3D) (C: 1-0-2) NOTE: Available only 
within the United States and U.S. Territories. 
Cufflinks PI  
 
DC HEROES MIGHTY WALLETS 
Let the heroes of the DC Universe look after your money and your identification 
with the Mighty Wallets from Dynomighty Design! The outside of the wallet 
features the iconic logo of Batman or Superman while the inside features classic 
artwork from the pages of DC Comics! (STK447658)  (1741/DY575) 
(JUL111992) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Available only within the United States and U.S. 
Territories. 
Wallet $15.00 
 
DC HEROES SYMBOL VINYL STICKERS 
These DC logos are perfect for use on car windows, laptops, tablets, and more! 
Made of a high-quality polyester then screen-printed, they will look great both 
outdoors and in for a very long time! Choose from Batman, The Flash, Green 
Lantern, Nightwing, Superman, or Wonder Woman. (STK633707)  
(2431/DCDI_NW_LOGOPAC) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United 
States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Sticker Pack $4.99 
 
DC CLASSICS 20-INCH LEG LAMPS 
Decorate your room with a little help from the Man or Steel or the Caped 
Crusader! These fun leg lamps feature classic Batman or Superman art for fans 
of the DC Comics characters. Both the leg and the lamp light up, adding a bold 
glow to any room. Including the full-size shade, it stands 20" high x 10" wide and 
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has a 5-foot cord. Main light uses one 40-watt bulb (not included) and leg light 
uses one 5-watt type C bulb (included). (STK632939)  (6338) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 
Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
BATMAN (61421)—Lamp PI  
SUPERMAN (61420)—Lamp PI  
 
DC HEROES 20-OUNCE EMBOSSED LOGO CERAMIC MUGS 
Enjoy your morning coffee or tea with these 20-ounce ceramic mugs that feature 
the embossed logos of Batman or Superman! (STK633737)  (1559/07669) (C: 1-
1-2) NOTE: Available only within the United States and U.S. Territories. 
Mug $11.99 
 
SUPERMAN AND BATMAN RESIN BOOKEND SET 
The World's Finest Heroes, Batman and Superman, have a new cause for justice 
— keeping your books organized — with this new resin bookend set! 
(STK633941)  (6257/45238) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United 
States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Bookends $59.99 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
O/A BATMAN ICE CUBE TRAY 
Batman plans for everything — including parties! For parties at Wayne Manor, 
the Justice League satellite, or at your place, the Batman Ice Cube Tray is 
perfect for making Bat-insignia ice cubes. The silicone tray makes it easy to 
remove the cubes when needed for a little Bat-fun at your Bat-party. 
(STK452061)  (1559/07601) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within the United 
States and U.S. Territories. 
Ice Cube Tray $11.99 
 
O/A SUPERMAN ICE CUBE TRAY 
Comics fans can get ready for their next party with the Superman Ice Cube Tray! 
This silicone tray makes perfect cubes of the Man of Steel's familiar S-shield 
logo! (STK452059)  (1559/07401) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within the 
United States and U.S. Territories. 
Ice Cube Tray $11.99 
 
DISNEY 
 
POP! DISNEY 7-INCH PLUSHES 
Fans who love Funko's POP! Vinyl Figures have a new way to collect their 
favorite characters with their new line of POP! Plushes! These 7" tall plushes 
have the same stylized design as the vinyl figures, but in a larger size and cuddly 
like a plush should be! Disney fans especially will want to add plushes of Ariel, 
Belle, Buzz Lightyear, Cinderella, Maleficent, Snow White, Tinker Bell, or Woody 
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to their lives! (STK633674)  (4552/2906) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Not available in 
Germany. 
Plush $9.99 
 
DISNEY TRADITIONS: VILLAINS WORD PLAQUES 
Some of Disney's greatest villains are brought together for the tongue-in-cheek 
collection of word plaques designed by Jim Shore! Each plaque features a villain 
such as Cruella de Vil from 101 Dalmations, the Evil Queen from Snow White, or 
Maleficent from Sleeping Beauty, matched to a word that best describes them 
written in the classic Disney script. Made of stone resin, these plaques will look 
fantastic on your wall. (STK632834)  (587/4041979) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available 
only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Figurine $32.00 
 
DISNEY TRADITIONS: GRADUATION MICKEY 
For the first time ever for Disney Traditions, Jim Shore and Mickey Mouse 
celebrate the graduate! Whether for a kindergarten graduation or winning a 
doctorate, this Mickey Mouse sculpture signifies a job well done! "You Did It!" is 
made of stone resin and stands 6 3/4" tall. (STK632207)  (587/4038487) (C: 1-1-
1) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Figurine $42.50 
 
DISNEY TRADITIONS: YANKEE DOODLE MICKEY 
Dressed in his star-spangled finest, Mickey Mouse does a two-step to the red, 
white, and blue. The perfect piece to show your patriotic fervor, Yankee Doodle 
Mickey is designed by Jim Shore for Disney Traditions. Standing 7" tall, the 
figurine is made of stone resin. (STK632208)  (587/4041951) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: 
Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Figurine $42.50 
 
DISNEY TRADITIONS: PRINCESS MINNIE IN HER ROYAL GOWN 
Minnie Mouse makes her way into the Royal Gown Collection with this 
substantial sculpt featuring the artwork from Disney's classic animated short, 
"The Brave Little Tailor." Designed by Jim Shore, the "Happily Ever After" figurine 
stands 8 1/2" tall and is made of stone resin. (STK632209)  (587/4038497) (C: 1-
1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Figurine $65.00 
 
DISNEY TRADITIONS: TINKER BELL TUMBLES 
Based on a memorable scene from the Disney animated classic Peter Pan, 
Tinker Bell takes a tumble over a spool of thread. Standing 4 3/4" tall and made 
of stone resin, "Falling Fairy" is a great gift for Disney and sewing enthusiasts 
alike! (STK632210)  (587/4038498) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United 
States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Figurine $45.00 
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DISNEY TRADITIONS: POOH ON THE MOON 
Pooh and his teddy get ready for a long winter's slumber on this whimiscal sculpt 
designed by Jim Shore. The "Bedtime Bear" is made of stone resin and stands 7 
7/8" tall. (STK632213)  (587/4038499) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the 
United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Figurine $45.00 
 
TERVIS DISNEY: MICKEY MOUSE TUMBLERS 
Tervis expands their line of drinkware with four new pieces that feature Disney's 
beloved Mickey Mouse! Add the 24-ounce tumbler, 16-ounce tumbler, 10-ounce 
wavy tumbler, or 10-ounce tumbler to your kitchen cabinet and you'll have the 
drinkware you need when you need it! Plus, each piece comes with a lid! 
(STK632402)  (1639) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only within the United States 
and U.S. Territories. 
10-OUNCE (DSNYI10MIKYWRA)—Tumbler $18.99 
10-OUNCE "WAVY" (DSNYI10AMIKYWRA)—Tumbler $18.99 
16-OUNCE (DSNYI16MIKYWRA)—Tumbler $18.99 
24-OUNCE (DSNYI24MIKYWRA)—Tumbler $18.99 
 
DOCTOR WHO 
 
DOCTOR WHO: TARDIS SIGN FLEX MAGNET 
The famous "Free for public use" sign from the TARDIS doors has been 
recreated on this magnet! Measuring 8 1/2" x 11", affix this magnet to your 
refrigerator and imagine it's a space-time machine! (STK633706)  (1894/ML0001) 
(C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. 
Territories. 
Button $12.99 
 
DOCTOR WHO 2014 SERIES 1 BUTTONS 
Your favorite characters and sayings from Doctor Who are printed on these 
button badges, new for 2014! (STK632373)  (1894/BBK003) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: 
Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Button PI  
 
DOCTOR WHO: THE ELEVENTH DOCTOR ELECTRONIC BOBBLE HEAD 
For the first time ever, the eleventh incarnation of the time-traveling Doctor Who 
is all set to bobble his way through time and space and onto your desk or display 
shelf, just as actor Matt Smith prepares to depart the iconic television series! 
Arguably the most popular Time Lord since Tom Baker's fourth Doctor, the 
eleventh Doctor appears here as a marvelously detailed resin bobble head that 
features an exceptional Matt Smith-approved likeness and an animated action 
pose, Sonic Screwdriver at the ready. Showcasing his latest, most modern look, 
the 7" scale Doctor wears a mid-length purple-brown coat, light-grey shirt, and 
dark-grey bowtie. But that's not all. The tip of his unique Sonic Screwdriver lights 
up with a green LED when the button on the base is activated! Covered with 
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Gallifreyan language symbols pulled straight from the inside of the Doctor's time 
machine, this TARDIS-inspired creation is truly one of a kind! (STK633173)  
(6833/BBP12009) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, 
and U.S. Territories.PI  
 
DOCTOR WHO: TARDIS COOKIE TIN 
Would you believe a cookie tin in the shape of the TARDIS? Are you a big fan of 
the BBC's Doctor Who television series? This cookie tin bears an uncanny 
resemblance to the Doctor's famed time machine, and it's food safe and ready to 
store your sweets! (STK633177)  (6833/BBP12848) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available 
only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Tin $39.99 
 
DOCTOR WHO: TARDIS MINI JOURNAL 
The Doctor writes his innermost thoughts in the Five-Hundred Year Diary, and 
now you can document your own exciting adventures in this hardbound mini-
journal that features artwork of the TARDIS police call box! (STK633185)  
(6833/BBP12811M) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United States, 
Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Journal $9.99 
 
GAME OF THRONES 
 
GAME OF THRONES MYSTERY MINIS 
Based on HBO's top-rated series Game of Thrones, the Game of Thrones 
Mystery Minis transforms some of your favorite characters into adorable, 2 1/2" 
tall mini-figures! Look for fan-favorite characters, plus variant and chase figures 
as well! Blind mystery box packaging. (STK632732)  (4552/3302) (C: 1-1-1) 
NOTE: Available only in the United States, U.S. Territories, Canada, and Mexico. 
Mini-Figure $6.99 
 
GAME OF THRONES PINT GLASS SET 
Enjoy your favorite drinks in these Game of Thrones pint glasses! (STK633702)  
(2032/72090-GOT) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, U.S. 
Territories, and the U.K. 
Pint Glass Set $20.99 
 
GAME OF THRONES: TWIN TUMBLERS 
Have your morning milk or orange juice in these tumblers with artwork from 
HBO's Game of Thrones! (STK633700)  (2032/92630-GOT1) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 
Available only in the United States, U.S. Territories, and the U.K. 
Tumbler Set $22.99 
 
GAME OF THRONES: SHOT GLASS SET 
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This shot glass set features logos from HBO's hit series Game of Thrones! 
(STK633699)  (2032/92290-GOT) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United 
States, U.S. Territories, and the U.K. 
Shot Glass Set $22.99 
 
GAME OF THRONES 16-OUNCE STEIN 
Featuring artwork from HBO's Game of Thrones, this 16-ounce stein is an 
authentically Westerosi way to enjoy your alcoholic beverages! (STK633698)  
(2032/92230-GOT1) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, U.S. 
Territories, and the U.K.$18.99 
 
GAME OF THRONES 16" X 30" FLEECE BLANKET 
Bundle up in cold weather with this fleece blanket with the Game of Thrones logo 
that measures 16" x 30"! (STK633697)  (2032/82270-GOT) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 
Available only within the United States and U.S. Territories. 
Blanket $32.99 
 
POP! GAME OF THRONES SERIES 3 VINYL FIGURES 
When one chooses to play the game of thrones, they face two outcomes - they 
win or they die! The characters of HBO's blockbuster series Game of Thrones, 
based on George R.R. Martin's best-selling fantasy novels, come to life with the 
third series of POP! Game of Thrones Vinyl Figures from Funko. These 3 3/4" 
figures recreate series characters such as Brienne of Tarth, the dragon Drogon, 
the direwolf Ghost, Hodor, King Joffrey, Tyrion Lannister (with facial scar and in 
battle armor), Tywin Lannister, or Ygritte. Each figure features Funko's unique 
design, rotating heads, and articulation. Collect all the figures in the series and 
stage your own game of thrones for Westeros on your desk! Window box 
packaging. (STK633657)  (4552/3779) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the 
United States, U.S. Territories, Canada, and Mexico. 
Figure $10.99 
 
HELLO KITTY 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
O/A HELLO KITTY MIGHTY WALLET 
Sanrio's beloved mascot Hello Kitty wants to go wherever you are with this new 
line of wallts from Dynomighty Design! Each wallet features a cute Hello Kitty 
design and they can hold your cash, notes, cards, and identification. If you love 
Hello Kitty, accessorize your life with the Hello Kitty Mighty Wallets! (STK452381)  
(1741/DY574) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Available only within the United States and U.S. 
Territories. 
Wallet PI  
 
THE HOBBIT MOVIE 
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POP! THE HOBBIT SERIES 2 VINYL FIGURES 
Inspired by the urban and stylized character designs of today's designer toys, 
Funko brings the world of J.R.R. Tolkien's Middle-Earth to life as only they can 
with the second series of their POP! The Hobbit Movie Vinyl Figures, based on 
this winter's highly anticipated film, The Hobbit: The Desolation of Smaug! These 
3 3/4" figures of Azog the Defiler, Bilbo Baggins (Invisible), Gandalf the Grey 
(Hatless), Legolas, and Thorin Oakenshield feature Funko's uniquely stylized 
design, rotating heads, and articulation. Window box packaging. (STK633691)  
(4552/3741) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: No countries actually denied. 
Vinyl Figure $10.99 
 
THE HOBBIT: THE DESOLATION OF SMAUG LIFE-SIZE STANDUPS 
Bring the beloved characters of Middle-Earth into your own home with the life-
size cardboard stand-ups based on this December's highly-anticipated film, The 
Hobbit: The Desolation of Smaug! These stand-ups of Bilbo Baggins or the 
Elvish warriors Legolas and Tauriel will look fantastic in your room, and they will 
keep the forces of darkness at bay! (STK633864)  (865/1626) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 
Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Stand-Up, FC $34.95 
 
MARVEL HEROES 
 
MARVEL COMICS MYSTERY MINIS 
There's a whole new world of Marvel Universe fun and excitement to collect with 
Funko's new Marvel Comics Mystery Minis! These 2 1/2" tall vinyl figures feature 
a cute, friendly, and super-deformed style that will look great on your shelf, and 
some figures are rarer than others! Build your collection today! Blind mystery box 
packaging. (STK632733)  (4552/3745) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the 
United States, U.S. Territories, Canada, and Mexico. 
Figure $7.99 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
O/A THE HULK BUST BANK 
A PREVIEWS Exclusive! Whether you need an awesome place to store your 
lose change or a neat decoration for your desk, the Hulk Bust Bank is exactly 
what you need! This bank features an impeccable design of the monstrous hero 
of the Marvel Universe and can be displayed as a bust or used as a bank. 
(STK519656)  (2639) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, 
Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Bank $14.99 
 
MARVEL'S AGENTS OF S.H.I.E.L.D. POSTERS 
Based on the hit ABC series Agents of S.H.I.E.L.D., these posters feature Agent 
Phil Coulson or the S.H.I.E.L.D. logo! (STK633744)  (4264/RP2484) (C: 1-1-1) 
NOTE: Available only in the United States and Canada. 
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Poster, 22x34 $5.99 
 
THOR: THE DARK WORLD LIFE-SIZE STANDUPS 
Based on this autumn's blockbuster film Thor: The Dark World, these life-size 
stand-ups of the Asgardian god Thor and his trickster brother Loki will bring the 
excitement of the film into your own home! (STK633859)  (865/1624) (C: 1-1-2) 
NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Stand-Up, FC $34.95 
 
MARVEL COMICS MIGHTY WALLETS 
The Mighty Wallet is tear-resistant, water-resistant, expandable, and recyclable. 
Made from Tyvek, these cool wallets resist tearing because of thousands of 
interlocking plastic fibers spun in random patterns, giving them incredible 
strength. Dynomighty's Mighty Wallets feature designs from the pages of Marvel 
Comics, including Captain America, Spider-Man, or the Symbiote! (STK461443)  
(1741/DY-609) (FEB121752) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Available only within the United 
States and U.S. Territories. 
Wallet $15.00 
 
MOVIE/TV 
 
POP! ROBOTS VINYL FIGURES 
Some of science-fiction's greatest robots take the stage with Funko's newest 
POP! Vinyl Figures! Robby the Robot from the classic Forbidden Planet, Robot 
B-9 from Lost in Space, and The Iron Giant from the eponymous film all stand 3 
3/4" tall and have the stylized, urban design that have made these figures fan 
favorites. Collect them all! Window box packaging. (STK633662)  (4552/3404) 
(C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United States, U.S. Territories, Canada, 
and Mexico. 
Figure $10.99 
 
SCALERS SERIES 1 FIGURES 
Scalers are collectible mini figures for your cords and cables, featuring iconic 
characters from movies, video games, TV, and comic books! These adorable 
minis grip headphone cords, device cables and more, and feature an amazing 
level of detail. The first series includes Gizmo (Gremlins), Gollum (The Lord of 
the Rings trilogy), Predator (Predator), Freddy Krueger (Nightmare on Elm 
Street), Jason Voorhees (Friday the 13th), and a Xenomorph (Alien). At only 2" 
tall, there’s room for a bunch on any cord. (STK633233)  (6338/14500) (C: 1-1-2) 
NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Figure $4.99 
 
THE TWILIGHT ZONE: TALKY TINA MONITOR MATE BOBBLE HEAD 
Based on the classic episode of The Twilight Zone, "Living Doll," Talky Tina will 
keep you company at the office with this monitor mate! She stands 4" tall and 
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affixes to your monitor, where she will speak four phrases sampled from the 
series! (STK633178)  (6833/BBP05024E) (C: 0-1-1) 
Bobble Head PI  
 
CHILD'S PLAY: CHUCKY DELUXE PLUSH 
Bad things come in sealed packages. Mezco's latest addition to the world of 
must-have Chucky collectibles in this 19" Chucky box plush. One of the most 
iconic product packages in modern cinematic horror history has been recreated. 
It portrays, forever frozen in time, the moment before Chucky strikes. With his 
blade raised midair and his evil sneer, this is Chucky at his most terrifying. Using 
cutting-edge dye-sublimation technology, Mezco has captured everyone's 
favorite killer doll in his most iconic pose, in his trademark yellow box and turned 
it into a soft plush. The ideal collectible for any Chucky fan! (STK633218)  
(4830/78110) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, U.S. 
Territories, Canada, Australia, and the U.K. 
Plush $2.42 
 
ARRESTED DEVELOPMENT: BANANA APRON 
When you work at Bluth's Banana Stand, you need to have the official blue 
apron! (STK633727)  (1559/08899) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within the 
United States and U.S. Territories. 
Apron $24.99 
 
ARRESTED DEVELOPMENT: MR. MANAGER MUG 
You can't manage the Bluth Banana Stand without the Mr. Manager mug! 
(STK633729)  (1559/08892) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within the United 
States and U.S. Territories. 
Mug $7.99 
 
ARRESTED DEVELOPMENT: BLUE MYSELF MUG 
When you feel a little blue, you need the Arrested Development: Blue Myself 
Mug. (STK633730)  (1559/08886) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within the 
United States and U.S. Territories. 
Mug $7.99 
 
ARRESTED DEVELOPMENT: FROZEN BANANA COLD CUP 
Keep your drinks cold with the Bluth's Banana Stand cold cup. (STK633731)  
(1559/08889) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within the United States and U.S. 
Territories. 
Cup $14.99 
 
ANCHORMAN 2: RON BURGUNDY LIFE-SIZE STANDUP 
Stay classy, San Diego! Veteran newsman Ron Burgundy wants to read you the 
news in the privacy of your own home with this Anchorman 2 life-size stand-up! 
(STK633863)  (865/1621) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, 
Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
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Stand-Up, FC $34.95 
 
BREAKING BAD: HEISENBERG 18-INCH PLUSH 
Mezco presents Heisenberg, the clandestine pseudonym of Walter White from 
the groundbreaking television series Breaking Bad. This haunting black and 
white drawing is reproduced with not only an eye for detail but a flair for drama. 
The design features the iconic hate and sunglasses. (STK633198)  (4830/75203) 
(C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, U.S. Territories, Canada, 
Australia, and the U.K. 
Plush $25.99 
 
BREAKING BAD: 12-INCH PLUSHES 
The iconic logo from the groundbreaking series Breaking Bad is sure to add 
pizzazz to any dorm or screening room. This 12" squre plush logo features the Br 
and Ba chemical symbols. (STK633215)  (4830/75200) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 
Available only in the United States, U.S. Territories, Canada, Australia, and the 
U.K. 
Plush $19.99 
 
GHOSTBUSTERS: SLIMER RETRO LUNCHBOX 
Just like the lunchboxes you remember from elementary school, this 
Ghostbusters lunchbox features an image of Slimer! (STK633195)  
(1570/408381) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, 
and U.S. Territories. 
Lunchbox PI  
 
ARCHER: SECRET AGENT RETRO LUNCHBOX 
Archer is ready for action on this retro-styled lunchbox based on the cult favorite 
animated series! (STK633194)  (1570/408022) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only 
in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Lunchbox PI  
 
MY LITTLE PONY 
 
POP! MY LITTLE PONY SERIES 2 VINYL FIGURES 
Embark on an adventure in the enchanted world of Equestria with the second 
series of Funko's My Little Pony POP! Vinyl Figures! Standing 3 3/4" tall, these 
figures feature multiple points of articulation and the stylized urban design that 
have made these figures must-haves. Fans of My Little Pony: Friendship Is 
Magic can choose from Derpy Hooves, DJ Pon-3, or Doctor Whooves. Collect 
them all and continue your collection today! Window box packaging. 
(STK633658)  (4552/3376) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Not available in Germany. 
Vinyl Figure $10.99 
 
MUSIC 
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DEADMAU5 BOBBLE HEAD 
Fans of Deadmau5 will want to add this amazing bobblehead of the performer to 
their collections! (STK633372)  (4035/5D0120) (C: 0-1-2) 
Bobble $24.99 
 
THE BEATLES RETRO LUNCHBOXES 
John, Paul, George, and Ringo went to the toppermost of the poppermost, and 
there they found their way to Pepperland. Now, the fab foursome that was The 
Beatles are represented on two new retro-styled lunchboxes, just like the ones 
you had in school! Choose from the Signatures lunchbox or the Yellow 
Submarine lunchbox. (STK633193)  (1570/408278) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available 
only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Lunchbox PI  
 
PEANUTS 
 
TERVIS PEANUTS DRINKWARE 
Tervis expands their line of comics drinkware with three new pieces that feature 
the beloved characters of Charles Schulz's Peanuts on wraparound artwork! Add 
16-ounce tumbler, 10-ounce wavy tumbler, or 10-ounce tumbler to your kitchen 
cabinet and you'll have the drinkware you need when you need it! Plus, each 
piece comes with a lid! (STK632397)  (1639) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only 
within the United States and U.S. Territories. 
10-OUNCE (PNUTI10GRPWRA)—Tumbler $18.99 
10-OUNCE "WAVY" (PNUTI10AGRPWRA)—Tumbler $18.99 
16-OUNCE (PNUTI16GRPWRA)—Tumbler $18.99 
 
POP CULTURE 
 
TOPPS 2014 GARBAGE PAIL KIDS MINIKINS 
MiniKins is a line of 1" tall mini-figures featuring the famous Garbage Pail Kids 
characters! With uniquely hilarious characters who are as endearing as they are 
gross, an endless universe of new characters, and a heavy dose of wit, MiniKins 
delivers laughs to a new generation like no other mini figure today! There are 
twenty-six different characters, plus 4 variants, as well as stickers! Collect them 
all! Blind mystery box packaging. (STK633175)  (247/FGC000900) (C: 1-1-1) 
NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Mini-Figure $2.99 
 
SONS OF ANARCHY 
 
POP! SONS OF ANARCHY VINYL FIGURES 
Based on FX's hit series Sons of Anarchy, Funko recreates the characters that 
have resonated with millions for their POP! Vinyl Figures line! Collectors can 
choose from stylized 3 3/4" tall versions of Jax Teller, Opie Winston, Clay 
Morrow, or Gemma Morrow. The open road awaits, so collect them all! Window 
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box packaging. (STK633665)  (4552/3840) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in 
the United States, U.S. Territories, Canada, and Mexico. 
Figure $10.99 
 
SONS OF ANARCHY LIFE-SIZE STANDUPS 
Two of the most popular characters from FX's Sons of Anarchy will ride their way 
into your living room with two new life-size stand-ups! Choose from Jax Teller or 
Clay Morrow! (STK633862)  (865/1334) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the 
United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Stand-Up, FC $34.95 
 
MOVIE/TV 
 
STAR TREK: UNITED FEDERATION OF PLANETS FLAG 
You know you've made it in Starfleet when you're standing among other officers 
in your dress blues, with the flag of the United Federation of Planets billowing 
overhead. Quantum Mechanix has re-created the flag from Star Trek Into 
Darkness using the same graphics files for the one that appeared in 2013 J.J. 
Abrams blockbuster. Measuring 60" x 36" high, the 100% polyester flag features 
the rich blue UFP logo on a crisp white background. (STK632386)  
(7814/STR0043) (C: 0-1-2) 
Flag $29.95 
 
STAR TREK 
 
STAR TREK: THE NEXT GENERATION — "ODE TO SPOT" POSTER 
Data, our favorite android from Star Trek: The Next Generation, gazes hauntingly 
as he cradles his pet cat, Spot. It's a tender, conflicted moment, seemingly 
devoid of emotion when it might be the most loving display the lieutenant 
commander can muster. Self-taught artist and Star Trek fan Jonathan England of 
Austin, Texas, has depicted the expression beautifully with acrylic paint on 
canvas. England describes his work as a whimsical blend of "Old World 
aristocratic portraiture and New World futurism to capture Data in his endeavor to 
become more human." (STK632387)  (7814/STR0044) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: 
Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Poster $14.95 
 
STAR TREK: THE ORIGINAL SERIES ART PRINT SETS 
Recalling the style of 1960s-era movie posters, pulp novel covers, comic books 
and advertisements, these Star Trek art prints are the work of artist Juan Ortiz, 
who was commissioned by CBS. Set 14 includes "Court Martial," "The 
Gamesters of Triskelion," "The Enterprise Incident," and "That Which Survives." 
Set 15 includes "Mudd's Women," "The Squire of Gothos," "Obsession," and 
"The Cloud Minders." Each print comes on 100-pound aqueous-coated, satin-
finish paper and measures 18" x 24". (STK632877)  (7814) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: 
Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
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SET 14 (STR0023)—Lithograph Set $34.95 
SET 15 (STR0024)—Lithograph Set $34.95 
 
STAR TREK 3-D COMMUNICATOR CUFFLINKS 
Open hailing frequencies to your next night on the town with these Star Trek 
Communicator Cufflinks! (STK633705)  (7747/ST-COMM-3D) (C: 1-0-2) NOTE: 
Available only within the United States and U.S. Territories. 
Cufflinks PI  
 
VIDEO GAMES 
 
DOTA 2: NATURE'S PROPHET 12-INCH PLUSH 
The Nature's Prophet from the popular online battle arena game Dota 2 is 
recreated as a surprisingly cute and cuddly 12" plush! (STK633696)  
(2015/D329) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available in the United States, Canada, and Asia. 
Plush PI  
 
WALKING DEAD 
 
THE WALKING DEAD MYSTERY MINIS SERIES 2 
Based on AMC's top-rated series The Walking Dead, the Walking Dead Mystery 
Minis take some of your favorite characters, both alive and undead, and 
transform them into cute 2-1/2" H mini-figures! Look for fan-favorite characters, 
plus variant and chase figures as well! Blind mystery box packaging. 
(STK632731)  (4552/3801) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United States, 
U.S. Territories, Canada, and Mexico. 
Mini-Figure $7.99 
 
POP! THE WALKING DEAD VINYL FIGURES 
Inspired by the urban and stylized character designs of today's designer toys, 
Funko presents a unique spin on the characters of AMC's hit series The Walking 
Dead with their line of POP! The Walking Dead Vinyl Figures! The next series of 
these 3 3/4" tall figures includes fan-favorite characters such Hunter Daryl, 
Penny, Maggie, Carl, and the Woodbury Walker. Window box packaging. 
(STK632730)  (4552/3805) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United States, 
U.S. Territories, Canada, and Mexico. 
Figure $10.99 
 
GAMES SECTION 
 
CRYPTOZOIC ENTERTAINMENT 
 
BAZINGA! THE BIG BANG THEORY PARTY GAME 
CBS's The Big Bang Theory is America's a top rated TV comedy, and now you 
can join in on the fun with Bazinga! The Big Bang Theory Party Game! The cards 
capture the pop-culture references and humorous social situations portrayed in 
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the show in a way that is fun and engaging. Central gameplay has players 
matching different cards together into humorous combinations, creating funny 
hypothetical situations. Special Bazinga! cards add a little chaos and surprise to 
the gameplay! For 3 to 6 players. (STK446057) (MAR121853) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 
Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Party Game M$29.99 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
O/A DC COMICS DECK-BUILDING GAME 
Batman! Superman! Wonder Woman! Aquaman! The Flash! Green Lantern! 
Cyborg! The Justice League of America is ready for action — are you? Fight the 
neverending battle for truth, justice, and peace in the world’s greatest super-hero 
universe with the DC Comics Deck-Building Game! Power up with "Bulletproof" 
and "Super Speed"! Equip yourself with "The Batsuit"! Unlock special abilities 
and unleash devastating card combos against your opponents! Craft your hero 
deck into a well-oiled machine to take on the most vile villains in the DC Universe 
in your quest for Victory (Points)! The DC Comics Deck-Building Game comes 
complete with 214 Game Cards, seven Oversized Super Hero Cards, and a 
rulebook. 2 to 5 players. (STK470247) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the 
United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Deck-Building Game (CZE01532) M$40.00 
 
THE WALKING DEAD (TV): THE BEST DEFENSE BOARD GAME—
WOODBURY EXPANSION SET 
The Woodbury Expansion to the best-selling The Walking Dead: The Best 
Defense Board Game brings a whole new challenge to an already desperate 
group of Survivors. Players may now visit the Woodbury Location and take their 
chances with the Resource Deck there, but must also avoid The Governor, who 
will gun down anything in his path! The Woodbury Expansion now allows up to 
six players to play at once and offers alternate win conditions. Set includes 30 
cards, tokens, pawns, tiles, die, rules sheet and more! (STK634070) (C: 1-1-2) 
NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Expansion Set (CZE 01756) M$12.95 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
O/A THE WALKING DEAD (TV): THE BEST DEFENSE  BOARD GAME 
In this co-operative board game, players take on the roles of Rick, Glenn, Daryl, 
Michonne, and other characters from the hit AMC TV series. The Survivors are 
on the hunt for Walkers and must defend four key Locations in order to stay alive. 
Using oversized Location tiles, the map board is built at random in each game, 
providing for great replayability. For 4 to 6 players. (STK529510) (C: 1-1-2) 
NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Board Game (CZE 01550) M$40.00 
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THE WALKING DEAD (TV) BOARD GAME 
Only the strong survive in The Walking Dead Board Game, based on the top-
rated AMC series! Fight your way through zombie-infested Atlanta with your 
fellow survivors. Grab some weapons to clear a path. Visit various destinations 
and find the tools you’ll need to live another day. Take on the role of Rick, 
Andrea, or one of the other Survivors and scrounge for weapons. Keep your eyes 
open for new allies, but watch your back! When supplies start running low, it’s 
every man for himself. If you can make it back to camp with enough gear to 
defend yourself and those you still care for, you win! (STK448007) (JUL112137) 
(C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. 
Territories. 
Board Game (CZE 01212) M$39.99 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
O/A THE WALKING DEAD (TV) CARD GAME 
The Walking Dead Card Game is an action card game of zombie survival where 
up to 10 players can join in and compete in either "Hero" mode or "Survival" 
mode to eliminate as many zombie cards as possible and rack up the most 
points each round. Will you survive the zombie onslaught? (STK521086) (C: 1-1-
2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Card Game (CZE 01542) M$15.00 
 
DIAMOND PUBLICATIONS 
 
GAME TRADE MAGAZINE #169 
Game Trade Magazine contains articles on gameplay, previews and reviews, 
game related fiction, and self-contained games or game modules, along with 
solicitation information on upcoming game, manga, and video releases. 
(STK633572) 
Magazine $3.99 
 
BLACK LIBRARY 
 
WARHAMMER 40K—DEATHWATCH: XENOS HUNTERS MMPB 
(W) Christian Dunn 
Drawn from the many Chapters of Adeptus Astartes across the Imperium, the 
Deathwatch are an elite organization dedicated to a singular goal: the rooting out 
and extermination of all xenos lifeforms with utter and brutal prejudice. Equipped 
by the Ordo Xenos of the Inquisition, Deathwatch Space Marines possess war 
gear purposely designed for the destruction of all aliens. In the gauntleted fists of 
these black-armoured warriors does the sanctity of mankind rest, while in their 
hearts lies the iron will to vanquish every alien predator and wipe them from the 
face of the galaxy. (STK633732) (C: 0-1-2) 
SC, 5x7, 416pgs, B&W M$14.00 
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WARHAMMER 40K—THE HORUS HERESY 3: GALAXY IN FLAMES TP 
(W) Ben Counter 
Having recovered from his grievous injuries, Warmaster Horus leads the 
triumphant Imperial forces against the rebel world of Isstvan III. Though the 
rebels are swiftly crushed, Horus's treachery is finally revealed when the planet is 
razed by virus bombs and Space Marines turn on their battle-brothers in the most 
bitter struggle imaginable. (STK633735) (C: 0-1-2) 
SC, 6x9, 416pgs, B&W M$16.00 
 
WARHAMMER 40K: PATH OF THE ARCHON MMPB 
(W)  Chambers, Andrew 
The eternal city of Commorragh is no longer beset by the horrors of the 
Dysjunction, but the scars of its passage remain. Now the supreme overlord, 
Asdrubael Vect, strives to reassert his authority over the anarchic city before 
hidden challengers can make their bid for power. The noble Yllithian frantically 
seeks new allies to put between himself and the overlord's wrath, the Mandrake 
kings muster and Vect prepares to unleash his most fearsome weapons against 
his own people as Commorragh erupts into open war. (STK633740) (C: 0-1-2) 
SC, 5x7, 416pgs, B&W M$8.99 
 
WARHAMMER 40K: TALON OF HORUS HC 
(W) Aaron Dembski-Bowden 
When Horus fell, his Sons fell with him. A broken Legion, beset by rivalries and 
hunted by their erstwhile allies, the former Luna Wolves have scattered across 
the tortured realm of the Eye of Terror. And of Abaddon, greatest of the 
Warmaster's followers, nothing has been heard for many years. But when 
Horus's body is taken from its resting place, a confederation of legionaries seek 
out the former First Captain, to convince him to embrace his destiny and continue 
what Horus began. (STK633745) (C: 0-1-2) 
HC, 6x9, 320pgs, B&W M$24.99 
 
WARHAMMER 40K: VISIONS OF HERESY HC 
(W) Alan Merrett 
A stunning artifact book for fans of the Horus Heresy! From the ashes of the 
Great Crusade, treachery was born. Always first among the superhuman 
primarchs, the newly dubbed Warmaster Horus turned his back upon the 
Emperor and embraced the dark powers of Chaos. With fully half the military 
might of the fledgling Imperium at his command, he set his sights upon the 
throne of Holy Terra and waged a war which would divide the galaxy forever! 
Visions of war, visions of darkness, of treachery and death — all of this and more 
is contained within this heretical volume. Witness the end of an era and the 
beginning of something far darker, as the Heresy continues to unfold! 
(STK618831) (C: 0-1-2) 
RES. from Previews Vol. XXIII #7 (JUL132294) 
HC, 9x12, 320pgs, B&W M$70.00 
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WARHAMMER—GOTREK & FELIX: THE SERPENT QUEEN HC 
(W) Josh Reynolds 
Gotrek and Felix: unsung heroes of the Empire, or nothing more than common 
thieves and murderers? The truth perhaps lies somewhere in between, and 
depends entirely upon whom you ask... Travelling to the mysterious south in 
search of a mighty death, the Slayer Gotrek Gurnisson and his human 
companion, Felix Jaeger, find themselves caught up in a battle between warring 
kingdoms. Captured by the sinister Queen Khalida and forced to do her bidding, 
the adventurers must brave the horrors of the sun-soaked Land of the Dead, 
where the dead do not rest easy. (STK633742) (C: 0-1-2) 
Novel, HC, 6x9, 320pgs, B&W M$24.99 
 
DAYS OF WONDER 
 
SMALL WORLD: 6-PLAYER MAP EXPANSION SET 
Small World and Small World Underground just get a lot bigger with this new 6-
player map expansion... but there still isn't enough room to accommodate 
everyone! Pair up in teams and attempt to rule the land and capture the new 
Places and Relics these two new maps offer! This double-sided map and rules 
gives you a new way to play Small World and Small World Underground. Teams 
of two players combine to compete against others, with each team member 
playing their own Race/Special Power combo and keeping their own Victory 
coins. The kicker? It's the score of the LOWEST team member that decides your 
rank against the other teams! In addition to the double-sided 6-player map, this 
expansion includes: additional tokens, markers and Victory coins; new 6-player 
Team rules; places and a Relic. Designed for 6 players, ages 8+, this expansion 
requires a copy of Small World or Small World Underground. (STK633942) (C: 0-
1-2) 
Expansion Set (DOW 790013) $28.00 
 
DYNOMIGHTY DESIGN, INC. 
 
CRITICAL HIT GAMER'S MIGHTY WALLET 
With an outside decorated in dozens of colorful polyhedron dice, this Critical Hit 
Gamer's Wallet allows you to take your favorite FRP character with you wherever 
you go! The inner portion of this durable Mighty Wallet features character sheet-
style graphics, allowing you to jot down your characters basic stats and 
attributes. There's even a central area for a character portrait! (STK633578) (C: 
1-1-0) NOTE: Available only within the United States and U.S. Territories. 
BATMAN—Wallet $15.00 
 
FANTASY FLIGHT PUBLISHING INC 
 
STAR WARS LCG: KNOWLEDGE AND DEFENSE FORCE PACK 
The "Echoes of the Force" cycle continues for Star Wars: The Card Game with 
Knowledge and Defense, the third Force Pack in the cycle. Players must harness 
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the power of the Force in entirely new ways as the Rebel Alliance returns to Hoth 
and the Scum and Villainy of the galaxy engage in the lucrative slave trade. 
Meanwhile, a dark power is rising with Sariss, the Sith Prophetess, even as the 
Jedi draw strength from the power within the Valley of the Jedi. (STK633753) (C: 
0-1-2) NOTE: Not available in the UK, Germany, France or Spain. 
Expansion Pack $14.95 
 
STAR WARS: X-WING—REBEL TRANSPORT EXPANSION PACK 
Re-create the drama of the Rebellion’s desperate escape from Hoth, and explore 
new adventures in the Star Wars galaxy, with the Rebel Transport Expansion 
Pack for X-Wing! It comes with one huge, pre-painted GR-75 medium transport 
miniature and an X-Wing escort. With rules for “energy” to fuel your shields and 
abilities, plus a new maneuver template that gives your transport the feel of a 
truly huge ship, the Rebel Transport Expansion Pack enhances your missions 
and Cinematic Play experience. It also opens all-new possibilities in the game’s 
Epic Play format! (STK633754) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Not available in the UK, 
Germany, France or Spain. 
Expansion Pack $59.95 
 
STAR WARS: X-WING—TANTIVE IV EXPANSION PACK 
The iconic Corellian CR90 comes to life in X-Wing with the Tantive IV Expansion 
Pack! Featuring one huge, pre-painted CR90 miniature, its maneuver dial, plus 
all the cards and tokens that you need to field it, the Tantive IV Expansion Pack 
adds fantastic depth to the game’s Cinematic Play and its massive, new Epic 
Play format. Moreover, rules for “energy” fuel your shields and weapons, and a 
new maneuver template ensure that the Tantive IV fights and flies in a manner as 
epic as the ship deserves! (STK633755) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Not available in the 
UK, Germany, France or Spain. 
Expansion Pack $89.95 
 
MARGARET WEIS PRODUCTIONS, LTD 
 
FIREFLY RPG CORE RULEBOOK 
The Firefly RPG puts you right in the middle of the action of the cult-classic Joss 
Whedon TV series, outrunning Alliance cruisers and trading bullets with 
fearsome bounty hunters, folk who want what you have or want to put out the 
light of hope that you represent. This game uses a freewheeling version of the 
award-winning "Cortex Plus System" to bring the 'verse to life at your table or 
online, including extensive rules and guidelines for creating a crew and resolving 
dramatic action. Also included are ship plans, system charts, an episode guide 
and more! (STK633936) (C: 0-1-2) 
HC, 8x11, 360pgs, FC (MWP 7020) $49.99 
 
PAIZO PUBLISHING LLC 
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PATHFINDER ADVENTURE PATH: THE MUMMYS MASK PART 2—EMPTY 
GRAVES 
Following the opening of its necropolis, the city of Wati is overrun by hordes of 
the unquiet dead. The heroes must once more brave the abandoned streets and 
dusty tombs of Wati's necropolis in search of the powerful artifact called the Mask 
of the Forgotten Pharaoh, and the necromancer who is using it to create the 
undead uprising. But a group of mysterious masked cultists also seeks the 
artifact to bring a pharaoh from the ancient past back to life. Continuing the 
"Mummy's Mask" Adventure Path, Empty Graves is a Pathfinder adventure for 
4th-level characters featuring a selection of new monsters, a double-length 
gazetteer presenting the gods of Ancient Osirion, and the next installment of the 
Pathfinder's Journal written by Amber E. Scott. (STK630345) (C: 0-1-2) 
SC, 8x11, 96pgs, FC $22.99 
 
PATHFINDER CAMPAIGN CARDS: SOCIAL COMBAT DECK 
Where swords and spells may fail, a sharp mind and quick tongue can triumph! 
This 52-card deck introduces an exciting new method to infuse social intrigue in 
any Pathfinder campaign! Social Combat uses a system similar to Chase Cards, 
but instead of catching or escaping foes, heroes use guile, charm, and even 
treachery to win friends and manipulate enemies. Every card presents a social 
challenge to face, and a number of ways to win the day with words and charm 
instead of brute force and spell power. This is a perfect supplement for 
campaigns where intrigue, skullduggery, and rhetorical flourish play center stage! 
(STK630346) (C: 0-1-2) 
Roleplay Accessory $10.99 
 
PATHFINDER CAMPAIGN SETTING: INNER SEA GODS 
Put your faith in any of dozens of awe-inspiring deities with Pathfinder Campaign 
Setting: Inner Sea Gods! This 300-page hardcover details the chief gods and 
goddesses of Golarion; hundreds of extraordinary demigods, the histories, 
dogmas, rituals, and secrets of faiths both righteous and profane, and much, 
much more. New prestige classes, subdomains, and spells empower characters 
to be champions of their deities, while dozens of new traits, feats, magic items, 
and more unlock the power of the gods for characters of every class. Or unleash 
legions of otherworldly enemies and allies on your game, from mighty divine 
servants to the unstoppable heralds of each deity. Make the power of the gods 
your own and bring the religions of Golarion to life with Pathfinder Campaign 
Setting: Inner Sea Gods! (STK630347) (C: 0-1-2) 
Roleplay Supplement, HC, 8x11, 300pgs, FC $39.99 
 
PATHFINDER FLIP-MAT: DESERT RUINS 
Whether your players are trekking through the barren wastes of the high desert 
or exploring the crumbling ruins of ancient god-kings, no Game Master wants to 
spend time drawing windswept dunes and crumbling temple walls. Don't waste 
your time sketching when you could be playing! With Pathfinder Flip-Mat: Desert 
Ruins, you'll be ready next time your players step into the sand! With one side 
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featuring the ruins of an ancient temple and the other a mysterious desert edifice 
at the end of a twisting sandstone canyon, this double-sided map is the perfect 
place for adventure in the high desert! (STK630348) (C: 0-1-2) 
Roleplay Accessory, SC, 8x11, 18pgs, FC $13.99 
 
PATHFINDER PAWNS: WRATH OF THE RIGHTEOUS ADVENTURE PATH 
Key monsters and NPCs from the demon-fighting Wrath of the Righteous 
Adventure Path come alive on your tabletop with this collection of more than 100 
creature pawns for use with the Pathfinder Roleplaying Game or any tabletop 
fantasy RPG! Printed on sturdy cardstock, each pawn contains a beautiful full-
color image of a monster or NPC from the Wrath of the Righteous campaign, 
including dozens of demons, holy warriors, and unique NPCs that are also 
suitable to represent player characters. (STK630349) (C: 0-1-2) 
Roleplay Accessory, FC $19.99 
 
PERSEUS BOOKS GROUP 
 
THE MUNCHKIN BOOK: THE OFFICIAL COMPANION TP 
Funnier than the "Chainsaw of Bloody Dismemberment", and more useful than a 
"Chicken on Your Head", The Munchkin Book: The Official Companion is a light-
hearted and suitably snarky celebration of all things near and dear to the 
Munchkin heart! Featuring contributions from the game's designer, Steve 
Jackson, and its signature artist, John Kovalic, along with other notable mavens 
of geek culture, The Munchkin Book also includes exclusive game rules to 
supplement reader gameplay, and an introduction by New York Times best-
selling author and Forgotten Realms creator, Ed Greenwood. (STK616833) (C: 
0-1-2) 
RES. from Previews Vol. XXIII #6 (JUN132394) 
SC, 6x9, 288pgs, B&W M$14.95 
 
WIZKIDS/NECA 
 
GODZILLA: CONNECT WITH PIECES PUZZLE BUILDING GAME 
Show your friends who's the ultimate puzzler with the all-new Godzilla Connect 
With Pieces puzzle building game! Featuring a proprietary printing method, each 
piece is embossed with one of five symbols (barely visible unless players are 
looking for them) that players match to score more points! (STK634138) (C: 1-1-
2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Puzzle Game (WZK 71490) M$7.99 
 
GODZILLA SERIES ONE MINI-FIGURES 
The all-new Legendary Pictures Godzilla for 2014 is captured in all of his 
ferocious and destructive glory as never before — collectible mini-figures! Each 
mini-figure features an incredibly detailed sculpt and is hand-painted. Collect 
them all! Each figure comes blind-packaged in a foil bag. (STK634132) (C: 1-1-2) 
NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
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Figure Pack M$2.99 
 
PATHFINDER BATTLES: REIGN OF WINTER BOOSTER BRICK 
Reign of Winter is the latest 55-figure set release in the award-winning Pathfinder 
Battles line of miniatures from Paizo Publishing and WizKids Games! Reign of 
Winter features allies and enemies alike from the Pathfinder Adventure Path of 
the same name, and is sure to delight new and veteran Pathfinder fans alike! 8 
Boxes per brick. (STK634144) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United 
States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Booster Brick $127.92 
 
THE SIMPSONS 25TH ANNIVERSARY SERIES TWO MINI-FIGURES 
It's The Simpsons' 25th anniversary, and the celebration continues with NECA's 
"25 Greatest Celebrity Guest Stars" program! The second series of 2" mini-
figures includes more than five additional figures to add to your Simpsons 
collection! Each figure features incredibly detailed sculpts with celebrity 
likenesses, and are carefully hand-painted. Each is captured in an action pose on 
a 2" round base. Collect 'em all! Each Simpsons 25th Anniversary Series Two 
Mini-Figure gravity feed display contains 24 single-figure foil packs. (STK634128) 
(C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. 
Territories. 
Figure Pack M$2.99 
 
ZVEZDA MODELS 
 
DISNEY'S CARS: COOL TWISTS STARTER GAME SET 
Welcome to the world of races! The world-famous racers, Lightning McQueen 
and Francesco are facing off in the race to end all races! Listen to those engines 
revving! Let the race begin! The Cars Game System is the perfect combination of 
gaming and modelling! Players first assemble their favorite characters from the 
Disney/Pixar movie Cars, then they race them head to head on the race track 
they design themselves! The Disney's Cars: Cool Twists Starter Game Set 
comes with two character models with stickers (some assembly required), 16 
modular track tiles, 15 special ability tokens, 2 character cards, and one 6-sided 
die. (STK633901) (C: 0-1-2) 
Starter Set $25.00 
 
DISNEY'S PLANES: HIGH PILOTAGE STARTER GAME SET 
The sky won’t wait! Warm up your engines and hit the starting line! It’s going to 
take more than speed to win this race, though — you’ll need iron control and 
nerves of steel if you’re going to be the best racer in the world! The Planes: High 
Pilotage Game System is the perfect combination of gaming and modelling! 
Players first assemble their favorite characters from the Disney movie Planes, 
then they race them head to head on the race track they design themselves! 
Planes: High Pilotage Starter Game Set comes with 2 character models with 
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stickers (some assembly required), 20 racing gates, 15 penalty tokens, 2 Planes 
model stands, 2 character cards, and one 6-sided die. (STK633909) (C: 0-1-2) 
Starter Set $25.00 
 
VIDEOS SECTION 
 
ANIMATION 
 
ADVENTURE TIME: THE COMPLETE THIRD SEASON 
From Warner Home Video! It's one crazy adventure after another for Finn the 
human, and his best friend Jake, a 28-year-old dog with magical powers! The 
Adventure Time Season 3 set features 26 complete episodes of the hit series 
plus loads of totally mathematical special features! Available in Blu-Ray and DVD 
formats. (STK633231) (C: 0-1-1) 
BLU-RAY $32.07 
DVD $26.95 
 
BEWARE THE BATMAN SEASON 1 PART 1: SHADOWS OF GOTHAM 
From Warner Home Video! Beware the Batman mixes the Dark Knight's core 
cast of characters with a Rogue's Gallery of new villains not previously seen in 
animated form. Along with back-up from butler and ex-secret agent Alfred 
Pennyworth, Robin, and the swordwielding heroine Katana, the Batman faces the 
twisted machinations of Gotham City’s criminal underworld. This two-disc 
collection, features 13 episodes from the first season of the hit CG-animated 
series! (STK632866) (C: 0-1-1) 
DVD $19.97 
 
DCU JUSTICE LEAGUE: WAR 
From Warner Home Video! When the powerful Darkseid and his massive, 
relentless forces invade Earth, a group of previously unaligned super heroes — 
misunderstood and, in some cases, hunted by the authorities — discover the 
only way to fend off the attack will be to work together as a cohesive unit. 
Batman, Superman, Wonder Woman, Green Lantern, Flash, Shazam and, in his 
origin story, Cyborg, combine their respective talents in an all-out battle to save 
the planet. Based on the 2012 graphic novel, Justice League: Origin, by Geoff 
Johns & Jim Lee, Justice League: War provides a glance into the world before 
the Justice League was created, and offers the initial animated incarnation of DC 
Entertainment's "The New 52." Features the voices of Jason O'Mara, Christopher 
Gorham, Justin Kirk, Alan Tudyk, Michelle Monaghan, Shemar Moore, Sean 
Astin, Bruce Thomas and Steve Blum. Available in a Blu-Ray/DVD Combo Pack 
(with UV digital copy) as well as standard DVD. (STK632336) (C: 0-1-1) 
BLU-RAY & DVD $24.98 
DVD $19.98 
 
HULK & THE AGENTS OF S.M.A.S.H.: UNITED WE SMASH 
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From Marvel Animation! Hulk, She-Hulk, the Red Hulk, A-Bomb, and Skaar join 
together as the Agents of S.M.A.S.H. to tackle threats that no other superheroes 
can face! And to prove to the world that these individuals are indeed heroes, their 
heroic exploits are captured by the cameras set up by Rick Jones for his reality 
show, hoping to prove once and for all that the Hulk is more than a monster. 
Featuring writing from Batman: The Animated Series creator Paul Dini and  Star 
Wars: The Clone Wars' Henry Gilroy, the series — a cornerstone of the new 
Marvel Universe programming block on Disney XD — also features the voice 
talents of Clancy Brown, Eliza Dushku and Seth Green. (STK632672) (C: 0-1-1) 
DVD $19.99 
 
TEEN TITANS GO ! SEASON ONE PART ONE:  MISSION TO MISBEHAVE 
From Warner Home Video! Featuring the return of Robin, Starfire, Raven, Beast 
Boy and Cyborg in all-new comedic adventures. Character-driven comedy is the 
order of the day as this new take on the superhero series focuses on the funny 
business that happens between saving the world and living together as 
teenagers without adult supervision. Teen Titans GO! stars the principal voice 
cast from the original Teen Titans! Features 13 Season One episodes on two 
DVDs. (STK632652) (C: 0-1-1) 
DVD $19.97 
 
TRANSFORMERS PRIME: ULTIMATE BUMBLEBEE 
From Shout! Factory! Join Bumblebee and the rest of the valiant Autobots, led by 
the legendary Optimus Prime, in this exciting collection of Bumblebee's best 
moments among the Transformers. Unleashing the antics of everyone's favorite 
yellow-hued transforming autobot hero, Ultimate Bumblebee is guaranteed to 
have you on the edge of your seat. And the four episodes, hand-picked for this 
release, will definitely have you understanding why Bumblebee is everyone's 
favorite lovable little scout. Featuring the voice talents of returning Transformers 
legends Peter Cullen and Frank Welker alongside a superstar cast including 
Ernie Hudson (Ghostbusters), Jeffrey Combs (Re-Animator) and Will Friedle 
(Boy Meets World)! (STK633103) (C: 0-1-1) 
DVD $9.99 
 
THE VENTURE BROS.: THE FANTASTIC FIFTH SEASON 
From Adult Swim! The wait for The Venture Bros. complete Season 5 Blu-ray 
and DVD is over! Releasing with all 8 episodes from Season 5, and packed with 
special features, fans will be thrilled when they watch Hank, Dean, Doctor 
Venture, Sgt. Hatred, and Brock as they are pushed in fun and unpredictable 
new directions. Available in Blu-Ray and DVD formats. (STK633721) (C: 0-1-1) 
BLU-RAY $39.99 
DVD $24.98 
 
ANIME 
 
AKB0048: NEXT STAGE—SEASON TWO 
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From Sentai Filmworks! The road trip to war has already been brutal for the 77th 
generation of understudies to AKB0048, the combination singing group and 
combat squad seeking to bring peace and entertainment back to the universe.  
However, the competition between the individual candidates, as well as the 
remaining 75th and 76th generation understudies, is about to get even rougher.  
With the opportunity to become a successor to one of the original members of 
the legendary singing squad hanging in the balance, the fights on stage and on 
the battlefield will become even more cutthroat, and things are only going to get 
nastier when it turns out that someone has been feeding critical information to 
the opposing DES forces.  Will the revelation of the source of the Kiraras prove to 
be a deadly misstep in the intricate choreography that's allowed the team to keep 
dancing out of danger?  Will public opinion prove to be more important than 
actual skill and valor as the squad undergoes a series of grueling trials by fan?  
The harmony and harmonization that's held this band of sisters together will be 
pushed to the breaking point in AKB0048: Next Stage! Available in Blu-Ray and 
DVD formats. (STK633176) (C: 0-1-1) 
BLU-RAY $69.98 
DVD $59.98 
 
ARIA THE NATURAL: PART TWO 
From Nozomi Entertainment! Akari, Aika and Alice continue to strive toward their 
goal of becoming Neo-Venezia's top gondoliers. As their skills improve, they find 
themselves faced with new challenges. On their journey to become Primas, the 
girls will have to paint a palina, serve as hostesses at the Festa del Redentore 
and even learn how to be brave in the face of a dangerous passenger! 
(STK632626) (C: 0-1-1) 
DVD $39.99 
 
DI-GI-CHARAT:  WINTER GARDEN OVA 
From Sentai Filmworks! Dejiko and Puchiko are ten years older and living 
together in a small apartment. Dejiko (now twenty years old) works full-time at a 
cake shop and Puchiko (now fifteen years old) goes to school. Their slow, 
mundane lives are enhanced when Dejiko meets a boy at work and begins to 
pursue him... (STK633206) (C: 0-1-1) 
DVD $24.98 
 
EVANGELION 3.33: YOU CAN (NOT) REDO 
From FUNimation! Fourteen years after third impact, Shinji Ikari awakens to a 
world he does not remember. He hasn't aged. Much of Earth is laid in ruins, 
N.E.R.V. has been dismantled, and people who he once protected have turned 
against him. Befriending the enigmatic Kaworu Nagisa, Shinji continues the fight 
against the Angels and realizes the fighting is far from over, even when it could 
be against his former allies. The characters' struggles continue amidst the battles 
against the Angels and each other, spiraling down to what could inevitably be the 
end of the world. Available in Blu-Ray and DVD formats. (STK633710) (C: 0-1-1) 
BLU-RAY $34.98 
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DVD $29.98 
 
GIRLS UND PANZER: COMPLETE OVA SERIES 
From Sentai Filmworks! The girls from Oorai are back in six special episodes! 
And whether they're shopping for swimsuits, camping out or doing the Ankou 
Dance, they bring their own special brand of Tankery to the task at hand. There's 
also a tour of the Oorai school ship, a look at what really happened while Yukari 
and Erwin were out doing reconnaissance and a team talent contest that's not to 
be missed! It's a very special collection featuring everyone's favorite Tankery 
girls: Girls und Panzer OVA Specials! Available in Blu-Ray and DVD formats. 
(STK633529) (C: 0-1-1) 
BLU-RAY $39.98 
DVD $29.98 
 
HIDAMARI SKETCH SEASON ONE 
From Sentai Filmworks! Yuno has dreamed of attending Yamabuki Arts High 
School for years, but now that she's been accepted, there's the scary prospect of 
moving away from her home and family for the first time. Fortunately, Yuno 
quickly learns that even if her new neighbors at the eclectic Hidamari Apartments 
aren't technically family, at least the majority share the bond of being fellow art 
students. Between second year students like Hiro and Sae, who try to behave 
like helpful older sisters, and Mako, her hyperactive new neighbor, classmate 
and best friend, Yuno will never find herself alone. And that's a good thing, since 
she'll need a solid support network to deal with strange characters like her oddly 
masculine landlady, her cosplay-obsessed homeroom teacher, her tooth-
chattering principal, and all of the other odd denizens who inhabit her chosen 
world of art! Hidamari Sketch features series episodes 1-12 and two bonus 
episodes, all presented in 1080p with Japanese lossless audio and English 
subtitles.Special features include Clean Opening and Closing Animations. 
(STK633199) (C: 0-1-1) 
DVD $59.98 
 
K: THE COMPLETE SERIES 
From Viz Media! From GoHands, the studio that brought you Mardock Scramble, 
and the enigmatic writers' collective GoRa Project, comes K! Set in a world 
where history has followed a slightly different course, K tells the story of a young 
boy whose life is caught in a psychic war between seven kings. Yashiro Isana, 
also known as Shiro, is wanted for a crime he has no recollection of committing. 
Shiro finds himself being hunted by the groups HOMRA, led by Mikoto Suoh, 
"The Red King," and SCEPTER 4, led by Reisi Munakata, "The Blue King." While 
on the run, he's helped by a young man named Kuroh Yatogami, and their fated 
encounter will change Shiro's life forever. Available in Blu-Ray and DVD formats. 
(STK633719) (C: 0-1-1) 
BLU-RAY $69.99 
DVD $44.82 
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KAMISAMA KISS: THE COMPLETE SERIES 
From FUNimation! Nanami was just a normal high school girl down on her luck 
until a stranger's lips marked her as the new Land God and turned her world 
upside down. Now, she's figuring out the duties of a deity with the help of Tomoe, 
a reformed fox demon who reluctantly becomes her familiar in a contract sealed 
with a kiss. The new responsibilities — and boys — are a lot to handle, like the 
crow demon masquerading as a gorgeous pop idol, and the adorable snake spirit 
who's chosen the newly minted god to be his bride. As the headstrong Tomoe 
tries to whip her into shape, Nanami finds that love just might have cute, pointed 
fox ears... With romance in the air, will the human deity be able to prove herself 
worthy of her new title? Combo Pack includes both Blu-Ray and DVD formats. 
(STK633627) (C: 0-1-1) 
Combo Pack $54.98 
 
LADIES VERSUS BUTLERS! THE COMPLETE TV SERIES 
From Anime Works! Hino Akiharu lost his parents when he was young, and was 
adopted into his uncle's family. When he notices that his uncle is after his 
inheritance, he decides to enter the Hakureiryou boarding school. Akiharu is 
placed in the school's new servant training department, where students are 
trained to be maids or butlers. However, his delinquent appearance frightens the 
girls, who make up the majority of the students. Unable to get along with the 
classmates, Akiharu meets his childhood girlfriend Saikyou Tomomi and find 
himself stuck in the middle of the school's bickering cliques! Three discs. 
(STK633161) (C: 0-1-1) 
DVD $39.98 
 
LOVE, ELECTIONS AND CHOCOLATE COMPLETE COLLECTION 
From Sentai Filmworks! In Japan, participation in extra-curricular activities is as 
fundamental a part of an education as chalk and gym shorts. However, not all 
students are overachievers, and for those like Yuki Ojima, groups like the Food 
Research Club are welcome havens in which to slack off. But what's a slacker to 
do when the radical new candidate for Student Council president announces her 
intent to get rid of clubs like the FRC? Getting the help of the current Student 
Council president is a good start, but his suggestion is so counter-intuitive that it's 
crazy: Yuki's going to run for the Student Council himself! And yet, it's so crazy 
that it just might work. Especially when Chisato, the chocolate-adverse president 
of the FRC — not to mention Yuki's best childhood friend — and members of 
other targeted school clubs start to join the swelling FRC army. But can this army 
of goofs and goof-offs coast all the way to political victory? Or will someone have 
to step up to the plate and take one for the term? All 13 episodes of the series, 
available in Blu-Ray or DVD formats. (STK633531) (C: 0-1-1) 
BLU-RAY $59.98 
DVD $49.98 
 
MM! COMPLETE COLLECTION 
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From Sentai Filmworks! There are twisted tales and twisted tails, but few are as 
twisted as poor Sado's, who's just realized that he likes being made miserable! 
Of course, knowing that only makes him more miserable, which in turn… well, 
you get the idea! Desperate to break the perverse cycle, Sado volunteers for a 
special club where he hopes he can work through his issues.  And though he 
probably should have expected as much, imagine his consternation when he 
discovers that the other members have equally… complex… issues to deal with. 
For example, the hyper-aggressive club president Isurugi not only has a violent 
fear of cats, but also believes herself to be a god! Then there's Yuno, who's 
terrified of men; the nurse who forces other people to perform cosplay; and 
Hayama, Sado's best friend and a compulsive cross-dresser, who's also the girl 
that Sado is infatuated with. (We did say that it was complex, remember?) If you 
think you've seen everything that can happen in an anime, prepare to have your 
eyes opened to full anime size as you enter a whole new paradigm with MM! (It's 
pronounced "Emu Emu!")! Featuring a new English dub, this series is available in 
Blu-Ray and DVD formats. (STK633186) (C: 0-1-1) 
BLU-RAY $69.98 
DVD $59.98 
 
NARUTO SHIPPUDEN THE MOVIE:  BLOOD PRISON 
From Viz Media! After being captured for attempting to assassinate the leader of 
the Hidden Lightning Village and killing Jonin from the Hidden Mist and Rock 
Villages, Naruto is imprisoned in Hozukijo, a criminal containment facility also 
known as Blood Prison, where the warden of the facility uses imprisonment jutsu 
to steal the power and abilities from it's prisoners. The battle to prove Naruto's 
innocence and uncover the truth has begun for the warrior and his friends! 
Available in Blu-Ray and DVD formats. (STK632639) (C: 0-1-1) 
BLU-RAY $24.98 
DVD $19.98 
 
ROBOTICS;NOTES PART ONE 
From FUNimation! Kaito and Akiho dream of building a giant fighting robot based 
on a super-popular anime, but that's going to be impossible if they don't get more 
members into their school's Robot Research Club. They'll take anyone they can 
talk — or force — into joining them, including an eccentric robotics champion with 
a secret identity and a l33t video-game designer who's spent one too many late 
nights online. Finally, their goal looks like it's within reach. Available in Limited 
and Regular Edition Combo Packs, each including Blu-Ray and DVD formats. 
(STK633715) (C: 0-1-1) 
LIMITED EDITION $69.98 
REGULAR EDITION $64.98 
 
CLASSIC ANIME 
 
FRUITS BASKET: THE COMPLETE SERIES 
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From FUNimation! The Sohma family May look normal, but they've got a curse 
they've kept hidden for generations. Whenever a member of the clan is hugged 
by the opposite sex, they turn into an animal from the Chinese Zodiac! They've 
found ways to maintain ordinary lives, and all is well until young Tohru Honda 
falls on hard luck and stumbles upon the truth. To keep the peace, she must find 
a way to fit into this unusual household. But above all, she must promise to never 
reveal their secret — or her most cherished memories could be lost forever! 
Contains episodes 1-26 of the series. (STK633717) (C: 0-1-1) 
DVD $49.98 
 
MONSTER RANCHER: SEASON ONE 
From Eastern Star! Get ready for the wildest adventure ever as Genki, Holly and 
their monster friends unlock mysterious disks, meet and make new monsters, 
and try to defeat the evil Moo! Genki Sakura is an avid player of the Monster 
Rancher video games. After winning a tournament hosted by the game's 
creators, Genki gets a special CD-ROM that can unlock monsters in his game at 
home. It's real-life fun when the disk magically transports him to the world of 
Monster Rancher! There, he saves Holly and her eyeball monster Suezo from the 
evil Black Dino Squad! Genki creates his very own monster, Mocchi. And they 
team up with the gentle stone giant, Golem, in their search for the stone disc that 
contains the legendary Phoenix. This collection contains all 26 episodes of the 
English language Monster Rancher Season 1! (STK633142) (C: 0-1-1) 
DVD $49.95 
 
SPACE ADVENTURE COBRA: THE ORIGINAL TV SERIES PART ONE 
From Nozomi Entertainment! Seeking reprieve from a painfully ordinary 9-to-5 
existence, mild-mannered office worker Joe Johnson visits the TM Corporation, a 
company that sells virtual dreams. In Johnson's dream adventure, he's the 
notorious space pirate, Cobra! Accompanied by his android partner Lady 
Armaroid, Cobra fights the lowlife scum of the Pirate Guild by day and saves 
sultry sirens of space by night. After the journey is over, events unfold that bring 
reality into focus. His experience wasn't a dream at all — it was a reawakening of 
his buried past! With the most feared weapon in the universe, the Psycho Gun, 
Cobra sets out into the galaxy in pursuit of love, fortune and fame! Features 
Episodes 1-15 of the series on 4 discs. (STK632621) (C: 0-1-1) 
DVD $49.99 
 
TIME BOKAN: ROYAL REVIVAL 
From Sentai Filmworks! The Japanese public goes crazy when it's announced 
that the beloved and long running classic anime Time Bokan will be remade. 
There's just one problem: the original show was broken into multiple separate 
series featuring multiple teams of heroes pitted against multiple teams of almost 
identical villains, so how to choose which ones will star in the remake?  Unwisely 
discarding the idea of a public opinion poll, the producers instead insanely opt for 
a race between the bad guys in their favorite mecha. Which might not be a 
completely bad idea, except for the fact that they're all cheaters and saboteurs, 
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and none of them have ever created a mecha that didn't eventually self-destruct 
in an extremely violent fashion! In a race between these born losers, the only 
winner is the audience, as the villains from Time Bokan, Yatterman, Zenderman, 
Otasukeman, Yattodetaman, Ippatsuman and Itadakiman compete for the 
dubious privilege of getting the crap beaten out of them once again! It's Grand 
Theft Mecha vs. Super Moron Kart as the baddies slam, bash and dirty trick each 
other to the finish in Time Bokan: Royal Revival! Available in Blu-Ray and DVD 
formats. (STK633202) (C: 0-1-1) 
BLU-RAY $29.98 
DVD $19.98 
 
ASIAN CINEMA 
 
ALTER EGO 
From Eagle One Media! From Takashi Shimizu, the famed director behind The 
Grudge and Ju-On horror franchises comes one of his undiscovered films! Never 
before seen outside the shores of Japan, Alter Ego (a.k.a. A School Conjuring) is 
set in an urban Japanese city on a hot summer day, where three young aspiring 
models are on their very first fashion shoot at an abandoned and neglected 
school. Without warning, strange events begin occurring around the set, causing 
the models and crew to question their sanity as, one by one, they begin dying 
agonizing and painful deaths... seemingly self-inflicted deaths. Japanese 
language with English subtitles. (STK632868) (C: 0-1-1) 
DVD $16.95 
 
DARK DESIRES: THE ONIROKU DAN COLLECTION 
From Switchblade Pictures! From the pen of internationally acclaimed bondage 
novelist and screenwriter Oniroku Dan (Flower and Snake) come three feature 
films that dare to explore the darkest secrets of human sexuality — The Slave 
Ship, The Curse-M, and The Devil's Feast! (STK633183) (C: 0-1-1) 
MATURE THEMES 
DVD $29.99 
 
LUST OF THE DEAD 2 
From Tokyo Shock! After 90% of the world is taken over by "zombified" males 
who have fallen victim to an unknown disease, the remaining females form a 
military unit to protect themselves from the hordes of horny zombies! Starring 
Asami of The Machine Girl, and directed by Naoyuki Tomomatsu, director of 
Vampire Girl vs. Frankenstein Girl! (STK633153) (C: 0-1-1) 
DVD $19.98 
 
SMOKEY AND THE BUSHIDO: DEKOTORA 2 
From Switchblade Pictures! Nami's still the hottest trucker in Japan, but now 
there's a new contender for the title of Queen of the Road! Meet Ayano, the 
toughest highway patrol officer to ever fill out a bulletproof brassiere and Nami's 
former high school gang rival! However, a certain truck driving mama isn't the 
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only target this smoking-hot smokey has in her sights. There's a deadly drug 
hitting the market and someone's transporting it across Japan via unwitting 
truckers. Does that sound like a good enough reason for two ex-delinquents to 
set aside their mutual differences and put a little pedal and metal up some 
gangster butt? Maybe, but not all road trips have happy endings, and the payoff 
at the end of this run could prove lethal. Expect some heavy girl on girl friction 
ahead as the brakes give out, the undercover action heats up and a crazy string 
of tips, gas and drugs paves the way for Nami's wildest ride yet! What we have 
here is some serious disrespect for the law as the whole trucking crew from Big 
Bad Mama-San returns in Smokey & The Bushido! (STK633197) (C: 0-1-1) 
DVD $19.98 
 
CULT CLASSICS 
 
THE ANDREW PARKINSON TRILOGY: I, ZOMBIE, DEAD CREATURES, & 
VENUS DROWNING 
From Jinga Films, Ltd.! The films in the "Andrew Parkinson Trilogy" were written 
and directed by UK filmmaker Andrew Parkinson between 1998 and 2006. 
Choose from: I, Zombie (1998) in which a man slowly succumbs to a zombie bite, 
feeding on innocents to slake his hunger; Dead Creatures (2001), in which a 
group of women suffering from an illness that forces them to murder and feed on 
human flesh, turn to eachother for support; and Venus Drowning (2006), in which 
a suicidal woman forms a twisted bond with a limbless creature she finds on the 
beach. (STK632870) (C: 0-1-1) 
PART 1 - I ZOMBIE—DVD $16.95 
PART 2 - DEAD CREATURES—DVD $16.95 
PART 3 - VENUS DROWNING—DVD $16.95 
 
THE BAD BUNCH 
From VCI Entertainment! Violence and racial tension punctuate this fast moving 
action film, which is a study of prejudice and discrimination. The Bad Bunch 
(1976) is the story of a black gang that controls the streets of Watts and of Jim, a 
white man, who attempts to befriend them. Prejudice stands in the way of any 
friendship that turns black against white in a bloody act of vengeance. This film, 
set in the mid-'70s, does much to show how society has progressed, but to some 
it may seem that "the more things change, the more they stay the same." Written, 
directed and starring Greydon Clark (Final Justice, Black Shampoo), and also 
starring Tom Johnigarn, Jacquiline Cole, and Aldo Ray. (STK632673) (C: 0-1-1) 
DVD $14.93 
 
BAD DREAMS / VISITING HOURS DOUBLE FEATURE 
From Shout! Factory! Two intense horror films—both on Blu-Ray for the first time! 
Bad Dreams (1988): The sole survivor of a psycho-led mass suicide (Jennifer 
Rubin) awakens from a 13-year coma and begins to have visions of the cult 
leader (Richard Lynch) who was also killed in the fiery death scene. Visiting 
Hours (1982): An opinionated new reporter (Lee Grant) is stalked by a 
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psychopath in a hospital where she is recovering from his first attack on her. Her 
assailant is enraged; he is haunted by a horrific childhood trauma and now he 
has hidden himself inside the hospital to finish what he started. Featuring William 
Shatner and Michael Ironside. (STK633092) (C: 0-1-1) 
Blu-Ray $24.97 
 
THE BATWOMAN A.K.A. LAS MUJER MURCIELAGO 
From VCI Entertainment! A mad scientist seeks to create a race of super gill-
men, and uses the glands of luchadores (wrestlers) because they are "perfect". 
And with luchadores winding up dead all over Acapulco, the call goes out for that 
mysterious crime-fighter, Batwoman! A classic Mexican superhero adventure 
from 1968, directed by Rene Cardona, director of Night of the Bloody Apes. 
Spanish Language Only—NO English Dub or Subtitles. (STK633005) (C: 0-
1-1) 
DVD $9.99 
 
THE BIG GUNDOWN 
From Grindhouse Releasing! Grindhouse Releasing is proud to present the first-
ever U.S. home video release of the greatest Spaghetti Western you've never 
seen — Sergio Sollima's widescreen epic The Big Gundown! The legendary Lee 
Van Cleef stars as a relentless bounty hunter on the trail of Cuchillo (Euro-film 
superstar, Tomas Milian), a savage Mexican outlaw accused of the rape and 
murder of a twelve-year-old girl. Written by Once Upon A Time in the West 
screenwriter Sergio Donati, The Big Gundown features an incredible soundtrack 
by Ennio Morricone. This special edition contains the restored Director's Cut 
featuring an additional 15 minutes of gunslinging action never before seen in 
America! Combo Pack includes both Blu-Ray and DVD formats, plus a bonus CD 
of Morricone's soundtrack to the film! (STK632620) (C: 0-1-1) 
Combo Pack $39.95 
 
AN EVENING WITH ED WOOD, JR. 
From S'more Entertainment! Two of Ed Wood's most famous/infamous films on a 
single DVD! Glen or Glenda tells the story of Glen, a man who likes to dress in 
women's clothing, and doesn't know how to tell his fiancee. Plan 9 From Outer 
Space is Wood's magnum opus to sci-fi and horror films, succeeding on every 
level... except as good filmmaking. Comically horrendous, it still manages to 
entertain — and features Bela Lugosi in his final film role. Also included is a rare 
interview with Ed's wife, Kathy Wood. (STK632617) (C: 0-1-1) 
DVD $9.98 
 
I WAS A TEENAGE STRANGLER 
From Factory 2K & After Hours Cinema! Softcore princess Misty Mundae 
(Chantal, The Rage) in her first film role! A swingin' party where ghastly teens 
indulge in liquor, mind-altering substances and acts of lewdness, defilement and 
promiscuity... A sexually depraved lunatic on the prowl, bent on wringing the life 
from these helpless youths... A night of bizarre and unspeakable atrocities that 
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will have you, too, in the grip of terror! Come meet — if you dare! — Winston and 
Myles Strange, brothers with a dark, disturbing secret; Michi, the door-to-door 
cookie salesgirl with a sweet-tooth for horror; Daisy, the erotic party-goer who 
can't keep it in her pants; Mr. Lon Strauss Jr., the flesh-devouring zombie, as well 
as Freak Nasty, Austin Dallas, Tim Tomorrows, Omega Hedron, lesbian chicks 
and a cast of characters you will never soon forget... all players of The Factory 
2000 — a retro '90s reincarnation of Warhol's infamous coterie of weirdos and 
wannabees. (STK632835) (C: 0-1-1) 
DVD $29.95 
 
THE LEGACY OF BOGGY CREEK 
From CFS Releasing! It's hours of Bigfoot action in this gigantic triple feature — 
the very best of Sasquatch cinema — all for one low price! Included: Bigfoot: The 
Mysterious Monster—Real life searches and chilling recreations of Bigfoot 
sightings; Sasquatch—A group of adventurers set out on the hunt for the elusive 
Sasquatch; and The Snowbeast—A research expedition in Tibet discover 
something that did not want to be found! (STK632825) (C: 0-1-1) 
DVD $9.95 
 
NIGHT OF THE DEMONS—COLLECTOR'S EDITION 
From Shout! Factory! It’s Halloween night and Angela is throwing a party… but 
this is no ordinary Halloween party. Everybody’s headed to Hull House, a 
deserted funeral home, formerly the home of a mass murderer. But when the 
partygoers decide to have a séance, they awaken something evil... and these 
party crashers have a thirst for blood! Now it’s a battle for who can survive the 
night in Hull House. Bonus features include: New commentary with Director 
Kevin Tenney and actors Cathy Podewell, Hal Havins, Billy Gallo and FX artist 
Steve Johnson! New interviews with cast and crew, including director Kevin 
Tenney, writer/producer Joe Augustyn and actress Linnea Quigley! Audio 
Commentary with Director Kevin Tenney, Executive Producer Walter Josten and 
Producer Jeff Geoffray; Promo Reel, Video Trailer, Theatrical Trailer, TV and 
Radio Spots, Still Galleries, and much more! Combo Pack includes Blu-Ray and 
DVD formats. (STK632876) (C: 0-1-1) 
Combo Pack $29.93 
 
EL SANTO LUCHADORE HORROR CLASSICS 
From VCI Entertainment! Mexico's legendary luchadore crimefighter, El Santo, is 
featured in these campy, classic South of the Border horror films from another 
era! El Santo, and his best friend and fellow luchadore crimefighter, The Blue 
Demon, face all manner of supernatural threats in these '60s and '70s epics! 
Choose from: Santo and Dracula's Treasure (1969), Santo vs. The Riders of 
Terror (1970), Santo vs. Frankenstein's Daughter (1972), Santo & The Blue 
Demon vs. Dracula and The Wolfman (1972), and Santo & The Blue Demon vs. 
Frankenstein (1974)! And brush up on your Español, as these epics are Spanish 
Language Only — NO English Dub or Subtitles. ¡Ay, caramba! (STK632959) 
(C: 0-1-1) 
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SANTO AND DRACULA'S TREASURE—DVD $9.99 
SANTO VS THE RIDERS OF TERROR—DVD $9.99 
SANTO VS FRANKENSTEIN'S DAUGHTER—DVD $9.99 
SANTO AND BLUE DEMON VS DRACULA AND WOLFMAN—DVD $9.99 
SANTO AND BLUE DEMON VS DR FRANKENSTEIN—DVD $9.99 
 
SEXY HORROR DOUBLE FEATURE 
From Cemetery Releasing! Two sexy cult horror features for the price of one! 
Included are Dr. Jekyll vs. The Werewolf (starring Paul Naschy), and Dracula 
Blows His Cool when a young photographer moves into his castle and sets up a 
disco! (STK633149) (C: 0-1-1) 
DVD $12.98 
 
THE WICKER MAN 
From Lionsgate Entertainment! Available on Blu-Ray for the first time ever! Four 
decades after its release in 1973, the unique British cult classic The Wicker Man 
still holds an enduring fascination for audiences all over the world. In this 40th 
anniversary double play edition, the film is presented as The Final Cut, an all-
new restored version approved by director Robin Hardy. Featuring brand new 
extras, this 40th anniversary edition is every fan's perfect ending to a much 
mythicized search for the most complete version of the film. Having left no stone 
unturned in the search for the original film materials, the ghosts have now been 
laid to rest, as we can finally and happily confirm, that this is The Final Cut. 
Bonus features Include: Restoration comparison, "Music of The Wicker Man" 
featurette, "Worshipping The Wicker Man" featurette, and an interview with 
director Robin Hardy. Also offered this month is the original Theatrical Cut, on 
DVD. (STK633105) (C: 0-1-1) 
THE FINAL CUT—Blu-Ray $19.99 
'73 THEATRICAL CUT—DVD $9.98 
 
WITCHBOARD 
From Shout! Factory! First time on Blu-Ray! While experimenting with a Ouija 
Board during a party, a beautfiul young woman makes contact with the spirit of a 
young boy. But her game turns disastrous when a monstrous force is unleashed 
and begins a campaign of death and demonic possession! Starring Tawny 
Kitaen, Stephen Nicols, Todd Allen, and Kathleen Wilhoite. Combo Pack includes 
both Blu-Ray and DVD formats. (STK632880) (C: 0-1-1) 
Combo Pack $26.99 
 
THE WRESTLER (1974) 
From CFS Releasing! Frank Bass (Ed Asner) is an honest guy trying to make a 
living in the cutthroat world of professional wrestling, and he's gonna make it 
work — even if he dies trying! 1974's The Wrestler features legendary wrestlers 
and AWA superstars Verne Gagne, Rick Flair, Superstar Billy Graham, Dusty 
Rhodes, Dick the Bruiser, Ray Stevens, Dory Funk, Jr., Ken Patera, Billy 
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Robinson, Dan Gable, Eddie Graham, Dick Murdoch, and more. (STK632873) 
(C: 0-1-1) 
DVD $9.95 
 
WRESTLING WOMEN VS. THE AZTEC MUMMY 
From VCI Entertainment! If you've ever longed for a movie about wrestling 
women who take on various monsters, this is it! Xochitl the Mummy can turn into 
a snake or a bat — which are difficult shapes to get half-Nelsons on! Loreita, the 
Golden Ruby, joins her sister to battle the evil Prince Fugiyata and her female 
wrestlers. The Mummy is also female, and astonishingly on the side of good! 
Spanish Language Only—NO English Dub or Subtitles. (STK632968) (C: 0-
1-1) 
DVD $9.99 
 
FANTASY 
 
BEING HUMAN SEASON THREE 
From Entertainment One! Leading everyday lives is a lot harder than it looks for 
three twenty-something, supernatural roommates — vampire Aidan, ghost Sally, 
and werewolf Josh — who share their secrets and a Boston brownstone. 
Together they learn that there are fates worse than death, and there's more to life 
(and the afterlife) than most "normal" humans could ever imagine! Contains 
every Season Three episode of SyFy's Being Human on 4 discs. Available in Blu-
Ray and DVD formats. (STK632875) (C: 0-1-1) 
BLU-RAY $49.98 
DVD $39.98 
 
GAME OF THRONES 
 
GAME OF THRONES SEASON THREE 
From HBO! In the third season of the hit HBO drama series Game of Thrones, 
the Lannisters are barely holding onto power after a savage naval onslaught from 
Stannis Baratheon, while stirrings in the North threaten to alter the overall 
balance of power in Westeros. Robb Stark, King in the North, is facing major 
calamity in his efforts to build on his victories over the Lannisters while beyond 
the Wall, Mance Rayder and his huge army of wildlings continue their inexorable 
march south. Across the Narrow Sea, Daenerys Targaryen — reunited with her 
three fast-maturing dragons — attempts to raise an army to sail with her from 
Essos, in hopes of eventually claiming the Iron Throne. Packed with bonus 
features, Season Three of Game of Thrones is available in Blu-Ray and DVD 
formats. (STK633474) (C: 0-1-1) 
BLU-RAY & DVD $79.98 
DVD $59.99 
 
HORROR 
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REEL ZOMBIES 
From Synapse Films! Independent underground filmmakers Mike Masters and 
David J. Francis (playing themselves) are eager to complete the third film in their 
Zombie Night film trilogy, a series of rather unsuccessful low-budget, shot-on-
video gore fests. The problem, however, is a recent zombie apocalypse has 
taken over the world since their series began. The dead are rising from their 
graves and eating the living... for real this time! Masters and Francis embark on 
the production of their newest masterpiece anyway, only to discover shooting in a 
post-apocalyptic world offers many unforeseen challenges. Instead of giving up, 
they decide to capitalize on the cannibalistic catastrophe. No need for latex and 
fake blood when there's an entire world of flesh eating undead to add realism to 
their film, and help save money on special effects costs! (STK633125) (C: 0-1-1) 
DVD $19.95 
 
UNCUT 
From Eagle One Media! For the first time in UK film history, a 
thriller/horror/comedy feature filmed in one continuous 80 minute shot! The last 
performance of a pantomime is held ay an old, isolated Victorian theater in 
provincial England. The show's run has been a disaster, attracting only a handful 
of locals. The final wrap party afterwards turns out even worse and some of the 
cast and crew decide to slip away for their own private session in the theater's 
creepy basement. Amongst the group are the enviable pantomime leads and 
real-life lovers Clarice and Nathan, the womanizing director Derrick and the 
thirty-something, obscure stage assistant Janet. As their private bash kicks off 
Derrick disappears, only to be found with his throat savagely slashed. When they 
discover that they're locked in the killing continues. Paranoia grows. No one can 
be trusted. Featuring Shaun Williamson (EastEnders, Ricky Gervais' Extras), and 
Lois Winstone (daughter of Ray Winstone). (STK632833) (C: 0-1-1) 
DVD $16.95 
 
WE ARE WHAT WE ARE (2013) 
From Entertainment One! In We Are What We Are (a reimagining of the 2010 
Mexican horror thriller) a seemingly wholesome and benevolent family, the 
Parkers, have always kept to themselves — and for good reason. Behind closed 
doors, patriarch Frank rules his family with a rigorous fervor, determined to keep 
his ancestral customs intact at any cost. Available in Blu-Ray and DVD formats. 
(STK633164) (C: 0-1-1) 
BLU-RAY $29.98 
DVD $24.98 
 
YOU'RE NEXT 
From Lionsgate Entertainment! Aubrey and Paul Davison decide to celebrate 
their wedding anniversary by inviting their four children and their significant 
others to a family reunion at their remote and slightly rundown weekend estate. 
But the family reunion goes awry when their home comes under siege by a 
mask-wearing team of crossbow-bearing assailants. The family has no idea 
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who's attacking them, why they're under attack, or if the attackers are inside or 
outside the cavernous, creaking house. All they know for certain is that nobody is 
safe. This wildly entertaining thriller is available in Blu-Ray and DVD formats. 
(STK633111) (C: 0-1-1) 
COMBO PACK—DVD $24.99 
DVD $19.98 
 
SOUNDTRACKS 
 
TANGERINE DREAM—THIEF: ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACK 
From Perseverance Records! Thief was Michael Mann's directorial debut. It has 
become one of Tangerine Dream's signature film scores. Many versions of the 
CD have been released over the years. This version has both "Confrontation" 
and "Beach Scene" tracks restored. MVD proudly brings back this soundtrack in 
this limited edition of 4,000 CDs and the proper track list. Remastered from the 
original album elements, this is the definitive deluxe re-issue of this album. 
(STK632874) (C: 0-1-1) 
CD $14.99 
 
TOKUSATSU 
 
POWER RANGERS ZEO: VOLUME TWO 
From Shout! Factory! The Power Rangers face off against the dreaded villains 
King Mondo and Queen Machina, a malevolent pair who rule over their Machine 
Empire. This fearsome empire full of robots is menacing enough to scare Lord 
Zedd and Rita Repulsa into fleeing with their forces, abandoning the Moon to 
these metallic conquerors. Joined by their bratty offspring Prince Sprocket, King 
Mondo and Queen Machina command a fearless army of Cogs, relentless robots 
dedicated to their masters' evil plans to dominate the universe. With the 
discovery of powerful Zeo Crystals, the crime-fighters utilize their new Zeo 
powers to save Zordon and Alpha 5 from certain decimation. (STK633072) (C: 0-
1-1) 
DVD $19.93 
 
MIGHTY MORPHIN POWER RANGERS SEASONS 1-3 SET 
From Shout! Factory! Get the complete first three seasons of Saban's Mighty 
Morphin Power Rangers with this mega-multi-disc set! (STK633736) (C: 0-1-1) 
DVD $119.99 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
O/A ULTRASEVEN: THE COMPLETE SERIES 
This wildly successful follow-up to the original Ultraman TV series spawned what 
is arguably the most successful iteration of all Ultraman characters: Ultraseven 
has appeared in nearly every ultra series, and has had more exposure than even 
the original Ultraman! In the not-too-distant future,  the Earth finds itself 
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constantly under attack from extraterrestrial threats. To combat them, the 
Terrestrial Defense Force establishes the Ultra Guard, a team of six elite 
members who utilize high-tech vehicles and weaponry. Joining their fight is the 
mysterious Dan Moroboshi, who is secretly an alien from the Land of Light in 
Nebula M-78, Ultraseven! Includes all 48 episodes on six discs, in the original 
Japanese language with English subtitles. (STK520597) (C: 0-0-1) 
DVD $49.97 
 
ADULT 
 
O/A ALICE IN WONDERLAND: AN ANIMATED PARODY DVD 
For more information on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult 
supplement, ask your local comic shop. (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Available only within 
the United States and U.S. Territories. 
ADULT MATERIAL 
DVD $19.99 
 
O/A HOUSE OF 100 TONGUES DVD 
For more information on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult 
supplement, ask your local comic shop. (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Available only within 
the United States and U.S. Territories. 
ADULT MATERIAL 
DVD (DIA 340559) $14.99 
 
O/A I LOVE TENTACLES DVD 
For more information on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult 
supplement, ask your local comic shop. (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Available only within 
the United States and U.S. Territories. 
ADULT MATERIAL 
DVD $14.99 
 
THE INVISIBLE STUD 
For more information on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult 
supplement, ask your local comic shop. (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only within 
the United States and U.S. Territories. 
ADULT MATERIAL 
DVD $14.99 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
O/A MAHYA THE SERVANT DVD 
For more information on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult 
supplement, ask your local comic shop. (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Available only within 
the United States and U.S. Territories. 
ADULT MATERIAL 
DVD (DIA 310190) $9.99 
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O/A PINKS DVD 
For more information on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult 
supplement, ask your local comic shop. (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Available only within 
the United States and U.S. Territories. 
ADULT MATERIAL 
DVD (DIA 352879) $14.99 
 
T&A TEACHER 
For more information on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult 
supplement, ask your local comic shop. (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only within 
the United States and U.S. Territories. 
ADULT MATERIAL 
DVD $14.99 
 
COMING SOON 
 
I, FRANKENSTEIN 
From Lionsgate Entertainment! Frankenstein's monster, named Adam (played by 
Aaron Eckhart) and having taken the surname of his creator, becomes involved 
in a war between two immortal clans in an ancient city in this supernatural thriller 
from the producers of the Underworld saga! Available in a Blu-Ray/DVD Combo 
Pack and standard DVD format. (STK633723) (C: 0-1-2) 
BLU-RAY & DVD $24.99 
DVD $19.98 
 
DEVIL'S DUE 
From Ingram Entertainment! An unexpected pregnancy takes a terrifying turn for 
newlyweds Zach and Samantha McCall in this demonic thriller from directors 
Matt Bettinelli-Olpin (V/H/S) and Tyler Gillett (V/H/S)! Available in a Blu-Ray/DVD 
Combo Pack and standard DVD format. (STK633725) (C: 0-1-2) 
BLU-RAY & DVD $39.99 
DVD $29.98 
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